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TITLE 326 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
BOARD
SECOND NOTICE OF COMMENT PERIOD
LSA Document #05-117(APCB)
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW RULES CONCERNING NITROGEN OXIDE AND SULFUR DIOXIDE EMISSIONS FROM
FOSSIL FUEL-FIRED POWER PLANTS
PURPOSE OF NOTICE
The Indiana Department of Environmental Management (IDEM) has developed draft rule language for new article 24 that contains
three new rules 326 IAC 24-1, Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) Annual Trading Program, 326 IAC 24-2,
Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) Annual Trading Program, 326 IAC 24-3, Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR)
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) Ozone Season Trading Program, and new rule 326 IAC 10-4-16 concerning nitrogen oxide and sulfur dioxide
emissions from fossil fuel-fired power plants and nitrogen oxide emissions from large non-electric generating units (non-EGUs). By
this notice, IDEM is soliciting public comment on the draft rule language. IDEM seeks comment on the affected citations listed and
any other provisions of Title 326 that may be affected by this rulemaking.
HISTORY
First Notice of Comment Period: June 1, 2005, Indiana Register (28 IR 2817).
CITATIONS AFFECTED: 326 IAC 10-4-16; 326 IAC 24-1; 326 IAC 24-2; 326 IAC 24-3.
AUTHORITY: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-1; IC 13-17-3-4.
SUBJECT MATTER AND BASIC PURPOSE OF RULEMAKING
Basic Purpose and Background
The Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR), signed by the U.S. EPA administrator on March 10, 2005, is a U.S. EPA program to
supplement existing regulations to achieve substantial reductions of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions from
fossil fuel-fired power plants. CAIR expands NOx reductions from the original twenty-two (22) NOx SIP Call states to twenty-eight
(28) states, including Indiana, and the District of Columbia. The original NOx SIP Call rule reduced Indiana power plant emissions
by sixty-six percent (66%) and was implemented in 2004. For Indiana, the CAIR phase 1 NOx ozone season cap for years 2009
through 2014 is the same as the current NOx SIP Call budget. The phase 2 NOx ozone season cap for the years 2015 and beyond will
reduce ozone season NOx emissions from forty-five thousand nine hundred fifty-two (45,952) tons per ozone season to thirty-nine
thousand two hundred seventy-three (39,273) tons per ozone season. This represents a fifteen percent (15%) reduction for 2015 and
beyond. CAIR adds a new annual NOx emission cap for power plants in the CAIR region. The new NOx annual caps for Indiana
power plants are one hundred eight thousand nine hundred thirty-five (108,935) tons in 2009 through 2014 and ninety thousand seven
hundred seventy-nine (90,779) tons in 2015 and beyond and represent a fifty-three percent (53%) and sixty-one (61%) reduction in
annual power plant NOx emissions compared to pre NOx SIP Call levels for 2009 and 2015, respectively. CAIR includes an annual
SO2 emissions cap calling for a fifty percent (50%) reduction in years 2010 through 2015 and sixty-five (65%) reduction in 2015
and beyond from the levels required by the Acid Rain control provisions (Title IV) of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA).
The SO2 annual caps for Indiana are two hundred fifty-four thousand five hundred ninety-nine (254,599) tons in 2010 through 2014
and one hundred seventy-eight thousand two hundred nineteen (178,219) tons in 2015 and beyond. These new SO2 reduction
requirements bring the total SO2 emission reductions nationwide since the passage of the CAAA to almost ten (10) millions tons per
year.
States have until September 11, 2006, to submit a rule implementing CAIR to U.S. EPA. However, there is a streamlined approval
process and longer schedule for states that follow the U.S. EPA model rule or that make only limited changes to it. CAIR provides
two compliance options for states to achieve the required emission reductions. The first option is to meet the state’s CAIR emissions
budgets for SO2 and NOx by requiring power plants to participate in three (3) interstate cap and trade programs administered by U.S.
EPA that cap emissions in two phases. The three (3) trading programs include an ozone season NOx program that will replace the
NOx SIP Call trading program, a new annual NOx trading program, and an annual SO2 trading program that builds upon the existing

Acid Rain program. The second option is to meet the state emissions budget for SO2 and NOx by reducing emissions from sources
other than power plants or power plants in addition to other sources without participating in the trading program. This option allows
states flexibility on how to achieve the required reductions, including which sources to control and whether to join the interstate cap
and trade program.
IDEM is proposing to proceed with the first option, requiring emissions reductions from power plants by participation in the cap
and trade programs because it is highly cost effective and it is unlikely there would be sufficient SO2 and NOx reductions from other
sources to meet Indiana’s budgets.
Allowances cannot be traded between the NOx annual and ozone season trading programs. The allowances are considered separate
currencies. However, sources will be able to use banked NOx allowances from the current NOx SIP Call trading program in the new
CAIR ozone season program. NOx SIP Call sources that are not part of CAIR (i.e., non-electric generating units (non-EGUs)) can
also be brought into the ozone season trading program. The draft rule language that IDEM proposes for the CAIR ozone season rule
includes the non-EGUs that are currently subject to the NOx SIP Call rule. The total allowances for the non-EGUs under the NOx
SIP Call were added to the CAIR NOx ozone season trading budget. IDEM is reviewing the existing allocations and will recommend
whether changes should be made to these allocations in the CAIR program. For purposes of the draft rule language, however, IDEM
is carrying over the allocations from the NOx SIP Call rule as a placeholder and will continue discussions with the stakeholders. The
SO2 annual trading program is designed to work with the existing Acid Rain program. Sources will turn in Title IV allowances at
a ratio of greater than one (1) to one (1) to ensure reductions beyond Title IV; sources may use pre-2010 allowances at a one (1) to
one (1) ratio.
The draft rule includes several changes to the allocation methodology in the model rules for the NOx trading programs. IDEM is
aware that NOx allowances have already been allocated, recorded by U.S. EPA, and traded for the 2009 ozone season. This is the
first year that the U.S. EPA model rule allocates allowances for the CAIR ozone season trading program. The draft rule language
contains language stating that these 2009 allowances have already been recorded by U.S. EPA in 326 IAC 24-3-8(b).
Timing
IDEM is proposing a three (3) year allocation, three (3) years in advance methodology for both the CAIR ozone season and annual
trading programs similar to the existing NOx SIP call rule. This is different than the model rule that provides for states to make an
initial allocation for Phase I (2009-2014) and then make annual submissions of allocations six (6) years in advance. There is concern
with the model rule methodology because it would force a new unit that was not part of the initial allocation to request allocations
from the new unit set-aside for eleven (11) years. This is could be a problem if there is a large influx of new units causing the new
unit set-aside to be oversubscribed, and new units would not receive the full amount of their requests.
Heat Input and Output
The draft language includes changes from the model rule with respect to heat input and output:
*A longer baseline period (1998-2004). The timeframe chosen by U.S. EPA in the model rule includes years that many Indiana
sources were installing control equipment to comply with the NOx SIP Call, which would not be representative of actual operation.
*A fuel adjustment factor of one hundred percent (100%) for coal and sixty percent (60%) for all other fuels. This will provide
some benefit to gas-fired units and recognize that many gas-fired units have oil backup requirements.
*Retains the output-based provision for new sources, but modifies the method to make the criteria the same for all units, regardless
of whether coal-fired or not, and to make the criteria for combined heat and power (CHP) units consistent for all types of CHP
systems.
*Changes the conversion factor for output to input to provide a greater benefit for more efficient units.
In the model rule, the baseline heat input for existing sources is based on years 2000-2004 and the heat input for new sources is the
first five years of operation. For existing sources, the model rule adjusts heat input by the fuel type. The heat input for coal-fired units
is multiplied by one hundred percent (100%), oil-fired by sixty percent (60%) and other fuels by forty percent (40%). New sources
use electrical output data to convert output into heat input for the determination of the baseline. The conversion factor is based on
whether the unit is coal-fired or not.
Baseline
The draft language updates baseline heat input information with the most current seven years of data every three years. Under the
NOx SIP Call rule, a new baseline is calculated for each allocation period based on the most recent five years of data. U.S. EPA’s
model rule did not include a baseline that would be updated over time; retired units would continue to receive allowances forever
and existing units would have allocations based on data that is eventually decades old. The draft rule provides that the most recent
operational data would be used for calculations and that a retired unit would eventually stop receiving allowances.
New Unit Set-aside
The draft rule includes a new unit set-aside for both the annual and ozone season trading rules. The ozone season program new
unit set-aside uses the same amount of allowances as the model rule, that is five percent (5%) of the Phase I trading budget and three
percent (3%) of the Phase II trading budget. Draft language for the annual trading program includes a new unit set-aside equal to four
percent (4%) and two percent (2%) of the Phase 1 and II trading budgets, respectively. The one percent (1%) difference from the

model rule would be used to provide annual NOx allowances for an energy efficiency and renewable energy (EE/RE) set-aside to
be paired with the current ozone season EE/RE set-aside in the NOx SIP Call.
Compliance Supplement Pool
The draft rule includes a compliance supplement pool (CSP) for allocation of early reduction credits or allowances based on need
for sources that may have unique issues complying with the 2009 implementation deadline. The CSP provision included in the draft
rule differs from the one included in the NOx annual trading program model rule by providing a mechanism for IDEM to reserve
allowances for all eligible sources in advance to provide some certainty to sources regarding the amount of allowances that would
be available to them for early reduction credits. IDEM developed this language with input from stakeholders and includes two (2)
options for the definition of an eligible unit. The first option under 326 IAC 24-1-8(g)(1)(A)(ii) includes units that have or will have
control equipment installed prior to December 31, 2008, that can achieve the unit’s applicable acid rain NOx emissions rate without
averaging. The second option under 326 IAC 24-1-8(g)(1)(A)(ii) includes units that have or will have post-combustion control
equipment such as, but not limited to, selective non-catalytic reduction or selective catalytic reduction, installed prior to December
31, 2008, that is capable of reducing NOx emissions below the unit’s applicable acid rain NOx emission rate limitation without using
averaging. IDEM invites comments on both options.
Alternative option for compliance supplement pool to provide incentives for co-benefit mercury reduction
Another option that IDEM is considering and on which we request comment is using the CSP to provide incentives for control
configurations that maximize mercury reduction co-benefits. The goal of this option is to encourage new SCR installation and yearround SCR operation at units that have or will have electrostatic precipitator (ESP) and flue gas desulfurization (FGD) in 2007 and
2008, since this control configuration can achieve up to ninety percent (90%) mercury reduction. The draft rule language does not
contain this option as IDEM is still exploring ways to implement this type of incentive. With the intent of providing additional NOx
allowances to sources that obtain optimal mercury reductions and still having enough NOx allowances to also encourage early NOx
reductions through year round operation of SCR, IDEM is proposing two methods. These alternative mercury incentive options for
the CSP language could be integrated with the CSP allowance reservation method discussed in the previous paragraph.
Alternative #1: The first method is to create two pools for the early reduction credit (ERC) portion of the CSP, pool #1 for units
with ESP, SCR, and FGD control configurations and pool #2 for post-combustion NOx control equipment such as, but not limited
to, SCR or selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR). A larger number of allowances would be in pool #1. Under this alternative,
sources would still have the opportunity to reserve a set number of allowances, but the larger number of allowances in pool #1 would
make more CSP allowances available for sources that have control configurations that maximize mercury reductions. Alternative
2: Another method is to have one pool of allowances and use a ratio to award additional allowances for units with ESP, SCR, and
FGD. At the October 18, 2005, workgroup meeting IDEM had proposed this type of method including a ratio of up to six (6)
allowances for each ton of NOx reduction for this type of control configuration. IDEM acknowledges that a ratio of 6:1 does create
issues concerning the ability of a few sources to obtain a large number of allowances at the expense of other sources that may be
reducing NOx emissions, but are not using the same types of control configurations. IDEM invites suggestions for more appropriate
ratios, such as 1.5:1 or 2:1. The issue of whether the ratio is applied during the allowance reservation process or when determining
the actual number of allowances to be awarded must also be decided.
Energy Efficiency/ Renewable Energy Set-aside
The energy efficiency/renewable energy (EE/RE) set-aside program of the current NOx SIP Call rule was not included in the U.S.
EPA model rule, but is a option that states can include in their CAIR rules. The preamble for the CAIR rule at 70 FR 25279 discusses
NOx allocation methodology elements for which states have flexibility, including the use of set-asides for energy efficiency,
development of integrated gasification combine cycle, for renewables, or for small units. The EE/RE set-aside is a separate pool of
NOx allowances that IDEM can allocate to EE/RE projects to provide incentives for their growth. The program is based on a two-step
process. Applicants apply for allowances in one (1) year and the actual transfer of allowances occurs after the following summer.
For the ozone season EE/RE set-aside, IDEM proposes that half of any unallocated allowances will be retained by the state to fund
an EE/RE grant program for smaller scale projects and the other half will be returned to existing large affected units (non-EGUs)
on a pro rata basis. The annual EE/RE set-aside would be set up the same, except that half of the unallocated allowances will be
returned to electric generating units, since the annual EE/RE set-aside comes from the new unit set-aside for electric generating units
(one percent (1%) of the new unit set-aside). Initial conversations with U.S. EPA have indicated that IDEM will be able to include
this set-aside in this rulemaking, but further discussions with U.S. EPA are needed. IDEM seeks comment on this proposal and other
possible improvements or changes to the EE/RE set-aside. Further discussions are also necessary to determine the details of
administering such a program within state government.
IC 13-14-9-4 Identification of Restrictions and Requirements Not Imposed under Federal Law
No element of the draft rule imposes either a restriction or a requirement on persons to whom the draft rule applies that is not
imposed under federal law. All changes to the CAIR model rules included in the draft language are modifications allowed under the
federal CAIR rule.
Potential Fiscal Impact

This rulemaking will exceed the $500,000 threshold requiring a fiscal impact analysis (FIA) under IC 4-22-2-28 and IDEM is
currently preparing this analysis with input from stakeholders. The FIA will include the annual economic impact after full
implementation of the rule, as required by statute. The FIA will also include start-up costs and capitol expenditures to the extent that
information is available. Those entities affected by this rule are encouraged to contact IDEM to provide pertinent fiscal impact
information.
Public Participation and Workgroup Information
An external workgroup has been established to discuss issues involved in this rulemaking. The workgroup, referred to as the “Utility
Rules Workgroup” is for both this rulemaking and the Clean Air Mercury Rule (CAMR)/Indiana mercury rule. The workgroup is
made up of a variety of stakeholders and convened by IDEM, Office of Air Quality staff. If you wish to provide comments to the
workgroup on the rulemaking, attend meetings, or have suggestions related to the workgroup process, please contact Susan Bem,
Rules Development Section, Office of Air Quality at (317) 233-5697 or (800) 451-6027 (in Indiana). Please provide the following
contact information: your name, phone number and email address, if applicable, and where you can be contacted. The public is
encouraged to participate in the workgroup process. The workgroup holds monthly meetings in Indianapolis, Indiana. The date for
the December meeting has not been scheduled yet, please call Susan Bem (317) 233-5697 or (800) 451-6027 (in Indiana) for meeting
information or check the IDEM calendar at: http://www.in.gov/serv/eventcal?PF=idem&Clist=16_153_154_155_156.
SUMMARY/RESPONSE TO COMMENTS FROM THE FIRST COMMENT PERIOD
IDEM requested public comment from June 1, 2005, through July 5, 2005, on alternative ways to achieve the purpose of the rule
and suggestions for the development of draft rule language. IDEM received comments from the following parties by the comment
period deadline:
Indiana University - University Office of Environmental, Health and Safety Management (IU)
Improving Kids’ Environment (IKE)
Indiana Energy Association (IEA)
Indiana Michigan Power Company, dba American Electric Power (AEP)
Indianapolis Power & Light Company (IPL)
Citizens Thermal Energy (CTE)
Purdue University (PU)
Northern Indiana Public Service Company (NIP)
GE plastics Mt. Vernon, Inc. (GE)
Dominion (DM)
Valley Watch, Inc. (VWI)
Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor (IOUCC)
United Mine Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UMWA)
Indiana Municipal Power Agency (IMPA)
Following is a summary of the comments received and IDEM’s responses thereto:
General
Comment: IDEM should complete the CAIR rulemaking as quickly as possible. (IKE) (VWI)
Response: IDEM agrees and is proceeding with the CAIR rulemaking on an expeditious schedule.
Comment: IDEM should adopt the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) as finalized by U.S. EPA. (AEP) (IMPA)
Comment: Indiana’s adoption of the model rule would provide for quick and easy approval by U.S. EPA, which would provide
sources the maximum amount of time to develop compliance plans. Also, adopting the model rule will allow Indiana sources to
reduce emissions in the most cost effective manner by participating in the regional cap-and-trade allowance program. (IEA) (IU)
(IPL) (CTE) (PU) (NIP) (DM)
Comment: Affected parties have had ample opportunity to comment on U.S. EPA’s model rule and going through that process
again would be duplicative and unproductive. (IU) (IPL) (CTE)
Comment: Adoption of the model rule will ensure consistency across state lines and provide maximum flexibility for compliance.
(DM)
Response: IDEM is proposing to adopt the CAIR model rules with modifications so that Indiana sources can participate in the
CAIR cap and trade program administered by U.S. EPA. Flexibilities included in the CAIR model rule allow Indiana to include, as
full trading partners, all trading sources affected by the NOx SIP Call in the ozone season CAIR NOx cap and trade program; to
develop different NOx allocation methodologies, provided allocation information is submitted to U.S. EPA in the required time frame;
and to choose whether or not to include the opt-in provision in the model rule that allows individual units to opt-in to the cap and
trade program.
Comment: The Utility Group (fourteen (14) utility members of the Indiana Energy Association and three (3) non-member utility
companies) favors adoption of the federal CAIR rule, including all of the state flexibility provided for in the federal CAIR rule. The

final version of the CAIR and Clean Air Mercury Rule (CAMR) will require companies that are part of the Utility Group to invest
as much as three billion dollars ($3,000,000,000) for additional emission controls at the generating stations subject to these rules,
with concomitant increases in the cost of electricity provided to their customers. The goal of the Utility Group is that any capital
investments result in achievement of air quality goals that require such investment. (IEA)
Response: See previous response. IDEM will be developing a fiscal analysis on the proposed rule as well and welcomes comments
on cost estimates.
Comment: Power costs, which are currently below the national average for Indiana consumers, will increase due to the cost of
CAIR required control, and such increases should be consistent with control costs throughout the region. Adopting the budgets in
the CAIR rule will insure that Indiana power consumers receive the benefit of consistent regional and national control strategies and,
as a result, provide Indiana power generators the same consistency in control costs. (IEA)
Comment: Sources have and will continue to do a lot to reduce emissions of NOx and SO2. The commenter has spent one hundred
and seventy-five million dollars ($175,000,000) in NOx control to comply with the NOx SIP Call rule and is in the process of reducing
sulfur dioxide emissions by installing a new scrubber and upgrading existing scrubbers in advance of the 2010 deadline for SO2. (IPL)
Response: IDEM is proposing to adopt the budgets in the CAIR rule.
Comment: High levels of ambient ozone and fine particles, which occur throughout Indiana, pose a serious health threat to Indiana
children. Ozone and fine particle pollution can exacerbate asthma and other respiratory illnesses, and cause other physical symptoms
and discomfort. Particles can include toxic chemicals that pose additional, and in some cases less well understood, threats to
children’s health. Although there are many factors that influence asthma, elevated levels of air pollutants are a known asthma trigger.
In 2002, the Indiana State Department of Health estimated that three hundred and forty thousand (340,000) Indiana adults had asthma,
and that fifteen (15%) percent of households had one or more children diagnosed with asthma. (IKE)
Response: IDEM agrees that ozone and fine particle pollution can exacerbate asthma and other respiratory illnesses. The CAIR
rule will help bring Indiana counties into attainment with the health-based air quality standards for ozone and fine particulate matter.
Comment: Evansville and the surrounding area, is located near the center of the largest concentrations of coal fired power plants
in the world. A 1998 study by the Partnership for Healthcare Information, a business and academically based group, found that a child
from nine (9) to thirteen (13) in Evansville was five times more likely to have asthma than a kid the same age in Ft. Wayne, a
community of nearly identical demographics but no coal fired power plants nearby. CAIR, as proposed by U.S. EPA, should be
helpful in reducing high levels and incidence of diseases that are experienced in southwest Indiana, west Kentucky, and southeast
Illinois. (VWI)
Response: IDEM agrees that federal CAIR will have a public health benefit and is proposing to adopt the rule expeditiously.
Comment: Although the commenter supports discussion of both this rule and the mercury rule in the same workgroup, IDEM
should push ahead with this rule, even if additional time is needed for the mercury rule. (IKE)
Response: Because of the additional discussion that the mercury rule needs, the mercury rulemaking will be not be on the same
schedule as the CAIR rulemaking.
Comment: The commenter is skeptical of proposed “trading” systems where, theoretically, marketable credits can be earned by
polluters who cut their pollution to a degree greater than they are “allowed” and then sell those credits by auction or other methods
to polluters who fail to achieve the reductions to bring them into compliance with the allowances they have been allocated. The
skepticism is in three main areas: having allowances implies and creates a certain “right” to pollute, trading has and will continue
to create pollution “hot spots” where significant polluters can decide to forego reducing their plants emissions and buy credits, and
trading “caps” must be adequately restrictive that no region is allowed to remain out of compliance with any of the NAAQS. If any
kind of trading program is to eliminate the possibility of “hot spots,” the physical area where the trades can take place must be no
greater than regional in size. (VWI)
Response: Although sources can forego emissions reductions at one plant by buying allowances from another plant, the goal of
this rule is to reduce overall emissions in the CAIR region and to eliminate upwind states’ significant contribution of transported
pollution to downwind states. Additional control programs other than CAIR may be needed to achieve attainment in all Indiana
counties and downwind states.
Comment: The commenter is skeptical of future workgroups to deal with CAIR. Past experience in these so-called stakeholder
meetings have indicated that regardless of the negotiations and agreements that result from group dialogue, the bottom line is almost
always that when the group has spoken, the polluters will then meet privately with the decision makers and strike whatever deal they
wanted in the first place. (VWI)
Response: IDEM has a very open process with the CAIR workgroup and will continue to have discussions and share information
with all stakeholders.
CAIR and Attainment
Comment: The commenter does not support adopting CAIR with modifications to bring all Indiana counties into attainment. (IU)
(IEA) (AEP) (PU) (NIP) (DM) (IMPA)
Comment: Broadening this rulemaking to include additional sources to address state implementation plan (SIP) attainment issues

will delay this rulemaking when Indiana should be moving on a fast track to avoid being brought into U.S. EPA’s federal
implementation plan (FIP) for CAIR. At this time, there are multiple sets of modeling for non-attainment areas that contradict each
other and the time needed to work through the modeling will delay this rulemaking. (IU) (IEA) (PU)
Comment: The commenter supports U.S. EPA’s position that the CAIR rulemaking does not require states to prepare an attainment
SIP to comply with CAIR and the attendant emission reductions are not designed to result in attainment of the National Ambient Air
Quality Standards (NAAQS). IDEM should separate the attainment SIP process from the CAIR process, even though the rulemaking
milestones in the two (2) rules may be close. PM2.5 nonattainment is a residual issue after implementation of CAIR. Numerous steps
will be required by the states to determine the optimal mix of SO2 and NOx reduction for the ozone and PM2.5 standards. These
requirements are driven by EPA policy and guidance documents for each NAAQS that are not yet final at this time. (IEA)
Comment: Beyond-CAIR EGU reductions of SO2 and NOx may not impact PM2.5 concentrations sufficiently to achieve attainment
in any residual nonattainment areas. The reactive chemistry of PM2.5 precursors is both complex and not well enough understood.
The PM2.5 particle composition may well be driven by mobile sources in winter. Another source mix may drive the PM2.5 composition
in summer. Until additional speciated monitoring data is available, it is premature to require beyond-CAIR SO2 or NOx reductions
from EGUs. (IEA)
Comment: CAIR reductions are designed to move areas toward attainment and the significant reductions of CAIR will move much
of Indiana towards attainment. Also, the positive impacts of the reductions in NOx for the ozone season NOx SIP Call program are
yet to be fully realized. For example, a number of selective catalytic reduction (SCR) units are commencing operating in Indiana and
other units will be installed. (IEA)
Comment: IDEM should adopt the U.S. EPA version of CAIR. U.S. EPA has already done a rigorous analysis of EGUs to
determine which can accept retrofit controls and how fast control can be installed including the availability of labor, materials, and
replacement power. IDEM would have to do the same kind analysis to adopt something different than CAIR and the end result may
be the unintended consequence of eliminating Indiana sources from participating in the U.S. EPA cap and trade program and
increasing cost. (IEA)
Comment: Unit specific emission limits defeat the purpose of a cap and trade program. (IEA) (PU)
Comment: Grid reliability is a concern with any implementation approach that requires more reductions than are required by the
federal CAIR rule. Strategies such as “EGU1” and “EGU2” described in LADCO white papers for EGUs will result in the installation
of control on very small units, which is technically infeasible, and will result in retirement of these units. Replacement power may
not be available and the existing transmission grid may not be able to accommodate the increased importation of power. (IEA)
Comment: The commenter does not support using this rulemaking to explicitly generate an attainment strategy for Indiana’s PM2.5
and ozone nonattainment counties, but to use it as a starting point for detailed analysis of Indiana’s PM2.5 and ozone nonattainment
areas to determine what focused local control programs would be necessary to reach attainment. Although a nonattainment area
analysis may determine that emissions reductions on specific utility facilities beyond the reductions required under CAIR are
necessary they should be part of a separate rulemaking. (AEP)
Comment: The purpose of CAIR is to provide the level of SO2 and NOx reductions U.S. EPA has determined are needed to
adequately address the regional contribution to downwind nonattainment areas from EGUs. If Indiana still has nonattainment counties
after CAIR then IDEM should address these on a case-by-case basis while evaluating the impact from all types of sources on local
nonattainment areas. (DM)
Comment: Lake Michigan Air Directors Consortium (LADCO) modeling clearly demonstrates that beyond CAIR controls in the
utility sector have no meaningful impact on the modeled ozone levels in Lake and Porter Counties (the only remaining ozone
nonattainment area following the implementation of CAIR) and that only one monitor modeled in nonattainment for PM2.5 following
implementation of CAIR. Also, it is interesting to note that targeted volatile organic compounds (VOC) reductions only in the ozone
nonattainment areas (identified as strategy R2S3A) achieved PM2.5 attainment for this one monitor and that further expanding these
controls outside of the ozone nonattainment counties or adding primarily additional SO2 reductions in the utility sector did not further
reduce the modeled PM2.5 concentrations in 2009. (AEP)
Comment: LADCO’s proposals, known as EGU1 and EGU2, have potential adverse effects on generation unit shutdowns, electric
reliability, and coal markets. The levels of SO2 emission control contemplated by the LADCO EGU White Paper are inconsistent
with the continued utilization of the majority of coal produced in Indiana and Illinois, and with all Ohio coal, even with the assumed
ninety-five percent (95%) control of SO2 emissions by wet flue gas scrubbing technologies. A recent study of the potential economic
impacts of the control measures proposed in the LADCO EGU White Paper supports the commenter’s concerns about the risks of
premature coal plant retirements and large-scale fuel switching to western coals. Based on the estimates in this study, Indiana could
lose as much as twenty-two (22) million annual tons of coal production under the EGU2 control proposal, requiring units to meet
an emission rate limit of one-tenth pound of SO2 per million British thermal units (0.10 lb SO2/MMBTU). EGU1, requiring an
emission limit of fifteen-hundredths pound of SO2 per million British thermal units (0.15 lb SO2/MMBTU), could result in the loss
of nearly nineteen (19) million tons of annual Indiana coal production. In 2003, Indiana’s total coal production was thirty-five million
and four hundred thousand tons (35,400,000), according to the U.S. Department of Energy’s Energy Information Administration.

(UMWA)
Response: The draft language in this notice does not contain additional emission reductions beyond those contained in the CAIR
budget for Indiana. At this time IDEM is still evaluating the available modeling information and waiting for additional, more refined
modeling to determine if Indiana will have areas in nonattainment for the 8-hour ozone standard or fine particles (PM2.5) following
implementation of CAIR. Based on this work IDEM may determine in the future that additional reductions from specific sources
are necessary to bring Indiana counties into attainment. When evaluating options for additional reduction IDEM will consider the
issues raised by the commenters: chemistry of PM2.5, grid reliability, technical feasibility of LADCO options “EGU1” and “EGU2”
for very small units, impact of “beyond CAIR” controls on ozone levels in Lake and Porter Counties, and the impact on the Indiana
coal market of additional controls.
Comment: If SIP quality modeling for Indiana’s attainment demonstration shows residual nonattainment, additional reductions
beyond the federal CAIR rule should be considered in this rulemaking. (IKE)
Response: IDEM will consider additional reductions from EGUs as well as other potential sources should be considered if
additional reductions are needed to demonstrate attainment.
Comment: U.S. EPA is currently reviewing the fine particle health standard. All information available to date about U.S. EPA and
the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee’s review of health information indicates that particulate levels lower than the current
health standard cause adverse health effects and the agency is very likely to make either the annual or daily standard, or both, more
strict. Setting the budget tighter than may be needed for the current health standard, in anticipation of further reductions needed in
a few years, may be a more cost-effective approach. (IKE)
Comment: U.S. EPA has calculated that the benefits to be achieved by CAIR will be twenty-five (25) times as great as the costs
to implement it. Further reductions could be required and the benefits of the rule would still outweigh the costs. (IKE)
Response: IDEM is tracking U.S. EPA’s review of the fine particle health standard, and will consider that in its SIP planning
efforts.
Non-EGUs
Comment: Many owners and operators of non-electric generating unit (EGU) boilers are making investments at their facilities to
meet the requirements of 40 CFR 63, Subpart DDDDD (Industrial Boiler MACT) by the September 13, 2007, compliance date. These
investments have included significant amounts of capital and many years of planning. If the Indiana Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR)
were to apply also, compliance plans for the Industrial Boiler MACT would be obsolete even before they had been implemented.
This is especially a problem for state educational institutions that have a lengthy process to secure funds from the state legislature
and the Governor. (IU) (CTE) (PU)
Comment: The commenter does not support obtaining emissions reductions from non-EGUs within the CAIR rulemaking. U.S.
EPA has already determined that the most cost-effective manner to achieve emissions reductions is by controlling emissions from
power plants. While there are U.S. EPA staff papers in the docket for the CAIR rulemaking that allude to the availability of costeffective controls for industrial boilers, these staff papers are based on model boilers using estimated cost factors. Turndown ratios
(the ratio of anticipated peak loads and anticipated low load conditions) can be as high as ten to one (10:1); fuels consumed by
industrial boilers are often purchased on the spot market and as such may vary in quality; and the physical size, configuration, and
location of the boilers may mean that certain control devices are infeasible for use at a plant. These and others factors would need
to be analyzed before IDEM could start rulemaking to include non-EGU boilers. IDEM should not pursue this option without data
that indicates a positive environmental benefit at a reasonable cost as required under IC 13-14-8-4(6). Also, the inclusion of nonEGUs in Indiana would impact the ability of Indiana sources to participate in the U.S. EPA administered allowance trading program.
(IU) (CTE)
Comment: The commenter does not support inclusion of non-EGUs in the Indiana CAIR rule. In U.S. EPA’s 2004 document,
“Identification and Discussion of Sources of Regional Point Source NOx and SO2 emissions other than EGUs (U.S. EPA
[CAMD/OAQPS] Technical Support Document, January 2004,” U.S. EPA concludes the following regarding the impact and
feasibility of additional control installation on industrial and commercial boilers:
“...As with SO2 controls, there are a number of uncertainties associated with the NOx estimates for this sector (industrial and
commercial boilers).”
The reason for these uncertainties is that U.S. EPA does not have actual capacity factor data for all the sources in this sector and
has to estimate capacity factors to estimate costs. Such estimates are difficult for this sector because of the wide range of operating
characteristics for these sources. Second, space constraints have the potential to complicate or make installation of SCR technology
infeasible. Third, U.S. EPA’s current inventories do not take into account emission rates based on full implementation of the NOx
SIP call. Lastly, U.S. EPA does not have a good understanding of the costs and operational effects of integrating post combustion
SO2 and NOx control strategies for these sources. (PU)
Comment: The commenter opposes IDEM not adopting the federal CAIR rule and instead obtaining reduction of SO2 and NOx
emissions from either non-EGUs or a combination of EGUs and non-EGUs. U.S. EPA has expressly concluded, for the purposes
of the CAIR rule, that it lacks information that SO2 and NOx controls on non-EGUs would be cost-effective. In addition, the

commenter provided data and analysis to support its claim that SO2 and NOx controls on their fossil fuel-fired combustors located
at the Mt. Vernon, Indiana, plant would not be cost-effective. (GE)
Comment: Inclusion of other non-EGU sources in the Indiana CAIR rulemaking would impact the ability of Indiana sources to
participate in the U.S. EPA regional cap and trade program and increase the cost of compliance for all Indiana sources. (IEA) (NIP)
(DM)
Comment: The commenter does not fundamentally object to obtaining additional reductions from sources other than EGUs, but
the proposal is too vague to provide any meaningful comment. (IMPA)
Response: IDEM is no longer considering meeting the CAIR annual budgets by obtaining emissions reductions from non-EGUs
or a combination of non-EGUs and EGUs, since Indiana sources would not be able to participate in the U.S. EPA administered
trading program, and no interested parties have supported this option.
Comment: Indiana must preserve the ability of non-EGU boilers affected by the NOx SIP Call to participate in the ozone season
regional trading program. (CTE) Comment: The CAIR model rule clearly states that state plans containing trading programs
substantively different from the model rule may not be approved by U.S. EPA. If Indiana would not be able to participate in the
trading program, the impact on non-EGU NOx SIP Call sources would be particularly extreme as the market for these sources would
consist of only a few sources. (PU)
Response: The draft rule language in this notice for the CAIR ozone season trading program includes non-EGUs currently covered
by 326 IAC 10-4. This will ensure that non-EGUs in the current NOx SIP Call rule (326 IAC 10-4) will continue to be able to trade
with EGUs as they currently do under the NOx SIP Call. This provision will not require Indiana to obtain additional reductions from
non-EGUs. The total budget for these units is the same as it is currently under 326 IAC 10-4. The U.S. EPA will no longer operate
the NOx SIP Call trading program after the 2008 ozone season and the CAIR ozone season NOx trading program will replace the NOx
SIP Call trading program. IDEM is reviewing the existing allocations and will recommend whether changes are necessary for the
CAIR program. In addition, the CAIR NOx ozone season trading program provides incentives for early emissions reductions by
allowing the banking of pre-2009 NOx SIP Call allowances into the CAIR NOx ozone season trading program.
Comment: The Indiana CAIR rulemaking should regulate EGUs and large boilers. Regional reductions of NOx and SO2 is a very
effective approach to reducing ozone levels and the same is expected for SO2 in reducing fine particle levels. While Indiana maintains
air quality monitors only in certain counties, it is reasonable to believe, based on modeling, that unmonitored regions of Indiana also
have air quality that approaches or exceeds health standards under certain weather conditions. Therefore, reductions from sources
whose emissions are regional will improve air quality in areas that are not monitored and in downwind states. (IKE)
Comment: It is important that the Indiana CAIR rule cover all major sources of fine particle pollution. This clearly includes sources
like industrial boilers, especially those that continue to burn coal as their source of fuel. ALCOA, Warrick, is an industrial boiler
source with almost no controls for NOx, SO2, and mercury on some of the units. (VWI)
Comment: Additional reductions could be achieved by requiring large industrial boilers currently covered under the NOx SIP Call
to control their emissions on a year-round basis. The Lake Michigan Air Directors Consortium (LADCO) has evaluated the feasibility
and costs of several pollution reduction approaches for Industrial, Commercial and Institutional Boilers, Cement Plants and other
sources in a series of White Papers. There appear to highly cost-effective technologies available to reduce SO2 and NOx from these
types of sources. (IKE)
Response: IDEM may consider further reductions of SO2 and NOx from large industrial boilers as part of an attainment strategy,
if necessary. However, non-EGUs cannot be made part of the CAIR NOx and SO2 annual trading programs, according to the federal
rule. ALCOA, Warrick, has recently announced plans to install scrubbers on specific units to reduce SO2 emissions.
Opt-in Provision
Comment: The commenter supports including an opt-in program in Indiana’s CAIR rulemaking. An opt-in program would still
allow Indiana electric generating units (EGUs) to participate in the regional allowance-based trading program while providing the
state with additional, voluntary reductions. (IU) (IEA) (CTE) (PU)
Comment: Allowing sources to opt-in to the CAIR program should be allowed so long as they do not jeopardize the ability of
Indiana utility sources to participate in the U.S. EPA cap and trade program. (AEP)
Response: IDEM has included opt-in language, including the alternative opt-in approach, from the CAIR model rules for each of
three (3) CAIR trading programs.
Allocation Methodology
Comment: IDEM should use heat input for the NOx allowance allocations made under CAIR as is currently being done for the NOx
SIP Call program under 326 IAC 10-4. The commenter is opposed to the use of output for allowance allocation. (AEP)
Response: IDEM has recommended the CAIR model rule allocation methodology that uses an heat input basis for existing units
and an output basis for new units.
Comment: The commenter recommends that IDEM consider maintaining the current allocation methodology developed for
implementing the current NOx SIP Call ozone season budget trading program. The NOx SIP Call approach provides for equitably
allocated allowances and encourages and rewards energy efficiency and clean generation. Energy efficiency and renewable energy

set-asides could be used in both the annual and ozone season trading programs. Allocation of NOx allowances in CAIR by the same
methods will help minimize transition issues between the current and future CAIR trading programs. (NIP)
Response: IDEM proposes to use the CAIR model rule allocation methodology as a base and then modify some aspects of the
CAIR model rule allocation methodology to be consistent with the NOx SIP Call rule. Some items in the draft rule language that are
consistent with the NOx SIP Call approach but different from the CAIR model rule are: use of rolling heat inputs versus a set time
frame of heat inputs, allowances allocated every three (3) years for three (3) years worth of allocations versus annual allocations
updated to include new sources only six (6) years in advance of the allocation year, and inclusion of an energy efficiency program.
Comment: The commenter does not see how IDEM could change the allocation of SO2 allowances since the SO2 portion of CAIR
retains the congressionally established Acid Rain allowances from Title IV of the Clean Air Act and only uses a multiplier value to
increase the surrender ratio for these allowances under CAIR. (AEP)
Response: IDEM agrees and has not included an allocation section in the rule language for the CAIR SO2 trading program.
Comment: The commenter does not believe the CAIR SO2 allowance allocations, which are based on the Acid Rain program
allowance allocations, for either new source performance standard (NSPS) units or Acid Rain bonus units are highly cost effective
as applied in the CAIR. Since the commenter has eight (8) of the eleven (11) coal-fired generation units in Indiana covered by either
the Acid Rain bonus or the NSPS units provisions, the commenter is unduly negatively impacted by the CAIR SO2 allocation. These
low-emitting units suffer a greater impact from the CAIR because they do not have the margin of reduction that is available to higheremitting units. Therefore, the lower-emitting units will eventually reach the point of being incapable of complying by installing
technology, and will be forced to the market, which is contrary to the policy of encouraging emissions reductions. (NIP)
Response: IDEM is not able to change the SO2 allocations since they are established under the Clean Air Act.
Comment: Under the Indiana NOx SIP Call program 2009 NOx allowances have already been allocated and in many instances
traded on the market. (IEA) Comment: IDEM must work with U.S. EPA to reconcile the 2009 allocations from the current NOx
budget trading program with the future allocation under the CAIR for the 2009 ozone season. (NIP)
Response: IDEM is discussing this issue with U.S. EPA and, based on initial discussions, has a proposal that is included in draft
rule language. For the NOx ozone season trading rule, the 2009 allocations submitted to U.S. EPA under 326 IAC 10-4-9 will stay
in effect for the 2009 ozone season under CAIR.
Comment: Allocations should be updated periodically as is done in the NOx SIP Call. The U.S. EPA model CAIR trading method
provides a workable program to transition from a fixed phase 1 allocation to an annual updating methodology. This will provide an
opportunity to react to the ongoing evolution of the power generation market and to avoid creation of an additional economic barrier
to the installation of newer, potentially cleaner and more efficient units. (NIP)
Response: IDEM has included rule language from the CAIR model rule that provides for updating on a three (3) year basis.
Comment: If IDEM does not utilize the current NOx SIP Call ozone season budget trading program allowance allocation methods,
then IDEM should consider allocating allowances on an output basis or, at a minimum create a set-aside to encourage development
and implementation of clean efficient generation methods starting in 2010. (NIP)
Response: In the draft rule IDEM has not allocated allowances for existing sources on an output basis, but has included an output
based allocation method for new units and has included the energy efficiency and renewable energy set-aside program from the NOx
SIP call in the both the NOx ozone season and annual trading programs. The background section of this notice contains additional
information on the energy efficiency and renewable energy set-aside program included in the draft rule.
Comment: IDEM should not use heat input methodology for peaking units because such a methodology penalizes facilities that
have not operated at baseload capacity factors. Instead, IDEM could allocate allowances to these facilities based on a percent
reduction from the NOx SIP Call allowances. For example, they could be allocated eighty percent (80%) of their NOx SIP Call
allowances. Or if allowances were to be allocated based on heat input values, IDEM should consider a more representative historical
period than 2000-2004, when peaking units did not operate much due to cool weather. If basing allocation on heat input values from
2000-2004, the commenter would receive one (1) ton of annual NOx allowances for each of its four units. This is a reduction of about
ninety percent (90%) from what it received for 2007-2009 under the Indiana NOx SIP Call, which only covers the ozone season.
(IMPA)
Response: IDEM has expanded the number of heat input years to be included in the initial allocation and subsequent allocations
to address concerns with the representativeness of certain years. The initial allocation will be based on the average of the three (3)
highest heat input years from 1998-2004.
Comment: Any allocation methodology should use the oil correction factor to make sure that oil is not eliminated as a fuel
possibility. The ability to use fuel oil is important for reliability when natural gas is not available. (IMPA)
Response: The model rule for the NOx ozone season and the annual programs includes an adjustment factor of one hundred percent
(100%) for coal-fired units, of sixty percent (60%) for oil-fired units, and of forty percent (40%) for all others. “Oil-fired units” is
defined as units combusting fuel oil for more than fifteen percent (15%) of the annual heat in a specified year and not qualifying as
coal-fired. The draft rule includes fuel factors to adjust the baseline heat inputs with respect to allowances allocations, in a slightly
different format than the model rule. The draft rule for both of the CAIR NOx trading programs (326 IAC 24-3-8(c)) includes a fuel

factor of one hundred percent (100%) for coal-fired units and sixty percent (60%) for all others. This provides some relief to gas units
that need to use oil when required for emergencies.
Comment: The commenter requests that units built in 2004 and later receive some allocations, even though they had no, or minimal,
heat input in 2000-2004. (IMPA)
Response: Units that don’t receive allowances as an existing source will receive allocations from the new source set-aside.
Energy Efficiency Incentives
Comment: Indiana’s NOx SIP Call rule provided incentives to encourage energy efficient projects or ones that use renewable fuels.
Although these incentives have not been widely used to date, this rulemaking should maintain and enhance these provisions.
Incentives should also be considered for sources that choose to comply with their NOx and SO2 reduction requirements in ways that
maximize the mercury reductions that will be achieved as co-benefits. (IKE)
Response: The draft rule includes the energy efficiency program from the NOx SIP Call rule with some modifications to create
a grant program to fund smaller projects in the program. IDEM is still working out all the details of this program. There is also a
compliance supplement pool provision in the annual trading program for NOx to encourage early reductions. IDEM has requested
comment in the background section on an alternative option for the compliance supplement pool that would provide additional
incentives for sources maximizing mercury reductions.
Placement in IAC
Comment: It may be appropriate to place the CAIR and CAMR rules in the Article 21 for Acid Rain. Since a significant portion
of the general provision language is common between the CAIR SO2, NOx annual, and NOx ozone season rules and CAMR, IDEM
may be able to develop a rule that first addresses the general provisions, then separate rule for specifics of each program. (IEA)
Response: IDEM has placed the three (3) model trading rules for CAIR in a new article, Article 24, with a new rule for each trading
program. IDEM agrees that there are many provisions in the trading programs that are the same and may consider a format that
combines portions of each trading program and then different parts for portions of each trading program that are different in a later
version of this rulemaking.
Comment: IDEM should consolidate the CAIR and CAMR rules into one location in the Indiana Administrative Code. It would
be useful to have separate sections or subsections, as appropriate, within the consolidated location to facilitate differentiation between
mercury specific requirements from those of the CAIR applying to NOx and SO2. (NIP)
Response: IDEM has placed the three (3) model trading rules for CAIR in a new article, Article 24, with a separate rule for each
trading program. CAMR will also be placed Article 24.
Comment: IDEM should amend the NOx SIP Call regulations in 326 IAC 10-4 by pulling out provisions that only address EGUs,
leaving intact the rule language necessary to support the non-EGU program. (IEA) (CTE)
Response: States are required to modify their existing NOx SIP Call rules to reflect the replacement of the NOx SIP Call with the
CAIR ozone season trading program. Since 326 IAC 10-4 for non-EGUs would need to be consistent with the CAIR format for EGUs
it is simpler to keep both types of sources in one rule.
Fiscal
Comment: Indiana Code at IC 4-22-2-28 requires IDEM to prepare a fiscal impact statement regarding the impacts of the federal
rule as adopted by the state of Indiana. Some utilities have already provided financial impact information to the Indiana Utility
Regulatory Commission. The commenter disagrees with U.S. EPA estimates of costs of control and is willing to work with IDEM
to prepare a proper financial impact statement. (IEA)
Response: IDEM is preparing a fiscal analysis with input from stakeholders as required by IC 4-22-2-28 and has requested
compliance plans from the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission.
Comment: Even though the cost analysis will rely heavily on the U.S. EPA CAIR cost analysis IDEM should engage the State
Utility Forecast Group (SUFG) for input on costs of the Indiana rule. (AEP)
Response: IDEM is working with the State Utility Forecast Group (SUFG) for input on costs of the Indiana rule. The SUFG will
provide projections of future electricity rates based on the impact of CAIR.
Comment: IDEM cannot possibly prepare a fiscal impact statement for a rule that requires more emissions reductions than CAIR,
or from sources other than EGUs, as required by Indiana Code. The additional analysis and department resources that would be
needed are not justified given the analysis already provided by U.S. EPA regarding the CAIR reductions. (IEA)
Response: IDEM is preparing to develop a fiscal analysis that reflects the provisions of the draft rule. This analysis will be updated
as changes are made during rulemaking.
Comment: The commenter supports a quality environment in the state; people who pay electric bills in Indiana (and their families)
also breathe the air in this state. While environmental quality is important, the commenter asks that IDEM’s deliberations on CAIR
also consider the effect of higher compliance costs on the consumers of electricity in the state. (IOUCC)
Response: IDEM is working with the SUFG to prepare a fiscal impact statement as required by IC 4-22-2-28.
REQUEST FOR PUBLIC COMMENTS

This notice requests the submission of comments on the draft rule language, including suggestions for specific revisions to
language to be contained in the draft rule. Mailed comments should be addressed to:
#05-117(APCB)CAIR Rule
Susan Bem Mail Code 61-50
c/o Administrative Assistant
Rules Development Section
Office of Air Quality
Indiana Department of Environmental Management
100 North Senate Avenue
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204.
Hand delivered comments will be accepted by the receptionist on duty at the tenth floor reception desk, Office of Air Quality, 100
North Senate Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Comments may be submitted by facsimile at the IDEM fax number: (317) 233-2342, Monday through Friday, between 8:15 a.m.
and 4:45 p.m. Please confirm the timely receipt of faxed comments by calling the Rules Development Section at (317) 233-0426.
COMMENT PERIOD DEADLINE
Comments must be postmarked, faxed, or hand delivered by January 3, 2006.
Additional information regarding this action may be obtained from Susan Bem, Rules Development Section, Office of Air Quality,
(317) 233-5697 or (800) 451-6027 (in Indiana).
DRAFT RULE
SECTION 1. 326 IAC 10-4-16 IS ADDED TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
326 IAC 10-4-16 Sunset
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 1. (a) Section 9(b)(1)(C) of this rule shall sunset on December 30, 2005.
(b) All other provisions of 326 IAC 10-4-1 through 326 IAC 10-2-14 shall sunset on December 31, 2008. (Air Pollution
Control Board; 326 IAC 10-4-16)
SECTION 2. 326 IAC 24 IS ADDED TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
ARTICLE 24. NITROGEN OXIDES (NOX) AND SULFUR DIOXIDE (SO2) TRADING PROGRAMS
Rule 1. Clean Air Interstate Rule Nitrogen Oxides Annual Trading Program
326 IAC 24-1-1 Applicability
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 1. (a) This rule establishes an annual NOX emissions budget and annual NOX trading program. The following units
shall be clean air interstate rule (CAIR) NOX units, and any source that includes one (1) or more such units shall be a CAIR
NOX source, and shall be subject to the requirements of this rule, except as provided in subsection (b):
(1) Any stationary, fossil-fuel-fired boiler or stationary, fossil-fuel-fired combustion turbine serving at any time, since the
later of November 15, 1990 or the start-up of the unit’s combustion chamber, a generator with nameplate capacity of more
than twenty-five (25) megawatts producing electricity for sale.
(2) If a stationary, fossil-fuel-fired boiler or stationary, fossil-fuel-fired combustion turbine that, under subdivision (1), is
not a CAIR NOX unit begins to serve a generator with nameplate capacity of more than twenty-five (25) megawatts
producing electricity for sale, the unit shall become a CAIR NOX unit on the date on which it first serves such generator.
(b) Units that meet the requirements set forth in subdivisions (1), (2), or (3) shall not be CAIR NOX units.

(1) Any unit:
(A) qualifying as a cogeneration unit during the twelve (12) month period starting on the date the unit first produces
electricity and continuing to qualify as a cogeneration unit; and
(B) not serving at any time, since the later of November 15, 1990 or the start-up of the unit’s combustion chamber, a
generator with nameplate capacity of more than twenty-five (25) megawatts, supplying in any calendar year more than
one-third (a) of the unit’s potential electric output capacity or two hundred nineteen thousand (219,000) megawatt hours,
whichever is greater, to any utility power distribution system for sale.
If a unit qualifies as a cogeneration unit during the twelve (12) month period starting on the date the unit first produces
electricity and meets the requirements of clauses (A) and (B) for at least one (1) calendar year, but subsequently no longer
meets all such requirements, the unit shall become a CAIR NOX unit starting on the earlier of January 1 after the first
calendar year during which the unit no longer meets the requirements of clause (B).
(2) Any unit commencing operation before January 1, 1985:
(A) qualifying as a solid waste incineration unit; and
(B) with an average annual fuel consumption of nonfossil fuel for 1985-1987 exceeding eighty percent (80%), on a British
thermal units basis, and an average annual fuel consumption of nonfossil fuel for any three (3) consecutive calendar years
after 1990 exceeding eighty percent (80%), on a British thermal units basis.
(3) Any unit commencing operation on or after January 1, 1985:
(A) qualifying as a solid waste incineration unit; and
(B) with an average annual fuel consumption of nonfossil fuel for the first three (3) calendar years of operation exceeding
eighty percent (80%), on a British thermal units basis, and an average annual fuel consumption of nonfossil fuel for any
three (3) consecutive calendar years after 1990 exceeding eighty percent (80%), on a British thermal units basis.
(4) If the unit qualifies as a solid waste incineration unit and meets the requirements of subdivision (2) or (3) for at least
three (3) consecutive calendar years, but subsequently no longer meets all such requirements, the unit shall become a CAIR
NOX unit starting on the earlier of January 1 after the first calendar year during which the unit no longer qualifies as a
solid waste incineration unit or January 1 after the first three (3) consecutive calendar years after 1990 for which the unit
has an average annual fuel consumption of fossil fuel of twenty percent (20%) or more.
(Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-1-1)
326 IAC 24-1-2 Definitions
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-11-2; IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 2. For purposes of this rule, the definition given for a term in this rule shall control in any conflict between 326 IAC
1-2 and this rule. In addition to the definitions provided in IC 13-11-2 and 326 IAC 1-2, the following definitions apply
throughout this rule, unless expressly stated otherwise or unless the context clearly implies otherwise:
(1) “Account number” means the identification number given by the U.S. EPA to each CAIR NOX allowance tracking
system account.
(2) “Acid rain emissions limitation” means a limitation on emissions of sulfur dioxide or nitrogen oxides under the acid rain
program.
(3) “Acid rain program” means a multistate sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides air pollution control and emission reduction
program established by the U.S. EPA under Title IV of the Clean Air Act and 40 CFR Parts 72 through 78*.
(4) “Allocate” or “allocation” means, with regard to CAIR NOX allowances issued under section 8 of this rule, the
determination by the department or the U.S. EPA of the amount of such CAIR NOX allowances to be initially credited to
a CAIR NOX unit or a new unit set-aside and, with regard to CAIR NOX allowances issued under section 12(j) of this rule,
the determination by the department of the amount of such CAIR NOX allowances to be initially credited to a CAIR NOX
unit.
(5) “Allowance transfer deadline” means, for a control period, midnight of March 1, if it is a business day, or, if March 1
is not a business day, midnight of the first business day thereafter immediately following the control period, and is the
deadline by which a CAIR NOX allowance transfer must be submitted for recordation in a CAIR NOX source’s compliance
account in order to be used to meet the source’s CAIR NOX emissions limitation for such control period in accordance with
section 9(i) and 9(j) of this rule.
(6) “Alternate CAIR designated representative” means, for a CAIR NOX source and each CAIR NOX unit at the source,
the natural person who is authorized by the owners and operators of the source and all such units at the source in
accordance with sections 6 through 12 of this rule, to act on behalf of the CAIR designated representative in matters
pertaining to the CAIR NOX annual trading program. If the CAIR NOX source is also a CAIR SO2 source, then this natural

person shall be the same person as the alternate CAIR designated representative under the CAIR SO2 trading program.
If the CAIR NOX source is also a CAIR NOX ozone season source, then this natural person shall be the same person as the
alternate CAIR designated representative under the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program. If the CAIR NOX source
is also subject to the acid rain program, then this natural person shall be the same person as the alternate designated
representative under the acid rain program. If the CAIR NOX source is also subject to the mercury budget trading
program, then this natural person shall be the same person as the alternate mercury designated representative under the
mercury budget trading program.
(7) “Automated data acquisition and handling system” or “DAHS” means that component of the continuous emission
monitoring system, or other emissions monitoring system approved for use under section 11 of this rule, designed to
interpret and convert individual output signals from pollutant concentration monitors, flow monitors, diluent gas monitors,
and other component parts of the monitoring system to produce a continuous record of the measured parameters in the
measurement units required by section 11 of this rule.
(8) “Boiler” means an enclosed fossil- or other-fuel-fired combustion device used to produce heat and to transfer heat to
recirculating water, steam, or other medium.
(9) “Bottoming-cycle cogeneration unit” means a cogeneration unit in which the energy input to the unit is first used to
produce useful thermal energy and at least some of the reject heat from the useful thermal energy application or process
is then used for electricity production.
(10) “CAIR authorized account representative” means, with regard to a general account, a responsible natural person who
is authorized, in accordance with sections 6 and 12 of this rule, to transfer and otherwise dispose of CAIR NOX allowances
held in the general account and, with regard to a compliance account, the CAIR designated representative of the source.
(11) “CAIR designated representative” means, for a CAIR NOX source and each CAIR NOX unit at the source, the natural
person who is authorized by the owners and operators of the source and all such units at the source, in accordance with
sections 6 and 12 of this rule, to represent and legally bind each owner and operator in matters pertaining to the CAIR NOX
annual trading program. If the CAIR NOX source is also a CAIR SO2 source, then this natural person shall be the same
person as the CAIR designated representative under the CAIR SO2 trading program. If the CAIR NOX source is also a
CAIR NOX ozone season source, then this natural person shall be the same person as the CAIR designated representative
under the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program. If the CAIR NOX source is also subject to the acid rain program, then
this natural person shall be the same person as the designated representative under the acid rain program. If the CAIR
NOX source is also subject to the mercury budget trading program, then this natural person shall be the same person as
the mercury designated representative under the mercury budget trading program.
(12) “CAIR NOX allowance” means a limited authorization issued by the department or the U.S. EPA under section 8 or
12(j) and 12(k) of this rule to emit one (1) ton of nitrogen oxides during a control period of the specified calendar year for
which the authorization is allocated or of any calendar year thereafter under the CAIR NOX program. An authorization
to emit nitrogen oxides that is not issued under provisions of a state implementation plan (SIP) that are approved under
40 CFR 51.123(o)(1) or 40 CFR 51.123(o)(2)* shall not be a CAIR NOX allowance.
(13) “CAIR NOX allowance deduction” or “deduct CAIR NOX allowances” means the permanent withdrawal of CAIR NOX
allowances by the U.S. EPA from a compliance account in order to account for a specified number of tons of total nitrogen
oxides emissions from all CAIR NOX units at a CAIR NOX source for a control period, determined in accordance with
section 11 of this rule, or to account for excess emissions.
(14) “CAIR NOX allowances held” or “hold CAIR NOX allowances” means the CAIR NOX allowances recorded by the U.S.
EPA, or submitted to the U.S. EPA for recordation, in accordance with sections 9, 10, and 12 of this rule, in a CAIR NOX
allowance tracking system account.
(15) “CAIR NOX allowance tracking system” means the system by which the U.S. EPA records allocations, deductions, and
transfers of CAIR NOX allowances under the CAIR NOX annual trading program. Such allowances will be allocated, held,
deducted, or transferred only as whole allowances.
(16) “CAIR NOX allowance tracking system account” means an account in the CAIR NOX allowance tracking system
established by the U.S. EPA for purposes of recording the allocation, holding, transferring, or deducting of CAIR NOX
allowances.
(17) “CAIR NOX annual trading program” means a multistate nitrogen oxides air pollution control and emission reduction
program established in accordance with this rule, 40 CFR 96*, and a state annual CAIR NOX trading program established
pursuant to 40 CFR 51.123* and approved and administered by the U.S. EPA, as a means of mitigating interstate transport
of fine particulates and nitrogen oxides.
(18) “CAIR NOX emissions limitation” means, for a CAIR NOX source, the tonnage equivalent of the CAIR NOX allowances
available for deduction for the source under section 9(i) and 9(j) of this rule for a control period.
(19) “CAIR NOX ozone season source” means a source that includes one (1) or more CAIR NOX ozone season units.

(20) “CAIR NOX ozone season trading program” means a multistate nitrogen oxides air pollution control and emission
reduction program established in accordance with this rule, 40 CFR 96*, and a state CAIR NOX ozone season trading
program established pursuant to 40 CFR 51.123* and approved and administered by the U.S. EPA, as a means of
mitigating interstate transport of ozone and nitrogen oxides.
(21) “CAIR NOX ozone season unit” means a unit that is subject to the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program under
326 IAC 24-3-1 and a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit under 326 IAC 24-3-12.
(22) “CAIR NOX source” means a source that includes one (1) or more CAIR NOX units.
(23) “CAIR NOX unit” means a unit that is subject to the CAIR NOX annual trading program under section 1 of this rule
and, except for purposes of sections 3 and 8 of this rule, a CAIR NOX opt-in unit under section 12 of this rule.
(24) “CAIR permit” means the legally binding and federally enforceable written document, or portion of such document,
issued by the department under section 7 of this rule, including any permit revisions, specifying the CAIR NOX annual
trading program requirements applicable to a CAIR NOX source, to each CAIR NOX unit at the source, and to the owners
and operators and the CAIR designated representative of the source and each such unit.
(25) “CAIR SO2 source” means a source that includes one (1) or more CAIR SO2 units.
(26) “CAIR SO2 trading program” means a multistate sulfur dioxide air pollution control and emission reduction program
established in accordance with this rule, 40 CFR 96*, and a state CAIR SO2 trading program established pursuant to 40
CFR 51.124* and approved and administered by the U.S. EPA, as a means of mitigating interstate transport of fine
particulates and sulfur dioxide.
(27) “CAIR SO2 unit” means a unit that is subject to the CAIR SO2 trading program under 326 IAC 24-2-1 and a CAIR
SO2 opt-in unit under 326 IAC 24-2-11.
(28) “Coal” means any solid fuel classified as anthracite, bituminous, subbituminous, or lignite.
(29) “Coal-derived fuel” means any fuel, whether in a solid, liquid, or gaseous state, produced by the mechanical, thermal,
or chemical processing of coal.
(30) “Coal-fired” means:
(A) except for purposes of section 8 of this rule, combusting any amount of coal or coal-derived fuel, alone or in
combination with any amount of any other fuel, during any year; or
(B) for purposes of section 8 of this rule, combusting any amount of coal or coal-derived fuel, alone or in combination
with any amount of any other fuel, during a specified year.
(31) “Cogeneration unit” means a stationary, fossil-fuel-fired boiler or stationary, fossil-fuel-fired combustion turbine:
(A) having equipment used to produce electricity and useful thermal energy for industrial, commercial, heating, or
cooling purposes through the sequential use of energy; and
(B) producing during the twelve (12) month period starting on the date the unit first produces electricity and during any
calendar year after the calendar year in which the unit first produces electricity.
(i) For a topping-cycle cogeneration unit:
(AA) useful thermal energy not less than five percent (5%) of total energy output; and
(BB) useful power that, when added to one-half (½) of useful thermal energy produced, is not less than forty-two and
one-half percent (42.5%) of total energy input, if useful thermal energy produced is fifteen percent (15%) or more
of total energy output, or not less than forty-five percent (45%) of total energy input, if useful thermal energy
produced is less than fifteen percent (15%) of total energy output.
(ii) For a bottoming-cycle cogeneration unit, useful power not less than forty-five percent (45%) of total energy input.
(32) “Combustion turbine” means:
(A) an enclosed device comprising a compressor, a combustor, and a turbine and in which the flue gas resulting from the
combustion of fuel in the combustor passes through the turbine, rotating the turbine; and
(B) if the enclosed device under clause (A) is combined cycle, any associated heat recovery steam generator and steam
turbine.
(33) “Commence commercial operation” means, with regard to a unit serving a generator:
(A) to have begun to produce steam, gas, or other heated medium used to generate electricity for sale or use, including
test generation, except as provided in section 3 of this rule.
(i) For a unit that is a CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule on the later of November 15, 1990, or the date the unit
commences commercial operation as defined in this clause and that subsequently undergoes a physical change, other
than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, such date shall remain the unit’s date of commencement of
commercial operation.
(ii) For a unit that is a CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule on the later of November 15, 1990, or the date the
unit commences commercial operation as defined in this clause and that is subsequently replaced by a unit at the same
source, for example, repowered; the replacement unit shall be treated as a separate unit with a separate date for

commencement of commercial operation as defined in this clause or clause (B) or (C), as appropriate.
(B) Notwithstanding clause (A), and except as provided in section 3 of this rule, for a unit that is not a CAIR NOX unit
under section 1 of this rule on the later of November 15, 1990, or the date the unit commences commercial operation as
defined in clause (A) and is not a unit under clause (C), the unit’s date for commencement of commercial operation shall
be the date on which the unit becomes a CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule.
(i) For a unit with a date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in this clause and that subsequently
undergoes a physical change, other than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, such date shall remain
the unit’s date of commencement of commercial operation.
(ii) For a unit with a date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in this clause and that is subsequently
replaced by a unit at the same source, for example, repowered; the replacement unit shall be treated as a separate unit
with a separate date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in clause (A), this clause, or clause (C), as
appropriate.
(C) Notwithstanding clause (A) and except as provided in section 12(f)(10) or 12(i)(4) and 12(i)(5) of this rule, for a CAIR
NOX opt-in unit or a unit for which a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted and not withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in
permit is not yet issued or denied under section 12 of this rule, the unit’s date for commencement of commercial operation
shall be the date on which the owner or operator is required to start monitoring and reporting the NOX emissions rate
and the heat input of the unit under section 12(f)(2) of this rule.
(i) For a unit with a date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in this clause and that subsequently
undergoes a physical change, other than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, such date shall remain
the unit’s date of commencement of commercial operation.
(ii) For a unit with a date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in this clause and that is subsequently
replaced by a unit at the same source, for example, repowered; the replacement unit shall be treated as a separate unit
with a separate date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in clause (A) or (B) or this clause as
appropriate.
(D) Notwithstanding clauses (A) through (C), for a unit not serving a generator producing electricity for sale, the unit’s
date of commencement of operation shall also be the unit’s date of commencement of commercial operation.
(34) “Commence operation” means:
(A) To have begun any mechanical, chemical, or electronic process, including, with regard to a unit, start-up of a unit’s
combustion chamber, except as provided in section 3 of this rule:
(i) For a unit that undergoes a physical change, other than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, after
the date the unit commences operation as defined in this clause, such date shall remain the unit’s date of commencement
of operation.
(ii) For a unit that is replaced by a unit at the same source, for example, repowered; after the date the unit commences
operation as defined in this clause, the replacement unit shall be treated as a separate unit with a separate date for
commencement of operation as defined in this clause or clause (B), as appropriate.
(B) Notwithstanding clause (A) and except as provided in section 3 of this rule, for a unit that is not a CAIR NOX unit
under section 1 of this rule, but not on the later of November 15, 1990, or the date the unit commences operation as
defined in clause (A) and is not a unit under clause (C), the unit’s date for commencement of operation shall be the date
on which the unit becomes a CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule.
(i) For a unit with a date for commencement of operation as defined in this clause and that subsequently undergoes a
physical change, other than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, such date shall remain the unit’s date
of commencement of operation.
(ii) For a unit with a date for commencement of operation as defined in this clause and that is subsequently replaced
by a unit at the same source, for example, repowered; the replacement unit shall be treated as a separate unit with a
separate date for commencement of operation as defined in clause (A), this clause, or clause (C), as appropriate.
(C) Notwithstanding clause (A) and except as provided in section 12(f)(10) or 12(i)(4) of this rule, for a CAIR NOX opt-in
unit or a unit for which a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted and not withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in permit is
not yet issued or denied under section 12 of this rule, the unit’s date for commencement of operation shall be the date
on which the owner or operator is required to start monitoring and reporting the NOX emissions rate and the heat input
of the unit under section 12(f)(2) of this rule.
(i) For a unit with a date for commencement of operation as defined in this clause and that subsequently undergoes a
physical change, other than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, such date shall remain the unit’s date
of commencement of operation.
(ii) For a unit with a date for commencement of operation as defined in this clause and that is subsequently replaced
by a unit at the same source, for example, repowered; the replacement unit shall be treated as a separate unit with a

separate date for commencement of operation as defined in clause (A) or (B) or this clause, as appropriate.
(35) “Common stack “means a single flue through which emissions from two (2) or more units are exhausted.
(36) “Compliance account” means a CAIR NOX allowance tracking system account, established by the U.S. EPA for a
CAIR NOX source under section 9 or 12 of this rule, in which any CAIR NOX allowance allocations for the CAIR NOX units
at the source are initially recorded and in which are held any CAIR NOX allowances available for use for a control period
in order to meet the source’s CAIR NOX emissions limitation in accordance with section 9(i) and 9(j) of this rule.
(37) “Continuous emission monitoring system” or “CEMS” means the equipment required under section 11 of this rule
to sample, analyze, measure, and provide, by means of readings recorded at least once every fifteen (15) minutes, using an
automated data acquisition and handling system (DAHS), a permanent record of nitrogen oxides emissions, stack gas
volumetric flow rate, stack gas moisture content, and oxygen or carbon dioxide concentration, as applicable, in a manner
consistent with 40 CFR 75*. The following systems are the principal types of continuous emission monitoring systems
required under section 11 of this rule:
(A) a flow monitoring system, consisting of a stack flow rate monitor and an automated data acquisition and handling
system and providing a permanent, continuous record of stack gas volumetric flow rate, in standard cubic feet per hour
(scfh);
(B) a nitrogen oxides concentration monitoring system, consisting of a NOX pollutant concentration monitor and an
automated data acquisition and handling system and providing a permanent, continuous record of NOX emissions, in
parts per million (ppm);
(C) a nitrogen oxides emission rate, or NOX-diluent, monitoring system, consisting of a NOX pollutant concentration
monitor, a diluent gas, CO2 or O2, monitor, and an automated data acquisition and handling system and providing a
permanent, continuous record of NOX concentration, in parts per million (ppm), diluent gas concentration, in percent
CO2 or O2; and NOX emission rate, in pounds per million British thermal units (lb/mmBtu);
(D) a moisture monitoring system, as defined in 40 CFR 75.11(b)(2)* and providing a permanent, continuous record of
the stack gas moisture content, in percent H2O;
(E) a carbon dioxide monitoring system, consisting of a CO2 pollutant concentration monitor, or an oxygen monitor plus
suitable mathematical equations from which the CO2 concentration is derived, and an automated data acquisition and
handling system and providing a permanent, continuous record of CO2 emissions, in percent CO2; and
(F) an oxygen monitoring system, consisting of an O2 concentration monitor and an automated data acquisition and
handling system and providing a permanent, continuous record of O2, in percent O2.
(38) “Control period” means the period beginning January 1 of a calendar year, except as provided in section 4(c)(2) of
this rule, and ending on December 31 of the same year, inclusive. For the purposes of section 8(h) of this rule, control period
means October through April.
(39) “Emissions” means air pollutants exhausted from a unit or source into the atmosphere, as measured, recorded, and
reported to the U.S. EPA by the CAIR designated representative and as determined by the U.S. EPA in accordance with
section 11 of this rule.
(40) “Energy efficiency or renewable energy projects” means any of the following implemented in Indiana:
(A) End-use energy efficiency projects, including demand-side management programs.
(B) Highly efficient electricity generation for the predominant use of a single end user, such as combined cycle, combined
heat and power, microturbines, and fuel cell systems. In order to be considered as highly efficient electricity generation
under this clause, combined cycle, combined heat and power, microturbines, and fuel cell generating systems must meet
or exceed one (1) of the following thresholds:
(i) For combined heat and power projects generating both electricity and thermal energy for space, water, or industrial
process heat, rated energy efficiency of sixty percent (60%).
(ii) For microturbine projects rated at or below five hundred (500) kilowatts generating capacity, rated energy efficiency
of forty percent (40%).
(iii) For combined cycle projects rated at greater than five hundred (500) kilowatts, rated energy efficiency of fifty
percent (50%).
(iv) For fuel cell systems, rated energy efficiency of forty percent (40%), whether or not the fuel cell system is part of
a combined heat and power energy system.
(C) Zero-emission renewable energy projects, including wind, photovoltaic, solar, and hydropower projects. Eligible
hydropower projects are restricted to systems employing a head of ten (10) feet or less or systems employing a head
greater than ten (10) feet that make use of a dam that existed before the effective date of this rule.
(D) Energy efficiency projects generating electricity through the capture of methane gas from municipal solid waste
landfills, water treatment plants, sewage treatment plants, or anaerobic digestion systems operating on animal or plant
wastes.

(E) The installation of highly efficient electricity generation equipment for the sale of power where such equipment
replaces or displaces retired electrical generating units. In order to be considered as highly efficient under this clause,
generation equipment must meet or exceed the following energy efficiency thresholds:
(i) For coal-fired electrical generation units, rated energy efficiency of forty-two percent (42%).
(ii) For natural gas-fired electrical generating units, rated energy efficiency of fifty percent (50%).
(F) Improvements to existing fossil fuel-fired electrical generation units that increase the efficiency of the unit and
decrease the heat rate used to generate electricity, including gas reburning projects that reduce NOX emissions.
(G) The installation of integrated gasification combined cycle equipment for producing electricity for sale.
Energy efficiency or renewable energy projects do not include nuclear power projects. This definition is solely for the
purposes of implementing this rule and does not apply in other contexts.
(41) “Excess emissions” means any ton of nitrogen oxides emitted by the CAIR NOX units at a CAIR NOX source during
a control period that exceeds the CAIR NOX emissions limitation for the source.
(42) “FESOP” means a federally enforceable state operating permit issued under 326 IAC 2-8.
(43) “Fossil fuel” means natural gas, petroleum, coal, or any form of solid, liquid, or gaseous fuel derived from such
material.
(44) “Fossil-fuel-fired” means, with regard to a unit, combusting any amount of fossil fuel in any calendar year.
(45) “Fuel oil” means any petroleum-based fuel (including diesel fuel or petroleum derivatives such as oil tar) and any
recycled or blended petroleum products or petroleum byproducts used as a fuel whether in a liquid, solid, or gaseous state.
(46) “General account” means a CAIR NOX allowance tracking system account, established section 9 of this rule, that is
not a compliance account.
(47) “Generator” means a device that produces electricity.
(48) “Gross electrical output” means, with regard to a cogeneration unit, electricity made available for use, including any
such electricity used in the power production process. This process may include, but is not limited to, any on-site processing
or treatment of fuel combusted at the unit and any on-site emission controls.
(49) “Heat input” means, with regard to a specified period of time, the product, in million British thermal units per unit
of time (MMBtu/time) of the gross calorific value of the fuel, in British thermal units per pound (Btu/lb), divided by one
million (1,000,000) British thermal units per million British thermal units (Btu/mmBtu) and multiplied by the fuel feed rate
into a combustion device, in pounds of fuel per unit of time (lb of fuel/time), as measured, recorded, and reported to the
U.S. EPA by the CAIR designated representative and determined by the U.S. EPA in accordance with section 11 of this
rule and excluding the heat derived from preheated combustion air, recirculated flue gases, or exhaust from other sources.
(50) “Heat input rate” means the amount of heat input, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), divided by unit operating
time, in hours, or, with regard to a specific fuel, the amount of heat input attributed to the fuel, in million British thermal
units (mmBtu), divided by the unit operating time, in hours, during which the unit combusts the fuel.
(51) “Life-of-the-unit, firm power contractual arrangement” means a unit participation power sales agreement under which
a utility or industrial customer reserves, or is entitled to receive, a specified amount or percentage of nameplate capacity
and associated energy generated by any specified unit and pays its proportional amount of such unit’s total costs, pursuant
to a contract:
(A) for the life of the unit;
(B) for a cumulative term of no less than thirty (30) years, including contracts that permit an election for early
termination; or
(C) for a period no less than twenty-five (25) years or seventy percent (70%) of the economic useful life of the unit
determined as of the time the unit is built, with option rights to purchase or release some portion of the nameplate
capacity and associated energy generated by the unit at the end of the period.
(52) “Maximum design heat input” means, starting from the initial installation of a unit, the maximum amount of fuel per
hour, in British thermal units per hour (Btu/hr), that a unit is capable of combusting on a steady state basis as specified
by the manufacturer of the unit, or, starting from the completion of any subsequent physical change in the unit resulting
in a decrease in the maximum amount of fuel per hour, in British thermal units per hour (Btu/hr), that a unit is capable
of combusting on a steady state basis, such decreased maximum amount as specified by the person conducting the physical
change.
(53) “Mercury (Hg) budget trading program” means a multistate Hg air pollution control and emission reduction program
approved and administered by the U.S. EPA in accordance with 40 CFR part 60, Subpart HHHH* and 40 CFR
60.24(h)(6)*, or established by the U.S. EPA, as a means of reducing national mercury emissions.
(54) “Monitoring system” means any monitoring system that meets the requirements of section 11 of this rule, including
a continuous emissions monitoring system, an alternative monitoring system, or an excepted monitoring system under 40
CFR 75*.

(55) “Most stringent state or federal NOX emissions limitation” means, with regard to a unit, the lowest NOX emissions
limitation, in terms of pounds per million British thermal units (lb/mmBtu), that is applicable to the unit under state or
federal law, regardless of the averaging period to which the emissions limitation applies.
(56) “Nameplate capacity” means, starting from the initial installation of a generator, the maximum electrical generating
output, in megawatt electrical (MWe), that the generator is capable of producing on a steady state basis and during
continuous operation, when not restricted by seasonal or other deratings, as specified by the manufacturer of the generator
or, starting from the completion of any subsequent physical change in the generator resulting in an increase in the
maximum electrical generating output, in megawatt electrical (MWe), that the generator is capable of producing on a
steady state basis and during continuous operation, when not restricted by seasonal or other deratings, such increased
maximum amount as specified by the person conducting the physical change.
(57) “Operator” means any person who operates, controls, or supervises a CAIR NOX unit or a CAIR NOX source and shall
include, but not be limited to, any holding company, utility system, or plant manager of such a unit or source.
(58) “Owner” means any of the following persons:
(A) with regard to a CAIR NOX source or a CAIR NOX unit at a source, respectively:
(i) any holder of any portion of the legal or equitable title in a CAIR NOX unit at the source or the CAIR NOX unit;
(ii) any holder of a leasehold interest in a CAIR NOX unit at the source or the CAIR NOX unit; or
(iii) any purchaser of power from a CAIR NOX unit at the source or the CAIR NOX unit under a life-of-the-unit, firm
power contractual arrangement; provided that, unless expressly provided for in a leasehold agreement, owner shall
not include a passive lessor, or a person who has an equitable interest through such lessor, whose rental payments are
not based, either directly or indirectly, on the revenues or income from such CAIR NOX unit; or
(B) with regard to any general account, any person who has an ownership interest with respect to the CAIR NOX
allowances held in the general account and who is subject to the binding agreement for the CAIR authorized account
representative to represent the person’s ownership interest with respect to CAIR NOX allowances.
(59) “Potential electrical output capacity” means thirty-three percent (33%) of a unit’s maximum design heat input, divided
by three thousand four hundred thirteen (3,413) Btu/kilowatt hour, divided by one thousand (1,000) kilowatt
hour/megawatt hour, and multiplied by eight thousand seven hundred sixty (8,760) hours/year.
(60) “Rated energy efficiency” means the percentage of gross energy input that is recovered as useable net energy output
in the form of electricity or thermal energy, or both, that is used for heating, cooling, industrial processes, or other
beneficial uses as follows:
(A) For electric generators, rated energy efficiency is calculated as one (1) net kilowatt hour (three thousand four
hundred twelve (3,412) British thermal units) of electricity divided by the unit’s design heat rate using the higher heating
value of the fuel.
(B) For combined heat and power projects, rated energy efficiency is calculated using the following formula:
Eff% = (NEO + UTO)/GEI
Where:
Eff% = Rated energy efficiency.
NEO = Net electrical output of the system converted to British thermal units per unit of
time.
UTO = Utilized thermal output or the energy value in British thermal units of thermal
energy from the system that is used for heating, cooling, industrial processes, or
other beneficial uses, per unit of time.
GEI = Gross energy input, based upon the higher heating value of fuel, per unit of time.
(61) “Receive” or “receipt of” means, when referring to the department or U.S. EPA, to come into possession of a
document, information, or correspondence, whether sent in hard copy or by authorized electronic transmission, as
indicated in an official correspondence log, or by a notation made on the document, information, or correspondence, by
the department or U.S. EPA in the regular course of business.
(62) “Recordation”, “record”, or “recorded” means, with regard to CAIR NOX allowances, the movement of CAIR NOX
allowances by the U.S. EPA into or between CAIR NOX allowance tracking system accounts, for purposes of allocation,
transfer, or deduction.
(63) “Reference method “means any direct test method of sampling and analyzing for an air pollutant as specified in 40
CFR 75.22*.
(64) “Repowered” means, with regard to a unit, replacement of a coal-fired boiler with one (1) of the following coal-fired
technologies at the same source as the coal-fired boiler:
(A) atmospheric or pressurized fluidized bed combustion;
(B) integrated gasification combined cycle;

(C) magnetohydrodynamics;
(D) direct and indirect coal-fired turbines;
(E) integrated gasification fuel cells; or
(F) as determined by the U.S. EPA in consultation with the Secretary of Energy, a derivative of one (1) or more of the
technologies under clauses (A) through (E) and any other coal-fired technology capable of controlling multiple
combustion emissions simultaneously with improved boiler or generation efficiency and with significantly greater waste
reduction relative to the performance of technology in widespread commercial use as of January 1, 2005.
(65) “Sequential use of energy” means:
(A) for a topping-cycle cogeneration unit, the use of reject heat from electricity production in a useful thermal energy
application or process; or
(B) for a bottoming-cycle cogeneration unit, the use of reject heat from useful thermal energy application or process in
electricity production.
(66) “Serial number” means, for a CAIR NOX allowance, the unique identification number assigned to each CAIR NOX
allowance by the U.S. EPA.
(67) “Solid waste incineration unit” means a stationary, fossil-fuel-fired boiler or stationary, fossil-fuel-fired combustion
turbine that is a solid waste incineration units as defined in the Clean Air Act, Section 129(g)(1).
(68) “Source” means all buildings, structures, or installations located in one or more contiguous or adjacent properties
under common control of the same person or persons. For purposes of Section 502(c) of the Clean Air Act, a source,
including a source with multiple units, shall be considered a single facility.
(69) “Submit” or “serve” means to send or transmit a document, information, or correspondence to the person specified
in accordance with the applicable rule:
(A) in person;
(B) by United States Postal Service; or
(C) by other means of dispatch or transmission and delivery.
Compliance with any submission or service deadline shall be determined by the date of dispatch, transmission, or mailing
and not the date of receipt.
(70) “Title V operating permit” or “Part 70 operating permit” means a permit issued under 326 IAC 2-7.
(71) “Title V operating permit regulations” or “Part 70 operating permit regulations” means the rules under 326 IAC 2-7.
(72) “Ton” means two thousand (2,000) pounds. For the purpose of determining compliance with the CAIR NOX emissions
limitation, total tons of nitrogen oxides emissions for a control period shall be calculated as the sum of all recorded hourly
emissions, or the mass equivalent of the recorded hourly emission rates, in accordance with section 11 of this rule, but with
any remaining fraction of a ton equal to or greater than fifty-hundredths (0.50) tons deemed to equal one (1) ton and any
remaining fraction of a ton less than fifty-hundredths (0.50) tons deemed to equal zero (0) tons.
(73) “Topping-cycle cogeneration unit” means a cogeneration unit in which the energy input to the unit is first used to
produce useful power, including electricity, and at least some of the reject heat from the electricity production is then used
to provide useful thermal energy.
(74) “Total energy input” means, with regard to a cogeneration unit, total energy of all forms supplied to the cogeneration
unit, excluding energy produced by the cogeneration unit itself.
(75) “Total energy output” means, with regard to a cogeneration unit, the sum of useful power and useful thermal energy
produced by the cogeneration unit.
(76) “Unit” means a stationary, fossil-fuel-fired boiler or combustion turbine or other stationary, fossil-fuel-fired
combustion device.
(77) “Unit operating day” means a calendar day in which a unit combusts any fuel.
(78) “Unit operating hour” or “hour of unit operation” means an hour in which a unit combusts any fuel.
(79) “Useful power” means, with regard to a cogeneration unit, electricity or mechanical energy made available for use,
excluding any such energy used in the power production process, which process includes, but is not limited to, any on-site
processing or treatment of fuel combusted at the unit and any on-site emission controls.
(80) “Useful thermal energy” means, with regard to a cogeneration unit, thermal energy that is:
(A) made available to an industrial or commercial process, not a power production process, excluding any heat contained
in condensate return or makeup water;
(B) used in a heating application (for example, space heating or domestic hot water heating); or
(C) used in a space cooling application (that is, thermal energy used by an absorption chiller).
(81) “Utility power distribution system” means the portion of an electricity grid owned or operated by a utility and
dedicated to delivering electricity to customers.

*These documents are incorporated by reference. Copies may be obtained from the Government Printing Office, 732 North
Capitol Street, Washington, D.C. 20401 and are available for review and copying at the Department of Environmental
Management, Office of Air Quality, Indiana Government Center-North, Tenth Floor, 100 North Senate Avenue, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46204. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-1-2)
326 IAC 24-1-3 Retired unit exemption
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 3. (a) This section applies to any CAIR NOX unit, other than a NOX opt-in source, that is permanently retired.
(1) Any CAIR NOX unit that is permanently retired and is not a CAIR NOX opt-in unit under section 12 of this rule shall
be exempt from the CAIR NOX annual trading program, except for the provisions of this section, and sections 1, 2, 4(c)(4)
through 4(c)(7), 5, 6, and 8 through 10 of this rule.
(2) The exemption under this section shall become effective the day on which the CAIR NOX unit is permanently retired.
Within thirty (30) days of the unit’s permanent retirement, the CAIR designated representative shall submit a statement
to the department and shall submit a copy of the statement to the U.S. EPA. The statement shall state, in a format
prescribed by the department, that the unit was permanently retired on a specific date and shall comply with the
requirements of subsection (b).
(3) After receipt of the statement under subdivision (2), the department shall amend any permit under section 7 of this rule
covering the source at which the unit is located to add the provisions and requirements of the exemption under subdivision
(1) and subsection (b).
(b) A unit exempt under this section shall comply with the following provisions:
(1) The unit shall not emit any nitrogen oxides, starting on the date that the exemption takes effect.
(2) The department shall allocate CAIR NOX allowances under section 8 of this rule to the unit.
(3) For a period of five (5) years from the date the records are created, the owners and operators of the unit shall retain,
at the source that includes the unit, records demonstrating that the unit is permanently retired. The five (5) year period
for keeping records may be extended for cause, at any time before the end of the period, in writing by the department or
U.S. EPA. The owners and operators bear the burden of proof that the unit is permanently retired.
(4) The owners and operators and, to the extent applicable, the CAIR designated representative of the unit shall comply
with the requirements of the CAIR NOX annual trading program concerning all periods for which the exemption is not in
effect, even if such requirements arise, or must be complied with, after the exemption takes effect.
(5) If the unit is located at a source that is required, or but for this exemption would be required, to have an operating
permit under 326 IAC 2-7 or a FESOP permit under 326 IAC 2-8, the unit shall not resume operation unless the CAIR
designated representative of the source submits a complete CAIR permit application under section 7(c) of this rule for the
unit not less than eighteen (18) months, or such lesser time provided by the department, before the later of January 1, 2009,
or the date on which the unit resumes operation.
(6) A unit exempt under this section shall lose its exemption on the earlier of the following dates:
(A) The date on which the CAIR designated representative submits a CAIR permit application for the unit under
subdivision (5).
(B) The date on which the CAIR designated representative is required under subdivision (5) to submit a CAIR permit
application for the unit.
(C) The date on which the unit resumes operation, if the CAIR designated representative is not required to submit a
CAIR permit application for the unit.
(7) For the purpose of applying monitoring, reporting, and record keeping requirements under section 11 of this rule, a
unit that loses its exemption under this section shall be treated as a unit that commences operation and commercial
operation on the first date on which the unit resumes operation.
(Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-1-3)
326 IAC 24-1-4 Standard requirements
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 4. (a) The owners and operators, and CAIR designated representative of each CAIR NOX source shall comply with
the following permit requirements:

(1) The CAIR designated representative of each CAIR NOX source required to have a federally enforceable permit and
each CAIR NOX unit required to have a federally enforceable permit at the source shall submit the following to the
department:
(A) A complete CAIR permit application under section 7(c) of this rule in accordance with the deadlines specified in
section 7(b) of this rule.
(B) Any supplemental information that the department determines is necessary in order to review a CAIR permit
application and issue or deny a CAIR permit.
(2) The owners and operators of each CAIR NOX source required to have a federally enforceable permit and each CAIR
NOX unit required to have a federally enforceable permit at the source shall have a CAIR permit issued by the department
under section 7 of this rule for the source and operate the source and the unit in compliance with such CAIR permit.
(3) Except as provided in section 12 of this rule, the owners and operators of a CAIR NOX source that is not otherwise
required to have a federally enforceable permit and each CAIR NOX unit that is not otherwise required to have a federally
enforceable permit are not required to submit a CAIR permit application, and to have a CAIR permit, under section 7 of
this rule for such CAIR NOX source and such CAIR NOX unit.
(b) The owners and operators, and the CAIR designated representative, of each CAIR NOX source and CAIR NOX unit
at the source shall comply with the following monitoring, reporting, and record keeping requirements:
(1) The owners and operators, and the CAIR designated representative, of each CAIR NOX source and each CAIR NOX
unit at the source shall comply with the monitoring, reporting, and record keeping requirements of section 11 of this rule.
(2) The emissions measurements recorded and reported in accordance with section 11 of this rule shall be used to determine
compliance by each CAIR NOX source with the CAIR NOX emissions limitation under subsection (c).
(c) The owners and operators, and the CAIR designated representative, of each CAIR NOX source and CAIR NOX unit
at the source shall comply with the following nitrogen oxides emission requirements.
(1) As of the allowance transfer deadline for a control period, the owners and operators of each CAIR NOX source and each
CAIR NOX unit at the source shall hold, in the source’s compliance account, CAIR NOX allowances available for
compliance deductions for the control period under section 9(i) of this rule in an amount not less than the tons of total
nitrogen oxides emissions for the control period from all CAIR NOX units at the source, as determined in accordance with
section 11 of this rule.
(2) A CAIR NOX unit shall be subject to the requirements under subdivision (1) for the control period starting on the later
of January 1, 2009, or the deadline for meeting the unit’s monitor certification requirements under section 11(c)(1), 11(c)(2),
or 11(c)(5) of this rule and for each control period thereafter.
(3) A CAIR NOX allowance shall not be deducted, for compliance with the requirements under subdivision (1), for a control
period in a calendar year before the year for which the CAIR NOX allowance was allocated.
(4) CAIR NOX allowances shall be held in, deducted from, or transferred into or among CAIR NOX allowance tracking
system accounts in accordance with section 8 of this rule.
(5) A CAIR NOX allowance is a limited authorization to emit one (1) ton of nitrogen oxides in accordance with the CAIR
NOX annual trading program. No provision of the CAIR NOX annual trading program, the CAIR permit application, the
CAIR permit, or an exemption under section 3 of this rule and no provision of law shall be construed to limit the authority
of the department or the U.S. EPA to terminate or limit such authorization.
(6) A CAIR NOX allowance does not constitute a property right.
(7) Upon recordation by the U.S. EPA under section 9, 10, or 12 of this rule, every allocation, transfer, or deduction of a
CAIR NOX allowance to or from a CAIR NOX source’s compliance account is incorporated automatically in any CAIR
permit of the source.
(d) The owners and operators of a CAIR NOX source and each CAIR NOX unit at the source that emits nitrogen oxides
during any control period in excess of the CAIR NOX emissions limitation shall do the following:
(1) Surrender the CAIR NOX allowances required for deduction under section 9(j)(4) of this rule.
(2) Pay any fine, penalty, or assessment or comply with any other remedy imposed, for the same violations, under the Clean
Air Act or applicable state law.
Each ton of such excess emissions and each day of such control period shall constitute a separate violation of this section, the
Clean Air Act, and applicable state law.
(e) Owners and operators of each CAIR NOX source and each CAIR NOX unit at the source shall comply with the following
record keeping and reporting requirements:

(1) Unless otherwise provided, the owners and operators of the CAIR NOX source and each CAIR NOX unit at the source
shall keep on site at the source each of the following documents for a period of five (5) years from the date the document
is created. This period may be extended for cause, at any time before the end of five (5) years, in writing by the department
or U.S. EPA.
(A) The certificate of representation under section 6(h) of this rule for the CAIR designated representative for the source
and each CAIR NOX unit at the source and all documents that demonstrate the truth of the statements in the certificate
of representation; provided that the certificate and documents shall be retained on site at the source beyond such five
(5) year period until such documents are superseded because of the submission of a new certificate of representation
under section 6(h) of this rule changing the CAIR designated representative.
(B) All emissions monitoring information, in accordance with section 11 of this rule, provided that to the extent that
section 11 of this rule provides for a three (3) year period for record keeping, the three (3) year period shall apply.
(C) Copies of all reports, compliance certifications, and other submissions and all records made or required under the
CAIR NOX annual trading program.
(D) Copies of all documents used to complete a CAIR permit application and any other submission under the CAIR NOX
annual trading program or to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of the CAIR NOX annual trading program.
(2) The CAIR designated representative of a CAIR NOX source and each CAIR NOX unit at the source shall submit the
reports required under the CAIR NOX annual trading program, including those section 11 of this rule.
(f) The owners and operators of each CAIR NOX source and each CAIR NOX unit shall be liable as follows:
(1) Each CAIR NOX source and each CAIR NOX unit shall meet the requirements of the CAIR NOX annual trading
program.
(2) Any provision of the CAIR NOX annual trading program that applies to a CAIR NOX source or the CAIR designated
representative of a CAIR NOX source shall also apply to the owners and operators of such source and of the CAIR NOX
units at the source.
(3) Any provision of the CAIR NOX annual trading program that applies to a CAIR NOX unit or the CAIR designated
representative of a CAIR NOX unit shall also apply to the owners and operators of such unit.
(g) No provision of the CAIR NOX annual trading program, a CAIR permit application, a CAIR permit, or an exemption
under section 3 of this rule shall be construed as exempting or excluding the owners and operators, and the CAIR designated
representative, of a CAIR NOX source or CAIR NOX unit from compliance with any other provision of the applicable,
approved state implementation plan, a federally enforceable permit, or the Clean Air Act. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326
IAC 24-1-4)
326 IAC 24-1-5 Computation of time
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 5. (a) Unless otherwise stated, any time period scheduled, under the CAIR NOX annual trading program, to begin on
the occurrence of an act or event shall begin on the day the act or event occurs.
(b) Unless otherwise stated, any time period scheduled, under the CAIR NOX annual trading program, to begin before the
occurrence of an act or event shall be computed so that the period ends the day before the act or event occurs.
(c) Unless otherwise stated, if the final day of any time period, under the CAIR NOX annual trading program, falls on a
weekend or a state or federal holiday, the time period shall be extended to the next business day. (Air Pollution Control Board;
326 IAC 24-1-5)
326 IAC 24-1-6 CAIR designated representative for CAIR NOx sources
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 6. (a) Except as provided under subsection (f), each CAIR NOX source, including all CAIR NOX units at the source,
shall have one (1) and only one (1) CAIR designated representative, with regard to all matters under the CAIR NOX annual
trading program concerning the source or any CAIR NOX unit at the source.

(b) The CAIR designated representative of the CAIR NOX source shall be selected by an agreement binding on the owners
and operators of the source and all CAIR NOX units at the source and shall act in accordance with the certification statement
in subsection (h)(4).
(c) Upon receipt by the U.S. EPA of a complete certificate of representation under subsection (h), the CAIR designated
representative of the source shall represent and, by his or her representations, actions, inactions, or submissions, legally bind
each owner and operator of the CAIR NOX source represented and each CAIR NOX unit at the source in all matters
pertaining to the CAIR NOX annual trading program, notwithstanding any agreement between the CAIR designated
representative and such owners and operators. The owners and operators shall be bound by any decision or order issued to
the CAIR designated representative by the department, the U.S. EPA, or a court regarding the source or unit.
(d) No CAIR permit will be issued, no emissions data reports will be accepted, and no CAIR NOX allowance tracking system
account will be established for a CAIR NOX unit at a source, until the U.S. EPA has received a complete certificate of
representation under subsection (h) for a CAIR designated representative of the source and the CAIR NOX units at the
source.
(e) The following shall apply to a submissions made under the CAIR NOX annual trading program:
(1) Each submission under the CAIR NOX annual trading program shall be submitted, signed, and certified by the CAIR
designated representative for each CAIR NOX source on behalf of which the submission is made. Each such submission
shall include the following certification statement by the CAIR designated representative: “I am authorized to make this
submission on behalf of the owners and operators of the source or units for which the submission is made. I certify under
penalty of law that I have personally examined, and am familiar with, the statements and information submitted in this
document and all its attachments. Based on my inquiry of those individuals with primary responsibility for obtaining the
information, I certify that the statements and information are to the best of my knowledge and belief true, accurate, and
complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false statements and information or omitting
required statements and information, including the possibility of fine or imprisonment.”.
(2) The department and U.S. EPA will accept or act on a submission made on behalf of owner or operators of a CAIR NOX
source or a CAIR NOX unit only if the submission has been made, signed, and certified in accordance with subdivision (1).
(f) The following shall apply where the owners or operators of a CAIR NOX source choose to designate an alternate CAIR
designated representative:
(1) A certificate of representation under subsection (h) may designate one (1) and only one (1) alternate CAIR designated
representative, who may act on behalf of the CAIR designated representative. The agreement by which the alternate CAIR
designated representative is selected shall include a procedure for authorizing the alternate CAIR designated representative
to act in lieu of the CAIR designated representative.
(2) Upon receipt by the U.S. EPA of a complete certificate of representation under subsection (h), any representation,
action, inaction, or submission by the alternate CAIR designated representative shall be deemed to be a representation,
action, inaction, or submission by the CAIR designated representative.
(3) Except in this subsection and subsections (a), (d), (g), and (h), and sections 2, 9(a) through 9(c), and 12(d) of this rule,
whenever the term “CAIR designated representative” is used in this rule, the term shall be construed to include the CAIR
designated representative or any alternate CAIR designated representative.
(g) The following shall apply when changing the CAIR designated representative, the alternate CAIR designated
representative, or when there are changes in the owners or operators:
(1) The CAIR designated representative may be changed at any time upon receipt by the U.S. EPA of a superseding
complete certificate of representation under subsection (h). Notwithstanding any such change, all representations, actions,
inactions, and submissions by the previous CAIR designated representative before the time and date when the U.S. EPA
receives the superseding certificate of representation shall be binding on the new CAIR designated representative and the
owners and operators of the CAIR NOX source and the CAIR NOX units at the source.
(2) The alternate CAIR designated representative may be changed at any time upon receipt by the U.S. EPA of a
superseding complete certificate of representation under subsection (h). Notwithstanding any such change, all
representations, actions, inactions, and submissions by the previous alternate CAIR designated representative before the
time and date when the U.S. EPA receives the superseding certificate of representation shall be binding on the new
alternate CAIR designated representative and the owners and operators of the CAIR NOX source and the CAIR NOX units
at the source.

(3) Changes in the owner and operators shall be made as follows:
(A) In the event a new owner or operator of a CAIR NOX source or a CAIR NOX unit is not included in the list of owners
and operators in the certificate of representation under subsection (h), such new owner or operator shall be deemed to
be subject to and bound by the certificate of representation, the representations, actions, inactions, and submissions of
the CAIR designated representative and any alternate CAIR designated representative of the source or unit, and the
decisions and orders of the department, the U.S. EPA, or a court, as if the new owner or operator were included in such
list.
(B) Within thirty (30) days following any change in the owners and operators of a CAIR NOX source or a CAIR NOX unit,
including the addition of a new owner or operator, the CAIR designated representative or any alternate CAIR designated
representative shall submit a revision to the certificate of representation under subsection (h) amending the list of owners
and operators to include the change.
(h) A complete certificate of representation for a CAIR designated representative or an alternate CAIR designated
representative shall include the following elements in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA:
(1) Identification of the CAIR NOX source, and each CAIR NOX unit at the source, for which the certificate of
representation is submitted.
(2) The name, address, e-mail address, if any, telephone number, and facsimile transmission number, if any, of the CAIR
designated representative and any alternate CAIR designated representative.
(3) A list of the owners and operators of the CAIR NOX source and of each CAIR NOX unit at the source.
(4) The following certification statement by the CAIR designated representative and any alternate CAIR designated
representative: “I certify that I was selected as the CAIR designated representative or alternate CAIR designated
representative, as applicable, by an agreement binding on the owners and operators of the source and each CAIR NOX unit
at the source. I certify that I have all the necessary authority to carry out my duties and responsibilities under the CAIR
NOX annual trading program on behalf of the owners and operators of the source and of each CAIR NOX unit at the source
and that each such owner and operator shall be fully bound by my representations, actions, inactions, or submissions. I
certify that the owners and operators of the source and of each CAIR NOX unit at the source shall be bound by any order
issued to me by the U.S. EPA, the department, or a court regarding the source or unit. Where there are multiple holders
of a legal or equitable title to, or a leasehold interest in, a CAIR NOX unit, or where a utility or industrial customer
purchases power from a CAIR NOX unit under a life-of-the-unit, firm power contractual arrangement, I certify that: I have
given a written notice of my selection as the ‘CAIR designated representative’ or ‘alternate CAIR designated
representative’, as applicable, and of the agreement by which I was selected to each owner and operator of the source and
of each CAIR NOX unit at the source; and CAIR NOX allowances and proceeds of transactions involving CAIR NOX
allowances shall be deemed to be held or distributed in proportion to each holder’s legal, equitable, leasehold, or
contractual reservation or entitlement, except that, if such multiple holders have expressly provided for a different
distribution of CAIR NOX allowances by contract, CAIR NOX allowances and proceeds of transactions involving CAIR
NOX allowances shall be deemed to be held or distributed in accordance with the contract.”.
(5) The signature of the CAIR designated representative and any alternate CAIR designated representative and the dates
signed.
Unless otherwise required by the department or the U.S. EPA, documents of agreement referred to in the certificate of
representation shall not be submitted to the department or the U.S. EPA. Neither the department nor the U.S. EPA shall be
under any obligation to review or evaluate the sufficiency of such documents, if submitted.
(i) The following shall apply to objections concerning CAIR designated representatives:
(1) Once a complete certificate of representation under subsection (h) has been submitted and received, the department
and the U.S. EPA will rely on the certificate of representation unless and until a superseding complete certificate of
representation under subsection (h) is received by the U.S. EPA.
(2) Except as provided in subsection (g)(1) or (g)(2), no objection or other communication submitted to the department or
the U.S. EPA concerning the authorization, or any representation, action, inaction, or submission, of the CAIR designated
representative shall affect any representation, action, inaction, or submission of the CAIR designated representative or the
finality of any decision or order by the department or the U.S. EPA under the CAIR NOX annual trading program.
(3) Neither the department nor the U.S. EPA will adjudicate any private legal dispute concerning the authorization or any
representation, action, inaction, or submission of any CAIR designated representative, including private legal disputes
concerning the proceeds of CAIR NOX allowance transfers.
(Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-1-6)

326 IAC 24-1-7 Permit requirements
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 7. (a) For each CAIR NOX source required to have a federally enforceable permit, the permit shall include a CAIR
permit administered by the department as follows:
(1) For CAIR NOX sources required to have a Part 70 operating permit under 326 IAC 2-7, the CAIR portion of the Part
70 operating permit shall be administered in accordance with 326 IAC 2-7, except as provided otherwise by this section
or section 12 of this rule.
(2) For CAIR NOX sources required to have a FESOP permit under 326 IAC 2-8, the CAIR portion of the FESOP permit
shall be administered in accordance with 326 IAC 2-8, except as provided otherwise by this section or section 12 of this rule.
(3) Each CAIR permit, including a draft or proposed CAIR permit, if applicable, shall contain, with regard to the CAIR
NOX source and the CAIR NOX units at the source covered by the CAIR permit, all applicable CAIR NOX annual trading
program, CAIR NOX ozone season trading program, and CAIR SO2 trading program requirements and shall be a complete
and separable portion of the Part 70 operating permit or FESOP permit.
(b) Submission of CAIR permit applications is as follows:
(1) The CAIR designated representative of any CAIR NOX source required to have a Part 70 operating permit or FESOP
permit shall submit to the department a complete CAIR permit application under subsection (c) for the source covering
each CAIR NOX unit at the source at least eighteen (18) months before the later of January 1, 2009, or the date on which
the CAIR NOX unit commences operation.
(2) For a CAIR NOX source required to have a Part 70 operating permit or FESOP permit, the CAIR designated
representative shall submit a complete CAIR permit application under subsection (c) for the source covering each CAIR
NOX unit at the source to renew the CAIR permit in accordance with 326 IAC 2-7-4(a)(1)(D) or 326 IAC 2-8-3(h), as
applicable.
(c) In addition to the requirements of 326 IAC 2-7-4(c) or 326 IAC 2-8-3(c), a complete CAIR permit application shall
include the following elements concerning the CAIR NOX source for which the application is submitted:
(1) Identification of the CAIR NOX source.
(2) Identification of each CAIR NOX unit at the CAIR NOX source.
(3) The standard requirements under section 4 of this rule.
(d) In addition to the requirements under 326 IAC 2-7 or 326 IAC 2-8, each CAIR permit shall contain, in a format
prescribed by the department, all elements required for a complete CAIR permit application under subsection (c).
(e) Each CAIR permit is deemed to incorporate automatically the definitions of terms under section 2 of this rule and, upon
recordation by the U.S. EPA section 9, 10, or 12 of this rule, every allocation, transfer, or deduction of a CAIR NOX allowance
to or from the compliance account of the CAIR NOX source covered by the permit.
(f) The initial CAIR permit covering a CAIR unit for which a complete CAIR permit application is timely submitted under
subsection (b) shall become effective upon issuance.
(g) The term of the CAIR permit shall be set by the department, as necessary to facilitate coordination of the renewal of
the CAIR permit with issuance, revision, or renewal of the CAIR NOX source’s Part 70 operating permit or FESOP permit.
(h) Except as provided in subsection (e), the department shall revise the CAIR permit, as necessary, in accordance with
the following:
(1) The permit modification and revision provisions under 326 IAC 2-7, for a CAIR source with a Part 70 operating permit.
(2) The permit modification and revision provisions under 326 IAC 2-8, for a CAIR source with a FESOP permit.
(Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-1-7)
326 IAC 24-1-8 CAIR NOx allowance allocations
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17

Sec. 8. (a) The trading program budget allocated by the department under subsections (d) through (h) for each control
period shall equal the total number of tons of NOX emissions apportioned to the CAIR NOX units under section 1 of this rule,
as determined by the procedures in this section. The total number of tons of NOX emissions that are available for each control
period for annual allocations of CAIR NOX allowances under this rule are one hundred eight thousand nine hundred thirtyfive (108,935) tons for control periods in 2009 through 2014 and ninety thousand seven hundred seventy-nine (90,779) for
control periods in 2015 and thereafter, apportioned as follows:
(1) For existing units:
(A) one hundred three thousand four hundred eighty-eight (103,488) tons for CAIR NOX units for a control period during
2009 through 2014; and
(B) eighty-eight thousand fifty-six (88,056) tons for CAIR NOX units for a control period during 2015 and thereafter.
(2) For new unit allocation set-asides:
(A) four thousand three hundred fifty-seven (4,357) tons for CAIR NOX units for a control period during 2009 through
2014; and
(B) one thousand eight hundred sixteen (1,816) tons for CAIR NOX units for a control period during 2015 and thereafter.
(3) For the energy efficiency and renewable energy allocation set-asides:
(A) one thousand eighty-nine (1,089) tons for CAIR NOX units for a control period during 2009 through 2014; and
(B) nine hundred eight (908) tons for CAIR NOX units for a control period during 2105 and thereafter.
(b) The department shall allocate CAIR NOX allowances to CAIR units according to the following schedule:
(1) Within thirty (30) days of the effective date of this rule, the department shall submit to the U.S. EPA the CAIR NOX
allowance allocations, in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA and in accordance with subsections (c) and (d), for the
control periods in 2009, 2010, and 2011.
(2) By October 31, 2009, and October 31 every three (3) years thereafter, the department shall submit to the U.S. EPA the
CAIR NOX allowance allocations, in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA and in accordance with subsections (c) and (d),
for the control periods three (3) years, four (4), and five (5) years after the year of the allowances allocation.
(3) By October 31, 2009, and October 31 of each year thereafter, the department shall submit to the U.S. EPA the CAIR
NOX allowance allocations, in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA and in accordance with subsections (c), (e), and (f), for
the control period in the year of the applicable deadline for submission under this rule.
(4) If the department fails to submit to the U.S. EPA the CAIR NOX allowance allocations in accordance with subdivision
(2), the U.S. EPA will assume that the allocations of CAIR NOX allowances for the applicable control period are the same
as for the control period that immediately precedes the applicable control period, except that, if the applicable control
period is in 2015, the U.S. EPA will assume that the allocations equal eighty-three percent (83%) of the allocations for the
control period that immediately precedes the applicable control period.
(5) If the department fails to submit to the U.S. EPA the CAIR NOX allowance allocations in accordance with subdivision
(3), the U.S. EPA will assume that the allocations of CAIR NOX allowances for the applicable control period are the same
as for the control period that immediately precedes the applicable control period, except that, if the applicable control
period is in 2015, the U.S. EPA will assume that the allocations equal eighty-three percent (83%) of the allocations for the
control period that immediately precedes the applicable control period and except that any CAIR NOX unit that would
otherwise be allocated CAIR NOX allowances under subsections (c) and (d), as well as under subsections (c), (e), and (f),
for the applicable control period shall be assumed to be allocated no CAIR NOX allowances under subsections (c), (e), and
(f) for the applicable control period.
(6) The department shall make available for review to the public the CAIR NOX allowance allocations under subdivision
(2) on July 31 of each year allocations are made and shall provide a thirty (30) day opportunity for submission of objections
to the CAIR NOX allowance allocations. Objections shall be limited to addressing whether the CAIR NOX allowance
allocations are in accordance with this section. Based on any such objections, the department shall consider any objections
and input from affected sources and, if appropriate, adjust each determination to the extent necessary to ensure that it is
in accordance with this section.
(c) The baseline heat input, in million British thermal units (mmBtu) used with respect to CAIR NOX allowance allocations
under subsection (d) for each CAIR NOX unit shall be as follows:
(1) For units commencing operation before January 1, 2001:
(A) For a CAIR NOX allowance allocation under subsection (b)(1), the average of the three (3) highest amounts of the
unit’s adjusted control period heat input for 1998 through 2004, with the adjusted control period heat input for each year
calculated as follows:
(i) If the unit is coal-fired during the year, the unit’s control period heat input for such year is multiplied by one

hundred percent (100%).
(ii) If the unit is not coal-fired during the year, the unit’s control period heat input for such year is multiplied by sixty
percent (60%).
(B) For a CAIR NOX allowance allocation under subsection (b)(2), the average of the three (3) highest amounts of the
unit’s adjusted control period heat input for the seven (7) years before when the CAIR NOX allocation is being calculated,
with the adjusted control period heat input for each year calculated as follows:
(i) If the unit is coal-fired during the year, the unit’s control period heat input for such year is multiplied by one
hundred percent (100%).
(ii) If the unit is not coal-fired during the year, the unit’s control period heat input for such year is multiplied by sixty
percent (60%).
(2) For units commencing operation on or after January 1, 2001, and operating each calendar year during a period of three
(3) or more consecutive calendar years, not to exceed seven (7), the average of the three (3) highest amounts of the unit’s
total converted control period heat input.
(3) A unit’s control period heat input, and a unit’s status as coal-fired or not coal-fired, for a calendar year under
subdivision (1), and a unit’s total tons of NOX emissions during a calendar year under subsection (e), shall be determined
in accordance with 40 CFR 75*, to the extent the unit was otherwise subject to the requirements of 40 CFR 75* for the year,
or shall be based on the best available data reported to the department for the unit, to the extent the unit was not otherwise
subject to the requirements of 40 CFR 75* for the year.
(4) A unit’s converted control period heat input for a calendar year under subdivision (2) equals one (1) of the following:
(A) Except as provided in clause (B), the control period gross electrical output of the generator or generators served by
the unit multiplied by eight thousand nine hundred (8,900) British thermal units per kilowatt hour (Btu/kWh) divided
by one million (1,000,000) British thermal units per million British thermal units (Btu/mmBtu), provided that if a
generator is served by two (2) or more units, then the gross electrical output of the generator shall be attributed to each
unit in proportion to the unit’s share of the total control period heat input of such units for the year.
(B) For a unit that has equipment used to produce electricity and useful thermal energy for industrial, commercial,
heating, or cooling purposes through the sequential use of energy, the control period gross electrical output of the unit
multiplied by eight thousand nine hundred (8,900) British thermal units per kilowatt hour (Btu/kWh) plus the useful
energy, in British thermal units (Btu), produced during the control period divided by eight-tenths (0.8), and with the sum
divided by one million (1,000,000) British thermal units per million British thermal units (Btu/mmBtu).
(d) For each control period in 2009 and thereafter, the department shall allocate to all CAIR NOX units that have a baseline
heat input, as determined under subsection (c), a total amount of CAIR NOX allowances as listed in subsection (a)(1), except
as provided in subsection (f). The department shall allocate CAIR NOX allowances to each CAIR NOX in an amount
determined by multiplying the total amount under subsection (a)(1) by the ratio of the baseline heat input of such CAIR NOX
unit to the total amount of baseline heat input of all such CAIR NOX units and rounding to the nearest whole allowance as
appropriate.
(e) For each control period in 2009 and thereafter, the department shall allocate CAIR NOX allowances to CAIR NOX units
that commenced operation on or after January 1, 2001 and do not yet have a baseline heat input, as determined under
subsection (c), in accordance with the following procedures:
(1) The department shall establish a new unit set-aside for each control period equal to the following:
(A) Four thousand three hundred fifty-seven (4,357) tons (four percent (4%) of the annual budget) for a control period
during 2009 through 2014.
(B) One thousand eight hundred sixteen (1,816) tons (two percent (2%) of the annual budget) for CAIR NOX units for
a control period during 2015 and thereafter.
(2) The CAIR designated representative of such a CAIR NOX unit may submit to the department a request, in a format
specified by the department, to be allocated CAIR NOX allowances, starting with the later of the control period in 2009 or
the first control period after the control period in which the CAIR NOX unit commences commercial operation and until
the first control period for which the unit is allocated CAIR NOX allowances under subsection (d). The CAIR NOX
allowance allocation request must be submitted on or before May 1 of the first control period for which the CAIR NOX
allowances are requested and after the date on which the CAIR NOX unit commences commercial operation.
(3) In a CAIR NOX allowance allocation request under subdivision (2), the CAIR designated representative may request
for a control period CAIR NOX allowances in an amount not exceeding the CAIR NOX unit’s total tons of NOX emissions
during the calendar year immediately before such control period.
(4) The department shall review each CAIR NOX allowance allocation request under subdivision (2) and shall allocate

CAIR NOX allowances for each control period pursuant to such request as follows:
(A) The department shall accept an allowance allocation request only if the request meets, or is adjusted by the
department as necessary to meet, the requirements of subdivisions (2) and (3).
(B) On or after May 1 of the control period, the department shall determine the sum of the CAIR NOX allowances
requested, as adjusted under clause (A), in all allowance allocation requests accepted under clause (A) for the control
period.
(C) If the amount of CAIR NOX allowances in the new unit set-aside for the control period is greater than or equal to the
sum under clause (B), then the department shall allocate the amount of CAIR NOX allowances requested, as adjusted
under clause (A), to each CAIR NOX unit covered by an allowance allocation request accepted under clause (A).
(D) If the amount of CAIR NOX allowances in the new unit set-aside for the control period is less than the sum under
clause (B), then the department shall allocate to each CAIR NOX unit covered by an allowance allocation request accepted
under clause (A) the amount of the CAIR NOX allowances requested, as adjusted under clause (A), multiplied by the
amount of CAIR NOX allowances in the new unit set-aside for the control period, divided by the sum determined under
clause (B), and rounded to the nearest whole allowance as appropriate.
(E) The department shall notify each CAIR designated representative that submitted an allowance allocation request of
the amount of CAIR NOX allowances, if any, allocated for the control period to the CAIR NOX unit covered by the
request.
(f) If, after completion of the procedures under subsection (e)(4) for a control period, any unallocated CAIR NOX
allowances remain in the new unit set-aside for the control period, the department shall allocate to each CAIR NOX unit that
was allocated CAIR NOX allowances under subsection (d) an amount of CAIR NOX allowances equal to the total amount of
such remaining unallocated CAIR NOX allowances, multiplied by the unit’s allocation under subsection (d), divided by one
hundred three thousand four hundred eighty-nine (103,489) for a control period during 2009 through 2014, and eighty-eight
thousand fifty-five (88,055) for a control period during 2015 and thereafter.
(g) In addition to the CAIR NOx allowances allocated under subsections (c), (d), and (f), the department shall allocate for
control period in 2009 up to twenty thousand one hundred fifty-five (20,155) compliance supplement pool NOx allowances
to CAIR NOx units, in accordance with this section. First, the department shall reserve allowances for eligible units and assign
the reserved allowances in accordance with subdivisions (2) and (3). Then, the department will allocate earned CAIR NOx
allowances and surplus CAIR NOx allowances in accordance with subdivision (5).
(1) The following terms and meanings apply to this section:
(A) “Eligible unit” or “eligible units” means a CAIR NOx unit that:
(i) will be required to comply with CAIR Annual NOx emission limitations beginning January 1, 2009;
Option 1
(ii) has or will have control equipment installed before December 31, 2008, that can achieve the unit’s applicable acid
rain NOx emissions rate without using averaging; or
Option 2
(iii) has or will have postcombustion control equipment such as, but not limited to, selective noncatalytic reduction or
selective catalytic reduction, installed before December 31, 2008, that is capable of reducing NOx emissions below the
unit’s applicable acid rain NOx emission rate limitation without using averaging;
(iv) has an established heat input baseline; and
(v) for which the department has approved its application in accordance with subdivision (2).
(B) “Emission reduction” or “emission reductions” will be calculated, in tons per year, in accordance with the following
formula:
Emission reductions = [eligible unit’s actual heat input for 2007 and 2008, combined (excluding May 1 through
September 30 of each year) × eligible unit’s most stringent applicable state or federal NOx emission rate] ! [eligible
unit’s actual heat input for 2007 and 2008, combined (excluding May 1 through September 30 of each year) × actual
NOx emission rate].
(C) “Reserved allowance” means an allowance from the compliance supplement pool that the department reserves for
an eligible unit. Reserved allowances have no independent value and cannot be traded until after they are earned and
allocated as CAIR NOx allowances to an eligible unit.
(2) To receive reserved allowances, the designated representative for a CAIR NOx unit must submit an application to the
department, in a format specified by the department, within thirty (30) days of the effective date of this rule, demonstrating
that it satisfies subdivision (1)(A)(i) through (1)(A)(iii). The department shall approve or deny the application within one
hundred twenty (120) days after receipt of the application and designate the amount of allowances it has reserved for that

unit at that time.
(3) The department shall assign reserved allowances to each eligible unit, based on the following formula:
Number of reserved allowances, in tons per year = (eligible unit’s baseline heat input ÷ sum of baseline heat input from
all eligible units) × (95% × 20,155).
(4) In order to receive CAIR NOx allowances from the compliance supplement pool the following conditions must be met:
(A) The owners and operators of an eligible unit shall monitor and report the NOx emissions rate and the heat input of
the unit in accordance with section 11 of this rule in each control period for which early reduction credit is requested.
(B) The CAIR designated representative of an eligible unit shall submit to the department by July 1, 2009, a request, in
a format specified by the department, for allocation of an amount of CAIR NOx allowances from the compliance
supplement pool identifying the number of emissions reductions it has achieved and demonstrating that it has satisfied
subdivision (1) by July 1, 2009.
(5) The department shall review each request under subdivision (4) submitted by July 1, 2009 and shall allocate CAIR NOx
allowances from the compliance supplement pool for the control period in 2009 to CAIR NOx units, in accordance with the
following procedures:
(A) Upon receipt of each such request, the department shall make any necessary adjustments to the request to ensure
that the amount of the CAIR NOx allowances requested meets the requirements of subdivisions (3) and (4). If an eligible
unit achieved emission reductions less than or equivalent to the reserved allowances assigned to it under subdivision (3),
the department shall allocate CAIR NOx allowances from the compliance supplement pool to the eligible unit equal to
the actual emission reductions achieved by the eligible unit. Any reserved allowances not earned by an eligible unit shall
remain in the compliance supplement pool to be distributed in accordance with clause (C).
(B) To the extent an eligible unit achieved emission reductions in excess of the reserved allowances assigned to it under
subdivision (3), the department shall allocate CAIR NOx allowances to the eligible unit equal to the number of its reserved
allowances, plus additional CAIR NOx allowances, if any, from the compliance supplement pool in accordance with clause
(C).
(C) Any CAIR NOx allowances that remain in the compliance supplement pool following allocation required by clauses
(A) and (B) shall be allocated to eligible units that achieved emission reductions in excess of their reserved allowances.
The department shall make allocations of the remaining CAIR NOx allowances in accordance with the following formula:
An eligible unit’s additional CAIR NOx allowances from the compliance supplement pool = (the eligible unit’s tons of NOx
emission reductions in excess of its reserved allowance / the total tons of excess NOx emissions reductions achieved by all
eligible units) × the total of remaining CAIR NOx allowances in the compliance supplement pool following allocation
under clauses (A) and (B).
(6) For any CAIR NOx unit whose compliance with CAIR NOx emissions limitation for the control period in 2009 would
create an undue risk to the reliability of electricity supply during such control period, the CAIR designated representative
of the unit may request the allocation of CAIR NOx allowances from the compliance supplement pool in accordance with
the following:
(A) The CAIR designated representative of such CAIR NOx unit shall submit to the department by July 1, 2009, a
request, in a format specified by the department, for allocation of an amount of CAIR NOx allowances from the
compliance supplement pool not exceeding the minimum amount of CAIR NOx allowances necessary to remove such
undue risk to the reliability of electricity supply.
(B) In the request under clause (A), the CAIR designated representative of such CAIR NOx unit shall demonstrate that,
in the absence of allocation to the unit of the amount of CAIR NOx allowances requested, the unit’s compliance with
CAIR NOx emissions limitation for the control period in 2009 would create an undue risk to the reliability of electricity
supply during such control period. This demonstration must include a showing that it would not be feasible for the
owners and operators of the unit to:
(i) obtain a sufficient amount of electricity from other electricity generation facilities, during the installation of control
technology at the unit for compliance with the CAIR NOx emissions limitation, to prevent such undue risk; or
(ii) obtain under subdivisions (5) and (7), or otherwise obtain, a sufficient amount of CAIR NOx allowances to prevent
such undue risk.
(7) The department shall review each request under subdivision (6) submitted by July 1, 2009, and shall allocate CAIR NOx
allowances, not to exceed one thousand eight (1,008) allowances, for the control period in 2009 to CAIR NOx units covered
by such request. If no requests for allowances are received under subdivision (6), the allowances shall be available for
allocation under subdivision (5)(C).
(8) By November 30, 2009, the department shall determine, and submit to the U.S. EPA the allocations of CAIR NOx
allowances from the compliance supplement pool under subdivisions (5) and (7).
(9) By January 1, 2010, the U.S. EPA will record the allocations under subdivision (8).

(h) For projects that reduce NOX emissions through the implementation of energy efficiency or renewable energy measures,
or both, implemented during a control period beginning January 1, 2009, the department shall allocate NOX allowances in
accordance with the following procedures:
(1) The energy efficiency and renewable energy allocation set-aside shall be allocated NOX allowances equal to the
following:
(A) One thousand eighty-nine (1,089) tons of the new unit set-aside) for a control period during 2009 through 2014.
(B) Nine hundred eight (908) tons for a control period during 2015 and thereafter.
(2) Project sponsors of a general account may submit to the department a request, in writing, or in a format specified by
the department, for NOX allowances as follows:
(A) Sponsors of energy efficiency or renewable energy projects in section 2(40)(A) through 2(40)(G) of this rule may
request the reservation of NOX allowances, for one (1) control period in which the project is implemented. For energy
efficiency or renewable energy projects the control period for calculating NOx allowances is October through April.
Project sponsors may reapply each year, not to exceed five (5) control periods for energy efficiency projects and for an
unlimited number of years for renewable energy projects in section 2(40)(C) and 2(40)(D) of this rule. Requests for
allowances may be made for projects implemented two (2) years before the effective date of this rule. Projects must equal
at least one (1) ton of NOX emissions and multiple projects may be aggregated into one (1) allowance allocation request
to equal one (1) or more tons of NOX emissions.
(B) The NOX allowance allocation request must be submitted by September 1 of the calendar year that is one (1) year in
advance of the first control period for which the NOX allowance allocation is requested.
(C) The NOX allowance allocation request for an integrated gasification combined cycle project under section 2(40)(G)
of this rule must be submitted by September 1 of the calendar year that is one (1) year in advance of the first control
period for which the NOX allowance allocation is requested and after the date on which the department issues a permit
to construct the CAIR NOX unit. For integrated gasification combined cycle projects, project sponsors may request the
reservation of NOX allowances, based on the number of kilowatt hours of electricity generated based on an eighty-five
percent (85%) capacity factor and expected heat rate of the unit. Project sponsors may reapply each year, not to exceed
five (5) control periods. Requests for allowances may be made only for integrated gasification combined cycle projects
which first start commercial operations in 2009 and beyond.
(3) In a NOX allowance allocation request made under this subsection, the project sponsor may request for a control period,
NOX allowances not to exceed the following:
(A) Projects in section 2(40)(A) of this rule that claim allowances based upon reductions in the consumption of electricity
and that are sponsored by end-users or nonutility third parties receive allowances based upon the number of kilowatt
hours of electricity saved during a control period and the following formula:
Allowances = (kWS × 0.0015)/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
kWS = The number of kilowatt hours of electricity saved during a control
period by the project.
(B) Projects in section 2(40)(A) of this rule that claim allowances based upon reductions in the consumption of electricity
and that are sponsored by electric generating units shall be awarded allowances according to the following formula:
Allowances = (kWS × 0.000375/2,000)
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
kWS = The number of kilowatt hours of electricity saved during a control
period by the project.
(C) Projects in section 2(40)(A) of this rule that claim allowances based upon reductions in the consumption of energy
other than electricity and that are not CAIR NOX season units shall be awarded allowances according to the following
formula:
Allowances = (((Et1/Pt1) - (Et2/Pt2)) × Pt2 × NPt2
× (NPt1/NPt2))/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
Et1 = Energy consumed per control period before project implementation.
Pt1 = Units of product produced per control period before project
implementation.
Et2 = Energy consumed in the most recent control period.
Pt2 = Units of product produced in the most recent control period.

NPt1 = NOX produced during the consumption of energy, measured in
pounds per million British thermal units before project
implementation.
NPt2 = NOX produced during the consumption of energy, measured in
pounds per million British thermal units in the most recent control
period.
(D) Projects in section 2(40)(A) of this rule that claim allowances based upon reductions in the consumption of energy
other than electricity and that are CAIR NOX season units shall be awarded allowances according to the following
formula:
Allowances = (((Et1/Pt1) - (Et2/Pt2)) × Pt2 × NPt2
× (NPt1/NPt2) × 0.25)/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
Et1 = Energy consumed per control period before project
implementation.
Pt1 = Units of product produced per control period before project
implementation.
Et2 = Energy consumed in the most recent control period.
Pt2 = Units of product produced in the most recent control period.
NPt1 = NOX produced during the consumption of energy, measured in
pounds per million British thermal units before project
implementation.
NPt2 = NOX produced during the consumption of energy, measured in
pounds per million British thermal units in the most recent control
period.
Product produced, as used in these formulas in this clause and clause (C), may include manufactured items; raw,
intermediate, or final materials; or other products measured in discrete units and produced as a result of the
consumption of energy in a specific process or piece of equipment. Claims for allowances must include documentation
of NOX emissions per British thermal unit both before and after implementation of the project for the energy-consuming
process for which energy savings are claimed.
(E) Projects in section 2(40)(B) of this rule that claim allowances based upon highly efficient electricity generation using
systems such as combined cycle, microturbines, and fuel cell systems for the predominant use of a single end user, that
meet the thresholds specified in section 2(40)(B) of this rule, that are not electric generating units or large affected units
as defined in section 2 of this rule, and that are sponsored by end-users or nonutility third parties, receive allowances
based upon the net amount of electricity generated during a control period and the following formula:
Allowances = (kWG × (0.0015-NOX ))/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
kWG = The number of net kilowatt hours of electricity generated during a
control period by the project.
NOX = The amount of NOX produced during the generation of electricity,
measured in pounds per kilowatt hour.
(F) Projects in section 2(40)(B) of this rule that claim allowances based upon highly efficient combined heat and power
systems for the predominant use of a single end user, that meet the thresholds specified in section 2(40)(B) of this rule,
that are not electric generating units or large affected units as defined in section 2 of this rule, and that are sponsored
by end-users or nonutility third parties, receive allowances based upon the net amount of energy generated and used
during a control period and the following formula:
Allowances = (NOX conventional - NOX CHP)/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
NOX conventional = [(0.15 × 3,412 × kWG / 0.34) + (0.17 × HeatOut / 0.8)] /
1,000,000
NOX CHP = (BtuIn * NOXRate)/1,000,000
Where:
kWG = The number of net kilowatt hours of electricity
generated during a control period by the project.
HeatOut = The number of British thermal units (Btu) of heat

or steam effectively used for space, water, or industrial
process heat during a control period by the project.
NOXRate = NOX emitted during normal system operation by
the project, measured in pounds per million Btu of fuel
input.
BtuIn = The number of British thermal units (Btu) of fuel
used to produce electricity, heat, or steam during a control
period by the project.
(G) Projects in section 2(40)(B) and 2(40)(G) of this rule receive allowances based upon the number of kilowatt hours of
electricity each project generates during a control period. Highly efficient electricity generation projects using systems
such as combined cycle, microturbines, and fuel cell systems for the predominant use of a single end user, that meet a
rated energy efficiency threshold of sixty percent (60%) for combined cycle systems and forty percent (40%) for
microturbines and fuel cells; or integrated gasification combined cycle, and that are sponsored by NOX allowance account
holders that own or operate units that produce electricity and are subject to the emission limitations of this rule shall
receive allowances based upon the net amount of electricity generated during a control period and the following formula:
Allowances = (kWG × (0.0015 - NOX) × 0.25)/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
kWG = The number of net kilowatt hours of electricity generated during a
control period by the project.
NOX = The amount of NOX produced during the generation of electricity,
measured in pounds per kilowatt hour.
(H) Projects in subdivision (2) and specified in section 2(40)(C) and 2(40)(D) of this rule receive allowances based upon
the number of kilowatt hours of electricity each project generates during a control period and according to the following
formula:
Allowances = (kWG × 0.0015)/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
kWG = The number of kilowatt hours of electricity generated during a
control period by the project.
(I) Projects in subdivision (2) and specified in section 2(40)(E) and 2(40)(F) of this rule receive allowances based upon
the difference in emitted NOX per megawatt hour of operation for units before and after replacement or improvement
and according to the following formula:
Allowances = ((Et1 - Et2) × h) × 0.25)/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
Et1 = The emission rate in pounds per megawatt hour of NOX of the unit
before improvement or replacement.
Et2 = The emission rate in pounds per megawatt hour of NOX of the unit
after improvement or replacement.
h = The number of megawatt hours of operation during the control period.
(J) Projects in section 2(40)(A) of this rule that claim allowances based upon reductions in the consumption of electricity
and that are large affected units shall be awarded allowances according to the following formula:
Allowances = (kWS × NOX × 0.25)/2,000)
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
kWS = The number of kilowatt hours of electricity saved during a control period
by the project.
NOX = The amount of NOX produced during the generation of electricity,
measured in pounds per kilowatt hour.
(K) Projects in section 2(40)(A) of this rule based upon energy efficiency other than electricity shall be awarded
allowances according to the following formula:
Allowances = (0.17 × HeatOut / 0.8)/1,000,000/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
HeatOut = The number of British thermal units (Btu) of heat or steam effectively used
for space, water, or industrial process heat during a control period by the
project.
Allowances shall be awarded only after verification of project implementation and certification of energy, emission, or

electricity savings, as appropriate. The department shall consult the office of lieutenant governor concerning verification
and certification.
(4) The department shall review, and allocate CAIR NOX allowances pursuant to, each allowance allocation request by
December 31 each year as follows:
(A) Upon receipt of the NOX allowance allocation request, the department shall review the request and make any
necessary adjustments to the request to ensure that the number of allowances specified are consistent with the
requirements of subdivision (3).
(B) If the energy efficiency and renewable energy allocation set-aside for the control period for which NOX allowances
are requested has an amount of NOX allowances greater than or equal to the number requested, as adjusted under clause
(A), the department shall allocate the amount of the NOX allowances requested, as adjusted under clause (A), to the
energy efficiency and renewable energy projects. Any unallocated allowances shall be distributed as follows:
(i) Fifty percent (50%) of the unallocated allowances shall be retained by the state to fund a grant program for energy
efficiency and renewable energy projects. The grant program projects do not need to meet the one (1) ton of NOX
emissions for singular or aggregated projects under subdivision (2).
(ii) Fifty percent (50%) of the unallocated allowances shall be returned to CAIR NOX units on a pro rata basis.
(C) If the energy efficiency and renewable energy allocation set-aside for the control period for which NOX allowances
are requested has an amount of NOX allowances less than the number requested, as adjusted under clause (A), the
department shall allocate the allocation set-aside on a pro rata basis, except that allowances requested for projects under
section 2(40)(A), 2(40)(C), and 2(40)(D) of this rule shall be allocated first, allocated to projects under section 2(40)(B)
and 2(40)(G) of this rule second, allocated to projects under section 2(40)(E) of this rule third, and allocated to projects
under section 2(40)(F) of this rule fourth.
By December 31 of each year, the department shall take appropriate action under subdivision (4) and notify the CAIR NOX
designated representative that submitted the request and the U.S. EPA of the number of NOX allowances allocated for the
control period to the CAIR NOX unit or energy efficiency or renewable energy projects.
*These documents are incorporated by reference. Copies may be obtained from the Government Printing Office, 732 North
Capitol Street, Washington, D.C. 20401 and are available for review and copying at the Department of Environmental
Management, Office of Air Quality, Indiana Government Center-North, Tenth Floor, 100 North Senate Avenue, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46204. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-1-8)
326 IAC 24-1-9 CAIR NOX allowance tracking system
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 9. (a) Except as provided in section 12(f)(7) of this rule, upon receipt of a complete certificate of representation under
section 6(h) of this rule, the U.S. EPA will establish a compliance account for the CAIR NOX source for which the certificate
of representation was submitted unless the source already has a compliance account.
(b) Any person may apply to open a general account for the purpose of holding and transferring CAIR NOX allowances.
An application for a general account may designate one (1) and only one (1) CAIR authorized account representative and
one (1) and only one (1) alternate CAIR authorized account representative who may act on behalf of the CAIR authorized
account representative. The agreement by which the alternate CAIR authorized account representative is selected shall
include a procedure for authorizing the alternate CAIR authorized account representative to act in lieu of the CAIR
authorized account representative. The establishment of the general account shall be subject to the following:
(1) A complete application for a general account shall be submitted to the U.S. EPA and shall include the following elements
in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA:
(A) The following information concerning the CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate CAIR
authorized account representative:
(i) Name.
(ii) Mailing address.
(iii) E-mail address, if any.
(iv) Telephone number.
(v) Facsimile transmission number, if any.
(B) Organization name and type of organization, if applicable.
(C) A list of all persons subject to a binding agreement for the CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate

CAIR authorized account representative to represent their ownership interest with respect to the CAIR NOX allowances
held in the general account.
(D) The following certification statement by the CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate CAIR
authorized account representative: “I certify that I was selected as the CAIR authorized account representative or the
alternate CAIR authorized account representative, as applicable, by an agreement that is binding on all persons who have
an ownership interest with respect to CAIR NOX allowances held in the general account. I certify that I have all the
necessary authority to carry out my duties and responsibilities under the CAIR NOX annual trading program on behalf
of such persons and that each such person shall be fully bound by my representations, actions, inactions, or submissions
and by any order or decision issued to me by the U.S. EPA or a court regarding the general account.”.
(E) The signature of the CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate CAIR authorized account
representative and the dates signed.
(F) Unless otherwise required by the department or the U.S. EPA, documents of agreement referred to in the application
for a general account shall not be submitted to the department or the U.S. EPA. Neither the department nor the U.S. EPA
shall be under any obligation to review or evaluate the sufficiency of such documents, if submitted.
(2) Upon receipt by the U.S. EPA of a complete application for a general account under subdivision (1), the following shall
apply:
(A) The U.S. EPA will establish a general account for the person or persons for whom the application is submitted.
(B) The CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate CAIR authorized account representative for the
general account shall represent and, by his or her representations, actions, inactions, or submissions, legally bind each
person who has an ownership interest with respect to CAIR NOX allowances held in the general account in all matters
pertaining to the CAIR NOX annual trading program, notwithstanding any agreement between the CAIR authorized
account representative or any alternate CAIR authorized account representative and such person. Any such person shall
be bound by any order or decision issued to the CAIR authorized account representative or any alternate CAIR
authorized account representative by the U.S. EPA or a court regarding the general account.
(C) Any representation, action, inaction, or submission by any alternate CAIR authorized account representative shall
be deemed to be a representation, action, inaction, or submission by the CAIR authorized account representative.
(D) Each submission concerning the general account shall be submitted, signed, and certified by the CAIR authorized
account representative or any alternate CAIR authorized account representative for the persons having an ownership
interest with respect to CAIR NOX allowances held in the general account. Each such submission shall include the
following certification statement by the CAIR authorized account representative or any alternate CAIR authorized
account representative: “I am authorized to make this submission on behalf of the persons having an ownership interest
with respect to the CAIR NOX allowances held in the general account. I certify under penalty of law that I have
personally examined, and am familiar with, the statements and information submitted in this document and all its
attachments. Based on my inquiry of those individuals with primary responsibility for obtaining the information, I certify
that the statements and information are to the best of my knowledge and belief true, accurate, and complete. I am aware
that there are significant penalties for submitting false statements and information or omitting required statements and
information, including the possibility of fine or imprisonment.”.
(E) The U.S. EPA will accept or act on a submission concerning the general account only if the submission has been made,
signed, and certified in accordance with clause (D).
(3) The following shall apply to changing the CAIR authorized account representative or alternate CAIR authorized
account representative, and changes in persons with ownership interest:
(A) The CAIR authorized account representative for a general account may be changed at any time upon receipt by the
U.S. EPA of a superseding complete application for a general account under subdivision (1). Notwithstanding any such
change, all representations, actions, inactions, and submissions by the previous CAIR authorized account representative
before the time and date when the U.S. EPA receives the superseding application for a general account shall be binding
on the new CAIR authorized account representative and the persons with an ownership interest with respect to the CAIR
NOX allowances in the general account.
(B) The alternate CAIR authorized account representative for a general account may be changed at any time upon
receipt by the U.S. EPA of a superseding complete application for a general account under subdivision (1).
Notwithstanding any such change, all representations, actions, inactions, and submissions by the previous alternate CAIR
authorized account representative before the time and date when the U.S. EPA receives the superseding application for
a general account shall be binding on the new alternate CAIR authorized account representative and the persons with
an ownership interest with respect to the CAIR NOX allowances in the general account.
(C) In the event a new person having an ownership interest with respect to CAIR NOX allowances in the general account
is not included in the list of such persons in the application for a general account, such new person shall be deemed to

be subject to and bound by the application for a general account, the representation, actions, inactions, and submissions
of the CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate CAIR authorized account representative of the account,
and the decisions and orders of the U.S. EPA or a court, as if the new person were included in such list.
(D) Within thirty (30) days following any change in the persons having an ownership interest with respect to CAIR NOX
allowances in the general account, including the addition of persons, the CAIR authorized account representative or any
alternate CAIR authorized account representative shall submit a revision to the application for a general account
amending the list of persons having an ownership interest with respect to the CAIR NOX allowances in the general
account to include the change.
(4) Once a complete application for a general account under subdivision (1) has been submitted and received, the U.S. EPA
will rely on the application unless and until a superseding complete application for a general account under subdivision
(1) is received by the U.S. EPA.
(5) Except as provided in subdivision (3)(A) or (3)(B), no objection or other communication submitted to the U.S. EPA
concerning the authorization, or any representation, action, inaction, or submission of the CAIR authorized account
representative or any alternative CAIR authorized account representative for a general account shall affect any
representation, action, inaction, or submission of the CAIR authorized account representative or any alternative CAIR
authorized account representative or the finality of any decision or order by the U.S. EPA under the CAIR NOX annual
trading program.
(6) The U.S. EPA will not adjudicate any private legal dispute concerning the authorization or any representation, action,
inaction, or submission of the CAIR authorized account representative or any alternative CAIR authorized account
representative for a general account, including private legal disputes concerning the proceeds of CAIR NOX allowance
transfers.
(c) The U.S. EPA will assign a unique identifying number to each account established under subsection (a) or (b).
(d) Following the establishment of a CAIR NOX allowance tracking system account, all submissions to the U.S. EPA
pertaining to the account, including, but not limited to, submissions concerning the deduction or transfer of CAIR NOX
allowances in the account, shall be made only by the CAIR authorized account representative for the account.
(e) By December 1, 2006, the U.S. EPA will record in the CAIR NOX source’s compliance account the CAIR NOX
allowances allocated for the CAIR NOX units at a source, as submitted by the department in accordance with section 8(b)(1)
of this rule, for the control periods in 2009, 2010, and 2011.
(f) By December 1, 2009, and every three (3) years thereafter, the U.S. EPA will record in the CAIR NOX source’s
compliance account the CAIR NOX allowances allocated for the CAIR NOX units at the source, as submitted by the
department or as determined by the U.S. EPA in accordance with section 8(b)(2) and 8(b)(4) of this rule, for the control
periods three (3), four (4), and five (5) years after the allowance allocation.
(g) By December 1, 2009, and December 1 of each year thereafter, the U.S. EPA will record in the CAIR NOX source’s
compliance account the CAIR NOX allowances allocated for the CAIR NOX units at the source, as submitted by the
department or determined by the U.S. EPA in accordance with section 8(b)(3) and 8(b)(5) of this rule, for the control period
in the year of the applicable deadline for recordation under this subsection.
(h) When recording the allocation of CAIR NOX allowances for a CAIR NOX unit in a compliance account, the U.S. EPA
will assign each CAIR NOX allowance a unique identification number that includes digits identifying the year of the control
period for which the CAIR NOX allowance is allocated.
(i) The CAIR NOX allowances are available to be deducted for compliance with a source’s CAIR NOX emissions limitation
for a control period in a given calendar year only if the CAIR NOX allowances:
(1) were allocated for the control period in the year or a prior year;
(2) are held in the compliance account as of the allowance transfer deadline for the control period or are transferred into
the compliance account by a CAIR NOX allowance transfer correctly submitted for recordation under section 10(a) by the
allowance transfer deadline for the control period; and
(3) are not necessary for deductions for excess emissions for a prior control period under subsection (j)(4) and (j)(5).
(j) The following shall apply to deductions for purposes of compliance with a unit’s allocation:

(1) Following the recordation, in accordance with section 10(b) through 10(d) of this rule, of CAIR NOX allowance transfers
submitted for recordation in a source’s compliance account by the allowance transfer deadline for a control period, the
U.S. EPA will deduct from the compliance account CAIR NOX allowances available under subsection (i) in order to
determine whether the source meets the CAIR NOX emissions limitation for the control period, as follows:
(A) until the amount of CAIR NOX allowances deducted equals the number of tons of total nitrogen oxides emissions,
determined in accordance with section 11 of this rule, from all CAIR NOX units at the source for the control period; or
(B) if there are insufficient CAIR NOX allowances to complete the deductions in clause (A), until no more CAIR NOX
allowances available under subsection (i) remain in the compliance account.
(2) The CAIR authorized account representative for a source’s compliance account may request that specific CAIR NOX
allowances, identified by serial number, in the compliance account be deducted for emissions or excess emissions for a
control period in accordance with subdivision (1), (4), or (5). Such request shall be submitted to the U.S. EPA by the
allowance transfer deadline for the control period and include, in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA, the identification
of the CAIR NOX source and the appropriate serial numbers.
(3) The U.S. EPA will deduct CAIR NOX allowances under subdivision (1), (4), or (5) from the source’s compliance account,
in the absence of an identification or in the case of a partial identification of CAIR NOX allowances by serial number under
subdivision (2), on a first-in, first-out (FIFO) accounting basis in the following order:
(A) Any CAIR NOX allowances that were allocated to the units at the source, in the order of recordation.
(B) Any CAIR NOX allowances that were allocated to any entity and transferred and recorded in the compliance account
pursuant to section 10 of this rule, in the order of recordation.
(4) After making the deductions for compliance under subdivision (1) for a control period in a calendar year in which the
CAIR NOX source has excess emissions, the U.S. EPA will deduct from the source’s compliance account an amount of CAIR
NOX allowances, allocated for the control period in the immediately following calendar year, equal to three (3) times the
number of tons of the source’s excess emissions.
(5) Any allowance deduction required under subdivision (4) shall not affect the liability of the owners and operators of the
CAIR NOX source or the CAIR NOX units at the source for any fine, penalty, or assessment, or their obligation to comply
with any other remedy, for the same violations, as ordered under the Clean Air Act or applicable state law.
(6) The U.S. EPA will record in the appropriate compliance account all deductions from such an account under subdivision
(1), (4), or (5).
(7) The U.S. EPA may review and conduct independent audits concerning any submission under the CAIR NOX annual
trading program and make appropriate adjustments of the information in the submissions.
(8) The U.S. EPA may deduct CAIR NOX allowances from or transfer CAIR NOX allowances to a source’s compliance
account based on the information in the submissions, as adjusted under subdivision (7).
(k) CAIR NOX allowances may be banked for future use or transfer in a compliance account or a general account. Any
CAIR NOX allowance that is held in a compliance account or a general account shall remain in such account unless and until
the CAIR NOX allowance is deducted or transferred under subsection (i), (j), or (l) or section 10 of this rule.
(l) The U.S. EPA may at its sole discretion and on its own motion, correct any error in any CAIR NOX allowance tracking
system account. Within ten (10) business days of making such correction, the U.S. EPA will notify the CAIR authorized
account representative for the account.
(m) The CAIR authorized account representative of a general account may submit to the U.S. EPA a request to close the
account, which shall include a correctly submitted allowance transfer under section 10(a) of this rule for any CAIR NOX
allowances in the account to one (1) or more other CAIR NOX allowance tracking system accounts.
(n) If a general account has no allowance transfers in or out of the account for a twelve (12) month period or longer and
does not contain any CAIR NOX allowances, the U.S. EPA may notify the CAIR authorized account representative for the
account that the account shall be closed following twenty (20) business days after the notice is sent. The account shall be
closed after the twenty (20) day period unless, before the end of the twenty (20) day period, the U.S. EPA receives a correctly
submitted transfer of CAIR NOX allowances into the account under section 10(a) of this rule or a statement submitted by the
CAIR authorized account representative demonstrating to the satisfaction of the U.S. EPA good cause as to why the account
should not be closed. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-1-9)
326 IAC 24-1-10 CAIR NOx allowance transfers
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11

Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 10. (a) A CAIR authorized account representative seeking recordation of a CAIR NOX allowance transfer shall submit
the transfer to the U.S. EPA. To be considered correctly submitted, the CAIR NOX allowance transfer shall include the
following elements, in a format specified by the U.S. EPA:
(1) The account numbers for both the transferor and transferee accounts.
(2) The serial number of each CAIR NOX allowance that is in the transferor account and that is to be transferred.
(3) The name and signature of the CAIR authorized account representative of the transferor account, and the date signed.
(b) Within five (5) business days, except as provided in subsection (c), of receiving a CAIR NOX allowance transfer, the U.S.
EPA will record a CAIR NOX allowance transfer by moving each CAIR NOX allowance from the transferor account to the
transferee account as specified by the request, provided the following:
(1) The transfer is correctly submitted under subsection (a).
(2) The transferor account includes each CAIR NOX allowance identified by serial number in the transfer.
(c) A CAIR NOX allowance transfer that is submitted for recordation after the allowance transfer deadline for a control
period and that includes any CAIR NOX allowances allocated for any control period before such allowance transfer deadline
will not be recorded until after the U.S. EPA completes the deductions under section 9(i) and 9(j) of this rule for the control
period immediately before such allowance transfer deadline.
(d) Where a CAIR NOX allowance transfer submitted for recordation fails to meet the requirements of subsection (b), the
U.S. EPA will not record such transfer.
(e) The following notification requirements shall apply to CAIR NOX allowance transfers:
(1) Within five (5) business days of recordation of a CAIR NOX allowance transfer under subsections (b) and (c), the U.S.
EPA will notify the CAIR authorized account representatives of both the transferor and transferee accounts.
(2) Within ten (10) business days of receipt of a CAIR NOX allowance transfer that fails to meet the requirements of
subsection (b), the U.S. EPA will notify the CAIR authorized account representatives of both accounts subject to the
transfer of the decision not to record the transfer and the reasons for such nonrecordation.
(f) Nothing in this section shall preclude the submission of a CAIR NOX allowance transfer for recordation following
notification of nonrecordation. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-1-10)
326 IAC 24-1-11 NOx monitoring and reporting requirements
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 11. (a) The owners and operators, and to the extent applicable, the CAIR designated representative, of a CAIR NOX
unit, shall comply with the monitoring, record keeping, and reporting requirements as provided in this rule and in 40 CFR
75, Subpart H*. For purposes of complying with such requirements, the definitions in section 2 of this rule and 40 CFR 72.2*
shall apply, and the terms affected unit, designated representative, and continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS) in
40 CFR 75* shall be replaced by the terms CAIR NOX unit, CAIR designated representative, and continuous emission
monitoring system (CEMS) respectively, as defined in section 2 of this rule. The owner or operator of a unit that is not a
CAIR NOX unit but that is monitored under 40 CFR 75.72(b)(2)(ii)* shall comply with the same monitoring, record keeping,
and reporting requirements as a CAIR NOX unit.
(b) The owner or operator of each CAIR NOX unit shall do the following:
(1) Install all monitoring systems required under this section for monitoring NOX mass emissions and individual unit heat
input. This includes all systems required to monitor NOX emission rate, NOX concentration, stack gas moisture content,
stack gas flow rate, CO2 or O2 concentration, and fuel flow rate, as applicable, in accordance with 40 CFR 75.71* and 40
CFR 75.72*.
(2) Successfully complete all certification tests required under subsections (f) through (j) and meet all other requirements
of this section and 40 CFR 75* applicable to the monitoring systems under subdivision (1).
(3) Record, report, and quality-assure the data from the monitoring systems under subdivision (1).

(c) The owner or operator shall meet the monitoring system certification and other requirements of subsection (b)(1) and
(b)(2) on or before the following dates. The owner or operator shall record, report, and quality-assure the data from the
monitoring systems under subsection (b)(1) on and after the following dates:
(1) For the owner or operator of a CAIR NOX unit that commences commercial operation before July 1, 2007, by January
1, 2008.
(2) For the owner or operator of a CAIR NOX unit that commences commercial operation on or after July 1, 2007, by the
later of the following dates:
(A) January 1, 2008.
(B) The earlier of:
(i) one hundred eighty (180) calendar days after the date on which the unit commences commercial operation; or
(ii) ninety (90) unit operating days after the date on which the unit commences commercial operation.
(3) For the owner or operator of a CAIR NOX unit for which construction of a new stack or flue or installation of add-on
NOX emission controls is completed after the applicable deadline under subdivision (1), (2), (4), or (5), compliance by the
earlier of:
(A) one hundred eighty (180) calendar days after the date on which emissions first exit to the atmosphere through the
new stack or flue or add-on NOX emissions controls; or
(B) ninety (90) unit operating days after the date on which emissions first exit to the atmosphere through the new stack
or flue or add-on NOX emissions controls.
(4) Notwithstanding the dates in subdivisions (1) and (2), for the owner or operator of a unit for which a CAIR opt-in
permit application is submitted and not withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied under section 12
of this rule, by the date specified in section 12(f)(2) through (f)(4) of this rule.
(5) Notwithstanding the dates in subdivisions (1), (2), and (4) and solely for purposes of section 4(c)(2) of this rule, for the
owner or operator of a CAIR NOX opt-in unit under section 12 of this rule, by the date on which the CAIR NOX opt-in unit
enters the CAIR NOX annual trading program as provided in section 12(9) of this rule.
(d) Requirements for reporting data are as follows:
(1) Except as provided in subdivision (2), the owner or operator of a CAIR NOX unit that does not meet the applicable
compliance date set forth in subsection (c) for any monitoring system under subsection (b)(1) shall, for each such
monitoring system, determine, record, and report maximum potential or, as appropriate, minimum potential, values for
NOX concentration, NOX emission rate, stack gas flow rate, stack gas moisture content, fuel flow rate, and any other
parameters required to determine NOX mass emissions and heat input in accordance with 40 CFR 75.31(b)(2) or 40 CFR
75.31(c)(3)*, 40 CFR 75, Appendix D, Section 2.4*, or 40 CFR 75, Appendix E, Section 2.5*, as applicable.
(2) The owner or operator of a CAIR NOX unit that does not meet the applicable compliance date set forth in subsection
(b)(3) for any monitoring system under subsection (b)(1) shall, for each such monitoring system, determine, record, and
report substitute data using the applicable missing data procedures in 40 CFR 75, Subpart D*, 40 CFR 75, Subpart H*,
40 CFR, Appendix D*, or 40 CFR, Appendix E*, in lieu of the maximum potential or, as appropriate, minimum potential
values, for a parameter if the owner or operator demonstrates that there is continuity between the data streams for that
parameter before and after construction or installation under subsection (c)(3).
(e) The following shall apply to any monitoring system, alternative monitoring system, alternative reference method, or
any other alternative for a CEMS required under this rule:
(1) No owner or operator of a CAIR NOX unit shall use any alternative monitoring system, alternative reference method,
or any other alternative to any requirement of this section without having obtained prior written approval in accordance
with subsection (o).
(2) No owner or operator of a CAIR NOX unit shall operate the unit so as to discharge, or allow to be discharged, NOX
emissions to the atmosphere without accounting for all such emissions in accordance with the applicable provisions of this
section and 40 CFR 75*.
(3) No owner or operator of a CAIR NOX unit shall disrupt the continuous emission monitoring system, any portion thereof,
or any other approved emission monitoring method, and thereby avoid monitoring and recording NOX mass emissions
discharged into the atmosphere, except for periods of recertification or periods when calibration, quality assurance testing,
or maintenance is performed in accordance with the applicable provisions of this section and 40 CFR 75*.
(4) No owner or operator of a CAIR NOX unit shall retire or permanently discontinue use of the continuous emission
monitoring system, any component thereof, or any other approved monitoring system under this section, except under any
one of the following circumstances:
(A) During the period that the unit is covered by an exemption under section 3 of this rule.

(B) The owner or operator is monitoring emissions from the unit with another certified monitoring system approved, in
accordance with the applicable provisions of this section and 40 CFR 75*, by the department for use at that unit that
provides emission data for the same pollutant or parameter as the retired or discontinued monitoring system.
(C) The CAIR designated representative submits notification of the date of certification testing of a replacement
monitoring system for the retired or discontinued monitoring system in accordance with subsection (h)(3)(A).
(f) The owner or operator of a CAIR NOX unit shall be exempt from the initial certification requirements of subsection (h)
for a monitoring system under subsection (b)(1) if the following conditions are met:
(1) The monitoring system has been previously certified in accordance with 40 CFR 75*.
(2) The applicable quality-assurance and quality-control requirements of 40 CFR 75.21* and 40 CFR 75, Appendix B*,
40 CFR 75, Appendix D*, and 40 CFR 75, Appendix E* are fully met for the certified monitoring system described in
subsection (b)(1).
The recertification provisions of this subsection and subsections (g) through (j) shall apply to a monitoring system under
subsection (b)(1) exempt from initial certification requirements under this subsection.
(g) If the U.S. EPA has previously approved a petition under 40 CFR 75.17(a)* or 40 CFR 75.17(a)(b)* for apportioning
the NOX emission rate measured in a common stack or a petition under 40 CFR 75.66* for an alternative to a requirement
in 40 CFR 75.12* or 40 CFR 75.17*, the CAIR designated representative shall resubmit the petition to the U.S. EPA under
subsection (o)(1) to determine whether the approval applies under the CAIR NOX annual trading program.
(h) Except as provided in subsection (f), the owner or operator of a CAIR NOX unit shall comply with the following initial
certification and recertification procedures for a continuous monitoring system, which is a continuous emission monitoring
system and an excepted monitoring system under 40 CFR 75, Appendix D* and 40 CFR 75, Appendix E*, under subsection
(b)(1). The owner or operator of a unit that qualifies to use the low mass emissions excepted monitoring methodology under
40 CFR 75.19* or that qualifies to use an alternative monitoring system under 40 CFR 75, Subpart E* shall comply with the
procedures in subsection (i) or (j) respectively.
(1) The owner or operator shall ensure that each continuous monitoring system under subsection (b)(1), including the
automated data acquisition and handling system, successfully completes all of the initial certification testing required under
40 CFR 75.20* by the applicable deadline in subsection (c). In addition, whenever the owner or operator installs a
monitoring system to meet the requirements of this section in a location where no such monitoring system was previously
installed, initial certification in accordance with 40 CFR 75.20* is required.
(2) Whenever the owner or operator makes a replacement, modification, or change in any certified continuous emission
monitoring system under subsection (b)(1) that may significantly affect the ability of the system to accurately measure or
record NOX mass emissions or heat input rate or to meet the quality-assurance and quality-control requirements of 40 CFR
75.21* or 40 CFR 75, Appendix B*, the owner or operator shall recertify the monitoring system in accordance with 40 CFR
75.20(b)*. Furthermore, whenever the owner or operator makes a replacement, modification, or change to the flue gas
handling system or the unit’s operation that may significantly change the stack flow or concentration profile, the owner
or operator shall recertify each continuous emission monitoring system whose accuracy is potentially affected by the
change, in accordance with 40 CFR 75.20(b)*. Examples of changes to a continuous emission monitoring system that
require recertification include replacement of the analyzer, complete replacement of an existing continuous emission
monitoring system, or change in location or orientation of the sampling probe or site. Any fuel flowmeter system, and any
excepted NOX monitoring system under 40 CFR 75, Appendix E*, under subsection (b)(1) are subject to the recertification
requirements in 40 CFR 75.20(g)(6)*.
(3) Clauses (A) through (D) apply to both initial certification and recertification of a continuous monitoring system under
subsection (b)(1). For recertifications, replace the words “certification” and “initial certification” with the word
“recertification,” replace the word “certified” with the word “recertified,” and follow the procedures in 40 CFR
75.20(b)(5)* and 40 CFR 75.20(g)(7)* in lieu of the procedures in clause (E) of this subdivision. Requirements for the
certification approval process for initial certification and recertification, and loss of certification are as follows:
(A) The CAIR designated representative shall submit to the department, the U.S. EPA Region V, and the U.S. EPA
written notice of the dates of certification testing, in accordance with subsection (m).
(B) The CAIR designated representative shall submit to the department a certification application for each monitoring
system. A complete certification application shall include the information specified in 40 CFR 75.63*.
(C) The provisional certification date for a monitoring system shall be determined in accordance with 40 CFR
75.20(a)(3)*. A provisionally certified monitoring system may be used under the CAIR NOX annual trading program for
a period not to exceed one hundred twenty (120) days after receipt by the department of the complete certification

application for the monitoring system under clause (B). Data measured and recorded by the provisionally certified
monitoring system, in accordance with the requirements of 40 CFR 75*, shall be considered valid quality-assured data,
retroactive to the date and time of provisional certification, provided that the department does not invalidate the
provisional certification by issuing a notice of disapproval within one hundred twenty (120) days of the date of receipt
of the complete certification application by the department.
(D) The department shall issue a written notice of approval or disapproval of the certification application to the owner
or operator within one hundred twenty (120) days of receipt of the complete certification application under clause (B).
In the event the department does not issue such a notice within such one hundred twenty (120) day period, each
monitoring system that meets the applicable performance requirements of 40 CFR 75* and is included in the certification
application shall be deemed certified for use under the CAIR NOX annual trading program.
(i) If the certification application is complete and shows that each monitoring system meets the applicable performance
requirements of 40 CFR 75*, then the department shall issue a written notice of approval of the certification application
within one hundred twenty (120) days of receipt.
(ii) If the certification application is not complete, then the department shall issue a written notice of incompleteness
that sets a reasonable date by which the CAIR designated representative must submit the additional information
required to complete the certification application. If the CAIR designated representative does not comply with the
notice of incompleteness by the specified date, then the department may issue a notice of disapproval under item (iii).
The one hundred twenty (120) day review period shall not begin before receipt of a complete certification application.
(iii) If the certification application shows that any monitoring system does not meet the performance requirements of
40 CFR 75* or if the certification application is incomplete and the requirement for disapproval under item (ii) is met,
then the department shall issue a written notice of disapproval of the certification application. Upon issuance of such
notice of disapproval, the provisional certification is invalidated by the department and the data measured and recorded
by each uncertified monitoring system shall not be considered valid quality-assured data beginning with the date and
hour of provisional certification, as defined under 40 CFR 75.20(a)(3)*. The owner or operator shall follow the
procedures for loss of certification in clause (E) for each monitoring system that is disapproved for initial certification.
(iv) The department or, for a CAIR NOX opt-in unit or a unit for which a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted
and not withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied under section 12 of this rule, the U.S. EPA may
issue a notice of disapproval of the certification status of a monitor in accordance with subsection (l).
(E) If the department or the U.S. EPA issues a notice of disapproval of a certification application under clause (D)(iii)
or a notice of disapproval of certification status under clause (D)(iv), then the following shall apply:
(i) The owner or operator shall substitute the following values, for each disapproved monitoring system, for each hour
of unit operation during the period of invalid data specified under 40 CFR 75.20(a)(4)(iii)*, 40 CFR 75.20(g)(7)*, or 40
CFR 75.21(e)* and continuing until the applicable date and hour specified under 40 CFR 75.20(a)(5)(i)* or 40 CFR
75.20(g)(7)*:
(AA) For a disapproved NOX emission rate, NOX-diluent, system, the maximum potential NOX emission rate, as
defined in 40 CFR 72.2*.
(BB) For a disapproved NOX pollutant concentration monitor and disapproved flow monitor, respectively, the
maximum potential concentration of NOX and the maximum potential flow rate, as defined in 40 CFR 75, Appendix
A, Sections 2.1.2.1 and 2.1.4.1*.
(CC) For a disapproved moisture monitoring system and disapproved diluent gas monitoring system, respectively,
the minimum potential moisture percentage and either the maximum potential CO2 concentration or the minimum
potential O2 concentration, as applicable, as defined in 40 CFR 75, Appendix A, Sections 2.1.5, 2.1.3.1, and 2.1.3.2*.
(DD) For a disapproved fuel flowmeter system, the maximum potential fuel flow rate, as defined in 40 CFR 75,
Appendix D, Section 2.4.2.1*.
(EE) For a disapproved excepted NOX monitoring system under 40 CFR 75, Appendix E*, the fuel-specific maximum
potential NOX emission rate, as defined in 40 CFR 72.2*.
(ii) The CAIR designated representative shall submit a notification of certification retest dates and a new certification
application in accordance with clauses (A) and (B).
(iii) The owner or operator shall repeat all certification tests or other requirements that were failed by the monitoring
system, as indicated in the department’s or the U.S. EPA’s notice of disapproval, not later than thirty (30) unit
operating days after the date of issuance of the notice of disapproval.
(i) The owner or operator of a unit qualified to use the low mass emissions (LME) excepted methodology under 40 CFR
75.19* shall meet the applicable certification and recertification requirements in 40 CFR 75.19(a)(2)* and 40 CFR 75.20(h)*.
If the owner or operator of such a unit elects to certify a fuel flowmeter system for heat input determination, the owner or

operator shall also meet the certification and recertification requirements in 40 CFR 75.20(g)*.
(j) The CAIR designated representative of each unit for which the owner or operator intends to use an alternative
monitoring system approved by the U.S. EPA and, if applicable, the department under 40 CFR 75, Subpart E* shall comply
with the applicable notification and application procedures of 40 CFR 75.20(f)*.
(k) Whenever any monitoring system fails to meet the quality-assurance and quality-control requirements or data
validation requirements of 40 CFR 75*, data shall be substituted using the applicable missing data procedures in 40 CFR,
Subpart D*, 40 CFR 75, Subpart H*, 40 CFR 75, Appendix D*, or 40 CFR 75, Appendix E*.
(l) Whenever both an audit of a monitoring system and a review of the initial certification or recertification application
reveal that any monitoring system should not have been certified or recertified because it did not meet a particular
performance specification or other requirement under subsections (f) through (j) or the applicable provisions of 40 CFR 75*,
both at the time of the initial certification or recertification application submission and at the time of the audit, the
department or, for a CAIR NOX opt-in unit or a unit for which a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted and not
withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied under section 12 of this rule, the U.S. EPA will issue a notice
of disapproval of the certification status of such monitoring system. For the purposes of this paragraph, an audit shall be
either a field audit or an audit of any information submitted to the department or the U.S. EPA. By issuing the notice of
disapproval, the department or the U.S. EPA revokes prospectively the certification status of the monitoring system. The data
measured and recorded by the monitoring system shall not be considered valid quality-assured data from the date of issuance
of the notification of the revoked certification status until the date and time that the owner or operator completes
subsequently approved initial certification or recertification tests for the monitoring system. The owner or operator shall
follow the applicable initial certification or recertification procedures in subsections (f) through (j) for each disapproved
monitoring system.
(m) The CAIR designated representative for a CAIR NOX unit shall submit written notice to the department and the U.S.
EPA in accordance with 40 CFR 75.61*.
(n) The CAIR designated representative shall comply with all record keeping and reporting requirements in this subsection,
the applicable record keeping and reporting requirements under 40 CFR 75.73*, and the requirements of section 6(e) of this
rule.
(1) The owner or operator of a CAIR NOX unit shall comply with requirements of 40 CFR 75.73(c)* and 40 CFR 75.73(e)*
and, for a unit for which a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted and not withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in permit is
not yet issued or denied under section 12, 12(e), and 12(f)(1) of this rule.
(2) The CAIR designated representative shall submit an application to the department within forty-five (45) days after
completing all initial certification or recertification tests required under subsections (f) through (j), including the
information required under 40 CFR 75.63*.
(3) The CAIR designated representative shall submit quarterly reports as follows:
(A) The CAIR designated representative shall report the NOX mass emissions data and heat input data for the CAIR NOX
unit, in an electronic quarterly report in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA, for each calendar quarter beginning with:
(i) for a unit that commences commercial operation before July 1, 2007, the calendar quarter covering January 1, 2008
through March 31, 2008; or
(ii) for a unit that commences commercial operation on or after July 1, 2007, the calendar quarter corresponding to
the earlier of the date of provisional certification or the applicable deadline for initial certification under subsection
(c), unless that quarter is the third or fourth quarter of 2007, in which case reporting shall commence in the quarter
covering January 1, 2008, through March 31, 2008.
(B) The CAIR designated representative shall submit each quarterly report to the U.S. EPA within thirty (30) days
following the end of the calendar quarter covered by the report. Quarterly reports shall be submitted in the manner
specified in 40 CFR 75.73(f)*.
(C) For CAIR NOX units that are also subject to an acid rain emissions limitation or the CAIR NOX ozone season trading
program or CAIR SO2 trading program, quarterly reports shall include the applicable data and information required
by 40 CFR 75, Subparts F through H* as applicable, in addition to the NOX mass emission data, heat input data, and
other information required by this section.
(4) The CAIR designated representative shall submit to the U.S. EPA a compliance certification, in a format prescribed
by the U.S. EPA in support of each quarterly report based on reasonable inquiry of those persons with primary

responsibility for ensuring that all of the unit’s emissions are correctly and fully monitored. The certification shall state
that:
(A) the monitoring data submitted were recorded in accordance with the applicable requirements of this section and 40
CFR 75*, including the quality assurance procedures and specifications; and
(B) for a unit with add-on NOX emission controls and for all hours where NOX data are substituted in accordance with
40 CFR 75.34(a)(1)*, the add-on emission controls were operating within the range of parameters listed in the quality
assurance/quality control program under 40 CFR 75, Appendix B* and the substitute data values do not systematically
underestimate NOX emissions.
(o) A petition requesting approval of alternatives to any requirement of this section may be made as follows:
(1) Except as provided in subdivision (3), the CAIR designated representative of a CAIR NOX unit that is subject to an acid
rain emissions limitation may submit a petition under 40 CFR 75.66* to the U.S. EPA requesting approval to apply an
alternative to any requirement of this section. Application of an alternative to any requirement of this section is in
accordance with this section only to the extent that the petition is approved in writing by the U.S. EPA, in consultation with
the department.
(2) The CAIR designated representative of a CAIR NOX unit that is not subject to an acid rain emissions limitation may
submit a petition under 40 CFR 75.668* to the department and the U.S. EPA requesting approval to apply an alternative
to any requirement of this section. Application of an alternative to any requirement of this section is in accordance with
this section only to the extent that the petition is approved in writing by both the department and the U.S. EPA.
(3) The CAIR designated representative of a CAIR NOX unit that is subject to an acid rain emissions limitation may submit
a petition under 40 CFR 75.66 * to the department and the U.S. EPA requesting approval to apply an alternative to a
requirement concerning any additional continuous emission monitoring system required under 40 CFR 75.72*. Application
of an alternative to any such requirement is in accordance with this section only to the extent that the petition is approved
in writing by both the department and the U.S. EPA.
(p) The owner or operator of a CAIR NOX unit that monitors and reports NOX mass emissions using a NOX concentration
system and a flow system shall also monitor and report heat input rate at the unit level using the procedures set forth in 40
CFR 75*.
*These documents are incorporated by reference. Copies may be obtained from the Government Printing Office, 732 North
Capitol Street, Washington, D.C. 20401 and are available for review and copying at the Department of Environmental
Management, Office of Air Quality, Indiana Government Center-North, Tenth Floor, 100 North Senate Avenue, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46204. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-1-11)
326 IAC 24-1-12 CAIR NOx opt-in units
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 12. (a) A CAIR NOX opt-in unit is a unit that meets all of the following requirements:
(1) Is located in Indiana.
(2) Is not a CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule and is not covered by a retired unit exemption that is in effect under
section 3 of this rule.
(3) Is not covered by a retired unit exemption that is in effect under 40 CFR 72.8*.
(4) Has or is required or qualified to have a Part 70 operating permit or other federally enforceable permit.
(5) Vents all of its emissions to a stack and can meet the monitoring, record keeping, and reporting requirements of section
11 of this rule.
(b) Except as otherwise provided in this rule, a CAIR NOX opt-in unit shall be treated as a CAIR NOX unit for purposes
of applying such sections 1 through 11 of this rule.
(c) Solely for purposes of applying, as provided in this section, the requirements of section 11 of this rule to a unit for which
a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted and not withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied under
this section, such unit shall be treated as a CAIR NOX unit before issuance of a CAIR opt-in permit for such unit.
(d) Any CAIR NOX opt-in unit, and any unit for which a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted and not withdrawn

and a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied under this section, located at the same source as one or more CAIR NOX
units shall have the same CAIR designated representative and alternate CAIR designated representative as such CAIR NOX
units.
(e) The CAIR designated representative of a unit meeting the requirements for a CAIR NOX opt-in unit in subsection (a)
may apply for an initial CAIR opt-in permit at any time, except as provided under subsection (h)(8) and (h)(9), and, in order
to apply, must submit the following:
(1) A complete CAIR permit application under section 7(c) of this rule.
(2) A certification, in a format specified by the department, that the unit:
(A) is not a CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule and is not covered by a retired unit exemption that is in effect
under section 3 of this rule;
(B) is not covered by a retired unit exemption that is in effect under 40 CFR 72.8*;
(C) vents all of its emissions to a stack; and
(D) has documented heat input for more than eight hundred seventy-six (876) hours during the six (6) months
immediately preceding submission of the CAIR permit application under section 7(c) of this rule.
(3) A monitoring plan in accordance with section 11 of this rule.
(4) A complete certificate of representation under section 6(h) of this rule consistent with subsection (d), if no CAIR
designated representative has been previously designated for the source that includes the unit.
(5) A statement, in a format specified by the department, that the CAIR designated representative requests that the unit
be allocated CAIR NOX allowances under subsection (j)(4), subject to the conditions in subsections (f)(10) and (h)(8).
The CAIR designated representative of a CAIR NOX opt-in unit shall submit a complete CAIR permit application under
section 7(c) of this rule to renew the CAIR opt-in unit permit in accordance with 327 IAC 2-7 or 327 IAC 2-8, if applicable,
addressing permit renewal. Unless the department issues a notification of acceptance of withdrawal of the CAIR opt-in unit
from the CAIR NOX annual trading program in accordance with subsection (h) or the unit becomes a CAIR NOX unit under
section 1 of this rule, the CAIR NOX opt-in unit shall remain subject to the requirements for a CAIR NOX opt-in unit, even
if the CAIR designated representative for the CAIR NOX opt-in unit fails to submit a CAIR permit application that is
required for renewal of the CAIR opt-in permit.
(f) The department shall issue or deny a CAIR opt-in permit for a unit for which an initial application for a CAIR opt-in
permit under subsection (e) is submitted in accordance with the following:
(1) The department and the U.S. EPA will determine, on an interim basis, the sufficiency of the monitoring plan
accompanying the initial application for a CAIR opt-in permit under subsection (e). A monitoring plan is sufficient, for
purposes of interim review, if the plan appears to contain information demonstrating that the NOX emissions rate and heat
input of the unit and all other applicable parameters are monitored and reported in accordance with section 11 of this rule.
A determination of sufficiency shall not be construed as acceptance or approval of the monitoring plan.
(2) If the department and the U.S. EPA determine that the monitoring plan is sufficient under subdivision (1), the owner
or operator shall monitor and report the NOX emissions rate and the heat input of the unit and all other applicable
parameters, in accordance with section 11 of this rule, starting on the date of certification of the appropriate monitoring
systems under section 11 of this rule and continuing until a CAIR opt-in permit is denied under subdivision (8) or, if a
CAIR opt-in permit is issued, the date and time when the unit is withdrawn from the CAIR NOX annual trading program
in accordance with subsection (h).
(3) The monitoring and reporting under subdivision (2) shall include the entire control period immediately before the date
on which the unit enters the CAIR NOX annual trading program under subdivision (9), during which period monitoring
system availability must not be less than ninety percent (90%) under section 11 of this rule and the unit must be in full
compliance with any applicable state or federal emissions or emissions-related requirements.
(4) To the extent the NOX emissions rate and the heat input of the unit are monitored and reported in accordance with
section 11 of this rule for one (1) or more control periods, in addition to the control period under subdivision (2), during
which control periods monitoring system availability is not less than ninety percent (90%) under section 11 of this rule and
the unit is in full compliance with any applicable state or federal emissions or emissions-related requirements and which
control periods begin not more than three (3) years before the unit enters the CAIR NOX annual trading program under
subdivision (9), such information shall be used as provided in subdivisions (5) and (6).
(5) The unit’s baseline heat rate shall equal one (1) of the following:
(A) If the unit’s NOX emissions rate and heat input are monitored and reported for only one control period, in accordance
with subdivisions (2) and (3), the unit’s total heat input, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), for the control period.
(B) If the unit’s NOX emissions rate and heat input are monitored and reported for more than one control period, in

accordance with subdivisions (2) through (4), the average of the amounts of the unit’s total heat input, in million British
thermal units (mmBtu), for the control periods under subdivisions (3) and (4).
(6) The unit’s baseline NOX emission rate shall equal one (1) of the following:
(A) If the unit’s NOX emissions rate and heat input are monitored and reported for only one control period, in accordance
with subdivisions (2) and (3), the unit’s NOX emissions rate, in pounds per million British thermal units (lb/mmBtu), for
the control period.
(B) If the unit’s NOX emissions rate and heat input are monitored and reported for more than one control period, in
accordance with subdivisions (3) through (4), and the unit does not have add-on NOX emission controls during any such
control periods, the average of the amounts of the unit’s NOX emissions rate in pounds per million British thermal units
(lb/mmBtu), for the control periods under subdivisions (3) and (4).
(C) If the unit’s NOX emissions rate and heat input are monitored and reported for more than one control period, in
accordance with subdivisions (2) through (4), and the unit has add-on NOX emission controls during any such control
periods, the average of the amounts of the unit’s NOX emissions rate in pounds per million British thermal units
(lb/mmBtu), for such control periods during which the unit has add-on NOX emission controls.
(7) After calculating the baseline heat input and the baseline NOX emissions rate for the unit under subdivisions (5) and
(6) and if the department determines that the CAIR designated representative shows that the unit meets the requirements
for a CAIR NOX opt-in unit in subsection (a) and meets the elements certified in subsection (e)(2), the department shall issue
a CAIR opt-in permit. The department shall provide a copy of the CAIR opt-in permit to the U.S. EPA, who will then
establish a compliance account for the source that includes the CAIR NOX opt-in unit unless the source already has a
compliance account.
(8) Notwithstanding subdivisions (1) through (7), if at any time before issuance of a CAIR opt-in permit for the unit, the
department determines that the CAIR designated representative fails to show that the unit meets the requirements for a
CAIR NOX opt-in unit in subsection (a) or meets the elements certified in subsection (e)(2), the department shall issue a
denial of a CAIR NOX opt-in permit for the unit.
(9) A unit for which an initial CAIR opt-in permit is issued by the department shall become a CAIR NOX opt-in unit, and
a CAIR NOX unit, as of the later of January 1, 2009, or January 1 of the first control period during which such CAIR opt-in
permit is issued.
(10) If a CAIR designated representative requests, and the department issues, a CAIR opt-in permit providing for,
allocation to a CAIR NOX opt-in unit of CAIR NOX allowances under subsection (j)(4) and such unit is repowered after
its date of entry into the CAIR NOX annual trading program under subdivision (9), the repowered unit shall be treated as
a CAIR NOX opt-in unit replacing the original CAIR NOX opt-in unit, as of the date of start-up of the repowered unit’s
combustion chamber. Notwithstanding subdivisions (5) and (6), as of the date of start-up, the repowered unit shall be
deemed to have the same date of commencement of operation, date of commencement of commercial operation, baseline
heat input, and baseline NOX emission rate as the original CAIR NOX opt-in unit, and the original CAIR NOX opt-in unit
shall no longer be treated as a CAIR opt-in unit or a CAIR NOX unit.
(g) The following shall apply to the content of each CAIR opt-in permit:
(1) Each opt-in permit shall contain:
(A) All elements required for a complete CAIR permit application under section 7(c) of this rule.
(B) The certification in subsection (e)(2).
(C) The unit’s baseline heat input under subsection (f)(5).
(D) The unit’s baseline NOX emission rate under subsection (f)(6).
(E) A statement whether the unit is to be allocated CAIR NOX allowances under subsection (j)(4), subject to the conditions
in subsections (f)(10) and (h).
(F) A statement that the unit may withdraw from the CAIR NOX annual trading program only in accordance with
subsection (h).
(G) A statement that the unit is subject to, and the owners and operators of the unit must comply with, the requirements
of subsection (i).
(2) Each CAIR opt-in permit is deemed to incorporate automatically the definitions under section 2 of this rule and, upon
recordation by the U.S. EPA under this section and sections 9 and 10 of this rule, every allocation, transfer, or deduction
of CAIR NOX allowances to or from the compliance account of the source that includes a CAIR NOX opt-in unit covered
by the CAIR opt-in permit.
(3) The CAIR opt-in permit shall be included, in a format prescribed by the department, in the CAIR permit for the source
where the CAIR opt-in unit is located.

(h) The following requirements must be satisfied in order to withdraw an opt-in unit from the CAIR NOX annual trading
program:
(1) Except as provided under subdivision (8), a CAIR NOX opt-in unit may withdraw from the CAIR NOX annual trading
program, but only if the department issues a notification to the CAIR designated representative of the CAIR NOX opt-in
unit of the acceptance of the withdrawal of the CAIR NOX opt-in unit in accordance with subdivision (6).
(2) In order to withdraw a CAIR opt-in unit from the CAIR NOX annual trading program, the CAIR designated
representative of the CAIR NOX opt-in unit shall submit to the department a request to withdraw effective as of midnight
of December 31 of a specified calendar year, which date must be at least four (4) years after December 31 of the year of
entry into the CAIR NOX annual trading program under subsection (f)(9). The request must be submitted not later than
ninety (90) days before the requested effective date of withdrawal.
(3) Before a CAIR NOX opt-in unit covered by a request under subdivision (1) may withdraw from the CAIR NOX annual
trading program and the CAIR opt-in permit may be terminated under subdivision (7), the following conditions must be
met:
(A) For the control period ending on the date on which the withdrawal is to be effective, the source that includes the
CAIR NOX opt-in unit must meet the requirement to hold CAIR NOX allowances under section 4(c) of this rule and
cannot have any excess emissions.
(B) After the requirement for withdrawal under clause (A) is met, the U.S. EPA will deduct from the compliance account
of the source that includes the CAIR NOX opt-in unit CAIR NOX allowances equal in amount to, and allocated for, the
same or a prior control period as any CAIR NOX allowances allocated to the CAIR NOX opt-in unit under subsection (j)
for any control period for which the withdrawal is to be effective. If there are no remaining CAIR NOX units at the
source, the U.S. EPA will close the compliance account, and the owners and operators of the CAIR NOX opt-in unit may
submit a CAIR NOX allowance transfer for any remaining CAIR NOX allowances to another CAIR NOX allowance
tracking system in accordance with section 10 of this rule.
(4) After the requirements for withdrawal under subdivisions (2) and (3) are met, including deduction of the full amount
of CAIR NOX allowances required, the department shall issue a notification to the CAIR designated representative of the
CAIR NOX opt-in unit of the acceptance of the withdrawal of the CAIR NOX opt-in unit as of midnight on December 31
of the calendar year for which the withdrawal was requested.
(5) If the requirements for withdrawal under subdivisions (2) and (3) are not met, the department shall issue a notification
to the CAIR designated representative of the CAIR NOX opt-in unit that the CAIR NOX opt-in unit’s request to withdraw
is denied. Such CAIR NOX opt-in unit shall continue to be a CAIR NOX opt-in unit.
(6) After the department issues a notification under subdivision (4) that the requirements for withdrawal have been met,
the department shall revise the CAIR permit covering the CAIR NOX opt-in unit to terminate the CAIR opt-in permit for
such unit as of the effective date specified under subdivision (4). The unit shall continue to be a CAIR NOX opt-in unit until
the effective date of the termination and shall comply with all requirements under the CAIR NOX annual trading program
concerning any control periods for which the unit is a CAIR NOX opt-in unit, even if such requirements arise or must be
complied with after the withdrawal takes effect.
(7) If the department denies the CAIR NOX opt-in unit’s request to withdraw, the CAIR designated representative may
submit another request to withdraw in accordance with subdivisions (2) and (3).
(8) Notwithstanding subdivisions (1) through (7), a CAIR NOX opt-in unit shall not be eligible to withdraw from the CAIR
NOX annual trading program if the CAIR designated representative of the CAIR NOX opt-in unit requests, and the
department issues, a CAIR NOX opt-in permit providing for, allocation to the CAIR NOX opt-in unit of CAIR NOX
allowances under subsection (j)(4).
(9) Once a CAIR NOX opt-in unit withdraws from the CAIR NOX annual trading program and its CAIR opt-in permit is
terminated under this section, the CAIR designated representative may not submit another application for a CAIR opt-in
permit under subsection (e) for such CAIR NOX opt-in unit before the date that is four (4) years after the date on which
the withdrawal became effective. Such new application for a CAIR opt-in permit shall be treated as an initial application
for a CAIR opt-in permit under subsection (f).
(i) When a CAIR NOX opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule, then the CAIR designated
representative shall notify, in writing, the department and the U.S. EPA of such change in the CAIR NOX opt-in unit’s
regulatory status, within thirty (30) days of such change. If there is a change in the regulatory status, the department and
the U.S. EPA will take the following actions concerning the CAIR NOX opt-in source:
(1) When the CAIR NOX opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule, the department shall revise the
CAIR NOX opt-in unit’s CAIR opt-in permit to meet the requirements of a CAIR permit under section 7(d) and (7)(e) of
this rule as of the date on which the CAIR NOX opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule.

(2) The U.S. EPA will deduct from the compliance account of the source that includes the CAIR NOX opt-in unit that
becomes a CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule, CAIR NOX allowances equal in amount to and allocated for the same
or a prior control period as follows:
(A) Any CAIR NOX allowances allocated to the CAIR NOX opt-in unit under subsection (j) for any control period after
the date on which the CAIR NOX opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule.
(B) If the date on which the CAIR NOX opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule is not December
31, the CAIR NOX allowances allocated to the CAIR NOX opt-in unit under subsection (j) for the control period that
includes the date on which the CAIR NOX opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule, multiplied
by the ratio of the number of days, in the control period, starting with the date on which the CAIR NOX opt-in unit
becomes a CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule divided by the total number of days in the control period and
rounded to the nearest whole allowance as appropriate.
(3) The CAIR designated representative shall ensure that the compliance account of the source that includes the CAIR NOX
unit that becomes a CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule contains the CAIR NOX allowances necessary for
completion of the deduction under subdivision (2).
(4) For every control period after the date on which the CAIR NOX opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX unit under section
1 of this rule, the CAIR NOX opt-in unit shall be treated, solely for purposes of CAIR NOX allowance allocations under
section 8(c) of this rule, as a unit that commences operation on the date on which the CAIR NOX opt-in unit becomes a
CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule and shall be allocated CAIR NOX allowances under section 8(c) of this rule.
(5) Notwithstanding subdivision (4), if the date on which the CAIR NOX opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX unit under section
1 of this rule is not January 1, the following amount of CAIR NOX allowances shall be allocated to the CAIR NOX opt-in
unit, as a CAIR NOX unit, under section 8(c) of this rule for the control period that includes the date on which the CAIR
NOX opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule:
(A) the amount of CAIR NOX allowances otherwise allocated to the CAIR NOX opt-in unit, as a CAIR NOX unit, under
section 8(c) of this rule for the control period multiplied by;
(B) the ratio of the number of days, in the control period, starting with the date on which the CAIR NOX opt-in unit
becomes a CAIR NOX unit under section 1 of this rule, divided by the total number of days in the control period; and
(C) rounded to the nearest whole allowance, as appropriate.
(j) The department shall allocate CAIR NOX allowances to CAIR NOX opt-in sources as follows:
(1) When the CAIR opt-in permit is issued under subsection (f)(7), the department shall allocate CAIR NOX allowances
to the CAIR NOX opt-in unit, and submit to the U.S. EPA the allocation for the control period in which a CAIR NOX opt-in
unit enters the CAIR NOX annual trading program under subsection (f)(9), in accordance with subdivision (3) or (4).
(2) By not later than October 31 of the control period in which a CAIR opt-in unit enters the CAIR NOX annual trading
program under subsection (f)(9) and October 31 of each year thereafter, the department shall allocate CAIR NOX
allowances to the CAIR NOX opt-in unit, and submit to the U.S. EPA the allocation for the control period that includes such
submission deadline and in which the unit is a CAIR NOX opt-in unit, in accordance with subdivision (3) or (4).
(3) For each control period for which a CAIR NOX opt-in unit is to be allocated CAIR NOX allowances, the department
shall allocate in accordance with the following procedures:
(A) The heat input, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), used for calculating the CAIR NOX allowance allocation
shall be the lesser of the following:
(i) The CAIR NOX opt-in unit’s baseline heat input determined under subsection (f)(9).
(ii) The CAIR NOX opt-in unit’s heat input, as determined in accordance with section 11 of this rule, for the immediately
prior control period, except when the allocation is being calculated for the control period in which the CAIR NOX opt-in
unit enters the CAIR NOX annual trading program under subsection (f)(9).
(B) The NOX emission rate, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), used for calculating CAIR NOX allowance
allocations shall be the lesser of the following:
(i) The CAIR NOX opt-in unit’s baseline NOX emissions rate, in pounds per million British thermal units (lb/mmBtu),
determined under subsection (f)(6) and multiplied by seventy percent (70%).
(ii) The most stringent state or federal NOX emissions limitation applicable to the CAIR NOX opt-in unit at any time
during the control period for which CAIR NOX allowances are to be allocated.
(C) The department shall allocate CAIR NOX allowances to the CAIR NOX opt-in unit in an amount equaling the heat
input under clause (A), multiplied by the NOX emission rate under clause (B), divided by two thousand (2,000) pounds
per ton, and rounded to the nearest whole allowance as appropriate.
(4) Notwithstanding subdivision (3), if the CAIR designated representative requests, and if the department issues a CAIR
opt-in permit providing for, allocation to a CAIR NOX opt-in unit of CAIR NOX allowances under this subdivision, subject

to the conditions in subsections (f)(10) and (h), the department shall allocate to the CAIR NOX opt-in unit as follows:
(A) For each control period in 2009 through 2014 the CAIR NOX opt-in unit is to be allocated CAIR NOX allowances as
follows:
(i) The heat input, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), used for calculating CAIR NOX allowance allocations shall
be determined as described in subdivision (3)(A).
(ii) The NOX emission rate, in pounds per million British thermal units (lb/mmBtu), used for calculating CAIR NOX
allowance allocations shall be the lesser of the following:
(AA) The CAIR NOX opt-in unit’s baseline NOX emissions rate, in pounds per million British thermal units
(lb/mmBtu), determined under subsection (f)(6).
(BB) The most stringent state or federal NOX emissions limitation applicable to the CAIR NOX opt-in unit at any time
during the control period in which the CAIR NOX opt-in unit enters the CAIR NOX annual trading program under
subsection (f)(9).
(iii) The department shall allocate CAIR NOX allowances to the CAIR NOX opt-in unit in an amount equal to the heat
input under item (i), multiplied by the NOX emission rate under item (ii), divided by two thousand (2,000) pounds per
ton, and rounded to the nearest whole allowance as appropriate.
(B) For each control period in 2015 and thereafter the CAIR NOX opt-in unit is to be allocated CAIR NOX allowances
as follows:
(i) The heat input, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), used for calculating the CAIR NOX allowance allocations
shall be determined as described in subdivision (3)(A).
(ii) The NOX emission rate, in pounds per million British thermal units (lb/mmBtu), used for calculating the CAIR NOX
allowance allocation shall be the lesser of the following:
(AA) Fifteen-hundredths (0.15) pounds per million British thermal units (lb/mmBtu).
(BB) The CAIR NOX opt-in unit’s baseline NOX emissions rate, in pounds per million British thermal units
(lb/mmBtu), determined under subsection (f)(6).
(CC) The most stringent state or federal NOX emissions limitation applicable to the CAIR NOX opt-in unit at any time
during the control period for which CAIR NOX allowances are to be allocated.
(iii) The department shall allocate CAIR NOX allowances to the CAIR NOX opt-in unit in an amount equaling the heat
input item (i), multiplied by the NOX emission rate under item (ii), divided by two thousand (2,000) pounds per ton, and
rounded to the nearest whole allowance as appropriate.
(5) The U.S. EPA will record, in the compliance account of the source that includes the CAIR NOX opt-in unit, the CAIR
NOX allowances allocated by the department to the CAIR NOX opt-in unit under subdivision (1).
(6) By December 1 of the control period in which a CAIR opt-in unit enters the CAIR NOX annual trading program under
subsection (f)(9) and December 1 of each year thereafter, the U.S. EPA will record, in the compliance account of the source
that includes the CAIR NOX opt-in unit, the CAIR NOX allowances allocated by the department to the CAIR NOX opt-in
unit under subdivision (2).
*These documents are incorporated by reference. Copies may be obtained from the Government Printing Office, 732 North
Capitol Street, Washington, D.C. 20401 and are available for review and copying at the Department of Environmental
Management, Office of Air Quality, Indiana Government Center-North, Tenth Floor, 100 North Senate Avenue, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46204. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-1-12)
Rule 2. Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) Sulfur Dioxide Trading Program
326 IAC 24-2-1 Applicability
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 1. (a) This rule establishes a SO2 emissions budget and SO2 trading program. The following units shall be CAIR SO2
units, and any source that includes one (1) or more such units shall be a CAIR SO2 source, and shall be subject to the
requirements of this rule, except as provided in subsection (b):
(1) Any stationary, fossil-fuel-fired boiler or stationary, fossil-fuel-fired combustion turbine serving at any time, since the
later of November 15, 1990, or the start-up of the unit’s combustion chamber, a generator with nameplate capacity of more
than twenty-five (25) megawatts producing electricity for sale.
(2) If a stationary, fossil-fuel-fired boiler or stationary, fossil-fuel-fired combustion turbine that, under subdivision (1), is
not a CAIR SO2 unit begins to serve a generator with nameplate capacity of more than twenty-five (25) megawatts

producing electricity for sale, the unit shall become a CAIR SO2 unit on the date on which it first serves such generator.
(b) Units that meet the requirements set forth in subdivision (1), (2), or (3) shall not be CAIR SO2 units.
(1) Any unit:
(A) qualifying as a cogeneration unit during the twelve (12) month period starting on the date the unit first produces
electricity and continuing to qualify as a cogeneration unit; and
(B) not serving at any time, since the later of November 15, 1990, or the start-up of the unit’s combustion chamber, a
generator with nameplate capacity of more than twenty-five (25) megawatts supplying in any calendar year more than
one-third (a) of the unit’s potential electric output capacity or two hundred nineteen thousand (219,000) megawatt hours,
whichever is greater, to any utility power distribution system for sale.
If a unit qualifies as a cogeneration unit during the twelve (12) month period starting on the date the unit first produces
electricity and meets the requirements of subdivision (1)(A) and (1)(B) for at least one (1) calendar year, but subsequently
no longer meets all such requirements, the unit shall become a CAIR SO2 unit starting on the earlier of January 1 after
the first calendar year during which the unit no longer meets the requirements of clause (B).
(2) Any unit commencing operation before January 1, 1985:
(A) qualifying as a solid waste incineration unit; and
(B) with an average annual fuel consumption of nonfossil fuel for 1985-1987 exceeding eighty percent (80%), on a British
thermal units basis, and an average annual fuel consumption of nonfossil fuel for any three (3) consecutive calendar years
after 1990 exceeding eighty percent (80%), on a British thermal units basis.
(3) Any unit commencing operation on or after January 1, 1985:
(A) qualifying as a solid waste incineration unit; and
(B) with an average annual fuel consumption of nonfossil fuel for the first three (3) calendar years of operation exceeding
eighty percent (80%), on a British thermal units basis, and an average annual fuel consumption of nonfossil fuel for any
three (3) consecutive calendar years after 1990 exceeding eighty percent (80%), on a British thermal units basis.
If the unit qualifies as a solid waste incineration unit and meets the requirements of subdivision (2) or (3) for at least three
(3) consecutive calendar years, but subsequently no longer meets all such requirements, the unit shall become a CAIR SO2
unit starting on the earlier of January 1 after the first calendar year during which the unit first no longer qualifies as a solid
waste incineration unit or January 1 after the first three (3) consecutive calendar years after 1990 for which the unit has
an average annual fuel consumption of fossil fuel of twenty percent (20%) or more.
(Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-2-1)
326 IAC 24-2-2 Definitions
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-11-2; IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 2. For purposes of this rule, the definition given for a term in this rule shall control in any conflict between 326 IAC
1-2 and this rule. In addition to the definitions provided in IC 13-11-2 and 326 IAC 1-2, the following definitions apply
throughout this rule, unless expressly stated otherwise or unless the context clearly implies otherwise:
(1) “Account number” means the identification number given by the U.S. EPA to each CAIR SO2 allowance tracking system
account.
(2) “Acid rain emissions limitation” means a limitation on emissions of sulfur dioxide or nitrogen oxides under the acid rain
program.
(3) “Acid rain program” means a multistate sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides air pollution control and emission reduction
program established by the U.S. EPA under Title IV of the Clean Air Act and 40 CFR 72 through 78*.
(4) “Allocate” or “allocation” means, with regard to CAIR SO2 allowances issued under the acid rain program, the
determination by the U.S. EPA of the amount of such CAIR SO2 allowances to be initially credited to a CAIR SO2 unit and,
with regard to CAIR SO2 allowances issued under section 12(j) of this rule, the determination by the department of the
amount of such CAIR SO2 allowances to be initially credited to a CAIR SO2 unit.
(5) “Allowance transfer deadline” means, for a control period, midnight of March 1, if it is a business day, or, if March 1
is not a business day, midnight of the first business day thereafter immediately following the control period and is the
deadline by which a CAIR SO2 allowance transfer must be submitted for recordation in a CAIR SO2 source’s compliance
account in order to be used to meet the source’s CAIR SO2 emissions limitation for such control period in accordance with
section 8(j) and 8(k) of this rule.
(6) “Alternate CAIR designated representative” means, for a CAIR SO2 source and each CAIR SO2 unit at the source, the
natural person who is authorized by the owners and operators of the source and all such units at the source in accordance

with sections 6 and 11 of this rule, to act on behalf of the CAIR designated representative in matters pertaining to the CAIR
SO2 trading program. If the CAIR SO2 source is also a CAIR NOX source, then this natural person shall be the same person
as the alternate CAIR designated representative under the CAIR NOX annual trading program. If the CAIR SO2 source
is also a CAIR NOX ozone season source, then this natural person shall be the same person as the alternate CAIR
designated representative under the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program. If the CAIR SO2 source is also subject to
the acid rain program, then this natural person shall be the same person as the alternate designated representative under
the acid rain program. If the CAIR SO2 source is also subject to the mercury budget trading program, then this natural
person shall be the same person as the alternate mercury designated representative under the mercury budget trading
program.
(7) “Automated data acquisition and handling system” or “DAHS” means that component of the continuous emission
monitoring system, or other emissions monitoring system approved for use under section 10 of this rule, designed to
interpret and convert individual output signals from pollutant concentration monitors, flow monitors, diluent gas monitors,
and other component parts of the monitoring system to produce a continuous record of the measured parameters in the
measurement units required by section 10 of this rule.
(8) “Boiler” means an enclosed fossil- or other-fuel-fired combustion device used to produce heat and to transfer heat to
recirculating water, steam, or other medium.
(9) “Bottoming-cycle cogeneration unit” means a cogeneration unit in which the energy input to the unit is first used to
produce useful thermal energy and at least some of the reject heat from the useful thermal energy application or process
is then used for electricity production.
(10) “CAIR authorized account representative” means, with regard to a general account, a responsible natural person who
is authorized, in accordance with sections 6 and 11 of this rule, to transfer and otherwise dispose of CAIR SO2 allowances
held in the general account and, with regard to a compliance account, the CAIR designated representative of the source.
(11) “CAIR designated representative” means, for a CAIR SO2 source and each CAIR SO2 unit at the source, the natural
person who is authorized by the owners and operators of the source and all such units at the source, in accordance with
sections 6 and 11 of this rule, to represent and legally bind each owner and operator in matters pertaining to the CAIR SO2
trading program. If the CAIR SO2 source is also a CAIR NOX source, then this natural person shall be the same person
as the CAIR designated representative under the CAIR NOX annual trading program. If the CAIR SO2 source is also a
CAIR NOX ozone season source, then this natural person shall be the same person as the CAIR designated representative
under the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program. If the CAIR SO2 source is also subject to the acid rain program, then
this natural person shall be the same person as the designated representative under the acid rain program. If the CAIR
SO2 source is also subject to the mercury budget trading program, then this natural person shall be the same person as the
alternate mercury designated representative under the mercury budget trading program.
(12) “CAIR NOX annual trading program” means a multistate nitrogen oxides air pollution control and emission reduction
program approved and administered by the U.S. EPA in accordance with 326 IAC 24-1 and 40 CFR 51.123*, as a means
of mitigating interstate transport of fine particulates and nitrogen oxides.
(13) “CAIR NOX ozone season source” means a source that includes one (1) or more CAIR NOX ozone season units.
(14) “CAIR NOX ozone season trading program” means a multistate nitrogen oxides air pollution control and emission
reduction program approved and administered by the U.S. EPA in accordance with 326 IAC 24-3 and 40 CFR 51.123*,
as a means of mitigating interstate transport of ozone and nitrogen oxides.
(15) “CAIR NOX ozone season unit” means a unit that is subject to the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program under
326 IAC 24-3-1 and a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit under 326 IAC 24-3-12.
(16) “CAIR NOX source” means a source that includes one (1) or more CAIR NOX units.
(17) “CAIR NOX unit” means a unit that is subject to the CAIR NOX annual trading program under 326 IAC 24-1-1 and
a CAIR NOX opt-in unit under 326 IAC 24-1-12.
(18) “CAIR permit” means the legally binding and federally enforceable written document, or portion of such document,
issued by the department under section 7 of this rule, including any permit revisions, specifying the CAIR SO2 trading
program requirements applicable to a CAIR SO2 source, to each CAIR SO2 unit at the source, and to the owners and
operators and the CAIR designated representative of the source and each such unit.
(19) “CAIR SO2 allowance” means a limited authorization issued by the U.S. EPA under the acid rain program, or by a
department under section 11(j) of this rule, to emit sulfur dioxide during the control period of the specified calendar year
for which the authorization is allocated or of any calendar year thereafter under the CAIR SO2 trading program as follows:
(A) For one (1) CAIR SO2 allowance allocated for a control period in a year before 2010, one (1) ton of sulfur dioxide,
except as provided in section 11(k) of this rule.
(B) For one (1) CAIR SO2 allowance allocated for a control period in 2010 through 2014, fifty-hundredths (0.50) ton of
sulfur dioxide, except as provided in section 11(k) of this rule.

(C) For one (1) CAIR SO2 allowance allocated for a control period in 2015 or later, thirty-five hundredths (0.35) ton of
sulfur dioxide, except as provided in section 11(k) of this rule.
An authorization to emit sulfur dioxide that is not issued under the acid rain program or under the provisions of a state
implementation plan that is approved under 40 CFR 51.124(o)(1) or 40 CFR 51.124(o)(2)* shall not be a CAIR SO2
allowance.
(20) “CAIR SO2 allowance deduction” or “deduct CAIR SO2 allowances” means the permanent withdrawal of CAIR SO2
allowances by the U.S. EPA from a compliance account in order to account for a specified number of tons of total sulfur
dioxide emissions from all CAIR SO2 units at a CAIR SO2 source for a control period, determined in accordance with
section 10 of this rule, or to account for excess emissions.
(21) “CAIR SO2 allowances held” or “hold CAIR SO2 allowances” means the CAIR SO2 allowances recorded by the U.S.
EPA, or submitted to the U.S. EPA for recordation, in accordance with sections 8, 9, and 11 of this rule or 40 CFR 73*, in
a CAIR SO2 allowance tracking system account.
(22) “CAIR SO2 allowance tracking system” means the system by which the U.S. EPA records allocations, deductions, and
transfers of CAIR SO2 allowances under the CAIR SO2 trading program. This is the same system as the allowance tracking
system under 40 CFR 72.2* by which the U.S. EPA records allocations, deduction, and transfers of acid rain SO2 allowances
under the acid rain program.
(23) “CAIR SO2 allowance tracking system account” means an account in the CAIR SO2 allowance tracking system
established by the U.S. EPA for purposes of recording the allocation, holding, transferring, or deducting of CAIR SO2
allowances. Such allowances will be allocated, held, deducted, or transferred only as whole allowances.
(24) “CAIR SO2 emissions limitation” means, for a CAIR SO2 source, the tonnage equivalent of the CAIR SO2 allowances
available for deduction for the source under section 11(j) and 11(k) of this rule for a control period.
(25) “CAIR SO2 source” means a source that includes one (1) or more CAIR SO2 units.
(26) “CAIR SO2 trading program” means a multistate sulfur dioxide air pollution control and emission reduction program
approved and administered by the U.S. EPA in accordance with this rule and 40 CFR 51.124*, as a means of mitigating
interstate transport of fine particulates and sulfur dioxide.
(27) “CAIR SO2 unit” means a unit that is subject to the CAIR SO2 trading program under section 1 of this rule and, except
for purposes of section 3 of this rule, a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit under section 11 of this rule.
(28) “Coal” means any solid fuel classified as anthracite, bituminous, subbituminous, or lignite.
(29) “Coal-derived fuel” means any fuel, whether in a solid, liquid, or gaseous state, produced by the mechanical, thermal,
or chemical processing of coal.
(30) “Coal-fired” means combusting any amount of coal or coal-derived fuel, alone, or in combination with any amount
of any other fuel.
(31) “Cogeneration unit” means a stationary, fossil-fuel-fired boiler or stationary, fossil-fuel-fired combustion turbine:
(A) having equipment used to produce electricity and useful thermal energy for industrial, commercial, heating, or
cooling purposes through the sequential use of energy; and
(B) producing during the twelve (12) month period starting on the date the unit first produces electricity and during any
calendar year after the calendar in which the unit first produces electricity.
(i) For a topping-cycle cogeneration unit:
(A) useful thermal energy not less than five percent (5%) of total energy output; and
(B) useful power that, when added to one-half (½) of useful thermal energy produced, is not less than forty-two and
one-half percent (42.5%) of total energy input, if useful thermal energy produced is fifteen percent (15%) or more
of total energy output, or not less than forty-five percent (45%) of total energy input, if useful thermal energy
produced is less than fifteen percent (15%) of total energy output.
(ii) For a bottoming-cycle cogeneration unit, useful power not less than forty-five percent (45%) of total energy input.
(32) “Combustion turbine” means:
(A) an enclosed device comprising a compressor, a combustor, and a turbine and in which the flue gas resulting from the
combustion of fuel in the combustor passes through the turbine, rotating the turbine; and
(B) if the enclosed device under clause (A) is combined cycle, any associated heat recovery steam generator and steam
turbine.
(33) “Commence commercial operation” means, with regard to a unit serving a generator:
(A) To have begun to produce steam, gas, or other heated medium used to generate electricity for sale or use, including
test generation, except as provided in section 3 of this rule.
(i) For a unit that is a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule on the later of November 15, 1990, or the date the unit
commences commercial operation as defined in this clause and that subsequently undergoes a physical change, other
than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, such date shall remain the unit’s date of commencement of

commercial operation.
(ii) For a unit that is a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule on the later of November 15, 1990, or the date the unit
commences commercial operation as defined in this clause and that is subsequently replaced by a unit at the same
source, for example, repowered; the replacement unit shall be treated as a separate unit with a separate date for
commencement of commercial operation as defined in this clause or clause (B) or (C), as appropriate.
(B) Notwithstanding subdivision (1), and except as provided in section 3 of this rule, for a unit that is not a CAIR SO2
unit under section 1 of this rule on the later of November 15, 1990, or date the unit commences commercial operation
as defined in subdivision (1) and is not a unit under subdivision (3), the unit’s date for commencement of commercial
operation shall be the date on which the unit becomes a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule.
(i) For a unit with a date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in this clause and that subsequently
undergoes a physical change, other than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, such date shall remain
the unit’s date of commencement of commercial operation.
(ii) For a unit with a date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in this clause and that is subsequently
replaced by a unit at the same source, for example, repowered; the replacement unit shall be treated as a separate unit
with a separate date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in clause (A), this clause, or clause (C), as
appropriate.
(C) Notwithstanding subdivision (1) and except as provided in section 11(f)(10) of this rule, for a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit
or a unit for which a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted and not withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in permit is not
yet issued or denied under section 11 of this rule, the unit’s date for commencement of commercial operation shall be the
date on which the owner or operator is required to start monitoring and reporting the SO2 emissions rate and the heat
input of the unit under section 11(f)(2) of this rule.
(i) For a unit with a date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in subdivision (3) and that
subsequently undergoes a physical change, other than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, such date
shall remain the unit’s date of commencement of commercial operation.
(ii) For a unit with a date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in subdivision (3) and that is
subsequently replaced by a unit at the same source, for example, repowered; the replacement unit shall be treated as
a separate unit with a separate date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in clause (A) or (B) or this
clause, as appropriate.
(D) Notwithstanding clauses (A) through (C), for a unit not serving a generator producing electricity for sale, the unit’s
date of commencement of operation shall also be the unit’s date of commencement of commercial operation.
(34) “Commence operation” means:
(A) To have begun any mechanical, chemical, or electronic process, including, with regard to a unit, start-up of a unit’s
combustion chamber, except as provided in section 3 of this rule.
(i) For a unit that undergoes a physical change, other than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, after
the date the unit commences operation as defined in this clause, such date shall remain the unit’s date of commencement
of operation.
(ii) For a unit that is replaced by a unit at the same source, for example, repowered, after the date the unit commences
operation as defined in this clause, the replacement unit shall be treated as a separate unit with a separate date for
commencement of operation as defined in this clause or clause (B) or (C), as appropriate.
(B) Notwithstanding clause (A) and except as provided in section 3 of this rule, but not on the later of November 15, 1990,
or for a unit that is not a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule on the date the unit commences operation as defined
in clause (A) and is not a unit under clause (C), the unit’s date for commencement of operation shall be the date on which
the unit becomes a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule.
(i) For a unit with a date for commencement of operation as defined in this clause and that subsequently undergoes a
physical change, other than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, such date shall remain the unit’s date
of commencement of operation.
(ii) For a unit with a date for commencement of operation as defined in this clause and that is subsequently replaced
by a unit at the same source, for example, repowered, the replacement unit shall be treated as a separate unit with a
separate date for commencement of operation as defined in clause (A), this clause, or clause (C), as appropriate.
(C) Notwithstanding clause (A), and except as provided in section 10(f)(10) or 11(i) of this rule, for a CAIR SO2 opt-in
unit or a unit for which a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted and not withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in permit is
not yet issued or denied under section 11 of this rule, the unit’s date for commencement of operation shall be the date
on which the owner or operator is required to start monitoring and reporting the SO2 emissions rate and the heat input
of the unit under section 11(f)(2) of this rule.
(i) For a unit with a date for commencement of operation as defined in this clause and that subsequently undergoes a

physical change, other than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, such date shall remain the unit’s date
of commencement of operation.
(ii) For a unit with a date for commencement of operation as defined in this clause and that is subsequently replaced
by a unit at the same source, for example, repowered, the replacement unit shall be treated as a separate unit with a
separate date for commencement of operation as defined in clause (A) or (B) or this clause, as appropriate.
(35) “Common stack means” a single flue through which emissions from two (2) or more units are exhausted.
(36) “Compliance account” means a CAIR SO2 allowance tracking system account, established by the U.S. EPA for a CAIR
SO2 source subject to an acid rain emissions limitations under 40 CFR 73.31(a)* or 40 CFR 73.31(b)* or for any other
CAIR SO2 source under section 8 or 11 of this rule, in which any CAIR SO2 allowance allocations for the CAIR SO2 units
at the source are initially recorded and in which are held any CAIR SO2 allowances available for use for a control period
in order to meet the source’s CAIR SO2 emissions limitation in accordance with section 8(j) and 8(k) of this rule.
(37) “Continuous emission monitoring system” or “CEMS” means the equipment required under section 10 of this rule
to sample, analyze, measure, and provide, by means of readings recorded at least once every fifteen (15) minutes, using an
automated data acquisition and handling system (DAHS), a permanent record of nitrogen oxides emissions, stack gas
volumetric flow rate, stack gas moisture content, and oxygen or carbon dioxide concentration, as applicable, in a manner
consistent with 40 CFR 75*. The following systems are the principal types of continuous emission monitoring systems
required under section 10 of this rule:
(A) a flow monitoring system, consisting of a stack flow rate monitor and an automated data acquisition and handling
system and providing a permanent, continuous record of stack gas volumetric flow rate, in standard cubic feet per hour
(scfh);
(B) a sulfur dioxide monitoring system, consisting of a SO2 pollutant concentration monitor and an automated data
acquisition and handling system and providing a permanent, continuous record of SO2 emissions, in parts per million
(ppm);
(C) a nitrogen oxides emission rate, or NOX-diluent, monitoring system, consisting of a NOX pollutant concentration
monitor, a diluent gas, CO2 or O2, monitor, and an automated data acquisition and handling system and providing a
permanent, continuous record of NOX concentration, in parts per million (ppm), diluent gas concentration, in percent
CO2 or O2, and NOX emission rate, in pounds per million British thermal units (lb/mmBtu);
(D) a moisture monitoring system, as defined in 40 CFR 75.11(b)(2)* and providing a permanent, continuous record of
the stack gas moisture content, in percent H2O;
(E) a carbon dioxide monitoring system, consisting of a CO2 pollutant concentration monitor, or an oxygen monitor plus
suitable mathematical equations from which the CO2 concentration is derived, and an automated data acquisition and
handling system and providing a permanent, continuous record of CO2 emissions, in percent CO2; and
(F) an oxygen monitoring system, consisting of an O2 concentration monitor and an automated data acquisition and
handling system and providing a permanent, continuous record of O2, in percent O2.
(38) “Control period” means the period beginning January 1 of a calendar year, except as provided in section 4(c)(2) of
this rule, and ending on December 31 of the same year, inclusive.
(39) “Emissions” means air pollutants exhausted from a unit or source into the atmosphere, as measured, recorded, and
reported to the U.S. EPA by the CAIR designated representative and as determined by the U.S. EPA in accordance with
section 10 of this rule.
(40) “Excess emissions” means any ton, or portion of a ton, of sulfur dioxide emitted by the CAIR SO2 units at a CAIR SO2
source during a control period that exceeds the CAIR SO2 emissions limitation for the source, provided that any portion
of a ton of excess emissions shall be treated as one (1) ton of excess emissions.
(41) “Fossil fuel” means natural gas, petroleum, coal, or any form of solid, liquid, or gaseous fuel derived from such
material.
(42) “Fossil-fuel-fired” means, with regard to a unit, combusting any amount of fossil fuel in any calendar year.
(43) “General account” means a CAIR SO2 allowance tracking system account, established under section 8 of this rule, that
is not a compliance account.
(44) “Generator” means a device that produces electricity.
(45) “Heat input” means, with regard to a specified period of time, the product, in million British thermal units per unit
of time (MMBtu/time) of the gross calorific value of the fuel, in British thermal units per pound (Btu/lb), divided by one
million (1,000,000) British thermal units per million British thermal units (Btu/mmBtu) and multiplied by the fuel feed rate
into a combustion device, in pounds of fuel per unit of time (lb of fuel/time), as measured, recorded, and reported to the
U.S. EPA by the CAIR designated representative and determined by the U.S. EPA in accordance with section 10 of this
rule and excluding the heat derived from preheated combustion air, recirculated flue gases, or exhaust from other sources.
(46) “Heat input rate” means the amount of heat input, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), divided by unit operating

time, in hours, or, with regard to a specific fuel, the amount of heat input attributed to the fuel, in million British thermal
units (mmBtu), divided by the unit operating time, in hours, during which the unit combusts the fuel.
(47) “Life-of-the-unit, firm power contractual arrangement” means a unit participation power sales agreement under which
a utility or industrial customer reserves, or is entitled to receive, a specified amount or percentage of nameplate capacity
and associated energy generated by any specified unit and pays its proportional amount of such unit’s total costs, pursuant
to a contract:
(A) for the life of the unit;
(B) for a cumulative term of no less than thirty (30) years, including contracts that permit an election for early
termination; or
(C) for a period no less than twenty-five (25) years or seventy percent (70%) of the economic useful life of the unit
determined as of the time the unit is built, with option rights to purchase or release some portion of the nameplate
capacity and associated energy generated by the unit at the end of the period.
(48) “Maximum design heat input” means, starting from the initial installation of a unit, the maximum amount of fuel per
hour, in British thermal units per hour (Btu/hr), that a unit is capable of combusting on a steady state basis as specified
by the manufacturer of the unit, or, starting from the completion of any subsequent physical change in the unit resulting
in a decrease in the maximum amount of fuel per hour, in British thermal units per hour (Btu/hr), that a unit is capable
of combusting on a steady state basis, such decreased maximum amount as specified by the person conducting the physical
change.
(49) “Mercury budget trading program” means a multistate mercury air pollution control and emission reduction program
approved and administered by the U.S. EPA in accordance with 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart HHHH* and 40 CFR
60.24(h)(6)*, or established by the U.S. EPA, as a means of reducing national mercury emissions.
(50) “Monitoring system” means any monitoring system that meets the requirements of section 10 of this rule, including
a continuous emissions monitoring system, an alternative monitoring system, or an excepted monitoring system under 40
CFR 75*.
(51) “Most stringent state or federal SO2 emissions limitation” means, with regard to a unit, the lowest SO2 emissions
limitation, in terms of pounds per million British thermal units (lb/mmBtu), that is applicable to the unit under state or
federal law, regardless of the averaging period to which the emissions limitation applies.
(52) “Nameplate capacity” means, starting from the initial installation of a generator, the maximum electrical generating
output, in megawatt electrical (MWe), that the generator is capable of producing on a steady state basis and during
continuous operation, when not restricted by seasonal or other deratings, as specified by the manufacturer of the generator
or, starting from the completion of any subsequent physical change in the generator resulting in an increase in the
maximum electrical generating output, in megawatt electrical (MWe), that the generator is capable of producing on a
steady state basis and during continuous operation, when not restricted by seasonal or other deratings, such increased
maximum amount as specified by the person conducting the physical change.
(53) “Operator” means any person who operates, controls, or supervises a CAIR SO2 unit or a CAIR SO2 source and shall
include, but not be limited to, any holding company, utility system, or plant manager of such a unit or source.
(54) “Owner “means any of the following persons:
(A) with regard to a CAIR SO2 source or a CAIR SO2 unit at a source, respectively:
(i) any holder of any portion of the legal or equitable title in a CAIR SO2 unit at the source or the CAIR SO2 unit;
(ii) any holder of a leasehold interest in a CAIR SO2 unit at the source or the CAIR SO2 unit; or
(iii) any purchaser of power from a CAIR SO2 unit at the source or the CAIR SO2 unit under a life-of-the-unit, firm
power contractual arrangement; provided that, unless expressly provided for in a leasehold agreement, owner shall
not include a passive lessor, or a person who has an equitable interest through such lessor, whose rental payments are
not based, either directly or indirectly, on the revenues or income from such CAIR SO2 unit; or
(B) with regard to any general account, any person who has an ownership interest with respect to the CAIR SO2
allowances held in the general account and who is subject to the binding agreement for the CAIR authorized account
representative to represent the person’s ownership interest with respect to CAIR SO2 allowances.
(55) “Potential electrical output capacity” means thirty-three percent (33%) of a unit’s maximum design heat input, divided
by three thousand four hundred thirteen (3,413) Btu/kilowatt hour, divided by one thousand (1,000) kilowatt
hour/megawatt hour, and multiplied by eight thousand seven hundred sixty (8,760) hours/year.
(56) “Receive” or “receipt of” means, when referring to the department or the U.S. EPA, to come into possession of a
document, information, or correspondence, whether sent in hard copy or by authorized electronic transmission, as
indicated in an official correspondence log, or by a notation made on the document, information, or correspondence, by
the department or the U.S. EPA in the regular course of business.
(57) “Recordation”, “record”, or “recorded” means, with regard to CAIR SO2 allowances, the movement of CAIR SO2

allowances by the U.S. EPA into or between CAIR SO2 allowance tracking system accounts, for purposes of allocation,
transfer, or deduction.
(58) “Reference method” means any direct test method of sampling and analyzing for an air pollutant as specified in 40
CFR 75.22*.
(59) “Repowered” means, with regard to a unit, replacement of a coal-fired boiler with one of the following coal-fired
technologies at the same source as the coal-fired boiler:
(A) atmospheric or pressurized fluidized bed combustion;
(B) integrated gasification combined cycle;
(C) magnetohydrodynamics;
(D) direct and indirect coal-fired turbines;
(E) integrated gasification fuel cells; or
(F) as determined by the U.S. EPA in consultation with the Secretary of Energy, a derivative of one or more of the
technologies under clauses (A) through (E) and any other coal-fired technology capable of controlling multiple
combustion emissions simultaneously with improved boiler or generation efficiency and with significantly greater waste
reduction relative to the performance of technology in widespread commercial use as of January 1, 2005.
(60) “Sequential use of energy” means:
(A) for a topping-cycle cogeneration unit, the use of reject heat from electricity production in a useful thermal energy
application or process; or
(B) for a bottoming-cycle cogeneration unit, the use of reject heat from useful thermal energy application or process in
electricity production.
(61) “Serial number” means, for a CAIR SO2 allowance, the unique identification number assigned to each CAIR SO2
allowance by the U.S. EPA.
(62) “Solid waste incineration unit” means a stationary, fossil-fuel-fired boiler or stationary, fossil-fuel-fired combustion
turbine that is a solid waste incineration units as defined in the Clean Air Act, Section 129(g)(1).
(63) “Source” means all buildings, structures, or installations located in one or more contiguous or adjacent properties
under common control of the same person or persons. For purposes of Section 502(c) of the Clean Air Act, a source,
including a source with multiple units, shall be considered a single facility.
(64) “Submit” or “serve” means to send or transmit a document, information, or correspondence to the person specified
in accordance with the applicable rule:
(A) in person;
(B) by United States Postal Service; or
(C) by other means of dispatch or transmission and delivery.
Compliance with any submission or service deadline shall be determined by the date of dispatch, transmission, or mailing
and not the date of receipt.
(65) “Title V operating permit” or “Part 70 operating permit” means a permit issued under 326 IAC 2-7.
(66) “Title V operating permit regulations” means the rules under 326 IAC 2-7.
(67) “Ton” means two thousand (2,000) pounds. For the purpose of determining compliance with the CAIR SO2 emissions
limitation, total tons of sulfur dioxide emissions for a control period shall be calculated as the sum of all recorded hourly
emissions, or the mass equivalent of the recorded hourly emission rates, in accordance with section 10 of this rule, but with
any remaining fraction of a ton equal to or greater than fifty-hundredths (0.50) tons deemed to equal one (1) ton and any
remaining fraction of a ton less than fifty-hundredths (0.50) tons deemed to equal zero (0) tons.
(68) “Topping-cycle cogeneration unit” means a cogeneration unit in which the energy input to the unit is first used to
produce useful power, including electricity, and at least some of the reject heat from the electricity production is then used
to provide useful thermal energy.
(69) “Total energy input” means, with regard to a cogeneration unit, total energy of all forms supplied to the cogeneration
unit, excluding energy produced by the cogeneration unit itself.
(70) “Total energy output” means, with regard to a cogeneration unit, the sum of useful power and useful thermal energy
produced by the cogeneration unit.
(71) “Unit” means a stationary, fossil-fuel-fired boiler or combustion turbine or other stationary, fossil-fuel-fired
combustion device.
(72) “Unit operating day” means a calendar day in which a unit combusts any fuel.
(73) “Unit operating hour” or “hour of unit operation” means an hour in which a unit combusts any fuel.
(74) “Useful power” means, with regard to a cogeneration unit, electricity or mechanical energy made available for use,
excluding any such energy used in the power production process, which process includes, but is not limited to, any on-site
processing or treatment of fuel combusted at the unit and any on-site emission controls.

(75) “Useful thermal energy” means, with regard to a cogeneration unit, thermal energy that is:
(A) made available to an industrial or commercial process, not a power production process, excluding any heat contained
in condensate return or makeup water;
(B) used in a heating application (for example, space heating or domestic hot water heating); or
(C) used in a space cooling application (that is, thermal energy used by an absorption chiller).
(76) “Utility power distribution system” means the portion of an electricity grid owned or operated by a utility and
dedicated to delivering electricity to customers.
*These documents are incorporated by reference. Copies may be obtained from the Government Printing Office, 732 North
Capitol Street, Washington, D.C. 20401 and are available for review and copying at the Department of Environmental
Management, Office of Air Quality, Indiana Government Center-North, Tenth Floor, 100 North Senate Avenue, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46204. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-2-2)
326 IAC 24-2-3 Retired unit exemptions
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 3. (a) This section applies to any CAIR SO2 unit, other than a SO2 opt-in source, that is permanently retired.
(1) Any CAIR SO2 unit that is permanently retired and is not a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit under section 11 of this rule shall
be exempt from the CAIR SO2 trading program, except for the provisions of this section, and sections 1, 2, 4(c)(4) through
4(c)(8), 5, 8, and 9 of this rule.
(2) The exemption under this section shall become effective the day on which the CAIR SO2 unit is permanently retired.
Within thirty (30) days of the unit’s permanent retirement, the CAIR designated representative shall submit a statement
to the department and shall submit a copy of the statement to the U.S. EPA. The statement shall state, in a format
prescribed by the department, that the unit was permanently retired on a specific date and shall comply with the
requirements of subsection (b).
(3) After receipt of the statement under subdivision (2), the department shall amend any permit under section 7 of this rule
covering the source at which the unit is located to add the provisions and requirements of the exemption under subdivision
(1) and subsection (b).
(b) A unit exempt under this section shall comply with the following provisions:
(1) The unit shall not emit any sulfur dioxide, starting on the date that the exemption takes effect.
(2) For a period of five (5) years from the date the records are created, the owners and operators of the unit shall retain
at the source that includes the unit, records demonstrating that the unit is permanently retired. The five (5) year period
for keeping records may be extended for cause, at any time before the end of the period, in writing by the department or
U.S. EPA. The owners and operators bear the burden of proof that the unit is permanently retired.
(3) The owners and operators and, to the extent applicable, the CAIR designated representative of the unit shall comply
with the requirements of the CAIR SO2 trading program concerning all periods for which the exemption is not in effect,
even if such requirements arise, or must be complied with, after the exemption takes effect.
(4) If the unit is located at a source that is required, or but for this exemption would be required, to have an operating
permit under 326 IAC 2-7, the unit shall not resume operation unless the CAIR designated representative of the source
submits a complete CAIR permit application under section 7(c) of this rule for the unit not less than eighteen (18) months,
or such lesser time provided by the department, before the later of January 1, 2010, or the date on which the unit resumes
operation.
(5) A unit exempt under this section shall lose its exemption on the earlier of the following dates:
(A) The date on which the CAIR designated representative submits a CAIR permit application for the unit under
subdivision (4).
(B) The date on which the CAIR designated representative is required under subdivision (4) to submit a CAIR permit
application for the unit.
(C) The date on which the unit resumes operation, if the CAIR designated representative is not required to submit a
CAIR permit application for the unit.
(6) For the purpose of applying monitoring, reporting, and record keeping requirements under section 10 of this rule, a
unit that loses its exemption under this section shall be treated as a unit that commences operation and commercial
operation on the first date on which the unit resumes operation.
(Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-2-3)

326 IAC 24-2-4 Standard requirements
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 4. (a) The owners and operators, and CAIR designated representative of each CAIR SO2 source shall comply with the
following permit requirements:
(1) The CAIR designated representative of each CAIR SO2 source required to have a permit under 326 IAC 2-7 and each
CAIR SO2 unit required to have a permit under 326 IAC 2-7 at the source shall submit the following to the department:
(A) A complete CAIR permit application under section 7(c) of this rule in accordance with the deadlines specified in
section 7(b) of this rule.
(B) Any supplemental information that the department determines is necessary in order to review a CAIR permit
application and issue or deny a CAIR permit.
(2) The owners and operators of each CAIR SO2 source required to have a Part 70 operating permit and each CAIR SO2
unit required to have a permit under 326 IAC 2-7 at the source shall have a CAIR permit issued by the department under
section 7 of this rule for the source and operate the source and the unit in compliance with such CAIR permit.
(3) Except as provided in section 11 of this rule, the owners and operators of a CAIR SO2 source that is not otherwise
required to have a permit under 326 IAC 2-7 and each CAIR SO2 unit that is not otherwise required to have a permit under
326 IAC 2-7 are not required to submit a CAIR permit application, and to have a CAIR permit, under section 7 of this rule
for such CAIR SO2 source and such CAIR SO2 unit.
(b) The owners and operators, and the CAIR designated representative, of each CAIR SO2 source and CAIR SO2 unit at
the source shall comply with the following monitoring, reporting, and record keeping requirements:
(1) The owners and operators, and the CAIR designated representative, of each CAIR SO2 source and each CAIR SO2 unit
at the source shall comply with the monitoring, reporting, and record keeping requirements of section 10 of this rule.
(2) The emissions measurements recorded and reported in accordance with section 10 of this rule shall be used to determine
compliance by each CAIR SO2 source with the CAIR SO2 emission requirements under subsection (c).
(c) The owners and operators, and the CAIR designated representative, of each CAIR SO2 source and CAIR SO2 unit at
the source shall comply with the following SO2 emission requirements.
(1) As of the allowance transfer deadline for a control period, the owners and operators of each CAIR SO2 source and each
CAIR SO2 unit at the source shall hold, in the source’s compliance account, CAIR SO2 allowances available for compliance
deductions for the control period under section 8(j) of this rule in an amount not less than the tons of total SO2 emissions
for the control period from all CAIR SO2 units at the source, as determined in accordance with section 10 of this rule.
(2) A CAIR SO2 unit shall be subject to the requirements under subdivision (1) for the control period starting on the later
of January 1, 2010 or the deadline for meeting the unit’s monitor certification requirements under section 11(c)(1), 11(c)(2),
or 11(c)(5) of this rule and for each control period thereafter.
(3) A CAIR SO2 allowance shall not be deducted, for compliance with the requirements under subdivision (1), for a control
period in a calendar year before the year for which the CAIR SO2 allowance was allocated.
(4) CAIR SO2 allowances shall be held in, deducted from, or transferred into or among CAIR SO2 allowance tracking
system accounts in accordance with sections 8 and 9 of this rule.
(5) A CAIR SO2 allowance is a limited authorization to emit sulfur dioxide in accordance with the CAIR SO2 trading
program. No provision of the CAIR SO2 trading program, the CAIR permit application, the CAIR permit, or an exemption
under section 3 of this rule and no provision of law shall be construed to limit the authority of the department or the U.S.
EPA to terminate or limit such authorization.
(6) A CAIR SO2 allowance does not constitute a property right.
(7) Upon recordation by the U.S. EPA under section 8, 9, or 11 of this rule, every allocation, transfer, or deduction of a
CAIR SO2 allowance to or from a CAIR SO2 source’s compliance account is incorporated automatically in any CAIR
permit of the source.
(d) If a CAIR SO2 source emits sulfur dioxide during any control period in excess of the CAIR SO2 emissions limitation,
then:
(1) the owners and operators of the source and each CAIR SO2 unit at the source shall surrender the CAIR SO2 allowances
required for deduction under section 8(k)(4) of this rule and pay any fine, penalty, or assessment or comply with any other
remedy imposed, for the same violations, under the Clean Air Act or applicable state law; and
(2) each ton of such excess emissions and each day of such control period shall constitute a separate violation of this rule,

the Clean Air Act, and applicable state law.
(e) Owners and operators of each CAIR SO2 source and each CAIR SO2 unit at the source shall comply with the following
record keeping and reporting requirements:
(1) Unless otherwise provided, the owners and operators of the CAIR SO2 source and each CAIR SO2 unit at the source
shall keep on site at the source each of the following documents for a period of five (5) years from the date the document
is created. This period may be extended for cause, at any time before the end of five (5) years, in writing by the department
or U.S. EPA.
(A) The certificate of representation under section 6(h) of this rule for the CAIR designated representative for the source
and each CAIR SO2 unit at the source and all documents that demonstrate the truth of the statements in the certificate
of representation; provided that the certificate and documents shall be retained on site at the source beyond such five
(5) year period until such documents are superseded because of the submission of a new certificate of representation
under section 6(h) of this rule changing the CAIR designated representative.
(B) All emissions monitoring information, in accordance with section 10 of this rule, provided that to the extent that
section 10 of this rule provides for a three (3) year period for record keeping, the three (3) year period shall apply.
(C) Copies of all reports, compliance certifications, and other submissions and all records made or required under the
CAIR SO2 trading program.
(D) Copies of all documents used to complete a CAIR permit application and any other submission under the CAIR SO2
trading program or to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of the CAIR SO2 trading program.
(2) The CAIR designated representative of a CAIR SO2 source and each CAIR SO2 unit at the source shall submit the
reports required under the CAIR SO2 trading program, including those under section 10 of this rule.
(f) The owners and operators of each CAIR SO2 source and each CAIR SO2 unit shall be liable as follows:
(1) Each CAIR SO2 source and each CAIR SO2 unit shall meet the requirements of the CAIR SO2 trading program.
(2) Any provision of the CAIR SO2 trading program that applies to a CAIR SO2 source or the CAIR designated
representative of a CAIR SO2 source shall also apply to the owners and operators of such source and of the CAIR SO2 units
at the source.
(3) Any provision of the CAIR SO2 trading program that applies to a CAIR SO2 unit or the CAIR designated representative
of a CAIR SO2 unit shall also apply to the owners and operators of such unit.
(g) No provision of the CAIR SO2 trading program, a CAIR permit application, a CAIR permit, or an exemption under
section 3 of this rule shall be construed as exempting or excluding the owners and operators, and the CAIR designated
representative, of a CAIR SO2 source or CAIR SO2 unit from compliance with any other provision of the applicable,
approved state implementation plan, a federally enforceable permit, or the Clean Air Act. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326
IAC 24-2-4)
326 IAC 24-2-5 Computation of time
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 5. (a) Unless otherwise stated, any time period scheduled, under the CAIR SO2 trading program, to begin on the
occurrence of an act or event shall begin on the day the act or event occurs.
(b) Unless otherwise stated, any time period scheduled, under the CAIR SO2 trading program, to begin before the
occurrence of an act or event shall be computed so that the period ends the day before the act or event occurs.
(c) Unless otherwise stated, if the final day of any time period, under the CAIR SO2 trading program, falls on a weekend
or a state or federal holiday, the time period shall be extended to the next business day. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC
24-2-5)
326 IAC 24-2-6 CAIR designated representative for CAIR SO2 sources
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 6. (a) Except as provided under subsection (f), each CAIR SO2 source, including all CAIR SO2 units at the source, shall

have one (1) and only one (1) CAIR designated representative, with regard to all matters under the CAIR SO2 trading
program concerning the source or any CAIR SO2 unit at the source.
(b) The CAIR designated representative of the CAIR SO2 source shall be selected by an agreement binding on the owners
and operators of the source and all CAIR SO2 units at the source and shall act in accordance with the certification statement
in subsection (h)(4).
(c) Upon receipt by the U.S. EPA of a complete certificate of representation under subsection (h), the CAIR designated
representative of the source shall represent and, by his or her representations, actions, inactions, or submissions, legally bind
each owner and operator of the CAIR SO2 source represented and each CAIR SO2 unit at the source in all matters pertaining
to the CAIR SO2 trading program, notwithstanding any agreement between the CAIR designated representative and such
owners and operators. The owners and operators shall be bound by any decision or order issued to the CAIR designated
representative by the department, the U.S. EPA, or a court regarding the source or unit.
(d) No CAIR permit shall be issued, no emissions data reports shall be accepted, and no CAIR SO2 allowance tracking
system account will be established for a CAIR SO2 unit at a source, until the U.S. EPA has received a complete certificate
of representation under subsection (h) for a CAIR designated representative of the source and the CAIR SO2 units at the
source.
(e) The following shall apply to a submissions made under the CAIR SO2 trading program:
(1) Each submission under the CAIR SO2 trading program shall be submitted, signed, and certified by the CAIR designated
representative for each CAIR SO2 source on behalf of which the submission is made. Each such submission shall include
the following certification statement by the CAIR designated representative: “I am authorized to make this submission on
behalf of the owners and operators of the source or units for which the submission is made. I certify under penalty of law
that I have personally examined, and am familiar with, the statements and information submitted in this document and
all its attachments. Based on my inquiry of those individuals with primary responsibility for obtaining the information,
I certify that the statements and information are to the best of my knowledge and belief true, accurate, and complete. I am
aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false statements and information or omitting required statements
and information, including the possibility of fine or imprisonment.”.
(2) The department and U.S. EPA will accept or act on a submission made on behalf of owner or operators of a CAIR SO2
source or a CAIR SO2 unit only if the submission has been made, signed, and certified in accordance with subdivision (1).
(f) The following shall apply where the owners or operators of a CAIR SO2 source choose to designate an alternate CAIR
designated representative:
(1) A certificate of representation under subsection (h) may designate one (1) and only one (1) alternate CAIR designated
representative, who may act on behalf of the CAIR designated representative. The agreement by which the alternate CAIR
designated representative is selected shall include a procedure for authorizing the alternate CAIR designated representative
to act in lieu of the CAIR designated representative.
(2) Upon receipt by the U.S. EPA of a complete certificate of representation under subsection (h), any representation,
action, inaction, or submission by the alternate CAIR designated representative shall be deemed to be a representation,
action, inaction, or submission by the CAIR designated representative.
(3) Except in this subsection and sections 2, 6(a) and 6(d), 6(g), 6(h), 8(a) through 8(c), and 11(d) of this rule, whenever the
term CAIR designated representative is used in this rule, the term shall be construed to include the CAIR designated
representative or any alternate CAIR designated representative.
(g) The following shall apply when changing the CAIR designated representative, the alternate CAIR designated
representative, or there are changes in the owners or operators:
(1) The CAIR designated representative may be changed at any time upon receipt by the U.S. EPA of a superseding
complete certificate of representation under subsection (h). Notwithstanding any such change, all representations, actions,
inactions, and submissions by the previous CAIR designated representative before the time and date when the U.S. EPA
receives the superseding certificate of representation shall be binding on the new CAIR designated representative and the
owners and operators of the CAIR SO2 source and the CAIR SO2 units at the source.
(2) The alternate CAIR designated representative may be changed at any time upon receipt by the U.S. EPA of a
superseding complete certificate of representation under subsection (h). Notwithstanding any such change, all
representations, actions, inactions, and submissions by the previous alternate CAIR designated representative before the

time and date when the U.S. EPA receives the superseding certificate of representation shall be binding on the new
alternate CAIR designated representative and the owners and operators of the CAIR SO2 source and the CAIR SO2 units
at the source.
(3) Changes in the owner and operators shall be made as follows:
(A) In the event a new owner or operator of a CAIR SO2 source or a CAIR SO2 unit is not included in the list of owners
and operators in the certificate of representation under subsection (h), such new owner or operator shall be deemed to
be subject to and bound by the certificate of representation, the representations, actions, inactions, and submissions of
the CAIR designated representative and any alternate CAIR designated representative of the source or unit, and the
decisions and orders of the department, the U.S. EPA, or a court, as if the new owner or operator were included in such
list.
(B) Within thirty (30) days following any change in the owners and operators of a CAIR SO2 source or a CAIR SO2 unit,
including the addition of a new owner or operator, the CAIR designated representative or any alternate CAIR designated
representative shall submit a revision to the certificate of representation under subsection (h) amending the list of owners
and operators to include the change.
(h) A complete certificate of representation for a CAIR designated representative or an alternate CAIR designated
representative shall include the following elements in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA:
(1) Identification of the CAIR SO2 source, and each CAIR SO2 unit at the source, for which the certificate of representation
is submitted.
(2) The name, address, e-mail address, if any, telephone number, and facsimile transmission number, if any, of the CAIR
designated representative and any alternate CAIR designated representative.
(3) A list of the owners and operators of the CAIR SO2 source and of each CAIR SO2 unit at the source.
(4) The following certification statements by the CAIR designated representative and any alternate CAIR designated
representative: “I certify that I was selected as the CAIR designated representative or alternate CAIR designated
representative, as applicable, by an agreement binding on the owners and operators of the source and each CAIR SO2 unit
at the source. I certify that I have all the necessary authority to carry out my duties and responsibilities under the CAIR
SO2 trading program on behalf of the owners and operators of the source and of each CAIR SO2 unit at the source and that
each such owner and operator shall be fully bound by my representations, actions, inactions, or submissions. I certify that
the owners and operators of the source and of each CAIR SO2 unit at the source shall be bound by any order issued to me
by the U.S. EPA, the department, or a court regarding the source or unit. Where there are multiple holders of a legal or
equitable title to, or a leasehold interest in, a CAIR SO2 unit, or where a utility or industrial customer purchases power
from a CAIR SO2 unit under a life-of-the-unit, firm power contractual arrangement, I certify that: I have given a written
notice of my selection as the ‘CAIR designated representative’ or ‘alternate CAIR designated representative’, as applicable,
and of the agreement by which I was selected to each owner and operator of the source and of each CAIR SO2 unit at the
source; and CAIR SO2 allowances and proceeds of transactions involving CAIR SO2 allowances will be deemed to be held
or distributed in proportion to each holder’s legal, equitable, leasehold, or contractual reservation or entitlement, except
that, if such multiple holders have expressly provided for a different distribution of CAIR SO2 allowances by contract,
CAIR SO2 allowances and proceeds of transactions involving CAIR SO2 allowances will be deemed to be held or distributed
in accordance with the contract.”.
(5) The signature of the CAIR designated representative and any alternate CAIR designated representative and the dates
signed.
Unless otherwise required by the department or the U.S. EPA, documents of agreement referred to in the certificate of
representation shall not be submitted to the department or the U.S. EPA. Neither the department nor the U.S. EPA shall be
under any obligation to review or evaluate the sufficiency of such documents, if submitted.
(i) The following shall apply to objections concerning CAIR designated representatives:
(1) Once a complete certificate of representation under subsection (h) has been submitted and received, the department
and the U.S. EPA will rely on the certificate of representation unless and until a superseding complete certificate of
representation under subsection (h) is received by the U.S. EPA.
(2) Except as provided in subsection (g)(1) and (g)(2), no objection or other communication submitted to the department
or the U.S. EPA concerning the authorization, or any representation, action, inaction, or submission, of the CAIR
designated representative shall affect any representation, action, inaction, or submission of the CAIR designated
representative or the finality of any decision or order by the department or the U.S. EPA under the CAIR SO2 trading
program.
(3) Neither the department nor the U.S. EPA will adjudicate any private legal dispute concerning the authorization or any

representation, action, inaction, or submission of any CAIR designated representative, including private legal disputes
concerning the proceeds of CAIR SO2 allowance transfers.
(Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-2-6)
326 IAC 24-2-7 Permit requirements
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 7. (a) For each CAIR SO2 source required to have a federally enforceable permit, the permit shall include a CAIR
permit administered by the department as follows:
(1) The CAIR portion of the Part 70 permit under 326 IAC 2-7 shall be administered in accordance with 326 IAC 2-7,
except as provided otherwise by this section or section 11 of this rule.
(2) Each CAIR permit, including a draft or proposed CAIR permit, if applicable, shall contain, with regard to the CAIR
SO2 source and the CAIR SO2 units at the source covered by the CAIR permit, all applicable CAIR SO2 trading program,
CAIR NOx annual trading program, and CAIR NOx ozone season trading program requirements and shall be a complete
and separable portion of the Part 70 operating permit.
(b) Submission of CAIR permit applications is as follows:
(1) The CAIR designated representative of any CAIR SO2 source required to have a Part 70 operating permit shall submit
to the department a complete CAIR permit application under subsection (c) for the source covering each CAIR SO2 unit
at the source at least eighteen (18) months before the later of January 1, 2010, or the date on which the CAIR SO2 unit
commences operation.
(2) For a CAIR SO2 source required to have a Part 70 operating permit, the CAIR designated representative shall submit
a complete CAIR permit application under subsection (c) for the source covering each CAIR SO2 unit at the source to
renew the CAIR permit in accordance with 326 IAC 2-7-4(a)(1)(D), as applicable.
(c) In addition to the requirements of 326 IAC 2-7-4(c), a complete CAIR permit application shall include the following
elements concerning the CAIR SO2 source for which the application is submitted:
(1) Identification of the CAIR SO2 source.
(2) Identification of each CAIR SO2 unit at the CAIR SO2 source.
(3) The standard requirements under section 4 of this rule.
(d) In addition to the requirements under 326 IAC 2-7, each CAIR permit shall contain, in a format prescribed by the
department, all elements required for a complete CAIR permit application under subsection (c).
(e) Each CAIR permit is deemed to incorporate automatically the definitions of terms under section 2 of this rule and, upon
recordation by the U.S. EPA, section 8, 9, or 11 of this rule, every allocation, transfer, or deduction of a CAIR SO2 allowance
to or from the compliance account of the CAIR SO2 source covered by the permit.
(f) The initial CAIR permit covering a CAIR unit for which a complete CAIR permit application is timely submitted under
subsection (b) shall become effective upon issuance.
(g) The term of the CAIR permit shall be set by the department, as necessary to facilitate coordination of the renewal of
the CAIR permit with issuance, revision, or renewal of the CAIR SO2 source’s Part 70 operating permit.
(h) Except as provided in subsection (e), the department shall revise the CAIR permit, as necessary, in accordance with
the permit modification and revision provisions under 326 IAC 2-7. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-2-7)
326 IAC 24-2-8 CAIR SO2 allowance tracking system
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 8. (a) Except as provided in section 11(f)(7) of this rule, upon receipt of a complete certificate of representation under
section 6(h) of this rule, the U.S. EPA will establish a compliance account for the CAIR SO2 source for which the certificate
of representation was submitted unless the source already has a compliance account.

(b) Any person may apply to open a general account for the purpose of holding and transferring CAIR SO2 allowances.
An application for a general account may designate one (1) and only one (1) CAIR authorized account representative and
one (1) and only one (1) alternate CAIR authorized account representative who may act on behalf of the CAIR authorized
account representative. The agreement by which the alternate CAIR authorized account representative is selected shall
include a procedure for authorizing the alternate CAIR authorized account representative to act in lieu of the CAIR
authorized account representative. The establishment of the general account shall be subject to the following:
(1) A complete application for a general account shall be submitted to the U.S. EPA and shall include the following elements
in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA:
(A) The following information concerning the CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate CAIR
authorized account representative:
(i) Name.
(ii) Mailing address.
(iii) E-mail address, if any.
(iv) Telephone number.
(v) Facsimile transmission number, if any.
(B) Organization name and type of organization, if applicable.
(C) A list of all persons subject to a binding agreement for the CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate
CAIR authorized account representative to represent their ownership interest with respect to the CAIR SO2 allowances
held in the general account.
(D) The following certification statement by the CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate CAIR
authorized account representative: “I certify that I was selected as the CAIR authorized account representative or the
alternate CAIR authorized account representative, as applicable, by an agreement that is binding on all persons who have
an ownership interest with respect to CAIR SO2 allowances held in the general account. I certify that I have all the
necessary authority to carry out my duties and responsibilities under the CAIR SO2 trading program on behalf of such
persons and that each such person shall be fully bound by my representations, actions, inactions, or submissions and by
any order or decision issued to me by the U.S. EPA or a court regarding the general account.”.
(E) The signature of the CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate CAIR authorized account
representative and the dates signed.
(F) Unless otherwise required by the department or the U.S. EPA, documents of agreement referred to in the application
for a general account shall not be submitted to the department or the U.S. EPA. Neither the department nor the U.S. EPA
shall be under any obligation to review or evaluate the sufficiency of such documents, if submitted.
(2) Upon receipt by the U.S. EPA of a complete application for a general account under subdivision (1), the following shall
apply:
(A) The U.S. EPA will establish a general account for the person or persons for whom the application is submitted.
(B) The CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate CAIR authorized account representative for the
general account shall represent and, by his or her representations, actions, inactions, or submissions, legally bind each
person who has an ownership interest with respect to CAIR SO2 allowances held in the general account in all matters
pertaining to the CAIR SO2 trading program, notwithstanding any agreement between the CAIR authorized account
representative or any alternate CAIR authorized account representative and such person. Any such person shall be
bound by any order or decision issued to the CAIR authorized account representative or any alternate CAIR authorized
account representative by the U.S. EPA or a court regarding the general account.
(C) Any representation, action, inaction, or submission by any alternate CAIR authorized account representative shall
be deemed to be a representation, action, inaction, or submission by the CAIR authorized account representative.
(D) Each submission concerning the general account shall be submitted, signed, and certified by the CAIR authorized
account representative or any alternate CAIR authorized account representative for the persons having an ownership
interest with respect to CAIR SO2 allowances held in the general account. Each such submission shall include the
following certification statement by the CAIR authorized account representative or any alternate CAIR authorized
account representative: “I am authorized to make this submission on behalf of the persons having an ownership interest
with respect to the CAIR SO2 allowances held in the general account. I certify under penalty of law that I have personally
examined, and am familiar with, the statements and information submitted in this document and all its attachments.
Based on my inquiry of those individuals with primary responsibility for obtaining the information, I certify that the
statements and information are to the best of my knowledge and belief true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that
there are significant penalties for submitting false statements and information or omitting required statements and
information, including the possibility of fine or imprisonment.”.
(E) The U.S. EPA will accept or act on a submission concerning the general account only if the submission has been made,

signed, and certified in accordance with clause (D).
(3) The following shall apply to changing the CAIR authorized account representative or alternate CAIR authorized
account representative, and changes in persons with ownership interest:
(A) The CAIR authorized account representative for a general account may be changed at any time upon receipt by the
U.S. EPA of a superseding complete application for a general account under subdivision (1). Notwithstanding any such
change, all representations, actions, inactions, and submissions by the previous CAIR authorized account representative
before the time and date when the U.S. EPA receives the superseding application for a general account shall be binding
on the new CAIR authorized account representative and the persons with an ownership interest with respect to the CAIR
SO2 allowances in the general account.
(B) The alternate CAIR authorized account representative for a general account may be changed at any time upon
receipt by the U.S. EPA of a superseding complete application for a general account under subdivision (1).
Notwithstanding any such change, all representations, actions, inactions, and submissions by the previous alternate CAIR
authorized account representative before the time and date when the U.S. EPA receives the superseding application for
a general account shall be binding on the new alternate CAIR authorized account representative and the persons with
an ownership interest with respect to the CAIR SO2 allowances in the general account.
(C) In the event a new person having an ownership interest with respect to CAIR SO2 allowances in the general account
is not included in the list of such persons in the application for a general account, such new person shall be deemed to
be subject to and bound by the application for a general account, the representation, actions, inactions, and submissions
of the CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate CAIR authorized account representative of the account,
and the decisions and orders of the U.S. EPA or a court, as if the new person were included in such list.
(D) Within thirty (30) days following any change in the persons having an ownership interest with respect to CAIR SO2
allowances in the general account, including the addition of persons, the CAIR authorized account representative or any
alternate CAIR authorized account representative shall submit a revision to the application for a general account
amending the list of persons having an ownership interest with respect to the CAIR SO2 allowances in the general account
to include the change.
(4) Once a complete application for a general account under subdivision (1) has been submitted and received, the U.S. EPA
will rely on the application unless and until a superseding complete application for a general account under subdivision
(1) is received by the U.S. EPA.
(5) Except as provided in subdivision (3)(A) or (3)(B), no objection or other communication submitted to the U.S. EPA
concerning the authorization, or any representation, action, inaction, or submission of the CAIR authorized account
representative or any alternative CAIR authorized account representative for a general account shall affect any
representation, action, inaction, or submission of the CAIR authorized account representative or any alternative CAIR
authorized account representative or the finality of any decision or order by the U.S. EPA under the CAIR SO2 trading
program.
(6) The U.S. EPA will not adjudicate any private legal dispute concerning the authorization or any representation, action,
inaction, or submission of the CAIR authorized account representative or any alternative CAIR authorized account
representative for a general account, including private legal disputes concerning the proceeds of CAIR SO2 allowance
transfers.
(c) The U.S. EPA will assign a unique identifying number to each account established under subsection (a) or (b).
(d) Following the establishment of a CAIR SO2 allowance tracking system account, all submissions to the U.S. EPA
pertaining to the account, including, but not limited to, submissions concerning the deduction or transfer of CAIR SO2
allowances in the account, shall be made only by the CAIR authorized account representative for the account.
(e) After a compliance account is established under subsection (a) or 40 CFR 73.31(a) or 40 CFR 73.31(b)*, the U.S. EPA
will record in the compliance account any CAIR SO2 allowance allocated to any CAIR SO2 unit at the source for each of the
thirty (30) years starting the later of 2010 or the year in which the compliance account is established and any CAIR SO2
allowance allocated for each of the thirty (30) years starting the later of 2010 or the year in which the compliance account
is established and transferred to the source in accordance with section 9 of this rule or 40 CFR 73, Subpart D*.
(f) In 2011 and each year thereafter, after U.S. EPA has completed all deductions under subsection (k)(1), the U.S. EPA
will record in the compliance account any CAIR SO2 allowance allocated to any CAIR SO2 unit at the source for the new
thirtieth year, that is, the year that is thirty (30) years after the calendar year for which such deductions are or could be made,
and any CAIR SO2 allowance allocated for the new thirtieth year and transferred to the source in accordance with section

9 of this rule or 40 CFR 73, Subpart D*.
(g) After a general account is established under subsection (b) or 40 CFR 73.31(c)*, the U.S. EPA will record in the general
account any CAIR SO2 allowance allocated for each of the thirty (30) years starting the later of 2010 or the year in which the
general account is established and transferred to the general account in accordance with section 9 of this rule or 40 CFR 73,
Subpart D*.
(h) In 2011 and each year thereafter, after U.S. EPA has completed all deductions under subsection (k)(1), the U.S. EPA
will record in the general account any CAIR SO2 allowance allocated for the new thirtieth year, that is, the year that is thirty
(30) years after the calendar year for which such deductions are or could be made, and transferred to the general account
in accordance with section 9 of this rule or 40 CFR 73, Subpart D*.
(i) When recording the allocation of CAIR SO2 allowances for a CAIR SO2 unit in a compliance account, the U.S. EPA will
assign each CAIR SO2 allowance a unique identification number that shall include digits identifying the year of the control
period for which the CAIR SO2 allowance is allocated.
(j) The CAIR SO2 allowances are available to be deducted for compliance with a source’s CAIR SO2 emissions limitation
for a control period in a given calendar year only if the CAIR SO2 allowances:
(1) were allocated for the control period in the year or a prior year;
(2) are held in the compliance account as of the allowance transfer deadline for the control period or are transferred into
the compliance account by a CAIR SO2 allowance transfer correctly submitted for recordation under section 9(a) through
9(c) of this rule by the allowance transfer deadline for the control period; and
(3) are not necessary for deductions for excess emissions for a prior control period under subsection (k)(4) and (k)(4) or
for deduction under 40 CFR 77*.
(k) The following shall apply to deductions for purposes of compliance with a unit’s allocation:
(1) Following the recordation, in accordance with section 9(d) through 9(f) of this rule, of CAIR SO2 allowance transfers
submitted for recordation in a source’s compliance account by the allowance transfer deadline for a control period, the
U.S. EPA will deduct from the compliance account CAIR SO2 allowances available under subsection (j) in order to
determine whether the source meets the CAIR SO2 emissions limitation for the control period, as follows:
(A) For a CAIR SO2 source subject to an acid rain emissions limitation, the U.S. EPA will, in the following order:
(i) Deduct the amount of CAIR SO2 allowances, available under subsection (j) and not issued by the department under
section 11(j) of this rule, that is required under 40 CFR 73.35(b)* and 40 CFR 73.35(c)*. If there are sufficient CAIR
SO2 allowances to complete this deduction, the deduction shall be treated as satisfying the requirements of 40 CFR
73.35(b)* and 40 CFR 73.35(c)*.
(ii) Deduct the amount of CAIR SO2 allowances, available under subsection (j) and not issued by the department under
section 11(j) of this rule, that is required under 40 CFR 73.35(d)* and 40 CFR 77.5*. If there are sufficient CAIR SO2
allowances to complete this deduction, the deduction shall be treated as satisfying the requirements of 40 CFR 73.35(d)*
and 40 CFR 77.5*.
(iii) Treating the CAIR SO2 allowances deducted under item (ii) as also being deducted under this item, deduct CAIR
SO2 allowances available under subsection (j), including any issued by the department under section 11(j) of this rule,
in order to determine whether the source meets the CAIR SO2 emissions limitation for the control period, as follows:
(AA) until the tonnage equivalent of the CAIR SO2 allowances deducted equals, or exceeds in accordance with
subdivisions (2) and (3), the number of tons of total sulfur dioxide emissions, determined in accordance with section
10 of this rule, from all CAIR SO2 units at the source for the control period; or
(BB) if there are insufficient CAIR SO2 allowances to complete the deductions in subitem (AA), until no more CAIR
SO2 allowances available under subsection (j), including any issued by the department under section 11(j) of this rule,
remain in the compliance account.
(B) For a CAIR SO2 source not subject to an acid rain emissions limitation, the U.S. EPA will deduct CAIR SO2
allowances available under subsection (j), including any issued by the department under section 11(j) of this rule, in order
to determine whether the source meets the CAIR SO2 emissions limitation for the control period, as follows:
(i) until the tonnage equivalent of the CAIR SO2 allowances deducted equals, or exceeds in accordance with subdivisions
(2) and (3), the number of tons of total sulfur dioxide emissions, determined in accordance with section 10 of this rule,
from all CAIR SO2 units at the source for the control period; or
(ii) if there are insufficient CAIR SO2 allowances to complete the deductions in item (i), until no more CAIR SO2

allowances available under subsection (j), including any issued by the department under section 11(j) of this rule,
remain in the compliance account.
(2) The CAIR authorized account representative for a source’s compliance account may request that specific CAIR SO2
allowances, identified by serial number, in the compliance account be deducted for emissions or excess emissions for a
control period in accordance with subdivision (1), (4), or (5). Such request shall be submitted to the U.S. EPA by the
allowance transfer deadline for the control period and include, in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA, the identification
of the CAIR SO2 source and the appropriate serial numbers.
(3) The U.S. EPA will deduct CAIR SO2 allowances under subdivision (1), (4), or (5) from the source’s compliance account,
in the absence of an identification or in the case of a partial identification of CAIR SO2 allowances by serial number under
subdivision (2), on a first-in, first-out (FIFO) accounting basis in the following order:
(A) Any CAIR SO2 allowances that were allocated to the units at the source for a control period before 2010, in the order
of recordation.
(B) Any CAIR SO2 allowances that were allocated to any entity for a control period before 2010 and transferred and
recorded in the compliance account under section 9 of this rule or 40 CFR 73, Subpart D*, in the order of recordation.
(C) Any CAIR SO2 allowances that were allocated to the units at the source for a control period during 2010 through
2014, in the order of recordation.
(D) Any CAIR SO2 allowances that were allocated to any entity for a control period during 2010 through 2014 and
transferred and recorded in the compliance account under section 9 of this rule or 40 CFR 73, Subpart D*, in the order
of recordation.
(E) Any CAIR SO2 allowances that were allocated to the units at the source for a control period in 2015 or later, in the
order of recordation.
(F) Any CAIR SO2 allowances that were allocated to any entity for a control period in 2015 or later and transferred and
recorded in the compliance account under section 9 of this rule or 40 CFR 73, Subpart D*, in the order of recordation.
(4) After making the deductions for compliance under subdivision (1) for a control period in a calendar year in which the
CAIR SO2 source has excess emissions, the U.S. EPA will deduct from the source’s compliance account the tonnage
equivalent in CAIR SO2 allowances, allocated for the control period in the immediately following calendar year, including
any issued by the department under section 11(j) of this rule, equal to, or exceeding in accordance with subdivisions (2)
and (3), three (3) times the number of tons of the source’s excess emissions.
(5) Any allowance deduction required under subdivision (4) shall not affect the liability of the owners and operators of the
CAIR SO2 source or the CAIR SO2 units at the source for any fine, penalty, or assessment, or their obligation to comply
with any other remedy, for the same violations, as ordered under the Clean Air Act or applicable state law.
(6) The U.S. EPA will record in the appropriate compliance account all deductions from such an account under subdivision
(1), (4), or (5).
(7) The U.S. EPA may review and conduct independent audits concerning any submission under the CAIR SO2 trading
program and make appropriate adjustments of the information in the submissions.
(8) The U.S. EPA may deduct CAIR SO2 allowances from or transfer CAIR SO2 allowances to a source’s compliance
account based on the information in the submissions, as adjusted under subdivision (7).
(l) CAIR SO2 allowances may be banked for future use or transfer in a compliance account or a general account. Any CAIR
SO2 allowance that is held in a compliance account or a general account shall remain in such account unless and until the
CAIR SO2 allowance is deducted or transferred under subsection (j), (k), or (m) or section 9 of this rule.
(m) The U.S. EPA may, at his or her sole discretion and on his or her own motion, correct any error in any CAIR SO2
allowance tracking system account. Within ten (10) business days of making such correction, the U.S. EPA will notify the
CAIR authorized account representative for the account.
(n) The CAIR authorized account representative of a general account may submit to the U.S. EPA a request to close the
account, which shall include a correctly submitted allowance transfer under section 9(a) through 9(c) of this rule for any
CAIR SO2 allowances in the account to one or more other CAIR SO2 allowance tracking system accounts.
(o) If a general account has no allowance transfers in or out of the account for a twelve (12) month period or longer and
does not contain any CAIR SO2 allowances, the U.S. EPA may notify the CAIR authorized account representative for the
account that the account shall be closed following twenty (20) business days after the notice is sent. The account will be closed
after the twenty (20) day period unless, before the end of the twenty (20) day period, the U.S. EPA receives a correctly
submitted transfer of CAIR SO2 allowances into the account under section 9(a) through 9(c) of this rule or a statement

submitted by the CAIR authorized account representative demonstrating to the satisfaction of the U.S. EPA good cause as
to why the account should not be closed.
*These documents are incorporated by reference. Copies may be obtained from the Government Printing Office, 732 North
Capitol Street, Washington, D.C. 20401 and are available for review and copying at the Department of Environmental
Management, Office of Air Quality, Indiana Government Center-North, Tenth Floor, 100 North Senate Avenue, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46204. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-2-8)
326 IAC 24-2-9 CAIR SO2 allowance transfers
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 9. (a) A CAIR authorized account representative seeking recordation of a CAIR SO2 allowance transfer shall submit
the transfer to the U.S. EPA. To be considered correctly submitted, the CAIR SO2 allowance transfer shall include the
following elements, in a format specified by the U.S. EPA:
(1) the account numbers for both the transferor and transferee accounts;
(2) the serial number of each CAIR SO2 allowance that is in the transferor account and is to be transferred; and
(3) the name and signature of the CAIR authorized account representative of the transferor account and the date signed.
(b) The CAIR authorized account representative for the transferee account shall meet the requirements in subsection (a)(3)
by submitting, in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA, a statement signed by the CAIR authorized account representative
and identifying each account into which any transfer of allowances, submitted on or after the date on which the U.S. EPA
receives such statement, is authorized. Such authorization shall be binding on any CAIR authorized account representative
for such account and shall apply to all transfers into the account that are submitted on or after such date of receipt, unless
and until the U.S. EPA receives a statement signed by the CAIR authorized account representative retracting the
authorization for the account.
(c) The statement under subsection (b) shall include the following: “By this signature I authorize any transfer of allowances
into each account listed herein, except that I do not waive any remedies under state or federal law to obtain correction of any
erroneous transfers into such accounts. This authorization shall be binding on any CAIR authorized account representative
for such account unless and until a statement signed by the CAIR authorized account representative retracting this
authorization for the account is received by the U.S. EPA.”.
(d) Within five (5) business days, except as provided in subsection (e), of receiving a CAIR SO2 allowance transfer, the U.S.
EPA will record a CAIR SO2 allowance transfer by moving each CAIR SO2 allowance from the transferor account to the
transferee account as specified by the request, provided the following:
(1) The transfer is correctly submitted under this section.
(2) The transferor account includes each CAIR SO2 allowance identified by serial number in the transfer.
(e) A CAIR SO2 allowance transfer that is submitted for recordation after the allowance transfer deadline for a control
period and that includes any CAIR SO2 allowances allocated for any control period before such allowance transfer deadline
will not be recorded until after the U.S. EPA completes the deductions under subsections (j) and (k) for the control period
immediately before such allowance transfer deadline.
(f) Where a CAIR SO2 allowance transfer submitted for recordation fails to meet the requirements of subsection (d), the
U.S. EPA will not record such transfer.
(g) The following notification requirements shall apply to CAIR SO2 allowance transfers:
(1) Within five (5) business days of recordation of a CAIR SO2 allowance transfer under subsections (d) through (f) the U.S.
EPA will notify the CAIR authorized account representatives of both the transferor and transferee accounts.
(2) Within ten (10) business days of receipt of a CAIR SO2 allowance transfer that fails to meet the requirements of
subsection (d), the U.S. EPA will notify the CAIR authorized account representatives of both accounts subject to the
transfer of the decision not to record the transfer and the reasons for such nonrecordation.
(h) Nothing in this section shall preclude the submission of a CAIR SO2 allowance transfer for recordation following

notification of nonrecordation. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-2-9)
326 IAC 24-2-10 Monitoring and reporting
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 10. (a) The owners and operators, and to the extent applicable, the CAIR designated representative, of a CAIR SO2
unit, shall comply with the monitoring, record keeping, and reporting requirements as provided in this rule and in 40 CFR
75, Subparts F and G*. For purposes of complying with such requirements, the definitions in section 2 of this rule and 40 CFR
72.2* shall apply, and the terms affected unit, designated representative, and continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS)
in 40 CFR 75* shall be replaced by the terms CAIR SO2 unit, CAIR designated representative, and continuous emission
monitoring system (CEMS) respectively, as defined in section 2 of this rule. The owner or operator of a unit that is not a
CAIR SO2 unit but that is monitored under 40 CFR 75.16(b)(2)* shall comply with the same monitoring, record keeping, and
reporting requirements as a CAIR SO2 unit.
(b) The owner or operator of each CAIR SO2 unit shall:
(1) Install all monitoring systems required under this section for monitoring SO2 mass emissions and individual unit heat
input. This includes all systems required to monitor SO2 emission rate, SO2 concentration, stack gas moisture content, stack
gas flow rate, CO2 or O2 concentration, and fuel flow rate, as applicable, in accordance with 40 CFR 75.11* and 40 CFR
75.16*.
(2) Successfully complete all certification tests required under subsections (f) through (j) and meet all other requirements
of this section and 40 CFR 75* applicable to the monitoring systems under subdivision (1).
(3) Record, report, and quality-assure the data from the monitoring systems under subdivision (1).
(c) The owner or operator shall meet the monitoring system certification and other requirements of subsection (b)(1) and
(b)(2) on or before the following dates. The owner or operator shall record, report, and quality-assure the data from the
monitoring systems under subsection (b)(1) on and after the following dates.
(1) For the owner or operator of a CAIR SO2 unit that commences commercial operation before July 1, 2008, by January
1, 2009.
(2) For the owner or operator of a CAIR SO2 unit that commences commercial operation on or after July 1, 2008, by the
later of the following dates:
(A) January 1, 2009.
(B) The earlier of:
(i) one hundred eighty (180) calendar days after the date on which the unit commences commercial operation; or
(ii) ninety (90) unit operating days after the date on which the unit commences commercial operation.
(3) For the owner or operator of a CAIR SO2 unit for which construction of a new stack or flue or installation of add-on
SO2 emission controls is completed after the applicable deadline under subdivision (1), (2), (4), or (5), compliance by the
earlier of:
(A) one hundred eighty (180) calendar days after the date on which emissions first exit to the atmosphere through the
new stack or flue or add-on SO2 emissions controls; or
(B) ninety (90) unit operating days after the date on which emissions first exit to the atmosphere through the new stack
or flue or add-on SO2 emissions controls
(4) Notwithstanding the dates in subdivisions (1) and (2), for the owner or operator of a unit for which a CAIR opt-in
permit application is submitted and not withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied under section 11
of this rule, by the date specified in section 11(f)(2) through 11(f)(4) of this rule.
(5) Notwithstanding the dates in subdivisions (1) and (2) and solely for purposes of section 4(c)(2) of this rule, for the owner
or operator of a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit under section 11 of this rule, by the date on which the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit enters
the CAIR SO2 trading program as provided in section 11(f)(9) of this rule.
(d) The following requirements for reporting data applies as follows:
(1) Except as provided in subdivision (2), the owner or operator of a CAIR SO2 unit that does not meet the applicable
compliance date set forth in subsection (c) for any monitoring system under subsection (b)(1) shall, for each such
monitoring system, determine, record, and report maximum potential or, as appropriate, minimum potential, values for
SO2 concentration, SO2 emission rate, stack gas flow rate, stack gas moisture content, fuel flow rate, and any other
parameters required to determine SO2 mass emissions and heat input in accordance with 40 CFR 75.31(b)(2) or 40 CFR

75.31(c)(3)*, 40 CFR 75 Section 2.4 of Appendix D*, as applicable.
(2) The owner or operator of a CAIR SO2 unit that does not meet the applicable compliance date set forth in subsection
(b)(3) for any monitoring system under subsection (b)(1) shall, for each such monitoring system, determine, record, and
report substitute data using the applicable missing data procedures in 40 CFR 75, Subpart D* or 40 CFR, Appendix D*,
in lieu of the maximum potential or, as appropriate, minimum potential values, for a parameter if the owner or operator
demonstrates that there is continuity between the data streams for that parameter before and after the construction or
installation under subsection (c)(3).
(e) The following shall apply to any monitoring system, alternative monitoring system, alternative reference method, or
any other alternative for a CEMS required under this rule:
(1) No owner or operator of a CAIR SO2 unit shall use any alternative monitoring system, alternative reference method,
or any other alternative to any requirement of this section without having obtained prior written approval in accordance
with subsection (o).
(2) No owner or operator of a CAIR SO2 unit shall operate the unit so as to discharge, or allow to be discharged, SO2
emissions to the atmosphere without accounting for all such emissions in accordance with the applicable provisions of this
section and 40 CFR 75*.
(3) No owner or operator of a CAIR SO2 unit shall disrupt the continuous emission monitoring system, any portion thereof,
or any other approved emission monitoring method, and thereby avoid monitoring and recording SO2 mass emissions
discharged into the atmosphere, except for periods of recertification or periods when calibration, quality assurance testing,
or maintenance is performed in accordance with the applicable provisions of this section and 40 CFR 75*.
(4) No owner or operator of a CAIR SO2 unit shall retire or permanently discontinue use of the continuous emission
monitoring system, any component thereof, or any other approved monitoring system under this section, except under any
one (1) of the following circumstances:
(A) During the period that the unit is covered by an exemption under section 3 of this rule.
(B) The owner or operator is monitoring emissions from the unit with another certified monitoring system approved, in
accordance with the applicable provisions of this section and 40 CFR 75*, by the department for use at that unit that
provides emission data for the same pollutant or parameter as the retired or discontinued monitoring system.
(C) The CAIR designated representative submits notification of the date of certification testing of a replacement
monitoring system for the retired or discontinued monitoring system in accordance with subsection (h)(3)(A).
(f) The owner or operator of a CAIR SO2 unit shall be exempt from the initial certification requirements of subsection (h)
for a monitoring system under subsection (b)(1) if the following conditions are met:
(1) The monitoring system has been previously certified in accordance with 40 CFR 75* of this chapter.
(2) The applicable quality-assurance and quality-control requirements of 40 CFR 75.21* and 40 CFR 75.21* and 40 CFR
75, Appendix D* are fully met for the certified monitoring system described in subsection (b)(1).
The recertification provisions of this subsection and subsections (g) through (j) shall apply to a monitoring system under
subsection (b)(1) exempt from initial certification requirements under this subsection.
(g) If the U.S. EPA has previously approved a petition under 40 CFR 75.16(b)(2)(ii)* for apportioning the SO2 emission
rate measured in a common stack or a petition under 40 CFR 75.66* for an alternative to a requirement in 40 CFR 75.11*
or 40 CFR 75.16*, the CAIR designated representative shall resubmit the petition to the U.S. EPA under subsection (o)(1)
to determine whether the approval applies under the CAIR SO2 trading program.
(h) Except as provided in subsection (f), the owner or operator of a CAIR SO2 unit shall comply with the following initial
certification and recertification procedures for a continuous monitoring system, which is a continuous emission monitoring
system and an excepted monitoring system under 40 CFR 75, Appendix D*, under subsection (b)(1). The owner or operator
of a unit that qualifies to use the low mass emissions excepted monitoring methodology under 40 CFR 75.19* or that qualifies
to use an alternative monitoring system under 40 CFR 75, Subpart E* shall comply with the procedures in subsection (i) or
(j) respectively.
(1) The owner or operator shall ensure that each continuous monitoring system under subsection (b)(1), including the
automated data acquisition and handling system, successfully completes all of the initial certification testing required under
40 CFR 75.20* by the applicable deadline in subsection (c). In addition, whenever the owner or operator installs a
monitoring system to meet the requirements of this section in a location where no such monitoring system was previously
installed, initial certification in accordance with 40 CFR 75.20* is required.
(2) Whenever the owner or operator makes a replacement, modification, or change in any certified continuous emission

monitoring system under subsection (b)(1) that may significantly affect the ability of the system to accurately measure or
record SO2 mass emissions or heat input rate or to meet the quality-assurance and quality-control requirements of 40 CFR
75.21* or 40 CFR 75, Appendix B*, the owner or operator shall recertify the monitoring system in accordance with 40 CFR
75.20(b)*. Furthermore, whenever the owner or operator makes a replacement, modification, or change to the flue gas
handling system or the unit’s operation that may significantly change the stack flow or concentration profile, the owner
or operator shall recertify each continuous emission monitoring system whose accuracy is potentially affected by the
change, in accordance with 40 CFR 75.20(b)*. Examples of changes to a continuous emission monitoring system that
require recertification include replacement of the analyzer, complete replacement of an existing continuous emission
monitoring system, or change in location or orientation of the sampling probe or site. Any fuel flowmeter system under
subsection (b)(1) is subject to the recertification requirements in 40 CFR 75.20(g)(6)*.
(3) Clauses (A) through (D) apply to both initial certification and recertification of a continuous monitoring system under
subsection (b)(1). For recertifications, replace the words “certification” and “initial certification” with the word
“recertification,” replace the word certified with the word “recertified,” and follow the procedures in 40 CFR 75.20(b)(5)*
and 40 CFR 75.20(g)(7)* in lieu of the procedures in clause (E). Requirements for the certification approval process for
initial certification and recertification, and loss of certification are as follows:
(A) The CAIR designated representative shall submit to the department, the appropriate U.S. EPA Regional Office, and
the U.S. EPA written notice of the dates of certification testing, in accordance with subsection (m).
(B) The CAIR designated representative shall submit to the department a certification application for each monitoring
system. A complete certification application shall include the information specified in 40 CFR 75.63*.
(C) The provisional certification date for a monitoring system shall be determined in accordance with 40 CFR
75.20(a)(3)*. A provisionally certified monitoring system may be used under the CAIR SO2 trading program for a period
not to exceed one hundred twenty (120) days after receipt by the department of the complete certification application for
the monitoring system under clause (B). Data measured and recorded by the provisionally certified monitoring system,
in accordance with the requirements of 40 CFR 75*, shall be considered valid quality-assured data, retroactive to the
date and time of provisional certification, provided that the department does not invalidate the provisional certification
by issuing a notice of disapproval within one hundred twenty (120) days of the date of receipt of the complete certification
application by the department.
(D) The department shall issue a written notice of approval or disapproval of the certification application to the owner
or operator within one hundred twenty (120) days of receipt of the complete certification application under clause (B).
In the event the department does not issue such a notice within such one hundred twenty (120) day period, each
monitoring system that meets the applicable performance requirements of 40 CFR 75* and is included in the certification
application shall be deemed certified for use under the CAIR SO2 trading program.
(i) If the certification application is complete and shows that each monitoring system meets the applicable performance
requirements of 40 CFR 75*, then the department shall issue a written notice of approval of the certification application
within one hundred twenty (120) days of receipt.
(ii) If the certification application is not complete, then the department shall issue a written notice of incompleteness
that sets a reasonable date by which the CAIR designated representative must submit the additional information
required to complete the certification application. If the CAIR designated representative does not comply with the
notice of incompleteness by the specified date, then the department may issue a notice of disapproval under item (iii).
The one hundred twenty (120) day review period shall not begin before receipt of a complete certification application.
(iii) If the certification application shows that any monitoring system does not meet the performance requirements of
40 CFR 75* or if the certification application is incomplete and the requirement for disapproval under item (ii) is met,
then the department shall issue a written notice of disapproval of the certification application. Upon issuance of such
notice of disapproval, the provisional certification is invalidated by the department and the data measured and recorded
by each uncertified monitoring system shall not be considered valid quality-assured data beginning with the date and
hour of provisional certification, as defined under 40 CFR 75.20(a)(3)*. The owner or operator shall follow the
procedures for loss of certification in clause (E) for each monitoring system that is disapproved for initial certification.
(iv) The department or, for a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit or a unit for which a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted
and not withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied under section 11 of this rule, the U.S. EPA may
issue a notice of disapproval of the certification status of a monitor in accordance with subsection (l).
(E) If the department or the U.S. EPA issues a notice of disapproval of a certification application under clause (D)(iii)
or a notice of disapproval of certification status under clause (D)(iv), then the following shall apply:
(i) The owner or operator shall substitute the following values, for each disapproved monitoring system, for each hour
of unit operation during the period of invalid data specified under 40 CFR 75.20(a)(4)(iii)*, 40 CFR 75.20(g)(7)*, or 40
CFR 75.21(e)* and continuing until the applicable date and hour specified under 40 CFR 75.20(a)(5)(i)* or 40 CFR

75.20(g)(7)*:
(AA) For a disapproved SO2 pollutant concentration monitor and disapproved flow monitor, respectively, the
maximum potential concentration of SO2 and the maximum potential flow rate, as defined in 40 CFR 75, Appendix
A, Sections 2.1.1.1 and 2.1.4.1*.
(BB) For a disapproved moisture monitoring system and disapproved diluent gas monitoring system, respectively,
the minimum potential moisture percentage and either the maximum potential CO2 concentration or the minimum
potential O2 concentration, as applicable, as defined in 40 CFR 75, Appendix A, Sections 2.1.5, 2.1.3.1, and 2.1.3.2*.
(CC) For a disapproved fuel flowmeter system, the maximum potential fuel flow rate, as defined in 40 CFR 75,
Appendix D, Section 2.4.2.1*.
(ii) The CAIR designated representative shall submit a notification of certification retest dates and a new certification
application in accordance with clauses (A) and (B).
(iii) The owner or operator shall repeat all certification tests or other requirements that were failed by the monitoring
system, as indicated in the department’s or the U.S. EPA’s notice of disapproval, not later than thirty (30) unit
operating days after the date of issuance of the notice of disapproval.
(i) The owner or operator of a unit qualified to use the low mass emissions (LME) excepted methodology under 40 CFR
75.19* shall meet the applicable certification and recertification requirements in 40 CFR 75.19(a)(2)* and 40 CFR 75.20(h)*.
If the owner or operator of such a unit elects to certify a fuel flowmeter system for heat input determination, the owner or
operator shall also meet the certification and recertification requirements in 40 CFR 75.20(g)*.
(j) The CAIR designated representative of each unit for which the owner or operator intends to use an alternative
monitoring system approved by the U.S. EPA and, if applicable, the department under 40 CFR 75, Subpart E* shall comply
with the applicable notification and application procedures of 40 CFR 75.20(f)*.
(k) Whenever any monitoring system fails to meet the quality-assurance and quality-control requirements or data
validation requirements of 40 CFR 75*, data shall be substituted using the applicable missing data procedures in 40 CFR,
Subpart D* or 40 CFR 75, Appendix D*.
(l) Whenever both an audit of a monitoring system and a review of the initial certification or recertification application
reveal that any monitoring system should not have been certified or recertified because it did not meet a particular
performance specification or other requirement under subsections (f) through (j) or the applicable provisions of 40 CFR 75*,
both at the time of the initial certification or recertification application submission and at the time of the audit, the
department or, for a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit or a unit for which a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted and not
withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied under section 11 of this rule, the U.S. EPA will issue a notice
of disapproval of the certification status of such monitoring system. For the purposes of this subsection, an audit shall be
either a field audit or an audit of any information submitted to the department or the U.S. EPA. By issuing the notice of
disapproval, the department or the U.S. EPA revokes prospectively the certification status of the monitoring system. The data
measured and recorded by the monitoring system shall not be considered valid quality-assured data from the date of issuance
of the notification of the revoked certification status until the date and time that the owner or operator completes
subsequently approved initial certification or recertification tests for the monitoring system. The owner or operator shall
follow the applicable initial certification or recertification procedures in subsections (f) through (j) for each disapproved
monitoring system.
(m) The CAIR designated representative for a CAIR SO2 unit shall submit written notice to the department and the U.S.
EPA in accordance with 40 CFR 75.61*.
(n) The CAIR designated representative shall comply with all record keeping and reporting requirements in this subsection,
the applicable record keeping and reporting requirements under 40 CFR 75.73*, the applicable record keeping and reporting
requirements in 40 CFR 75, Subparts F and G*, and the requirements of section 6(e) of this rule.
(1) The owner or operator of a CAIR SO2 unit shall comply with requirements of 40 CFR 75.62* and, for a unit for which
a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted and not withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied
under section 11, 11(e), and 11(f)(1) of this rule.
(2) The CAIR designated representative shall submit an application to the department within forty-five (45) days after
completing all initial certification or recertification tests required under subsections (f) through (j), including the
information required under 40 CFR 75.63*.

(3) The CAIR designated representative shall submit quarterly reports as follows:
(A) The CAIR designated representative shall report the SO2 mass emissions data and heat input data for the CAIR SO2
unit, in an electronic quarterly report in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA, for each calendar quarter beginning with:
(i) for a unit that commences commercial operation before July 1, 2008, the calendar quarter covering January 1, 2009,
through March 31, 2009; or
(ii) for a unit that commences commercial operation on or after July 1, 2008, the calendar quarter corresponding to
the earlier of the date of provisional certification or the applicable deadline for initial certification under subsection
(c), unless that quarter is the third or fourth quarter of 2008, in which case reporting shall commence in the quarter
covering January 1, 2009, through March 31, 2009.
(B) The CAIR designated representative shall submit each quarterly report to the U.S. EPA within thirty (30) days
following the end of the calendar quarter covered by the report. Quarterly reports shall be submitted in the manner
specified in 40 CFR 75.64*.
(C) For CAIR SO2 units that are also subject to an acid rain emissions limitation or the CAIR NOx ozone season trading
program or CAIR NOx trading program, quarterly reports shall include the applicable data and information required
by 40 CFR 75, Subparts F through H* as applicable, in addition to the SO2 mass emission data, heat input data, and other
information required by this subpart.
(4) The CAIR designated representative shall submit to the U.S. EPA a compliance certification, in a format prescribed
by the U.S. EPA in support of each quarterly report based on reasonable inquiry of those persons with primary
responsibility for ensuring that all of the unit’s emissions are correctly and fully monitored. The certification shall state
that:
(A) the monitoring data submitted were recorded in accordance with the applicable requirements of this section and 40
CFR 75*, including the quality assurance procedures and specifications; and
(B) for a unit with add-on SO2 emission controls and for all hours where SO2 data are substituted in accordance with 40
CFR 75.34(a)(1)*, the add-on emission controls were operating within the range of parameters listed in the quality
assurance/quality control program under 40 CFR 75, Appendix B* and the substitute data values do not systematically
underestimate SO2 emissions.
(o) A petition requesting approval of alternatives to any requirement of this section may be made as follows:
(1) The CAIR designated representative of a CAIR SO2 unit that is subject to an acid rain emissions limitation may submit
a petition under 40 CFR 75.66* to the U.S. EPA requesting approval to apply an alternative to any requirement of this
subpart. Application of an alternative to any requirement of this subpart is in accordance with this section only to the extent
that the petition is approved in writing by the U.S. EPA, in consultation with the department.
(2) The CAIR designated representative of a CAIR SO2 unit that is not subject to an acid rain emissions limitation may
submit a petition under 40 CFR 75.66* to the department and the U.S. EPA requesting approval to apply an alternative
to any requirement of this subpart. Application of an alternative to any requirement of this subpart is in accordance with
this subpart only to the extent that the petition is approved in writing by both the department and the U.S. EPA.
(p) The owner or operator of a CAIR SO2 unit that monitors and reports SO2 mass emissions using a SO2 concentration
system and a flow system shall also monitor and report heat input rate at the unit level using the procedures set forth in 40
CFR 75*.
*These documents are incorporated by reference. Copies may be obtained from the Government Printing Office, 732 North
Capitol Street, Washington, D.C. 20401 and are available for review and copying at the Department of Environmental
Management, Office of Air Quality, Indiana Government Center-North, Tenth Floor, 100 North Senate Avenue, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46204. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-2-10)
326 IAC 24-2-11 CAIR SO2 opt-in units
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 11. (a) A CAIR SO2 opt-in unit must be a unit that meets the following requirements:
(1) Is located in Indiana.
(2) Is not a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule and is not covered by a retired unit exemption that is in effect under
section 3 of this rule.
(3) Is not covered by a retired unit exemption that is in effect under 40 CFR 72.8* and is not an opt-in source under 40 CFR

74*.
(4) Has or is required or qualified to have a Part 70 operating permit or other federally enforceable permit.
(5) Vents all of its emissions to a stack and can meet the monitoring, record keeping, and reporting requirements of section
10 of this rule.
(b) Except as otherwise provided in this rule, a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit shall be treated as a CAIR SO2 unit for purposes of
applying such sections 1 through 10 of this rule.
(c) Solely for purposes of applying, as provided in this section, the requirements of section 10 to a unit for which a CAIR
opt-in permit application is submitted and not withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied under this
section, such unit shall be treated as a CAIR SO2 unit before issuance of a CAIR opt-in permit for such unit.
(d) Any CAIR SO2 opt-in unit, and any unit for which a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted and not withdrawn
and a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied under this section, located at the same source as one or more CAIR SO2
units shall have the same CAIR designated representative and alternate CAIR designated representative as such CAIR SO2
units.
(e) The CAIR designated representative of a unit meeting the requirements for a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit in subsection (a)
may apply for an initial CAIR opt-in permit at any time, except as provided under subsection (h)(8) and (h)(9), and, in order
to apply, must submit the following:
(1) A complete CAIR permit application under section 7(c) of this rule.
(2) A certification, in a format specified by the department, that the unit:
(A) is not a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule and is not covered by a retired unit exemption that is in effect
under section 3 of this rule;
(B) is not covered by a retired unit exemption that is in effect under 40 CFR 72.8*;
(C) is not and, so long as the unit is a CAIR opt-in unit, shall not become, an opt-in source under 40 CFR 74*;
(D) vents all of its emissions to a stack; and
(E) has documented heat input for more than eight hundred seventy-six (876) hours during the six (6) months
immediately preceding submission of the CAIR permit application under section 7(c) of this rule.
(3) A monitoring plan in accordance with section 10 of this rule.
(4) A complete certificate of representation under section 6(h) of this rule consistent with subsection (d), if no CAIR
designated representative has been previously designated for the source that includes the unit.
(5) A statement, in a format specified by the department, whether the CAIR designated representative requests that the
unit be allocated CAIR SO2 allowances under subsection (j)(4), subject to the conditions in subsections (f)(10) and (h)(8).
The CAIR designated representative of a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit shall submit a complete CAIR permit application under
section 7(c) of this rule to renew the CAIR opt-in unit permit in accordance with the department’s regulations for Part 70
operating permits. Unless the department issues a notification of acceptance of withdrawal of the CAIR opt-in unit from the
CAIR SO2 trading program in accordance with subsection (h) or the unit becomes a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this
rule, the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit shall remain subject to the requirements for a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit, even if the CAIR
designated representative for the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit fails to submit a CAIR permit application that is required for renewal
of the CAIR opt-in permit.
(f) The department shall issue or deny a CAIR opt-in permit for a unit for which an initial application for a CAIR opt-in
permit under subsection (e) is submitted in accordance with the following:
(1) The department and the U.S. EPA will determine, on an interim basis, the sufficiency of the monitoring plan
accompanying the initial application for a CAIR opt-in permit under subsection (e). A monitoring plan is sufficient, for
purposes of interim review, if the plan appears to contain information demonstrating that the SO2 emissions rate and heat
input of the unit and all other applicable parameters are monitored and reported in accordance with section 10 of this rule.
A determination of sufficiency shall not be construed as acceptance or approval of the monitoring plan.
(2) If the department and the U.S. EPA determine that the monitoring plan is sufficient under subdivision (1), the owner
or operator shall monitor and report the SO2 emissions rate and the heat input of the unit and all other applicable
parameters, in accordance with section 10 of this rule, starting on the date of certification of the appropriate monitoring
systems under section 10 of this rule and continuing until a CAIR opt-in permit is denied under subdivision (8) or, if a
CAIR opt-in permit is issued, the date and time when the unit is withdrawn from the CAIR SO2 trading program in
accordance with subsection (h).

(3) The monitoring and reporting under subdivision (2) shall include the entire control period immediately before the date
on which the unit enters the CAIR SO2 trading program under subdivision (9), during which period monitoring system
availability must not be less than ninety percent (90%) under section 10 of this rule and the unit must be in full compliance
with any applicable state or federal emissions or emissions-related requirements.
(4) To the extent the SO2 emissions rate and the heat input of the unit are monitored and reported in accordance with
section 10 of this rule for one or more control periods, in addition to the control period under subdivision (2), during which
control periods monitoring system availability is not less than ninety percent (90%) under section 10 of this rule and the
unit is in full compliance with any applicable state or federal emissions or emissions-related requirements and which
control periods begin not more than three (3) years before the unit enters the CAIR SO2 trading program under subdivision
(9), such information shall be used as provided in subdivisions (5) and (6).
(5) The unit’s baseline heat rate shall equal:
(A) if the unit’s SO2 emissions rate and heat input are monitored and reported for only one (1) control period, in
accordance with subdivisions (2) and (3), the unit’s total heat input, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), for the
control period; or
(B) if the unit’s SO2 emissions rate and heat input are monitored and reported for more than one (1) control period, in
accordance with subdivisions (2) through (4), the average of the amounts of the unit’s total heat input, in million British
thermal units (mmBtu), for the control periods under subdivisions (3) and (4).
(6) The unit’s baseline SO2 emission rate shall equal:
(A) if the unit’s SO2 emissions rate and heat input are monitored and reported for only one (1) control period, in
accordance with subdivisions (2) and (3), the unit’s SO2 emissions rate, in pounds per million British thermal units
(lb/mmBtu), for the control period;
(B) if the unit’s SO2 emissions rate and heat input are monitored and reported for more than one (1) control period, in
accordance with subdivisions (3) and (4), and the unit does not have add-on SO2 emission controls during any such
control periods, the average of the amounts of the unit’s SO2 emissions rate in pounds per million British thermal units
(lb/mmBtu), for the control periods under subdivisions (3) and (4); or
(C) if the unit’s SO2 emissions rate and heat input are monitored and reported for more than one control period, in
accordance with subdivisions (2) through (4), and the unit has add-on SO2 emission controls during any such control
periods, the average of the amounts of the unit’s SO2 emissions rate in pounds per million British thermal units
(lb/mmBtu), for such control periods during which the unit has add-on SO2 emission controls.
(7) After calculating the baseline heat input and the baseline SO2 emissions rate for the unit under subdivisions (5) and (6)
and if the department determines that the CAIR designated representative shows that the unit meets the requirements for
a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit in subsection (a) and meets the elements certified in subsection (e)(2), the department shall issue
a CAIR opt-in permit. The department shall provide a copy of the CAIR opt-in permit to the U.S. EPA, who will then
establish a compliance account for the source that includes the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit unless the source already has a
compliance account.
(8) Notwithstanding subdivisions (1) through (7), if at any time before issuance of a CAIR opt-in permit for the unit, the
department determines that the CAIR designated representative fails to show that the unit meets the requirements for a
CAIR SO2 opt-in unit in subsection (a) or meets the elements certified in subsection (e)(2), the department shall issue a
denial of a CAIR SO2 opt-in permit for the unit.
(9) A unit for which an initial CAIR opt-in permit is issued by the department shall become a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit, and
a CAIR SO2 unit, as of the later of January 1, 2010, or January 1 of the first control period during which such CAIR opt-in
permit is issued.
(10) If the CAIR designated representative requests, and the department issues a CAIR opt-in permit providing for,
allocation to a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit of CAIR SO2 allowances under subsection (j)(4) and such unit is repowered after its
date of entry into the CAIR SO2 trading program under subdivision (9), the repowered unit shall be treated as a CAIR SO2
opt-in unit replacing the original CAIR SO2 opt-in unit, as of the date of start-up of the repowered unit’s combustion
chamber.
Notwithstanding subdivisions (5) and (6), as of the date of start-up, the repowered unit shall be deemed to have the same date
of commencement of operation, date of commencement of commercial operation, baseline heat input, and baseline SO2
emission rate as the original CAIR SO2 opt-in unit, and the original CAIR SO2 opt-in unit shall no longer be treated as a
CAIR opt-in unit or a CAIR SO2 unit.
(g) The following shall apply to the content of each CAIR opt-in permit:
(1) Each opt-in permit shall contain the following:
(A) All elements required for a complete CAIR permit application under section 7(c) of this rule.

(B) The certification in subsection (e)(2).
(C) The unit’s baseline heat input under subsection (f)(5).
(D) The unit’s baseline SO2 emission rate under subsection (f)(6).
(E) A statement whether the unit is to be allocated CAIR SO2 allowances under subsection (j)(4), subject to the conditions
in subsections (f)(10) and (h)(8).
(F) A statement that the unit may withdraw from the CAIR SO2 trading program only in accordance with subsection (h).
(G) A statement that the unit is subject to, and the owners and operators of the unit must comply with, the requirements
of subsection (i).
(2) Each CAIR opt-in permit is deemed to incorporate automatically the definitions of terms under section 2 of this rule
and, upon recordation by the U.S. EPA under this section and sections 8 and 9 of this rule, every allocation, transfer, or
deduction of CAIR SO2 allowances to or from the compliance account of the source that includes a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit
covered by the CAIR opt-in permit.
(h) The following requirements must be satisfied in order to withdraw an opt-in unit from the CAIR SO2 trading program:
(1) Except as provided under subdivision (8), a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit may withdraw from the CAIR SO2 trading program,
but only if the department issues a notification to the CAIR designated representative of the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit of the
acceptance of the withdrawal of the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit in accordance with subdivision (6).
(2) In order to withdraw a CAIR opt-in unit from the CAIR SO2 trading program, the CAIR designated representative
of the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit shall submit to the department a request to withdraw effective as of midnight of December
31 of a specified calendar year, which date must be at least four (4) years after December 31 of the year of entry into the
CAIR SO2 trading program under subsection (f)(9). The request must be submitted not later than ninety (90) days before
the requested effective date of withdrawal.
(3) Before a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit covered by a request under subdivision (1) may withdraw from the CAIR SO2 trading
program and the CAIR opt-in permit may be terminated under subdivision (7), the following conditions must be met:
(A) For the control period ending on the date on which the withdrawal is to be effective, the source that includes the
CAIR SO2 opt-in unit must meet the requirement to hold CAIR SO2 allowances under section 4(c) of this rule and cannot
have any excess emissions.
(B) After the requirement for withdrawal under clause (A) is met, the U.S. EPA will deduct from the compliance account
of the source that includes the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit CAIR SO2 allowances equal in amount to and allocated for the same
or a prior control period as any CAIR SO2 allowances allocated to the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit under subsection (j) for any
control period for which the withdrawal is to be effective. If there are no remaining CAIR SO2 units at the source, the
U.S. EPA will close the compliance account, and the owners and operators of the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit may submit a
CAIR SO2 allowance transfer for any remaining CAIR SO2 allowances to another CAIR SO2 allowance tracking system
in accordance with section 9 of this rule.
(4) After the requirements for withdrawal under subdivisions (2) and (3) are met, including deduction of the full amount
of CAIR SO2 allowances required, the department shall issue a notification to the CAIR designated representative of the
CAIR SO2 opt-in unit of the acceptance of the withdrawal of the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit as of midnight on December 31 of
the calendar year for which the withdrawal was requested.
(5) If the requirements for withdrawal under subdivisions (2) and (3) are not met, the department shall issue a notification
to the CAIR designated representative of the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit that the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit’s request to withdraw
is denied. Such CAIR SO2 opt-in unit shall continue to be a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit.
(6) After the department issues a notification under subdivision (4) that the requirements for withdrawal have been met,
the department shall revise the CAIR permit covering the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit to terminate the CAIR opt-in permit for
such unit as of the effective date specified under subdivision (4). The unit shall continue to be a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit until
the effective date of the termination and shall comply with all requirements under the CAIR SO2 trading program
concerning any control periods for which the unit is a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit, even if such requirements arise or must be
complied with after the withdrawal takes effect.
(7) If the department denies the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit’s request to withdraw, the CAIR designated representative may
submit another request to withdraw in accordance with subdivisions (2) and (3).
(8) Notwithstanding subdivisions (1) through (7), a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit shall not be eligible to withdraw from the CAIR
SO2 trading program if the CAIR designated representative of the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit requests, and the department
issues a CAIR SO2 opt-in permit providing for, allocation to the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit of CAIR SO2 allowances under
subsection (j)(4).
(9) Once a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit withdraws from the CAIR SO2 trading program and its CAIR opt-in permit is terminated
under this section, the CAIR designated representative may not submit another application for a CAIR opt-in permit under

subsection (e) for such CAIR SO2 opt-in unit before the date that is four (4) years after the date on which the withdrawal
became effective. Such new application for a CAIR opt-in permit shall be treated as an initial application for a CAIR opt-in
permit under subsection (f).
(i) When a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit becomes a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule, then the CAIR designated
representative shall notify in writing the department and the U.S. EPA of such change in the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit’s
regulatory status, within thirty (30) days of such change. If there is a change in the regulatory status, the department and
the U.S. EPA will take the following actions concerning the CAIR SO2 opt-in source:
(1) When the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit becomes a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule, the department shall revise the
CAIR SO2 opt-in unit’s CAIR opt-in permit to meet the requirements of a CAIR permit under section 7(d) and (7)(e) of
this rule as of the date on which the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit becomes a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule.
(2) The U.S. EPA will deduct from the compliance account of the source that includes the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit that
becomes a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule, CAIR SO2 allowances equal in amount to and allocated for the same
or a prior control period as follows:
(A) Any CAIR SO2 allowances allocated to the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit under subsection (j) for any control period after
the date on which the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit becomes a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule.
(B) If the date on which the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit becomes a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule is not December
31, the CAIR SO2 allowances allocated to the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit under subsection (j) for the control period that
includes the date on which the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit becomes a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule, multiplied
by the ratio of the number of days, in the control period, starting with the date on which the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit
becomes a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule divided by the total number of days in the control period and
rounded to the nearest whole allowance as appropriate.
(3) The CAIR designated representative shall ensure that the compliance account of the source that includes the CAIR SO2
unit that becomes a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule contains the CAIR SO2 allowances necessary for completion
of the deduction under subdivision (2).
(4) For every control period after the date on which the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit becomes a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1
of this rule, the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit shall be treated, solely for purposes of CAIR SO2 allowance allocations under section
8(c) of this rule, as a unit that commences operation on the date on which the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit becomes a CAIR SO2
unit under section 1 of this rule and shall be allocated CAIR SO2 allowances under section 8(c) of this rule.
(5) Notwithstanding subdivision (4), if the date on which the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit becomes a CAIR SO2 unit under section
1 of this rule is not January 1, the following amount of CAIR SO2 allowances shall be allocated to the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit,
as a CAIR SO2 unit, under section 8(c) of this rule for the control period that includes the date on which the CAIR SO2 optin unit becomes a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule:
(A) the amount of CAIR SO2 allowances otherwise allocated to the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit, as a CAIR SO2 unit, under
section 8(c) of this rule for the control period multiplied by;
(B) the ratio of the number of days, in the control period, starting with the date on which the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit
becomes a CAIR SO2 unit under section 1 of this rule, divided by the total number of days in the control period; and
(C) rounded to the nearest whole allowance as appropriate.
(j) The department shall allocate CAIR SO2 allowances to CAIR SO2 opt-in sources as follows:
(1) When the CAIR opt-in permit is issued under subsection (f)(7), the department shall allocate CAIR SO2 allowances to
the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit, and submit to the U.S. EPA the allocation for the control period in which a CAIR SO2 opt-in
unit enters the CAIR SO2 trading program under subsection (f)(9), in accordance with subdivision (3) or (4).
(2) By not later than October 31 of the control period in which a CAIR opt-in unit enters the CAIR SO2 trading program
under subsection (f)(9) and October 31 of each year thereafter, the department shall allocate CAIR SO2 allowances to the
CAIR SO2 opt-in unit, and submit to the U.S. EPA the allocation for the control period that includes such submission
deadline and in which the unit is a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit, in accordance with subdivision (3) or (4).
(3) For each control period for which a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit is to be allocated CAIR SO2 allowances, the department shall
allocate in accordance with the following procedures:
(A) The heat input, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), used for calculating the CAIR SO2 allowance allocation
shall be the lesser of the following:
(i) The CAIR SO2 opt-in unit’s baseline heat input determined under subsection (f)(5).
(ii) The CAIR SO2 opt-in unit’s heat input, as determined in accordance with section 10 of this rule, for the immediately
prior control period, except when the allocation is being calculated for the control period in which the CAIR SO2 opt-in
unit enters the CAIR SO2 trading program under subsection (f)(9).

(B) The SO2 emission rate, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), used for calculating CAIR SO2 allowance allocations
shall be the lesser of the following:
(i) The CAIR SO2 opt-in unit’s baseline SO2 emissions rate, in pounds per million British thermal units (lb/mmBtu),
determined under subsection (f)(6) and multiplied by seventy percent (70%).
(ii) The most stringent state or federal SO2 emissions limitation applicable to the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit at any time
during the control period for which CAIR SO2 allowances are to be allocated.
(C) The department shall allocate CAIR SO2 allowances to the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit in an amount equaling the heat
input under clause (A), multiplied by the SO2 emission rate under clause (B), divided by two thousand (2,000) pounds
per ton, and rounded to the nearest whole allowance as appropriate.
(4) Notwithstanding subdivision (3) and if the CAIR designated representative requests, and the department issues a CAIR
opt-in permit providing for, allocation to a CAIR SO2 opt-in unit of CAIR SO2 allowances under this subdivision, subject
to the conditions in subsections (f)(10) and (h), the department shall allocate to the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit as follows:
(A) For each control period in 2010 through 2014 for which the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit is to be allocated CAIR SO2
allowances as follows:
(i) The heat input, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), used for calculating CAIR SO2 allowance allocations shall
be determined as described in subdivision (3)(A).
(ii) The SO2 emission rate, in pounds per million British thermal units (lb/mmBtu), used for calculating CAIR SO2
allowance allocations shall be the lesser of:
(AA) the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit’s baseline SO2 emissions rate, in pounds per million British thermal units (lb/mmBtu),
determined under subsection (f)(6); or
(BB) the most stringent state or federal SO2 emissions limitation applicable to the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit at any time
during the control period in which the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit enters the CAIR SO2 trading program under subsection
(f)(9).
(iii) The department shall allocate CAIR SO2 allowances to the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit in an amount equaling the heat
input under item (i), multiplied by the SO2 emission rate under item (ii), divided by two thousand (2,000) pounds per
ton, and rounded to the nearest whole allowance as appropriate.
(B) For each control period in 2015 and thereafter for which the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit is to be allocated CAIR SO2
allowances as follows:
(i) The heat input, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), used for calculating the CAIR SO2 allowance allocations
shall be determined as described in subdivision (3)(A).
(ii) The SO2 emission rate, in pounds per million British thermal units (lb/mmBtu), used for calculating the CAIR SO2
allowance allocation shall be the lesser of:
(AA) the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit’s baseline SO2 X emissions rate, in pounds per million British thermal units
(lb/mmBtu), determined under subsection (f)(6) multiplied by ten percent (10%); or
(BB) the most stringent state or federal SO2 emissions limitation applicable to the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit at any time
during the control period for which CAIR SO2 allowances are to be allocated.
(iii) The department shall allocate CAIR SO2 allowances to the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit in an amount equaling the heat
input item (i), multiplied by the SO2 emission rate under clause (B)(ii), divided by two thousand (2,000) pounds per ton,
and rounded to the nearest whole allowance as appropriate.
(5) The U.S. EPA will record, in the compliance account of the source that includes the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit, the CAIR
SO2 allowances allocated by the department to the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit under subdivision (1).
(6) By December 1 of the control period in which a CAIR opt-in unit enters the CAIR SO2 trading program under
subsection (f)(9) and December 1 of each year thereafter, the U.S. EPA will record, in the compliance account of the source
that includes the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit, the CAIR SO2 allowances allocated by the department to the CAIR SO2 opt-in unit
under subdivision (2).
*These documents are incorporated by reference. Copies may be obtained from the Government Printing Office, 732 North
Capitol Street, Washington, D.C. 20401 and are available for review and copying at the Department of Environmental
Management, Office of Air Quality, Indiana Government Center-North, Tenth Floor, 100 North Senate Avenue, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46204. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-2-11)
Rule 3. Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) NOx Ozone Season Trading Program
326 IAC 24-3-1 Applicability
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11

Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 1. (a) This rule establishes a NOx ozone season emissions budget and NOx trading program for fossil-fuel-fired
generating units and large affected units as described in this rule. The following units shall be CAIR NOx ozone season units,
and any source that includes one (1) or more such units shall be a CAIR NOx ozone season source, and shall be subject to the
requirements of this rule, except as provided in subsection (b):
(1) Any stationary, fossil-fuel-fired boiler or stationary, fossil-fuel-fired combustion turbine serving at any time, since the
later of November 15, 1990 or the start-up of the unit’s combustion chamber, a generator with nameplate capacity of more
than twenty-five (25) megawatts producing electricity for sale.
(2) Any large affected unit as defined in section 2 of this rule.
(3) If a stationary, fossil-fuel-fired boiler or stationary, fossil-fuel-fired combustion turbine that, under subdivision (1), is
not a CAIR NOx ozone season unit begins to serve a generator with nameplate capacity of more than twenty-five (25)
megawatts producing electricity for sale, the unit shall become a CAIR NOx ozone season unit on the date on which it first
serves such generator.
(b) Units that meet the requirements set forth in subdivision (1), (2), or (3) shall not be CAIR NOx ozone season units.
(1) Any unit:
(A) qualifying as a cogeneration unit during the twelve (12) month period starting on the date the unit first produces
electricity and continuing to qualify as a cogeneration unit; and
(B) not serving at any time, since the later of November 15, 1990, or the start-up of the unit’s combustion chamber, a
generator with nameplate capacity of more than twenty-five (25) megawatts supplying in any calendar year more than
one-third (a) of the unit’s potential electric output capacity or two hundred nineteen thousand (219,000) megawatt hours,
whichever is greater, to any utility power distribution system for sale.
If a unit qualifies as a cogeneration unit during the twelve (12) month period starting on the date the unit first produces
electricity and meets the requirements of clause (A) or (B) for at least one (1) calendar year, but subsequently no longer
meets all such requirements, the unit shall become a CAIR NOx ozone season unit starting on the earlier of January 1 after
the first calendar year during which the unit no longer meets the requirements of clause (B).
(2) Any unit commencing operation before January 1, 1985:
(A) qualifying as a solid waste incineration unit; and
(B) with an average annual fuel consumption of nonfossil fuel for 1985-1987 exceeding eighty percent (80%), on a British
thermal units basis, and an average annual fuel consumption of nonfossil fuel for any three (3) consecutive calendar years
after 1990 exceeding eighty percent (80%), on a British thermal units basis shall.
(3) Any unit commencing operation on or after January 1, 1985:
(A) qualifying as a solid waste incineration unit; and
(B) with an average annual fuel consumption of nonfossil fuel for the first three (3) calendar years of operation exceeding
eighty percent (80%), on a British thermal units basis, and an average annual fuel consumption of nonfossil fuel for any
three (3) consecutive calendar years after 1990 exceeding eighty percent (80%), on a British thermal units basis.
(4) If the unit qualifies as a solid waste incineration unit and meets the requirements of subdivision (2) or (3) for at least
three (3) consecutive calendar years, but subsequently no longer meets all such requirements, the unit shall become a CAIR
NOx ozone season unit starting on the earlier of January 1 after the first calendar year during which the unit first no longer
qualifies as a solid waste incineration unit or January 1 after the first three (3) consecutive calendar years after 1990 for
which the unit has an average annual fuel consumption of fossil fuel of twenty percent (20%) or more.
(Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-3-1)
326 IAC 24-3-2 Definitions
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-11-2; IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 2. For purposes of this rule, the definition given for a term in this rule shall control in any conflict between 326 IAC
1-2 and this rule. In addition to the definitions provided in IC 13-11-2 and 326 IAC 1-2, the following definitions apply
throughout this rule, unless expressly stated otherwise or unless the context clearly implies otherwise:
(1) “Account number” means the identification number given by the U.S. EPA to each CAIR NOX ozone season allowance
tracking system account.
(2) “Acid rain emissions limitation” means a limitation on emissions of sulfur dioxide or nitrogen oxides under the acid rain
program.

(3) “Acid rain program” means a multistate sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides air pollution control and emission reduction
program established by the U.S. EPA under Title IV of the Clean Air Act and 40 CFR Parts 72 through 78*.
(4) “Allocate” or “allocation” means, with regard to CAIR NOX ozone season allowances issued under section 8 of this rule
or 40 CFR 51.123(aa)(2)(iii), 40 CFR 51.123(bb)(2)(iii) or 40 CFR 51.123(bb)(2)(iv), or 40 CFR 51.123(dd)(3) or 40 CFR
51.123(dd)(4)*, the determination by the department or the U.S. EPA of the amount of such CAIR NOX ozone season
allowances to be initially credited to a CAIR NOX ozone season unit or a new unit set-aside and, with regard to CAIR NOX
ozone season allowances issued under section 12(j) of this rule or 40 CFR 51.123(aa)(2)(iii)(A)*, the determination by the
department of the amount of such CAIR NOX ozone season allowances to be initially credited to a CAIR NOX ozone season
unit.
(5) “Allowance transfer deadline” means, for a control period, midnight of November 30, if it is a business day, or, if
November 30 is not a business day, midnight of the first business day thereafter immediately following the control period
and is the deadline by which a CAIR NOX ozone season allowance transfer must be submitted for recordation in a CAIR
NOX source’s compliance account in order to be used to meet the source’s CAIR NOX ozone season emissions limitation
for such control period in accordance with sections 9(i) and 9(j) of this rule.
(6) “Alternate CAIR designated representative” means, for a CAIR NOX ozone season source and each CAIR NOX ozone
season unit at the source, the natural person who is authorized by the owners and operators of the source and all such units
at the source in accordance with sections 6 and 12 of this rule, to act on behalf of the CAIR designated representative in
matters pertaining to the CAIR NOX ozone season annual trading program. If the CAIR NOX ozone season source is also
a CAIR NOX source, then this natural person shall be the same person as the alternate CAIR designated representative
under the CAIR NOX annual trading program. If the CAIR NOX ozone season source is also a CAIR SO2 source, then this
natural person shall be the same person as the alternate CAIR designated representative under the CAIR SO2 ozone season
trading program. If the CAIR NOX ozone season source is also subject to the acid rain program, then this natural person
shall be the same person as the alternate designated representative under the acid rain program. If the CAIR NOX ozone
season source is also subject to the mercury budget trading program, then this natural person shall be the same person as
the alternate mercury designated representative under the mercury budget trading program.
(7) “Automated data acquisition and handling system” or “DAHS” means that component of the continuous emission
monitoring system, or other emissions monitoring system approved for use under section 11 of this rule, designed to
interpret and convert individual output signals from pollutant concentration monitors, flow monitors, diluent gas monitors,
and other component parts of the monitoring system to produce a continuous record of the measured parameters in the
measurement units required by section 11 of this rule.
(8) “Boiler” means an enclosed fossil- or other-fuel-fired combustion device used to produce heat and to transfer heat to
recirculating water, steam, or other medium.
(9) “Bottoming-cycle cogeneration unit” means a cogeneration unit in which the energy input to the unit is first used to
produce useful thermal energy and at least some of the reject heat from the useful thermal energy application or process
is then used for electricity production.
(10) “CAIR authorized account representative” means, with regard to a general account, a responsible natural person who
is authorized, in accordance with sections 6 and 12 of this rule, to transfer and otherwise dispose of CAIR NOX ozone season
allowances held in the general account and, with regard to a compliance account, the CAIR designated representative of
the source.
(11) “CAIR designated representative” means, for a CAIR NOX ozone season source and each CAIR NOX ozone season
unit at the source, the natural person who is authorized by the owners and operators of the source and all such units at the
source, in accordance with sections 6 and 12 of this rule, to represent and legally bind each owner and operator in matters
pertaining to the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program. If the CAIR NOX ozone season source is also a CAIR NOX
source, then this natural person shall be the same person as the CAIR designated representative under the CAIR NOX
annual trading program. If the CAIR NOX ozone season source is also a CAIR SO2 source, then this natural person shall
be the same person as the CAIR designated representative under the CAIR SO2 trading program. If the CAIR NOX ozone
season source is also subject to the acid rain program, then this natural person shall be the same person as the designated
representative under the acid rain program. If the CAIR NOX ozone season source is also subject to the mercury budget
trading program, then this natural person shall be the same person as the alternate mercury designated representative
under the mercury budget trading program.
(12) “CAIR NOX annual trading program” means a multistate nitrogen oxides air pollution control and emission reduction
program approved and administered by the U.S. EPA in accordance with 326 IAC 24-1 and 40 CFR 51.123* or established
by the U.S. EPA in accordance with 40 CFR 97, Subparts AA through II* and 40 CFR 52.35*, as a means of mitigating
interstate transport of fine particulates and nitrogen oxides.
(13) “CAIR NOX ozone season allowance” means a limited authorization issued by the department or the U.S. EPA under

section 8 of this rule, section 12(j) of this rule, or 40 CFR 51.123(aa)(2)(iii), 40 CFR 51.123(bb)(2)(ii) or 40 CFR
51.123(bb)(2)(iv), or 40 CFR 51.123(dd)(3) or 40 CFR 51.123(dd)(4)* to emit one (1) ton of nitrogen oxides during a control
period of the specified calendar year for which the authorization is allocated or of any calendar year thereafter under the
CAIR NOX ozone season program or a limited authorization issued by the department for a control period during 2003
through 2009 under the NOx budget trading program in accordance with 40 CFR 51.121(p)* or 326 IAC 10-4 to emit one
(1) ton of nitrogen oxides during a control period, provided that the provision in 40 CFR 51.121(b)(2)(i)(E)* shall not be
used in applying this definition. An authorization to emit nitrogen oxides that is not issued under provisions of a state
implementation plan that meets requirements of 40 CFR 121(p)* or 40 CFR 51.123(aa)(1) or 40 CFR 51.123(aa)(2), and
40 CFR 51.123(bb)(1), 40 CFR 51.123(bb)(2) or 40 CFR 51.123(dd)* shall not be a CAIR NOX ozone season allowance.
(14) “CAIR NOX ozone season allowance deduction” or “deduct CAIR NOX ozone season allowances” means the permanent
withdrawal of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances by the U.S. EPA from a compliance account in order to account for a
specified number of tons of total nitrogen oxides emissions from all CAIR NOX ozone season units at a CAIR NOX ozone
season source for a control period, determined in accordance with section 11 of this rule, or to account for excess emissions.
(15) “CAIR NOX ozone season allowances held” or “hold CAIR NOX ozone season allowances” means the CAIR NOX ozone
season allowances recorded by the U.S. EPA, or submitted to the U.S. EPA for recordation, in accordance with sections
9, 10, and 12 of this rule, in a CAIR NOX ozone season allowance tracking system account.
(16) “CAIR NOX ozone season allowance tracking system” means the system by which the U.S. EPA records allocations,
deductions, and transfers of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances under the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program. Such
allowances will be allocated, held, deducted, or transferred only as whole allowances.
(17) “CAIR NOX ozone season allowance tracking system account” means an account in the CAIR NOX ozone season
allowance tracking system established by the U.S. EPA for purposes of recording the allocation, holding, transferring, or
deducting of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances.
(18) “CAIR NOX ozone season emissions limitation” means, for a CAIR NOX ozone season source, the tonnage equivalent
of the CAIR NOX ozone season allowances available for deduction for the source under section 9(i) and 9(j)(1) of this rule
for a control period.
(19) “CAIR NOX ozone season source” means a source that includes one (1) or more CAIR NOX ozone season units.
(20) “CAIR NOX ozone season trading program” means a multistate nitrogen oxides air pollution control and emission
reduction program established in accordance with this rule and 40 CFR 51.123*, as a means of mitigating interstate
transport of ozone and nitrogen oxides.
(21) “CAIR NOX ozone season unit” means a unit that is subject to the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program under
section 1 of this rule and, and except for the purposes of sections 3 and 8 of this rule, a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit
under section 12 of this rule.
(22) “CAIR NOX source” means a source that includes one (1) or more CAIR NOX units.
(23) “CAIR NOX unit” means a unit that is subject to the CAIR NOX annual trading program under 326 IAC 24-1-1 and
a CAIR NOX opt-in unit under 326 IAC 24-1-12.
(24) “CAIR permit” means the legally binding and federally enforceable written document, or portion of such document,
issued by the department under section 7 of this rule, including any permit revisions, specifying the CAIR NOX ozone
season trading program requirements applicable to a CAIR NOX ozone season source, to each CAIR NOX ozone season unit
at the source, and to the owners and operators and the CAIR designated representative of the source and each such unit.
(25) “CAIR SO2 source” means a source that includes one (1) or more CAIR SO2 units.
(26) “CAIR SO2 trading program” means a multistate sulfur dioxide air pollution control and emission reduction program
established in accordance with this rule and 40 CFR 51.124*, as a means of mitigating interstate transport of fine
particulates and sulfur dioxide.
(27) “CAIR SO2 unit” means a unit that is subject to the CAIR SO2 trading program under 326 IAC 24-2-1 and a CAIR
SO2 opt-in unit under 326 IAC 24-2-11.
(28) “Coal” means any solid fuel classified as anthracite, bituminous, subbituminous, or lignite.
(29) “Coal-derived fuel” means any fuel, whether in a solid, liquid, or gaseous state, produced by the mechanical, thermal,
or chemical processing of coal.
(30) “Coal-fired” means:
(A) except for purposes of section 8 of this rule, combusting any amount of coal or coal-derived fuel, alone or in
combination with any amount of any other fuel, during any year; or
(B) for purposes of section 8 of this rule, combusting any amount of coal or coal-derived fuel, alone or in combination
with any amount of any other fuel, during a specified year.
(31) “Cogeneration unit” means a stationary, fossil-fuel-fired boiler or stationary, fossil-fuel-fired combustion turbine:
(A) having equipment used to produce electricity and useful thermal energy for industrial, commercial, heating, or

cooling purposes through the sequential use of energy; and
(B) producing electricity during the twelve (12) month period starting on the date the unit first produces electricity and
during any calendar year after the calendar year in which the unit first produces electricity.
(i) For a topping-cycle cogeneration unit:
(AA) useful thermal energy not less than five percent (5%) of total energy output; and
(BB) useful power that, when added to one-half (½) of useful thermal energy produced, is not less than forty-two and
one-half percent (42.5%) of total energy input, if useful thermal energy produced is fifteen percent (15%) or more
of total energy output, or not less than forty-five percent (45%) of total energy input, if useful thermal energy
produced is less than fifteen percent (15%) of total energy output.
(ii) For a bottoming-cycle cogeneration unit, useful power not less than forty-five percent (45%) of total energy input.
(32) “Combustion turbine” means:
(A) an enclosed device comprising a compressor, a combustor, and a turbine and in which the flue gas resulting from the
combustion of fuel in the combustor passes through the turbine, rotating the turbine; and
(B) if the enclosed device under clause (A) is combined cycle, any associated heat recovery steam generator and steam
turbine.
(33) “Commence commercial operation” means, with regard to a unit serving a generator:
(A) To have begun to produce steam, gas, or other heated medium used to generate electricity for sale or use, including
test generation, except as provided in section 3 of this rule.
(i) For a unit that is a CAIR NOX ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule on the later of November 15, 1990, or
the date the unit commences commercial operation as defined in this clause and that subsequently undergoes a physical
change, other than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, such date shall remain the unit’s date of
commencement of commercial operation.
(ii) For a unit that is a CAIR NOX ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule on the later of November 15, 1990, or
the date the unit commences commercial operation as defined in this clause and that is subsequently replaced by a unit
at the same source, for example, repowered; the replacement unit shall be treated as a separate unit with a separate
date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in this clause or clause (B) or (C), as appropriate.
(B) Notwithstanding clause (A) and except as provided in section 3 of this rule, for a unit that is not a CAIR NOX ozone
season unit under section 1 of this rule on the later of November 15, 1990, or the date the unit commences commercial
operation as defined in clause (A) and is not a unit under clause (C), the unit’s date for commencement of commercial
operation shall be the date on which the unit becomes a CAIR NOX ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule.
(i) For a unit with a date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in this clause and that subsequently
undergoes a physical change, other than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, such date shall remain
the unit’s date of commencement of commercial operation.
(ii) For a unit with a date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in this clause and that is subsequently
replaced by a unit at the same source, for example, repowered, the replacement unit shall be treated as a separate unit
with a separate date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in clause (A), this clause, or clause (C) as
appropriate.
(C) Notwithstanding clause (A) and except as provided in section 12(f)(10) or 12(i)(4) and 12(i)(5) of this rule, for a CAIR
NOX ozone season opt-in unit or a unit for which a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted and not withdrawn and
a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied under section 12 of this rule, the unit’s date for commencement of
commercial operation shall be the date on which the owner or operator is required to start monitoring and reporting the
NOX ozone season emissions rate and the heat input of the unit under section 12(f)(2) of this rule.
(i) For a unit with a date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in this clause and that subsequently
undergoes a physical change, other than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, such date shall remain
the unit’s date of commencement of commercial operation.
(ii) For a unit with a date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in this clause and that is subsequently
replaced by a unit at the same source, for example, repowered, the replacement unit shall be treated as a separate unit
with a separate date for commencement of commercial operation as defined in clause (A) or (B) or this clause as
appropriate.
(D) Notwithstanding clauses (A) through (C), for a unit not serving a generator producing electricity for sale, the unit’s
date of commencement of operation shall also be the unit’s date of commencement of commercial operation.
(34) “Commence operation” means:
(A) To have begun any mechanical, chemical, or electronic process, including, with regard to a unit, start-up of a unit’s
combustion chamber, except as provided in section 3 of this rule.
(i) For a unit that undergoes a physical change, other than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, after

the date the unit commences operation as defined in this clause, such date shall remain the unit’s date of commencement
of operation.
(ii) For a unit that is replaced by a unit at the same source, for example, repowered, after the date the unit commences
operation as defined in this clause, the replacement unit shall be treated as a separate unit with a separate date for
commencement of operation as defined in this clause or clause (B) or (C), as appropriate.
(B) Notwithstanding clause (A), and except as provided in section 3 of this rule, for a unit that is not a CAIR NOX ozone
season unit under section 1 of this rule, but not on the later of November 15, 1990, or the date the unit commences
operation as defined in clause (A) and is not a unit under clause (C), the unit’s date for commencement of operation shall
be the date on which the unit becomes a CAIR NOX ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule.
(i) For a unit with a date for commencement of operation as defined in this clause and that subsequently undergoes a
physical change, other than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, such date shall remain the unit’s date
of commencement of operation.
(ii) For a unit with a date for commencement of operation as defined in this clause and that is subsequently replaced
by a unit at the same source, for example, repowered, the replacement unit shall be treated as a separate unit with a
separate date for commencement of operation as defined in clause (A), this clause, or clause (C), as appropriate.
(C) Notwithstanding clause (A), and except as provided in section 12(f)(10) or 12(i)(4) and 12(i)(5) of this rule, for a CAIR
NOX ozone season opt-in unit or a unit for which a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted and not withdrawn and
a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied under section 12 of this rule, the unit’s date for commencement of
operation shall be the date on which the owner or operator is required to start monitoring and reporting the NOX ozone
season emissions rate and the heat input of the unit under section 12(f)(2) of this rule.
(i) For a unit with a date for commencement of operation as defined in this clause and that subsequently undergoes a
physical change, other than replacement of the unit by a unit at the same source, such date shall remain the unit’s date
of commencement of operation.
(ii) For a unit with a date for commencement of operation as defined in this clause and that is subsequently replaced
by a unit at the same source, for example, repowered, the replacement unit shall be treated as a separate unit with a
separate date for commencement of operation as defined in clause (A) or (B) or this clause, as appropriate.
(35) “Common stack” means a single flue through which emissions from two (2) or more units are exhausted.
(36) “Compliance account” means a CAIR NOX ozone season allowance tracking system account, established by the U.S.
EPA for a CAIR NOX ozone season source under section 9 or 12 of this rule, in which any CAIR NOX ozone season
allowance allocations for the CAIR NOX ozone season units at the source are initially recorded and in which are held any
CAIR NOX ozone season allowances available for use for a control period in order to meet the source’s CAIR NOX ozone
season emissions limitation in accordance with section 9(i) and 9(j) of this rule.
(37) “Continuous emission monitoring system” or “CEMS” means the equipment required under section 11 of this rule
to sample, analyze, measure, and provide, by means of readings recorded at least once every fifteen (15) minutes, using an
automated data acquisition and handling system (DAHS), a permanent record of nitrogen oxides emissions, stack gas
volumetric flow rate, stack gas moisture content, and oxygen or carbon dioxide concentration, as applicable, in a manner
consistent with 40 CFR 75*. The following systems are the principal types of continuous emission monitoring systems
required under section 11 of this rule:
(A) A flow monitoring system, consisting of a stack flow rate monitor and an automated data acquisition and handling
system and providing a permanent, continuous record of stack gas volumetric flow rate, in standard cubic feet per hour
(scfh).
(B) A nitrogen oxides concentration monitoring system, consisting of a NOX ozone season pollutant concentration monitor
and an automated data acquisition and handling system and providing a permanent, continuous record of NOX ozone
season emissions, in parts per million (ppm).
(C) A nitrogen oxides emission rate, or NOX ozone season-diluent, monitoring system, consisting of a NOX ozone season
pollutant concentration monitor, a diluent gas, CO2 or O2, monitor, and an automated data acquisition and handling
system and providing a permanent, continuous record of NOX ozone season concentration, in parts per million (ppm),
diluent gas concentration, in percent CO2 or O2; and NOX ozone season emission rate, in pounds per million British
thermal units (lb/mmBtu).
(D) A moisture monitoring system, as defined in 40 CFR 75.11(b)(2)* and providing a permanent, continuous record of
the stack gas moisture content, in percent H2O.
(E) A carbon dioxide monitoring system, consisting of a CO2 pollutant concentration monitor, or an oxygen monitor plus
suitable mathematical equations from which the CO2 concentration is derived, and an automated data acquisition and
handling system and providing a permanent, continuous record of CO2 emissions, in percent CO2.
(F) An oxygen monitoring system, consisting of an O2 concentration monitor and an automated data acquisition and

handling system and providing a permanent, continuous record of O2, in percent O2.
(38) “Control period” means the period beginning May 1 of a calendar year and ending on September 30 of the same year,
inclusive.
(39) “Emissions” means air pollutants exhausted from a unit or source into the atmosphere, as measured, recorded, and
reported to the U.S. EPA by the CAIR designated representative and as determined by the U.S. EPA in accordance with
section 11 of this rule.
(40) “Energy efficiency or renewable energy projects” means any of the following implemented in Indiana:
(A) End-use energy efficiency projects, including demand-side management programs.
(B) Highly efficient electricity generation for the predominant use of a single end user, such as combined cycle, combined
heat and power, microturbines, and fuel cell systems. In order to be considered as highly efficient electricity generation
under this clause, combined cycle, combined heat and power, microturbines, and fuel cell generating systems must meet
or exceed the following thresholds:
(i) For combined heat and power projects generating both electricity and thermal energy for space, water, or industrial
process heat, rated energy efficiency of sixty percent (60%).
(ii) For microturbine projects rated at or below five hundred (500) kilowatts generating capacity, rated energy efficiency
of forty percent (40%).
(iii) For combined cycle projects rated at greater than five hundred (500) kilowatts, rated energy efficiency of fifty
percent (50%).
(iv) For fuel cell systems, rated energy efficiency of forty percent (40%), whether or not the fuel cell system is part of
a combined heat and power energy system.
(C) Zero-emission renewable energy projects, including wind, photovoltaic, solar, and hydropower projects. Eligible
hydropower projects are restricted to systems employing a head of ten (10) feet or less or systems employing a head
greater than ten (10) feet that make use of a dam that existed before the effective date of this rule.
(D) Energy efficiency projects generating electricity through the capture of methane gas from municipal solid waste
landfills, water treatment plants, sewage treatment plants, or anaerobic digestion systems operating on animal or plant
wastes.
(E) The installation of highly efficient electricity generation equipment for the sale of power where such equipment
replaces or displaces retired electrical generating units. In order to be considered as highly efficient under this clause,
generation equipment must meet or exceed the following energy efficiency thresholds:
(i) For coal-fired electrical generation units, rated energy efficiency of forty-two percent (42%).
(ii) For natural gas-fired electrical generating units, rated energy efficiency of fifty percent (50%).
(F) Improvements to existing fossil fuel-fired electrical generation units that increase the efficiency of the unit and
decrease the heat rate used to generate electricity, including gas reburning projects that reduce NOx emissions.
(G) The installation of integrated gasification combined cycle equipment producing electricity for sale.
Energy efficiency or renewable energy projects do not include nuclear power projects. This definition is solely for the
purposes of implementing this rule and does not apply in other contexts.
(41) “Excess emissions” means any ton of nitrogen oxides emitted by the CAIR NOX ozone season units at a CAIR NOX
ozone season source during a control period that exceeds the CAIR NOX ozone season emissions limitation for the source.
(42) “FESOP” means a federally enforceable state operating permit issued under 326 IAC 2-8.
(43) “Fossil fuel” means natural gas, petroleum, coal, or any form of solid, liquid, or gaseous fuel derived from such
material.
(44) “Fossil-fuel-fired” means, with regard to a unit, combusting any amount of fossil fuel in any calendar year.
(45) “Fuel oil” means any petroleum-based fuel, including diesel fuel or petroleum derivatives such as oil tar, and any
recycled or blended petroleum products or petroleum byproducts used as a fuel whether in a liquid, solid, or gaseous state.
(46) “General account” means a CAIR NOX ozone season allowance tracking system account, established under section
9 of this rule, that is not a compliance account.
(47) “Generator” means a device that produces electricity.
(48) “Gross electrical output” means, with regard to a cogeneration unit, electricity made available for use, including any
such electricity used in the power production process. This process may include, but is not limited to, any on-site processing
or treatment of fuel combusted at the unit and any on-site emission controls.
(49) “Heat input” means, with regard to a specified period of time, the product, in million British thermal units per unit
of time (MMBtu/time) of the gross calorific value of the fuel, in British thermal units per pound (Btu/lb), divided by one
million (1,000,000) British thermal units per million British thermal units (Btu/mmBtu) and multiplied by the fuel feed rate
into a combustion device, in pounds of fuel per unit of time (lb of fuel/time), as measured, recorded, and reported to the
U.S. EPA by the CAIR designated representative and determined by the U.S. EPA in accordance with section 11 of this

rule and excluding the heat derived from preheated combustion air, recirculated flue gases, or exhaust from other sources.
(50) “Heat input rate” means the amount of heat input, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), divided by unit operating
time, in hours, or, with regard to a specific fuel, the amount of heat input attributed to the fuel, in million British thermal
units (mmBtu), divided by the unit operating time, in hours, during which the unit combusts the fuel.
(51) “Large affected unit” means the following:
(A) For units that commenced operation before January 1, 1997, a unit that has a maximum design heat input greater
than two hundred fifty million (250,000,000) Btus per hour and that did not serve during 1995 or 1996 a generator
producing electricity for sale under a firm contract to the electric grid.
(B) For units that commenced operation on or after January 1, 1997, and before January 1, 1999, a unit that has a
maximum design heat input greater than two hundred fifty million (250,000,000) Btus per hour and that did not serve
during 1997 or 1998 a generator producing electricity for sale under a firm contract to the electric grid.
(C) For units that commence operation on or after January 1, 1999, a unit with a maximum design heat input greater
than two hundred fifty million (250,000,000) Btus per hour that:
(i) at no time serves a generator producing electricity for sale; or
(ii) at any time serves a generator producing electricity for sale, if any such generator has a nameplate capacity of
twenty-five (25) megawatts or less and has the potential to use no more than fifty percent (50%) of the potential
electrical output capacity of the unit.
Large affected unit does not include a unit subject to 326 IAC 10-3.
(52) “Life-of-the-unit, firm power contractual arrangement” means a unit participation power sales agreement under which
a utility or industrial customer reserves, or is entitled to receive, a specified amount or percentage of nameplate capacity
and associated energy generated by any specified unit and pays its proportional amount of such unit’s total costs, pursuant
to a contract:
(A) for the life of the unit;
(B) for a cumulative term of no less than thirty (30) years, including contracts that permit an election for early
termination; or
(C) for a period no less than twenty-five (25) years or seventy percent (70%) of the economic useful life of the unit
determined as of the time the unit is built, with option rights to purchase or release some portion of the nameplate
capacity and associated energy generated by the unit at the end of the period.
(53) “Maximum design heat input” means, starting from the initial installation of a unit, the maximum amount of fuel per
hour, in British thermal units per hour (Btu/hr), that a unit is capable of combusting on a steady state basis as specified
by the manufacturer of the unit, or, starting from the completion of any subsequent physical change in the unit resulting
in a decrease in the maximum amount of fuel per hour, in British thermal units per hour (Btu/hr), that a unit is capable
of combusting on a steady state basis, such decreased maximum amount as specified by the person conducting the physical
change.
(54) “Mercury budget trading program” means a multistate mercury air pollution control and emission reduction program
approved and administered by the U.S. EPA in accordance with 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart HHHH* and 40 CFR
60.24(h)(6)*, or established by the U.S. EPA, as a means of reducing national mercury emissions.
(55) “Monitoring system” means any monitoring system that meets the requirements of section 11 of this rule, including
a continuous emissions monitoring system, an alternative monitoring system, or an excepted monitoring system under 40
CFR 75*.
(56) “Most stringent state or federal NOX ozone season emissions limitation” means, with regard to a unit, the lowest NOX
emissions limitation, in terms of pounds per million British thermal units (lb/mmBtu), that is applicable to the unit under
state or federal law, regardless of the averaging period to which the emissions limitation applies.
(57) “Nameplate capacity” means, starting from the initial installation of a generator, the maximum electrical generating
output, in megawatt electrical (MWe), that the generator is capable of producing on a steady state basis and during
continuous operation, when not restricted by seasonal or other deratings, as specified by the manufacturer of the generator
or, starting from the completion of any subsequent physical change in the generator resulting in an increase in the
maximum electrical generating output, in megawatt electrical (MWe), that the generator is capable of producing on a
steady state basis and during continuous operation, when not restricted by seasonal or other deratings, such increased
maximum amount is specified by the person conducting the physical change.
(58) “Operator” means any person who operates, controls, or supervises a CAIR NOX ozone season unit or a CAIR NOX
ozone season source and shall include, but not be limited to, any holding company, utility system, or plant manager of such
a unit or source.
(59) “Owner” means any of the following persons:
(A) with regard to a CAIR NOX ozone season source or a CAIR NOX ozone season unit at a source, respectively:

(i) any holder of any portion of the legal or equitable title in a CAIR NOX ozone season unit at the source or the CAIR
NOX ozone season unit;
(ii) any holder of a leasehold interest in a CAIR NOX ozone season unit at the source or the CAIR NOX ozone season
unit; or
(iii) any purchaser of power from a CAIR NOX ozone season unit at the source or the CAIR NOX ozone season unit
under a life-of-the-unit, firm power contractual arrangement; provided that, unless expressly provided for in a
leasehold agreement, owner shall not include a passive lessor, or a person who has an equitable interest through such
lessor, whose rental payments are not based, either directly or indirectly, on the revenues or income from such CAIR
NOX ozone season unit; or
(B) with regard to any general account, any person who has an ownership interest with respect to the CAIR NOX ozone
season allowances held in the general account and who is subject to the binding agreement for the CAIR authorized
account representative to represent the person’s ownership interest with respect to CAIR NOX ozone season allowances.
(60) “Potential electrical output capacity” means thirty-three percent (33%) of a unit’s maximum design heat input, divided
by three thousand four hundred thirteen (3,413) Btu/kilowatt hour, divided by one thousand (1,000) kilowatt
hour/megawatt hour, and multiplied by eight thousand seven hundred sixty (8,760) hours/year.
(61) “Rated energy efficiency” means the percentage of gross energy input that is recovered as useable net energy output
in the form of electricity or thermal energy, or both, that is used for heating, cooling, industrial processes, or other
beneficial uses as follows:
(A) For electric generators, rated energy efficiency is calculated as one (1) net kilowatt hour (three thousand four
hundred twelve (3,412) British thermal units) of electricity divided by the unit’s design heat rate using the higher heating
value of the fuel.
(B) For combined heat and power projects, rated energy efficiency is calculated using the following formula:
Eff% = (NEO + UTO)/GEI
Where:
Eff% = Rated energy efficiency.
NEO = Net electrical output of the system converted to British thermal units per unit of
time.
UTO = Utilized thermal output or the energy value in British thermal units of thermal
energy from the system that is used for heating, cooling, industrial processes, or
other beneficial uses, per unit of time.
GEI = Gross energy input, based upon the higher heating value of fuel, per unit of time.
(62) “Receive” or “receipt of” means, when referring to the department or U.S. EPA, to come into possession of a
document, information, or correspondence, whether sent in hard copy or by authorized electronic transmission, as
indicated in an official correspondence log, or by a notation made on the document, information, or correspondence, by
the department or U.S. EPA in the regular course of business.
(63) “Recordation”, “record”, or “recorded” means, with regard to CAIR NOX ozone season allowances, the movement
of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances by the U.S. EPA into or between CAIR NOX ozone season allowance tracking system
accounts, for purposes of allocation, transfer, or deduction.
(64) “Reference method “means any direct test method of sampling and analyzing for an air pollutant as specified in 40
CFR 75.22*.
(65) “Repowered” means, with regard to a unit, replacement of a coal-fired boiler with one of the following coal-fired
technologies at the same source as the coal-fired boiler:
(A) Atmospheric or pressurized fluidized bed combustion.
(B) Integrated gasification combined cycle.
(C) Magnetohydrodynamics.
(D) Direct and indirect coal-fired turbines.
(E) Integrated gasification fuel cells.
(F) As determined by the U.S. EPA in consultation with the Secretary of Energy, a derivative of one or more of the
technologies under clauses (A) through (E) and any other coal-fired technology capable of controlling multiple
combustion emissions simultaneously with improved boiler or generation efficiency and with significantly greater waste
reduction relative to the performance of technology in widespread commercial use as of January 1, 2005.
(66) “Sequential use of energy” means:
(A) for a topping-cycle cogeneration unit, the use of reject heat from electricity production in a useful thermal energy
application or process; or
(B) for a bottoming-cycle cogeneration unit, the use of reject heat from useful thermal energy application or process in

electricity production.
(67) “Serial number” means, for a CAIR NOX ozone season allowance, the unique identification number assigned to each
CAIR NOX ozone season allowance by the U.S. EPA.
(68) “Solid waste incineration unit” means a stationary, fossil-fuel-fired boiler or stationary, fossil-fuel-fired combustion
turbine that is a solid waste incineration units as defined in the Clean Air Act, Section 129(g)(1).
(69) “Source” means all buildings, structures, or installations located in one or more contiguous or adjacent properties
under common control of the same person or persons. For purposes of Section 502(c) of the Clean Air Act, a source,
including a source with multiple units, shall be considered a single facility.
(70) “Submit” or “serve” means to send or transmit a document, information, or correspondence to the person specified
in accordance with the applicable rule:
(A) in person;
(B) by United States Postal Service; or
(C) by other means of dispatch or transmission and delivery.
Compliance with any submission or service deadline shall be determined by the date of dispatch, transmission, or mailing
and not the date of receipt.
(71) “Title V operating permit” or “Part 70 operating permit” means a permit issued under 326 IAC 2-7.
(72) “Title V operating permit regulations” or “Part 70 operating permit regulations” means the rules under 326 IAC 2-7.
(73) “Ton” means two thousand (2,000) pounds. For the purpose of determining compliance with the CAIR NOX ozone
season emissions limitation, total tons of nitrogen oxides emissions for a control period shall be calculated as the sum of
all recorded hourly emissions, or the mass equivalent of the recorded hourly emission rates, in accordance with section 11
of this rule, but with any remaining fraction of a ton equal to or greater than fifty-hundredths (0.50) tons deemed to equal
one (1) ton and any remaining fraction of a ton less than fifty-hundredths (0.50) tons deemed to equal zero (0) tons.
(74) “Topping-cycle cogeneration unit” means a cogeneration unit in which the energy input to the unit is first used to
produce useful power, including electricity, and at least some of the reject heat from the electricity production is then used
to provide useful thermal energy.
(75) “Total energy input” means, with regard to a cogeneration unit, total energy of all forms supplied to the cogeneration
unit, excluding energy produced by the cogeneration unit itself.
(76) “Total energy output” means, with regard to a cogeneration unit, the sum of useful power and useful thermal energy
produced by the cogeneration unit.
(77) “Unit” means a stationary, fossil-fuel-fired boiler or combustion turbine or other stationary, fossil-fuel-fired
combustion device.
(78) “Unit operating day” means a calendar day in which a unit combusts any fuel.
(79) “Unit operating hour” or “hour of unit operation” means an hour in which a unit combusts any fuel.
(80) “Useful power” means, with regard to a cogeneration unit, electricity or mechanical energy made available for use,
excluding any such energy used in the power production process, which process includes, but is not limited to, any on-site
processing or treatment of fuel combusted at the unit and any on-site emission controls.
(81) “Useful thermal energy” means, with regard to a cogeneration unit, thermal energy that is:
(A) made available to an industrial or commercial process, not a power production process, excluding any heat contained
in condensate return or makeup water;
(B) used in a heating application (for example, space heating or domestic hot water heating); or
(C) used in a space cooling application (that is, thermal energy used by an absorption chiller).
(82) “Utility power distribution system”means the portion of an electricity grid owned or operated by a utility and
dedicated to delivering electricity to customers.
*These documents are incorporated by reference. Copies may be obtained from the Government Printing Office, 732 North
Capitol Street, Washington, D.C. 20401 and are available for review and copying at the Department of Environmental
Management, Office of Air Quality, Indiana Government Center-North, Tenth Floor, 100 North Senate Avenue, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46204. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-3-2)
326 IAC 24-3-3 Retired unit exemption
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 3. (a) This section applies to any CAIR NOx ozone season unit, other than a NOx ozone season opt-in source, that is
permanently retired.

(1) Any CAIR NOX ozone season unit that is permanently retired and is not a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit shall be
exempt from the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program, except for the provisions of this section, sections 1, 2, 4(c)(4)
through 4(c)(7), 5, and 8 through 10 of this rule.
(2) The exemption under this section shall become effective the day on which the CAIR NOX ozone season unit is
permanently retired. Within thirty (30) days of the unit’s permanent retirement, the CAIR designated representative shall
submit a statement to the department and shall submit a copy of the statement to the U.S. EPA. The statement shall state,
in a format prescribed by the department, that the unit was permanently retired on a specific date and shall comply with
the requirements of subsection (b).
(3) After receipt of the statement under subdivision (2), the department shall amend any permit under section 7 of this rule
covering the source at which the unit is located to add the provisions and requirements of the exemption under subdivision
(1) and subsection (b).
(b) A unit exempt under this section shall comply with the following provisions:
(1) The unit shall not emit any nitrogen oxides, starting on the date that the exemption takes effect.
(2) The department shall allocate CAIR NOX ozone season allowances under section 8 of this rule to the unit.
(3) For a period of five (5) years from the date the records are created, the owners and operators of the unit shall retain,
at the source that includes the unit, records demonstrating that the unit is permanently retired. The five (5) year period
for keeping records may be extended for cause, at any time before the end of the period, in writing by the department or
U.S. EPA. The owners and operators bear the burden of proof that the unit is permanently retired.
(4) The owners and operators and, to the extent applicable, the CAIR designated representative of the unit shall comply
with the requirements of the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program concerning all periods for which the exemption is
not in effect, even if such requirements arise, or must be complied with, after the exemption takes effect.
(5) If the unit is located at a source that is required, or but for this exemption would be required, to have an operating
permit under 326 IAC 2-7 or FESOP permit under 326 IAC 2-8, the unit shall not resume operation unless the CAIR
designated representative of the source submits a complete CAIR permit application under section 7(c) of this rule for the
unit not less than eighteen (18) months, or such lesser time provided by the department, before the later of January 1, 2009,
or the date on which the unit resumes operation.
(6) A unit exempt under this section shall lose its exemption on the earlier of the following dates:
(A) The date on which the CAIR designated representative submits a CAIR permit application for the unit under
subdivision (5).
(B) The date on which the CAIR designated representative is required under subdivision (5) to submit a CAIR permit
application for the unit.
(C) The date on which the unit resumes operation, if the CAIR designated representative is not required to submit a
CAIR permit application for the unit.
(7) For the purpose of applying monitoring, reporting, and record keeping requirements under section 11 of this rule, a
unit that loses its exemption under this section shall be treated as a unit that commences operation and commercial
operation on the first date on which the unit resumes operation.
(Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-3-3)
326 IAC 24-3-4 Standard requirements
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 4. (a) The owners and operators, and CAIR designated representative of each CAIR NOx ozone season source shall
comply with the following permit requirements:
(1) The CAIR designated representative of each CAIR NOX ozone season source required to have a federally enforceable
permit and each CAIR NOX ozone season unit required to have a federally enforceable permit at the source shall submit
the following to the department:
(A) A complete CAIR permit application under section 7(c) of this rule in accordance with the deadlines specified in
section 7(b)(1) of this rule.
(B) Any supplemental information that the department determines is necessary in order to review a CAIR permit
application and issue or deny a CAIR permit.
(2) The owners and operators of each CAIR NOX ozone season source required to have a federally enforceable permit and
each CAIR NOX ozone season unit required to have a federally enforceable permit at the source shall have a CAIR permit
issued by the department under section 7 of this rule for the source and operate the source and the unit in compliance with

such CAIR permit.
(3) Except as provided in section 12 of this rule, the owners and operators of a CAIR NOX ozone season source that is not
otherwise required to have a federally enforceable permit and each CAIR NOX ozone season unit that is not otherwise
required to have a federally enforceable permit are not required to submit a CAIR permit application, and to have a CAIR
permit, under section 7 of this rule for such CAIR NOX ozone season source and such CAIR NOX ozone season unit.
(b) The owners and operators, and the CAIR designated representative, of each CAIR NOx ozone season source and CAIR
NOx ozone season unit at the source shall comply with the following monitoring, reporting, and record keeping requirements:
(1) The owners and operators, and the CAIR designated representative, of each CAIR NOX ozone season source and each
CAIR NOX ozone season unit at the source shall comply with the monitoring, reporting, and record keeping requirements
of section 11 of this rule.
(2) The emissions measurements recorded and reported in accordance with section 11 of this rule shall be used to determine
compliance by each CAIR NOX ozone season source with the CAIR NOX ozone season emissions limitation under subsection
(c).
(c) The owners and operators, and the CAIR designated representative, of each CAIR NOx ozone season source and CAIR
NOx ozone season unit at the source shall comply with the following nitrogen oxides emission requirements.
(1) As of the allowance transfer deadline for a control period, the owners and operators of each CAIR NOX ozone season
source and each CAIR NOX ozone season unit at the source shall hold, in the source’s compliance account, CAIR NOX
ozone season allowances available for compliance deductions for the control period under section 9(i) of this rule in an
amount not less than the tons of total nitrogen oxides emissions for the control period from all CAIR NOX ozone season
units at the source, as determined in accordance with section 11 of this rule.
(2) A CAIR NOX ozone season unit shall be subject to the requirements under subdivision (1) for the control period starting
on the later of May 1, 2009 or the deadline for meeting the unit’s monitor certification requirements under section 11(c)(1),
11(c)(2), 11(c)(3), or 11(c)(7) of this rule and for each control period thereafter.
(3) A CAIR NOX ozone season allowance shall not be deducted, for compliance with the requirements under subdivision
(1), for a control period in a calendar year before the year for which the CAIR NOX ozone season allowance was allocated.
(4) CAIR NOX ozone season allowances shall be held in, deducted from, or transferred into or among CAIR NOX ozone
season allowance tracking system accounts in accordance with section 8 of this rule.
(5) A CAIR NOX ozone season allowance is a limited authorization to emit one (1) ton of nitrogen oxides in accordance with
the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program. No provision of the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program, the CAIR
permit application, the CAIR permit, or an exemption under section 3 of this rule and no provision of law shall be
construed to limit the authority of the department or the U.S. EPA to terminate or limit such authorization.
(6) A CAIR NOX ozone season allowance does not constitute a property right.
(7) Upon recordation by the U.S. EPA under section 9, 10, or 12 of this rule, every allocation, transfer, or deduction of a
CAIR NOX ozone season allowance to or from a CAIR NOX ozone season source’s compliance account is incorporated
automatically in any CAIR permit of the source.
(d) If a CAIR NOX ozone season source emits nitrogen oxides during any control period in excess of the CAIR NOX ozone
season emissions limitation, then:
(1) the owners and operators of the source and each CAIR NOX ozone season unit at the source shall surrender the CAIR
NOX ozone season allowances required for deduction under section 9(j)(4) of this rule and pay any fine, penalty, or
assessment or comply with any other remedy imposed, for the same violations, under the Clean Air Act or applicable state
law; and
(2) each ton of such excess emissions and each day of such control period shall constitute a separate violation of this
subpart, the Clean Air Act, and applicable state law.
(e) Owners and operators of each CAIR NOx ozone season source and each CAIR NOx ozone season unit at the source shall
comply with the following record keeping and reporting requirements:
(1) Unless otherwise provided, the owners and operators of the CAIR NOX ozone season source and each CAIR NOX ozone
season unit at the source shall keep on site at the source each of the following documents for a period of five (5) years from
the date the document is created. This period may be extended for cause, at any time before the end of five (5) years, in
writing by the department or U.S. EPA.
(A) The certificate of representation under section 6(h) of this rule for the CAIR designated representative for the source
and each CAIR NOX ozone season unit at the source and all documents that demonstrate the truth of the statements in

the certificate of representation; provided that the certificate and documents shall be retained on site at the source
beyond such five (5) year period until such documents are superseded because of the submission of a new certificate of
representation under section 6(h) of this rule changing the CAIR designated representative.
(B) All emissions monitoring information, in accordance with section 11 of this rule, provided that to the extent that
section 11 of this rule provides for a three (3) year period for record keeping, the three (3) year period shall apply.
(C) Copies of all reports, compliance certifications, and other submissions and all records made or required under the
CAIR NOX ozone season trading program.
(D) Copies of all documents used to complete a CAIR permit application and any other submission under the CAIR NOX
ozone season trading program or to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of the CAIR NOX ozone season
trading program.
(2) The CAIR designated representative of a CAIR NOX ozone season source and each CAIR NOX ozone season unit at the
source shall submit the reports required under the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program, including those under section
11 of this rule.
(f) The owners and operators of each CAIR NOx source and each CAIR NOx unit shall be liable as follows:
(1) Each CAIR NOX ozone season source and each CAIR NOX ozone season unit shall meet the requirements of the CAIR
NOX ozone season trading program.
(2) Any provision of the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program that applies to a CAIR NOX ozone season source or the
CAIR designated representative of a CAIR NOX ozone season source shall also apply to the owners and operators of such
source and of the CAIR NOX ozone season units at the source.
(3) Any provision of the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program that applies to a CAIR NOX ozone season unit or the
CAIR designated representative of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit shall also apply to the owners and operators of such unit.
(g) No provision of the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program, a CAIR permit application, a CAIR permit, or an
exemption under section 3 of this rule shall be construed as exempting or excluding the owners and operators, and the CAIR
designated representative, of a CAIR NOX ozone season source or CAIR NOX ozone season unit from compliance with any
other provision of the applicable, approved state implementation plan, a federally enforceable permit, or the Clean Air Act.
(Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-3-4)
326 IAC 24-3-5 Computation of time
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 5. (a) Unless otherwise stated, any time period scheduled, under the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program, to begin
on the occurrence of an act or event shall begin on the day the act or event occurs.
(b) Unless otherwise stated, any time period scheduled, under the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program, to begin before
the occurrence of an act or event shall be computed so that the period ends the day before the act or event occurs.
(c) Unless otherwise stated, if the final day of any time period, under the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program, falls
on a weekend or a state or federal holiday, the time period shall be extended to the next business day. (Air Pollution Control
Board; 326 IAC 24-3-5)
326 IAC 24-3-6 CAIR designated representative for CAIR NOx ozone season sources
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 6. (a) Except as provided under subsection (f), each CAIR NOX ozone season source, including all CAIR NOX ozone
season units at the source, shall have one (1) and only one (1) CAIR designated representative, with regard to all matters
under the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program concerning the source or any CAIR NOX ozone season unit at the source.
(b) The CAIR designated representative of the CAIR NOX ozone season source shall be selected by an agreement binding
on the owners and operators of the source and all CAIR NOX ozone season units at the source and shall act in accordance
with the certification statement in subsection (h)(4).

(c) Upon receipt by the U.S. EPA of a complete certificate of representation under subsection (h), the CAIR designated
representative of the source shall represent and, by its representations, actions, inactions, or submissions, legally bind each
owner and operator of the CAIR NOX ozone season source represented and each CAIR NOX ozone season unit at the source
in all matters pertaining to the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program, notwithstanding any agreement between the CAIR
designated representative and such owners and operators. The owners and operators shall be bound by any decision or order
issued to the CAIR designated representative by the department, the U.S. EPA, or a court regarding the source or unit.
(d) No CAIR permit shall be issued, no emissions data reports shall be accepted, and no CAIR NOX ozone season allowance
tracking system account shall be established for a CAIR NOX ozone season unit at a source, until the U.S. EPA has received
a complete certificate of representation under subsection (h) for a CAIR designated representative of the source and the
CAIR NOX ozone season units at the source.
(e) The following shall apply to a submissions made under the CAIR NOx ozone season trading program:
(1) Each submission under the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program shall be submitted, signed, and certified by the
CAIR designated representative for each CAIR NOX ozone season source on behalf of which the submission is made. Each
such submission shall include the following certification statement by the CAIR designated representative: “I am
authorized to make this submission on behalf of the owners and operators of the source or units for which the submission
is made. I certify under penalty of law that I have personally examined, and am familiar with, the statements and
information submitted in this document and all its attachments. Based on my inquiry of those individuals with primary
responsibility for obtaining the information, I certify that the statements and information are to the best of my knowledge
and belief true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false statements and
information or omitting required statements and information, including the possibility of fine or imprisonment.”.
(2) The department and U.S. EPA will accept or act on a submission made on behalf of owner or operators of a CAIR NOX
ozone season source or a CAIR NOX ozone season unit only if the submission has been made, signed, and certified in
accordance with subdivision (1).
(f) The following shall apply where the owners or operators of a CAIR NOx source choose to designate an alternate CAIR
designated representative:
(1) A certificate of representation under subsection (h) may designate one (1) and only one (1) alternate CAIR designated
representative, who may act on behalf of the CAIR designated representative. The agreement by which the alternate CAIR
designated representative is selected shall include a procedure for authorizing the alternate CAIR designated representative
to act in lieu of the CAIR designated representative.
(2) Upon receipt by the U.S. EPA of a complete certificate of representation under subsection (h), any representation,
action, inaction, or submission by the alternate CAIR designated representative shall be deemed to be a representation,
action, inaction, or submission by the CAIR designated representative.
(3) Except in section 2 of this rule, subsections (a) and (d), this subsection, subsections (g) and (h), and sections 9(a) through
9(c) and 12 (d) of this rule, whenever the term CAIR designated representative is used in this rule, the term shall be
construed to include the CAIR designated representative or any alternate CAIR designated representative.
(g) The following shall apply when changing the CAIR designated representative, the alternate CAIR designated
representative, or there are changes in the owners or operators:
(1) The CAIR designated representative may be changed at any time upon receipt by the U.S. EPA of a superseding
complete certificate of representation under subsection (h). Notwithstanding any such change, all representations, actions,
inactions, and submissions by the previous CAIR designated representative before the time and date when the U.S. EPA
receives the superseding certificate of representation shall be binding on the new CAIR designated representative and the
owners and operators of the CAIR NOX ozone season source and the CAIR NOX ozone season units at the source.
(2) The alternate CAIR designated representative may be changed at any time upon receipt by the U.S. EPA of a
superseding complete certificate of representation under subsection (h). Notwithstanding any such change, all
representations, actions, inactions, and submissions by the previous alternate CAIR designated representative before the
time and date when the U.S. EPA receives the superseding certificate of representation shall be binding on the new
alternate CAIR designated representative and the owners and operators of the CAIR NOX ozone season source and the
CAIR NOX ozone season units at the source.
(3) Changes in the owner and operators shall be made as follows:
(A) In the event a new owner or operator of a CAIR NOX ozone season source or a CAIR NOX ozone season unit is not
included in the list of owners and operators in the certificate of representation under subsection (h), such new owner or

operator shall be deemed to be subject to and bound by the certificate of representation, the representations, actions,
inactions, and submissions of the CAIR designated representative and any alternate CAIR designated representative of
the source or unit, and the decisions and orders of the department, the U.S. EPA, or a court, as if the new owner or
operator were included in such list.
(B) Within thirty (30) days following any change in the owners and operators of a CAIR NOX ozone season source or a
CAIR NOX ozone season unit, including the addition of a new owner or operator, the CAIR designated representative
or any alternate CAIR designated representative shall submit a revision to the certificate of representation under
subsection (h) amending the list of owners and operators to include the change.
(h) A complete certificate of representation for a CAIR designated representative or an alternate CAIR designated
representative shall include the following elements in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA:
(1) Identification of the CAIR NOX ozone season source, and each CAIR NOX ozone season unit at the source, for which
the certificate of representation is submitted.
(2) The name, address, e-mail address, if any, telephone number, and facsimile transmission number, if any, of the CAIR
designated representative and any alternate CAIR designated representative.
(3) A list of the owners and operators of the CAIR NOX ozone season source and of each CAIR NOX ozone season unit at
the source.
(4) The following certification statements by the CAIR designated representative and any alternate CAIR designated
representative: “I certify that I was selected as the CAIR designated representative or alternate CAIR designated
representative, as applicable, by an agreement binding on the owners and operators of the source and each CAIR NOX
ozone season unit at the source. I certify that I have all the necessary authority to carry out my duties and responsibilities
under the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program on behalf of the owners and operators of the source and of each CAIR
NOX ozone season unit at the source and that each such owner and operator shall be fully bound by my representations,
actions, inactions, or submissions. I certify that the owners and operators of the source and of each CAIR NOX ozone season
unit at the source shall be bound by any order issued to me by the U.S. EPA, the department, or a court regarding the
source or unit. Where there are multiple holders of a legal or equitable title to, or a leasehold interest in, a CAIR NOX ozone
season unit, or where a utility or industrial customer purchases power from a CAIR NOX ozone season unit under a life-ofthe-unit, firm power contractual arrangement, I certify that: I have given a written notice of my selection as the ‘CAIR
designated representative’ or ‘alternate CAIR designated representative’, as applicable, and of the agreement by which
I was selected to each owner and operator of the source and of each CAIR NOX ozone season unit at the source; and CAIR
NOX ozone season allowances and proceeds of transactions involving CAIR NOX ozone season allowances shall be deemed
to be held or distributed in proportion to each holder’s legal, equitable, leasehold, or contractual reservation or entitlement,
except that, if such multiple holders have expressly provided for a different distribution of CAIR NOX ozone season
allowances by contract, CAIR NOX ozone season allowances and proceeds of transactions involving CAIR NOX ozone
season allowances shall be deemed to be held or distributed in accordance with the contract.”.
(5) The signature of the CAIR designated representative and any alternate CAIR designated representative and the dates
signed.
Unless otherwise required by the department or the U.S. EPA, documents of agreement referred to in the certificate of
representation shall not be submitted to the department or the U.S. EPA. Neither the department nor the U.S. EPA shall be
under any obligation to review or evaluate the sufficiency of such documents, if submitted.
(i) The following shall apply to objections concerning CAIR designated representatives:
(1) Once a complete certificate of representation under subsection (h) has been submitted and received, the department
and the U.S. EPA will rely on the certificate of representation unless and until a superseding complete certificate of
representation under subsection (h) is received by the U.S. EPA.
(2) Except as provided in subsection (g)(1) and (g)(2), no objection or other communication submitted to the department
or the U.S. EPA concerning the authorization, or any representation, action, inaction, or submission, of the CAIR
designated representative shall affect any representation, action, inaction, or submission of the CAIR designated
representative or the finality of any decision or order by the department or the U.S. EPA under the CAIR NOX ozone
season trading program.
(3) Neither the department nor the U.S. EPA will adjudicate any private legal dispute concerning the authorization or any
representation, action, inaction, or submission of any CAIR designated representative, including private legal disputes
concerning the proceeds of CAIR NOX ozone season allowance transfers.
(Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-3-6)

326 IAC 24-3-7 Permit requirements
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 7. (a) For each CAIR NOX ozone season source required to have a federally enforceable permit, the permit shall include
a CAIR permit administered by the department as follows:
(1) For CAIR NOx sources required to have a Part 70 operating permit under 326 IAC 2-7, the CAIR portion of the Part
70 permit shall be administered in accordance with 326 IAC 2-7, except as provided otherwise by this section or section
12 of this rule.
(2) For CAIR NOx sources required to have a FESOP permit under 326 IAC 2-8, the CAIR portion of the FESOP permit
shall be administered in accordance with 326 IAC 2-8, except as provided otherwise by this section or section 12 of this rule.
(3) Each CAIR permit, including a draft or proposed CAIR permit, if applicable, shall contain, with regard to the CAIR
NOX ozone season source and the CAIR NOX ozone season units at the source covered by the CAIR permit, all applicable
CAIR NOX ozone season trading program, CAIR NOX annual trading program, and CAIR SO2 trading program
requirements and shall be a complete and separable portion of the Part 70 operating permit or FESOP permit.
(b) Submission of CAIR permit applications is as follows:
(1) The CAIR designated representative of any CAIR NOX ozone season source required to have a Part 70 operating permit
or FESOP permit shall submit to the department a complete CAIR permit application under subsection (c) for the source
covering each CAIR NOX ozone season unit at the source at least eighteen (18) months before the later of January 1, 2009,
or the date on which the CAIR NOX ozone season unit commences operation.
(2) For a CAIR NOX ozone season source required to have a Part 70 operating permit or FESOP permit, the CAIR
designated representative shall submit a complete CAIR permit application under subsection (c) for the source covering
each CAIR NOX ozone season unit at the source to renew the CAIR permit in accordance with 326 IAC 2-7-4(a)(1)(D) or
326 IAC 2-8-3(h), as applicable.
(c) In addition to the requirements of 326 IAC 2-7-4(c) or 326 IAC 2-8-3(c), a complete CAIR permit application shall
include the following elements concerning the CAIR NOX ozone season source for which the application is submitted:
(1) Identification of the CAIR NOX ozone season source.
(2) Identification of each CAIR NOX ozone season unit at the CAIR NOX ozone season source.
(3) The standard requirements under section 4 of this rule.
(d) In addition to the requirements under 326 IAC 2-7 or 326 IAC 2-8, each CAIR permit shall contain, in a format
prescribed by the department, all elements required for a complete CAIR permit application under subsection (c).
(e) Each CAIR permit is deemed to incorporate automatically the definitions of terms under section 2 of this rule and, upon
recordation by the U.S. EPA under sections 9, 10, and 12 of this rule, every allocation, transfer, or deduction of a CAIR NOX
ozone season allowance to or from the compliance account of the CAIR NOX ozone season source covered by the permit.
(f) The initial CAIR permit covering a CAIR unit for which a complete CAIR permit application is timely submitted under
subsection (b) shall become effective upon issuance.
(g) The term of the CAIR permit shall be set by the department, as necessary to facilitate coordination of the renewal of
the CAIR permit with issuance, revision, or renewal of the CAIR NOX ozone season source’s Part 70 operating permit or
FESOP.
(h) Except as provided in subsection (e), the department shall revise the CAIR permit, as necessary, in accordance with
the following:
(1) The permit modification and revision provisions under 326 IAC 2-7, for a CAIR source with a Part 70 operating permit.
(2) The permit modification and revision provisions under 326 IAC 2-8, for a CAIR source with a FESOP.
(Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-3-7)
326 IAC 24-3-8 CAIR NOx allowance allocations
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17

Sec. 8. (a) The NOx ozone season trading program budget allocated by the department under subsections (d) through (g)
for each control period shall equal the total number of tons of NOx emissions apportioned to the CAIR NOx ozone season
units under section 1 of this rule for the ozone control period, as determined by the procedures in this section. The total
number of tons of NOx emissions that are available for each control period for allocations of CAIR NOx ozone season
allowances under this rule are fifty-five thousand six hundred thirty-one (55,631) tons for control periods in 2009 through
2014 and forty-eight thousand nine hundred fifty-two (48,952) for control periods in 2015 and thereafter, apportioned as
follows:
(1) For existing units:
(A) forty-three thousand six hundred fifty-four (43,654) tons for CAIR NOx ozone season units under section 1(a)(1) of
this rule for a control period during 2009 through 2014 and thirty-eight thousand ninety-five (38,095) tons for CAIR NOx
ozone season units under section 1(a)(1) of this rule for a control period during 2015 and thereafter; and
(B) eight thousand five hundred sixty-four (8,564) tons for large affected units.
(2) For new unit allocation set-asides:
(A) two thousand two hundred ninety-eight (2,298) tons for CAIR NOx ozone season units under section 1(a)(1) of this
rule for a control period during 2009 through 2014 and one thousand one hundred seventy-eight (1,178) tons for CAIR
NOx ozone season units under section 1(a)(1) of this rule for a control period during 2015 and thereafter; and
(B) ninety-eight (98) tons for large affected units.
(3) For the energy efficiency and renewable energy allocation set-aside, one thousand one hundred fifteen (1,115) tons.
(b) The department shall allocate CAIR NOx ozone season allowances to CAIR units according to the following schedule:
(1) For CAIR ozone season units under section 1(a)(1) of this rule, a three (3) year allocation that is recorded three (3) years
in advance of the control period that the allowances may be used as follows:
(A) Within thirty (30) days of the effective date of this rule, the department shall submit to the U.S. EPA the CAIR NOX
ozone season allowance allocations, in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA and in accordance with subsections (c) and
(d), for the control periods in 2010 and 2011.
(B) By October 31, 2009, and October 31 every three (3) years thereafter, the department shall submit to the U.S. EPA
the CAIR NOX ozone season allowance allocations, in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA and in accordance with
subsections (c) and (d), for the control periods three (3) years, four (4) years, and five (5) years after the year of the
allowance allocation.
(C) By July 31, 2009 and July 31 of each year thereafter, the department shall submit to the U.S. EPA the CAIR NOX
ozone season allowance allocations, in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA and in accordance with subsections (e) and
(f), for the control period in the year of the applicable deadline for submission under this rule.
(D) For the 2009 control period, the CAIR NOx ozone season allowances are the 2009 ozone season allowances that have
been recorded by U.S. EPA on the effective date of this rule.
(2) For large affected units, within thirty (30) days of the effective date of this rule, the department shall submit to the U.S.
EPA the CAIR NOx ozone season allowances for control periods in 2010 through 2014. By October 31, 2011, the department
shall review the allocations in light of emission trends, new units, and other relevant factors to determine whether revisions
are appropriate. For the control period in 2009, the CAIR NOx ozone season allowances are the 2009 ozone season
allowances that have been recorded by U.S. EPA on the effective date of this rule.
(3) If the department fails to submit to the U.S. EPA the CAIR NOX ozone season allowance allocations in accordance with
subdivision (1)(B), the U.S. EPA will assume that the allocations of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances for the applicable
control period are the same as for the control period that immediately precedes the applicable control period, except that,
if the applicable control period is in 2015, the U.S. EPA will assume that the allocations equal eighty-three percent (83%)
of the allocations for the control period that immediately precedes the applicable control period.
(4) If the department fails to submit to the U.S. EPA the CAIR NOX ozone season allowance allocations in accordance with
subdivision (1)(C), the U.S. EPA will assume that the allocations of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances for the applicable
control period are the same as for the control period that immediately precedes the applicable control period, except that,
if the applicable control period is in 2015, the U.S. EPA will assume that the allocations equal eighty-three percent (83%)
of the allocations for the control period that immediately precedes the applicable control period and except that any CAIR
NOX ozone season unit that would otherwise be allocated CAIR NOX ozone season allowances under subsections (c), (d),
(e), and (f), for the applicable control period shall be assumed to be allocated no CAIR NOX ozone season allowances under
subsections (e) and (f) for the applicable control period.
(5) The department shall make available for review to the public the CAIR NOx allowance allocations under subdivision
(1)(B) on July 31 of each year allocations are made and shall provide a thirty (30) day opportunity for submission of
objections to the CAIR NOx allowance allocations. Objections shall be limited to addressing whether the CAIR NOx

allowance allocations are in accordance with this section. Based on any such objections, the department shall consider any
objections and input from affected sources and, if appropriate, adjust each determination to the extent necessary to ensure
that it is in accordance with this section.
(c) The baseline heat input, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), used with respect to CAIR NOX ozone season
allowance allocations under subsection (d) for each CAIR NOX ozone season unit shall be:
(1) For units commencing operation before January 1, 2001:
(A) For a CAIR NOx ozone season allowance allocation under subsection (b)(1)(A), the average of the three (3) highest
amounts of the unit’s adjusted control period heat input for 1998 through 2004, with the adjusted control period heat
input for each year calculated as follows:
(i) If the unit is coal-fired during the year, the unit’s control period heat input for such year is multiplied by one
hundred percent (100%).
(ii) If the unit is not coal-fired during the year, the unit’s control period heat input for such year is multiplied by sixty
percent (60%).
(B) For a CAIR NOx ozone season allowance allocation under subsection (b)(1)(B), the unit’s average of the three (3)
highest amounts of the unit’s adjusted control period heat input for the seven (7) years before when the CAIR NOx ozone
season allocation is being calculated, with the adjusted control period heat input for each year calculated as follows:
(i) If the unit is coal-fired during the year, the unit’s control period heat input for such year is multiplied by one
hundred percent (100%).
(ii) If the unit is not coal-fired during the year, the unit’s control period heat input for such year is multiplied by sixty
percent (60%).
(2) For units commencing operation on or after January 1, 2001, and operating each calendar year during a period of three
(3) or more consecutive calendar years, not to exceed seven (7), the average of the three (3) highest amounts of the unit’s
total converted control period heat input.
(3) A unit’s control period heat input, and a unit’s status as coal-fired or not coal-fired, for a calendar year under
subdivision (1), and a unit’s total tons of NOX ozone season emissions during a calendar year under subsection (e)(3), shall
be determined in accordance with 40 CFR 75*, to the extent the unit was otherwise subject to the requirements of 40 CFR
75* for the year, or shall be based on the best available data reported to the department for the unit, to the extent the unit
was not otherwise subject to the requirements of 40 CFR 75* for the year.
(4) A unit’s converted control period heat input for a calendar year under subdivision (2) equals one of the following:
(A) Except as provided in clause (B), the control period gross electrical output of the generator or generators served by
the unit multiplied by eight thousand nine hundred (8,900) British thermal units per kilowatt hour (Btu/kWh) divided
by one million (1,000,000) British thermal units per million British thermal units (Btu/mmBtu), provided that if a
generator is served by two (2) or more units, then the gross electrical output of the generator shall be attributed to each
unit in proportion to the unit’s share of the total control period heat input of such units for the year.
(B) For a unit that has equipment used to produce electricity and useful thermal energy for industrial, commercial,
heating, or cooling purposes through the sequential use of energy, the control period gross electrical output of the unit
multiplied by eight thousand nine hundred (8,900) British thermal units per kilowatt hour (Btu/kWh) plus the useful
energy, in British thermal units (Btu), produced during the control period divided by eight-tenths (0.8), and with the sum
divided by one million (1,000,000) British thermal units per million British thermal units (Btu/mmBtu).
(d) For the control period in 2009, the CAIR NOx ozone season allowances are the 2009 ozone season allowances that have
been recorded by U.S. EPA on the effective date of this rule. For each control period in 2010 and thereafter, the department
shall allocate to all CAIR NOX ozone season units that have a baseline heat input, as determined under subsection (c), a total
amount of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances as listed in subsection (a)(1), except as provided in subsection (f), in
accordance with the following procedures:
(1) The department shall allocate CAIR NOX ozone season allowances to each CAIR NOX ozone season unit under this
subsection, except large affection units, in an amount determined by multiplying the total amount of CAIR NOx ozone
season allowances allocated under this subsection by the ratio of the baseline heat input of such CAIR NOX ozone season
unit to the total amount of baseline heat input of all such CAIR NOX ozone season units and rounding to the nearest whole
allowance as appropriate.
(2) The department shall allocate CAIR NOx ozone season allowances to each large affected unit in an amount equaling
the following:
Unit
Allowances
Source
(A) Alcoa
1
1,089

(B) American Electric Power!Rockport
(C) BP Amoco!Boiler House 1

(D) BP Amoco!Boiler House 3

(E) Citizens Thermal Energy

(F) Ispat Inland

(G) New Energy
(H) Portside Energy

(I) Purdue University

(J) U.S. Steel–Gary Works

2
3
Auxiliary Boiler 1
Auxiliary Boiler 2
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
11
12
13
14
15
16
211
212
213
401
402
403
404
405
501
502
503
003
Auxiliary Boiler 1
Auxiliary Boiler 2
Combustion
Turbine
1
2
3
5
720
Boiler #1
720
Boiler #2
720
Boiler #3
701
Boiler #1
701
Boiler #2
701
Boiler #3
701
Boiler #5

1,057
1,026
2
1
21
21
21
21
22
252
252
252
252
252
120
138
85
75
54
69
110
110
109
255
255
257
257
344
137
137
137
238
50
5
34
90
91
8
72
107
107
107
78
78
78
86

701
Boiler #6

145

(e) For each control period in 2009 and thereafter, the department shall allocate CAIR NOX ozone season allowances to
CAIR NOX ozone season units that commenced operation on or after January 1, 2001 and do not yet have a baseline heat
input, as determined under subsection (c), in accordance with the following procedures:
(1) The department shall establish a separate new unit set-aside for each control period equal to the following:
(A) For CAIR NOx ozone season units under section 1(a)(1) of this rule, two thousand two hundred ninety-eight (2,298)
tons for a control period during 2009 through 2014 and one thousand one hundred seventy-eight (1,178) tons for a control
period during 2015 and thereafter.
(B) For large affected units, ninety-eight (98) tons in 2009 and thereafter.
(2) The CAIR designated representative of such a CAIR NOX ozone season unit may submit to the department a request,
in a format specified by the department, to be allocated CAIR NOX ozone season allowances, starting with the later of the
control period in 2009 or the first control period after the control period in which the CAIR NOX ozone season unit
commences commercial operation and until the first control period for which the unit is allocated CAIR NOX ozone season
allowances under subsection (d). The CAIR NOX ozone season allowance allocation request must be submitted on or before
February 1 of the first control period for which the CAIR NOX ozone season allowances are requested and after the date
on which the CAIR NOX ozone season unit commences commercial operation.
(3) In a CAIR NOX ozone season allowance allocation request under subdivision (2), the CAIR designated representative
may request for a control period CAIR NOX ozone season allowances in an amount not exceeding the CAIR NOX ozone
season unit’s total tons of NOX ozone season emissions during the calendar year immediately before such control period.
(4) The department shall review each CAIR NOX ozone season allowance allocation request under subdivision (2) and shall
allocate CAIR NOX ozone season allowances for each control period pursuant to such request as follows:
(A) The department shall accept an allowance allocation request only if the request meets, or is adjusted by the
department as necessary to meet, the requirements of subdivisions (2) and (3).
(B) On or after February 1 of the control period, the department shall determine the sum of the CAIR NOX ozone season
allowances requested, as adjusted under clause (A), in all allowance allocation requests accepted under clause (A) for
the control period.
(C) If the amount of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances in the new unit set-aside for the control period is greater than
or equal to the sum under clause (B), then the department shall allocate the amount of CAIR NOX ozone season
allowances requested, as adjusted under clause (A), to each CAIR NOX ozone season unit covered by an allowance
allocation request accepted under clause (A).
(D) If the amount of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances in the new unit set-aside for the control period is less than the
sum under clause (B), then the department shall allocate to each CAIR NOX ozone season unit covered by an allowance
allocation request accepted under clause (A) the amount of the CAIR NOX ozone season allowances requested, as adjusted
under clause (A), multiplied by the amount of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances in the new unit set-aside for the control
period, divided by the sum determined under clause (B), and rounded to the nearest whole allowance as appropriate.
(E) The department shall notify each CAIR designated representative that submitted an allowance allocation request of
the amount of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances, if any, allocated for the control period to the CAIR NOX ozone season
unit covered by the request.
(f) If, after completion of the procedures under subsection (e)(4) for a control period, any unallocated CAIR NOX ozone
season allowances remain in a new unit set-aside for the control period, the department shall allocate to each CAIR NOX
ozone season unit that was allocated CAIR NOX ozone season allowances under subsection (d) an amount of CAIR NOX ozone
season allowances equal to the following:
(1) For CAIR NOx units under section 1(a)(1), the total amount of such remaining unallocated CAIR NOX ozone season
allowances, multiplied by the unit’s allocation under subsection (d), divided by forty-three thousand six hundred fifty-four
(43,654) for a control period during 2009 through 2014, and thirty-eight thousand ninety-five (38,095) for a control period
during 2015 and thereafter.
(2) For large affected units, the total amount of such remaining unallocated CAIR NOX ozone season allowances, multiplied
by the unit’s allocation under subsection (d), divided by eight thousand five hundred sixty-four (8,564).
(g) For projects that reduce NOx emissions through the implementation of energy efficiency or renewable energy measures,
or both, implemented during a control period beginning May 1, 2009, the department shall allocate NOx allowances in
accordance with the following procedures:

(1) The energy efficiency and renewable energy allocation set-aside shall be allocated NOx allowances equal to one thousand
one hundred fifteen (1,115) tons.
(2) Project sponsors may submit to the department a request, in writing, or in a format specified by the department, for
NOx allowances as follows:
(A) Sponsors of energy efficiency or renewable energy projects in section 2(40)(A) through 2(40)(F) of this rule may
request the reservation of NOx allowances, for one (1) control period in which the project is implemented. Project
sponsors may reapply each year, not to exceed five (5) control periods for energy efficiency projects and for an unlimited
number of years for renewable energy projects in section 2(40)(C) and 2(40)(D) of this rule. Requests for allowances may
be made for projects implemented two (2) years before the effective date of this rule. Projects must equal at least one (1)
ton of NOx emissions and multiple projects may be aggregated into one (1) allowance allocation request to equal one (1)
or more tons of NOx emissions.
(B) The NOx allowance allocation request must be submitted by September 1 of the calendar year that is one (1) year in
advance of the first ozone control period for which the NOx allowance allocation is requested.
(C) The NOx allowance allocation request for an integrated gasification combined cycle project under section 2(40)(G)
of this rule must be submitted by September 1 of the calendar year that is one (1) year in advance of the first ozone
control period for which the NOx allowance allocation is requested and after the date on which the department issues
a permit to construct the CAIR NOx unit. For integrated gasification combined cycle projects, project sponsors may
request the reservation of NOx allowances, based on the number of kilowatt hours of electricity generated based on an
eighty-five percent (85%) capacity factor and expected heat rate of the unit. Project sponsors may reapply each year,
not to exceed five (5) control periods. Requests for allowances may be made only for integrated gasification combined
cycle projects which first start commercial operations in 2009 and beyond.
(3) In a NOx allowance allocation request made under this subsection, the CAIR designated representative may request
for a control period, NOx allowances not to exceed the following:
(A) Projects in section 2(40)(A) of this rule that claim allowances based upon reductions in the consumption of electricity
and that are sponsored by end-users or nonutility third parties receive allowances based upon the number of kilowatt
hours of electricity saved during a control period and the following formula:
Allowances = (kWS × 0.0015)/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
kWS = The number of kilowatt hours of electricity saved during an ozone
control period by the project.
(B) Projects in section 2(40)(A) of this rule that claim allowances based upon reductions in the consumption of electricity
and that are sponsored by electric generating units shall be awarded allowances according to the following formula:
Allowances = (kWS × 0.000375/2,000)
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
kWS = The number of kilowatt hours of electricity saved during an ozone
control period by the project.
(C) Projects in section 2(40)(A) of this rule that claim allowances based upon reductions in the consumption of energy
other than electricity and that are not CAIR NOx ozone season units shall be awarded allowances according to the
following formula:
Allowances = (((Et1/Pt1) - (Et2/Pt2)) × Pt2 × NPt2
× (NPt1/NPt2))/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
Et1 = Energy consumed per ozone control period before project
implementation.
Pt1 = Units of product produced per ozone control period before project
implementation.
Et2 = Energy consumed in the most recent ozone control period.
Pt2 = Units of product produced in the most recent ozone control period.
NPt1 = NOx produced during the consumption of energy, measured in
pounds per million British thermal units before project
implementation.

NPt2 = NOx produced during the consumption of energy, measured in
pounds per million British thermal units in the most recent ozone
control period.
(D) Projects in section 2(40)(A) of this rule that claim allowances based upon reductions in the consumption of energy
other than electricity and that are CAIR NOx ozone season units shall be awarded allowances according to the following
formula:
Allowances = (((Et1/Pt1) - (Et2/Pt2)) × Pt2 × NPt2
× (NPt1/NPt2) × 0.25)/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
Et1 = Energy consumed per ozone control period before project
implementation.
Pt1 = Units of product produced per ozone control period before project
implementation.
Et2 = Energy consumed in the most recent ozone control period.
Pt2 = Units of product produced in the most recent ozone control period.
NPt1 = NOx produced during the consumption of energy, measured in
pounds per million British thermal units before project
implementation.
NPt2 = NOx produced during the consumption of energy, measured in
pounds per million British thermal units in the most recent ozone
control period.
Product produced, as used in these formulas in this clause and clause (C), may include manufactured items; raw,
intermediate, or final materials; or other products measured in discrete units and produced as a result of the
consumption of energy in a specific process or piece of equipment. Claims for allowances must include documentation
of NOx emissions per British thermal unit both before and after implementation of the project for the energy-consuming
process for which energy savings are claimed.
(E) Projects in section 2(40)(B) of this rule that claim allowances based upon highly efficient electricity generation using
systems such as combined cycle, microturbines, and fuel cell systems for the predominant use of a single end user, that
meet the thresholds specified in section 2(40)(B) of this rule, that are not electric generating units or large affected units
as defined in section 2 of this rule, and that are sponsored by end-users or nonutility third parties, receive allowances
based upon the net amount of electricity generated during a control period and the following formula:
Allowances = (kWG × (0.0015 !NOx ))/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
kWG = The number of net kilowatt hours of electricity generated during an
ozone control period by the project.
NOx = The amount of NOx produced during the generation of electricity,
measured in pounds per kilowatt hour.
(F) Projects in section 2(40)(B) of this rule that claim allowances based upon highly efficient combined heat and power
systems for the predominant use of a single end user, that meet the thresholds specified in section 2(40)(B) of this rule,
that are not electric generating units or large affected units as defined in section 2 of this rule, and that are sponsored
by end-users or nonutility third parties, receive allowances based upon the net amount of energy generated and used
during an ozone control period and the following formula:
Allowances = (NOx conventional - NOx CHP)/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
NOx conventional = [(0.15 × 3,412 × kWG / 0.34) + (0.17 × HeatOut / 0.8)] / 1,000,000
NOx CHP = (BtuIn × NOxRate)/1,000,000.
Where:
kWG = The number of net kilowatt hours of electricity generated
during an ozone control period by the project.
HeatOut = The number of British thermal units (Btu) of heat or
steam effectively used for space, water, or industrial process heat
during an ozone control period by the project.
NOxRate = NOx emitted during normal system operation by the
project, measured in pounds per million Btu of fuel input.

BtuIn = The number of British thermal units (Btu) of fuel used to
produce electricity, heat, or steam during an ozone control period
by the project.
(G) Projects in section 2(40)(B) and 2(40)(G) of this rule receive allowances based upon the number of kilowatt hours of
electricity each project generates during an ozone control period. Highly efficient electricity generation projects using
systems such as combined cycle, microturbines, and fuel cell systems for the predominant use of a single end user, that
meet a rated energy efficiency threshold of sixty percent (60%) for combined cycle systems and forty percent (40%) for
microturbines and fuel cells; or integrated gasification combined cycle, and that are sponsored by NOx allowance account
holders that own or operate units that produce electricity and are subject to the emission limitations of this rule receive
allowances based upon the net amount of electricity generated during an ozone control period and the following formula:
Allowances = (kWG × (0.0015 - NOx) × 0.25)/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
kWG = The number of net kilowatt hours of electricity generated during an
ozone control period by the project.
NOx = The amount of NOx produced during the generation of electricity,
measured in pounds per kilowatt hour.
(H) Projects in section 2(40)(C) and 2(40)(D) of this rule receive allowances based upon the number of kilowatt hours of
electricity each project generates during an ozone control period and according to the following formula:
Allowances = (kWG × 0.0015)/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
kWG = The number of kilowatt hours of electricity generated during an
ozone control period by the project.
(I) Projects in section 2(40)(E), 2(40)(G), and 2(40)(F) of this rule receive allowances based upon the difference in emitted
NOx per megawatt hour of operation for units before and after replacement or improvement and according to the
following formula:
Allowances = ((Et1 - Et2) × h) × 0.25)/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
Et1 = The emission rate in pounds per megawatt hour of NOx of the unit
before improvement or replacement.
Et2 = The emission rate in pounds per megawatt hour of NOx of the unit
after improvement or replacement.
h = The number of megawatt hours of operation during the ozone
control period.
(J) Projects in section 2(40)(A) of this rule that claim allowances based upon reductions in the consumption of electricity
and that are large affected units shall be awarded allowances according to the following formula:
Allowances = (kWS × NOx × 0.25)/2,000)
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
kWS = The number of kilowatt hours of electricity saved during an ozone
control period by the project.
NOx = The amount of NOx produced during the generation of electricity,
measured in pounds per kilowatt hour.
(K) Projects in section 2(40)(A) of this rule based upon energy efficiency other than electricity shall be awarded
allowances according to the following formula:
Allowances = (0.17 × HeatOut / 0.8)/1,000,000/2,000
Where:
Allowances = The number of allowances awarded to a project sponsor.
HeatOut = The number of British thermal units (Btu) of heat or steam
effectively used for space, water, or industrial process heat during an
ozone control period by the project.
Allowances shall be awarded only after verification of project implementation and certification of energy, emission, or
electricity savings, as appropriate. The department shall consult the office of lieutenant governor concerning verification
and certification.
(4) The department shall review, and allocate CAIR NOx allowances pursuant to, each allowance allocation request by
December 31 each year as follows:
(A) Upon receipt of the NOx allowance allocation request, the department shall determine whether and shall make any

necessary adjustments to the request to ensure that the number of allowances specified are consistent with the
requirements of subdivision (3).
(B) If the energy efficiency and renewable energy allocation set-aside for the control period for which NOx allowances
are requested has an amount of NOx allowances greater than or equal to the number requested, as adjusted under clause
(A), the department shall allocate the amount of the NOx allowances requested, as adjusted under clause (A), to the
energy efficiency and renewable energy projects. Any unallocated allowances shall be distributed as follows:
(i) Fifty percent (50%) of the unallocated allowances shall be retained by the state to fund a grant program for energy
efficiency and renewable energy projects. The grant program projects do not need to meet the one (1) ton of NOx
emissions for singular or aggregated projects under subdivision (2).
(ii) Fifty percent (50%) of the unallocated allowances shall be returned to existing large affected units on a pro rata
basis.
(C) If the energy efficiency and renewable energy allocation set-aside for the ozone control period for which NOx
allowances are requested has an amount of NOx allowances less than the number requested, as adjusted under clause (A),
the department shall allocate the allocation set-aside on a pro rata basis, except that allowances requested for projects
under section 2(40)(A), 2(40)(C), and 2(40)(D) of this rule shall be allocated first, allocated to projects under section
2(40)(B) and 2(40)(G) of this rule second, allocated to projects under section 2(40)(E) of this rule third, and allocated to
projects under section 2(40)(F) of this rule fourth.
By December 31 of each year, the department shall take appropriate action under subdivision (4) and notify the CAIR NOx
designated representative that submitted the request and the U.S. EPA of the number of NOx allowances allocated for the
control period to the CAIR NOx unit or energy efficiency or renewable energy projects.
*These documents are incorporated by reference. Copies may be obtained from the Government Printing Office, 732 North
Capitol Street, Washington, D.C. 20401 and are available for review and copying at the Department of Environmental
Management, Office of Air Quality, Indiana Government Center-North, Tenth Floor, 100 North Senate Avenue, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46204. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-3-8)
326 IAC 24-3-9 CAIR NOx ozone season allowance tracking system
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 9. (a) Except as provided in section 12(f)(7) of this rule, upon receipt of a complete certificate of representation under
section 6(h) of this rule, the U.S. EPA will establish a compliance account for the CAIR NOX ozone season source for which
the certificate of representation was submitted unless the source already has a compliance account.
(b) Any person may apply to open a general account for the purpose of holding and transferring CAIR NOX ozone season
allowances. An application for a general account may designate one (1) and only one (1) CAIR authorized account
representative and one (1) and only one (1) alternate CAIR authorized account representative who may act on behalf of the
CAIR authorized account representative. The agreement by which the alternate CAIR authorized account representative
is selected shall include a procedure for authorizing the alternate CAIR authorized account representative to act in lieu of
the CAIR authorized account representative. The establishment of the general account shall be subject to the following:
(1) A complete application for a general account shall be submitted to the U.S. EPA and shall include the following elements
in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA:
(A) The following information concerning the CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate CAIR
authorized account representative:
(i) Name.
(ii) Mailing address.
(iii) E-mail address, if any.
(iv) Telephone number.
(v) Facsimile transmission number, if any.
(B) Organization name and type of organization, if applicable.
(C) A list of all persons subject to a binding agreement for the CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate
CAIR authorized account representative to represent their ownership interest with respect to the CAIR NOX ozone
season allowances held in the general account.
(D) The following certification statement by the CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate CAIR
authorized account representative: “I certify that I was selected as the CAIR authorized account representative or the

alternate CAIR authorized account representative, as applicable, by an agreement that is binding on all persons who have
an ownership interest with respect to CAIR NOX ozone season allowances held in the general account. I certify that I have
all the necessary authority to carry out my duties and responsibilities under the CAIR NOX ozone season trading
program on behalf of such persons and that each such person shall be fully bound by my representations, actions,
inactions, or submissions and by any order or decision issued to me by the U.S. EPA or a court regarding the general
account.”.
(E) The signature of the CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate CAIR authorized account
representative and the dates signed.
(F) Unless otherwise required by the department or the U.S. EPA, documents of agreement referred to in the application
for a general account shall not be submitted to the department or the U.S. EPA. Neither the department nor the U.S. EPA
shall be under any obligation to review or evaluate the sufficiency of such documents, if submitted.
(2) Upon receipt by the U.S. EPA of a complete application for a general account under subdivision (1), the following shall
apply:
(A) The U.S. EPA will establish a general account for the person or persons for whom the application is submitted.
(B) The CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate CAIR authorized account representative for the
general account shall represent and, by his or her representations, actions, inactions, or submissions, legally bind each
person who has an ownership interest with respect to CAIR NOX ozone season allowances held in the general account
in all matters pertaining to the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program, notwithstanding any agreement between the
CAIR authorized account representative or any alternate CAIR authorized account representative and such person. Any
such person shall be bound by any order or decision issued to the CAIR authorized account representative or any
alternate CAIR authorized account representative by the U.S. EPA or a court regarding the general account.
(C) Any representation, action, inaction, or submission by any alternate CAIR authorized account representative shall
be deemed to be a representation, action, inaction, or submission by the CAIR authorized account representative.
(D) Each submission concerning the general account shall be submitted, signed, and certified by the CAIR authorized
account representative or any alternate CAIR authorized account representative for the persons having an ownership
interest with respect to CAIR NOX ozone season allowances held in the general account. Each such submission shall
include the following certification statement by the CAIR authorized account representative or any alternate CAIR
authorized account representative: “I am authorized to make this submission on behalf of the persons having an
ownership interest with respect to the CAIR NOX ozone season allowances held in the general account. I certify under
penalty of law that I have personally examined, and am familiar with, the statements and information submitted in this
document and all its attachments. Based on my inquiry of those individuals with primary responsibility for obtaining the
information, I certify that the statements and information are to the best of my knowledge and belief true, accurate, and
complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false statements and information or omitting
required statements and information, including the possibility of fine or imprisonment.”.
(E) The U.S. EPA will accept or act on a submission concerning the general account only if the submission has been made,
signed, and certified in accordance with clause (D).
(3) The following shall apply to changing the CAIR authorized account representative or alternate CAIR authorized
account representative, and changes in persons with ownership interest:
(A) The CAIR authorized account representative for a general account may be changed at any time upon receipt by the
U.S. EPA of a superseding complete application for a general account under subsection (b)(1). Notwithstanding any such
change, all representations, actions, inactions, and submissions by the previous CAIR authorized account representative
before the time and date when the U.S. EPA receives the superseding application for a general account shall be binding
on the new CAIR authorized account representative and the persons with an ownership interest with respect to the CAIR
NOX ozone season allowances in the general account.
(B) The alternate CAIR authorized account representative for a general account may be changed at any time upon
receipt by the U.S. EPA of a superseding complete application for a general account under subsection (b)(1).
Notwithstanding any such change, all representations, actions, inactions, and submissions by the previous alternate CAIR
authorized account representative before the time and date when the U.S. EPA receives the superseding application for
a general account shall be binding on the new alternate CAIR authorized account representative and the persons with
an ownership interest with respect to the CAIR NOX ozone season allowances in the general account.
(C) In the event a new person having an ownership interest with respect to CAIR NOX ozone season allowances in the
general account is not included in the list of such persons in the application for a general account, such new person shall
be deemed to be subject to and bound by the application for a general account, the representation, actions, inactions, and
submissions of the CAIR authorized account representative and any alternate CAIR authorized account representative
of the account, and the decisions and orders of the U.S. EPA or a court, as if the new person were included in such list.

(D) Within thirty (30) days following any change in the persons having an ownership interest with respect to CAIR NOX
ozone season allowances in the general account, including the addition of persons, the CAIR authorized account
representative or any alternate CAIR authorized account representative shall submit a revision to the application for
a general account amending the list of persons having an ownership interest with respect to the CAIR NOX ozone season
allowances in the general account to include the change.
(4) Once a complete application for a general account under subdivision (1) has been submitted and received, the U.S. EPA
will rely on the application unless and until a superseding complete application for a general account under subdivision
(1) is received by the U.S. EPA.
(5) Except as provided in subdivision (3)(A) or (3)(B), no objection or other communication submitted to the U.S. EPA
concerning the authorization, or any representation, action, inaction, or submission of the CAIR authorized account
representative or any alternative CAIR authorized account representative for a general account shall affect any
representation, action, inaction, or submission of the CAIR authorized account representative or any alternative CAIR
authorized account representative or the finality of any decision or order by the U.S. EPA under the CAIR NOX ozone
season trading program.
(6) The U.S. EPA will not adjudicate any private legal dispute concerning the authorization or any representation, action,
inaction, or submission of the CAIR authorized account representative or any alternative CAIR authorized account
representative for a general account, including private legal disputes concerning the proceeds of CAIR NOX ozone season
allowance transfers.
(c) The U.S. EPA will assign a unique identifying number to each account established under subsection (a) or (b).
(d) Following the establishment of a CAIR NOX ozone season allowance tracking system account, all submissions to the U.S.
EPA pertaining to the account, including, but not limited to, submissions concerning the deduction or transfer of CAIR NOX
ozone season allowances in the account, shall be made only by the CAIR authorized account representative for the account.
(e) By December 1, 2006, the U.S. EPA will record in the CAIR NOX ozone season source’s compliance account the CAIR
NOX ozone season allowances allocated for the CAIR NOX ozone season units at a source, as submitted by the department
in accordance with section 8(b)(1)(A) of this rule, for the control periods in 2010 and 2011.
(f) By December 1, 2009, and every three (3) years thereafter, the U.S. EPA will record in the CAIR NOX ozone season
source’s compliance account the CAIR NOX ozone season allowances allocated for the CAIR NOX ozone season units at the
source, as submitted by the department or as determined by the U.S. EPA in accordance with section 8(b)(1)(A) and 8(b)(3)
of this rule, for the control periods three (3), four (4), and five (5) years after the year of the allowance allocation.
(g) By September 1, 2009, and September 1 of each year thereafter, the U.S. EPA will record in the CAIR NOX ozone season
source’s compliance account the CAIR NOX ozone season allowances allocated for the CAIR NOX ozone season units at the
source, as submitted by the department or determined by the U.S. EPA in accordance with section 8(b)(1)(C) and 8(b)(4) of
this rule, for the control period in the year of the applicable deadline for recordation under this subsection.
(h) When recording the allocation of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances for a CAIR NOX ozone season unit in a
compliance account, the U.S. EPA will assign each CAIR NOX ozone season allowance a unique identification number that
shall include digits identifying the year of the control period for which the CAIR NOX ozone season allowance is allocated.
(i) The CAIR NOX ozone season allowances are available to be deducted for compliance with a source’s CAIR NOX ozone
season emissions limitation for a control period in a given calendar year only if the CAIR NOX ozone season allowances:
(1) were allocated for the control period in the year or a prior year;
(2) are held in the compliance account as of the allowance transfer deadline for the control period or are transferred into
the compliance account by a CAIR NOX ozone season allowance transfer correctly submitted for recordation under section
10(a) of this rule by the allowance transfer deadline for the control period; and
(3) are not necessary for deductions for excess emissions for a prior control period under subsection (j)(4) and (j)(5).
(j) The following shall apply to deductions for purposes of compliance with a unit’s allocation:
(1) Following the recordation, in accordance with section 10(b) and 10(c) of this rule, of CAIR NOX ozone season allowance
transfers submitted for recordation in a source’s compliance account by the allowance transfer deadline for a control
period, the U.S. EPA will deduct from the compliance account CAIR NOX ozone season allowances available under

subsection (i) in order to determine whether the source meets the CAIR NOX ozone season emissions limitation for the
control period in one (1) of the following ways:
(A) Until the amount of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances deducted equals the number of tons of total nitrogen oxides
emissions, determined in accordance with section 11 of this rule, from all CAIR NOX ozone season units at the source for
the control period.
(B) If there are insufficient CAIR NOX ozone season allowances to complete the deductions in clause (A), until no more
CAIR NOX ozone season allowances available under subsection (i) remain in the compliance account.
(2) The CAIR authorized account representative for a source’s compliance account may request that specific CAIR NOX
ozone season allowances, identified by serial number, in the compliance account be deducted for emissions or excess
emissions for a control period in accordance with subdivision (1), (4), or (5). Such request shall be submitted to the U.S.
EPA by the allowance transfer deadline for the control period and include, in a format prescribed by the U.S. EPA, the
identification of the CAIR NOX ozone season source and the appropriate serial numbers.
(3) The U.S. EPA will deduct CAIR NOX ozone season allowances under subdivision (1), (4), or (5) from the source’s
compliance account, in the absence of an identification or in the case of a partial identification of CAIR NOX ozone season
allowances by serial number under subdivision (2), on a first-in, first-out (FIFO) accounting basis in the following order:
(A) Any CAIR NOX ozone season allowances that were allocated to the units at the source, in the order of recordation.
(B) Any CAIR NOX ozone season allowances that were allocated to any entity and transferred and recorded in the
compliance account under section 10 of this rule, in the order of recordation.
(4) After making the deductions for compliance under subdivision (1) for a control period in a calendar year in which the
CAIR NOX ozone season source has excess emissions, the U.S. EPA will deduct from the source’s compliance account an
amount of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances, allocated for the control period in the immediately following calendar year,
equal to three (3) times the number of tons of the source’s excess emissions.
(5) Any allowance deduction required under subdivision (4) shall not affect the liability of the owners and operators of the
CAIR NOX ozone season source or the CAIR NOX ozone season units at the source for any fine, penalty, or assessment, or
their obligation to comply with any other remedy, for the same violations, as ordered under the Clean Air Act or applicable
state law.
(6) The U.S. EPA will record in the appropriate compliance account all deductions from such an account under subdivision
(1), (4), or (5).
(7) The U.S. EPA may review and conduct independent audits concerning any submission under the CAIR NOX ozone
season trading program and make appropriate adjustments of the information in the submissions.
(8) The U.S. EPA may deduct CAIR NOX ozone season allowances from or transfer CAIR NOX ozone season allowances
to a source’s compliance account based on the information in the submissions, as adjusted under subdivision (7).
(k) CAIR NOX ozone season allowances may be banked for future use or transfer in a compliance account or a general
account. Any CAIR NOX ozone season allowance that is held in a compliance account or a general account shall remain in
such account unless and until the CAIR NOX ozone season allowance is deducted or transferred under subsection (i), (j), or
(l) or section 10 of this rule.
(l) The U.S. EPA may, at its sole discretion and on its own motion, correct any error in any CAIR NOX ozone season
allowance tracking system account. Within ten (10) business days of making such correction, the U.S. EPA will notify the
CAIR authorized account representative for the account.
(m) The CAIR authorized account representative of a general account may submit to the U.S. EPA a request to close the
account, which shall include a correctly submitted allowance transfer under section 10(a) of this rule for any CAIR NOX
ozone season allowances in the account to one or more other CAIR NOX ozone season allowance tracking system accounts.
(n) If a general account has no allowance transfers in or out of the account for a twelve (12) month period or longer and
does not contain any CAIR NOX ozone season allowances, the U.S. EPA may notify the CAIR authorized account
representative for the account that the account will be closed following twenty (20) business days after the notice is sent. The
account will be closed after the twenty (20) day period unless, before the end of the twenty (20) day period, the U.S. EPA
receives a correctly submitted transfer of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances into the account under section 10(a) of this rule
or a statement submitted by the CAIR authorized account representative demonstrating to the satisfaction of the U.S. EPA
good cause as to why the account should not be closed. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-3-9)
326 IAC 24-3-10 CAIR NOx ozone season allowance transfers

Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 10. (a) A CAIR authorized account representative seeking recordation of a CAIR NOX ozone season allowance transfer
shall submit the transfer to the U.S. EPA. To be considered correctly submitted, the CAIR NOX ozone season allowance
transfer shall include the following elements, in a format specified by the U.S. EPA:
(1) The account numbers for both the transferor and transferee accounts.
(2) The serial number of each CAIR NOX ozone season allowance that is in the transferor account and is to be transferred.
(3) The name and signature of the CAIR authorized account representative of the transferor account and the date signed.
(b) Within five (5) business days, except as provided in subsection (c), of receiving a CAIR NOX ozone season allowance
transfer, the U.S. EPA will record a CAIR NOX ozone season allowance transfer by moving each CAIR NOX ozone season
allowance from the transferor account to the transferee account as specified by the request, provided the following:
(1) The transfer is correctly submitted under subsection (a).
(2) The transferor account includes each CAIR NOX ozone season allowance identified by serial number in the transfer.
(c) A CAIR NOX ozone season allowance transfer that is submitted for recordation after the allowance transfer deadline
for a control period and that includes any CAIR NOX ozone season allowances allocated for any control period before such
allowance transfer deadline will not be recorded until after the U.S. EPA completes the deductions under section 9(i) and 9(j)
of this rule for the control period immediately before such allowance transfer deadline.
(d) Where a CAIR NOX ozone season allowance transfer submitted for recordation fails to meet the requirements of
subsection (b), the U.S. EPA will not record such transfer.
(e) The following notification requirements shall apply to CAIR NOx allowance transfers:
(1) Within five (5) business days of recordation of a CAIR NOX ozone season allowance transfer under subsections (b) and
(c) the U.S. EPA will notify the CAIR authorized account representatives of both the transferor and transferee accounts.
(2) Within ten (10) business days of receipt of a CAIR NOX ozone season allowance transfer that fails to meet the
requirements of subsection (b), the U.S. EPA will notify the CAIR authorized account representatives of both accounts
subject to the transfer of the decision not to record the transfer and the reasons for such nonrecordation.
(f) Nothing in this section shall preclude the submission of a CAIR NOX ozone season allowance transfer for recordation
following notification of nonrecordation. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-3-10)
326 IAC 24-3-11 Monitoring and reporting requirements
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 11. (a) The owners and operators, and to the extent applicable, the CAIR designated representative, of a CAIR NOX
ozone season unit, shall comply with the monitoring, record keeping, and reporting requirements as provided in this rule and
in 40 CFR 75, Subpart H*. For purposes of complying with such requirements, the definitions in section 2 of this rule and
40 CFR 72.2* shall apply, and the terms affected unit, designated representative, and continuous emission monitoring system
(CEMS) in 40 CFR 75* shall be replaced by the terms CAIR NOX ozone season unit, CAIR designated representative, and
continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS) respectively, as defined in section 2 of this rule. The owner or operator of
a unit that is not a CAIR NOX ozone season unit but that is monitored under 40 CFR 75.72(b)(2)(ii)* shall comply with the
same monitoring, record keeping, and reporting requirements as a CAIR NOX ozone season unit.
(b) The owner or operator of each CAIR NOX ozone season unit shall:
(1) Install all monitoring systems required under this section for monitoring NOX ozone season mass emissions and
individual unit heat input. This includes all systems required to monitor NOX ozone season emission rate, NOX ozone season
concentration, stack gas moisture content, stack gas flow rate, CO2 or O2 concentration, and fuel flow rate, as applicable,
in accordance with 40 CFR 75.71* and 40 CFR 75.72*.
(2) Successfully complete all certification tests required under subsections (f) through (j) and meet all other requirements
of this section and 40 CFR 75* applicable to the monitoring systems under subdivision (1).
(3) Record, report, and quality-assure the data from the monitoring systems under subdivision (1).

(c) The owner or operator shall meet the monitoring system certification and other requirements of subsection (b)(1) and
(b)(2) on or before the following dates. The owner or operator shall record, report, and quality-assure the data from the
monitoring systems under subsection (b)(1) on and after the following dates:
(1) For the owner or operator of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit that commences commercial operation before July 1, 2007,
by May 1, 2008.
(2) For the owner or operator of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit that commences commercial operation on or after July
1, 2007, and that reports on an annual basis under subsection (n)(3), by the later of the following dates:
(A) May 1, 2008, if the compliance date under clause (B) is before May 1, 2008.
(B) The earlier of:
(i) one hundred eighty (180) calendar days after the date on which the unit commences commercial operation; or
(ii) ninety (90) unit operating days after the date on which the unit commences commercial operation.
(3) For the owner or operator of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit that commences operation on or after July 1, 2007, and
that reports on a control period basis under subsection (n)(3)(B)(ii), by the later of the following dates:
(A) If the compliance date under clause (B) is not during a control period, May 1 immediately following the compliance
date under clause (B).
(B) The earlier of:
(i) one hundred eighty (180) calendar days after the date on which the unit commences commercial operation; or
(ii) ninety (90) unit operating days after the date on which the unit commences commercial operation.
(4) For the owner or operator of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit for which construction of a new stack or flue or installation
of add-on NOX emission controls is completed after the applicable deadline under subdivisions (1), (2), (6), or (7) and that
reports on an annual basis under subsection (n)(3), compliance by the earlier of:
(A) one hundred eighty (180) calendar days after the date on which emissions first exit to the atmosphere through the
new stack or flue or add-on NOX emissions controls; or
(B) ninety (90) unit operating days after the date on which emissions first exit to the atmosphere through the new stack
or flue or add-on NOX emissions controls.
(5) For the owner or operator of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit for which construction of a new stack or flue or installation
of add-on NOX emission controls is completed after the applicable deadline under subdivision (1), (3), (6), or (7) and that
reports on control period basis under subsection (n)(3)(B)(ii), by the later of the following dates:
(A) If the compliance date under clause (B) is not during a control period, May 1 immediately following the compliance
date under clause (B).
(B) The earlier of:
(i) one hundred eighty (180) calendar days after the date on which emissions first exit to the atmosphere through the
new stack or flue or add-on NOX emissions controls; or
(ii) ninety (90) unit operating days after the date on which emissions first exit to the atmosphere through the new stack
or flue or add-on NOX emissions controls.
(6) Notwithstanding the dates in subdivisions (1) through (3), for the owner or operator of a unit for which a CAIR NOX
ozone season opt-in permit application is submitted and not withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or
denied under section 12 of this rule, by the date specified in section 12(f)(2) through 12(f)(4) of this rule.
(7) Notwithstanding the dates in subdivisions (1) through (3) and solely for purposes of section 4(c)(2) of this rule, for the
owner or operator of a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit, by the date on which the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit
enters the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program as provided in section 12(f)(9) of this rule.
(d) Requirements for reporting data apply to this rule as follows:
(1) Except as provided in subdivision (2), the owner or operator of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit that does not meet the
applicable compliance date set forth in subsection (c) for any monitoring system under subsection (b)(1) shall, for each such
monitoring system, determine, record, and report maximum potential or, as appropriate, minimum potential, values for
NOX concentration, NOX emission rate, stack gas flow rate, stack gas moisture content, fuel flow rate, and any other
parameters required to determine NOX mass emissions and heat input in accordance with 40 CFR 75.31(b)(2) or 40 CFR
75.31(c)(3)*, 40 CFR 75, Appendix D, Section 2.4*, or 40 CFR 75, Appendix E, Section 2.5*, as applicable.
(2) The owner or operator of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit that does not meet the applicable compliance date set forth
in subsection (c)(4) for any monitoring system under subsection (b)(1) shall, for each such monitoring system, determine,
record, and report substitute data using the applicable missing data procedures in 40 CFR 75.74(c)(7)*, 40 CFR, Subpart
D*, 40 CFR 75, Subpart H*, 40 CFR, Appendix D*, or 40 CFR, Appendix E*, in lieu of the maximum potential or, as
appropriate, minimum potential values, for a parameter if the owner or operator demonstrates that there is continuity
between the data streams for that parameter before and after the construction or installation under subsection (c)(4).

(e) The following shall apply to any monitoring system, alternative monitoring system, alternative reference method, or
any other alternative for a CEMS required under this rule:
(1) No owner or operator of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit shall use any alternative monitoring system, alternative
reference method, or any other alternative to any requirement of this section without having obtained prior written
approval in accordance with subsection (o).
(2) No owner or operator of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit shall operate the unit so as to discharge, or allow to be
discharged, NOX ozone season emissions to the atmosphere without accounting for all such emissions in accordance with
the applicable provisions of this section and 40 CFR 75*.
(3) No owner or operator of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit shall disrupt the continuous emission monitoring system, any
portion thereof, or any other approved emission monitoring method, and thereby avoid monitoring and recording NOX
ozone season mass emissions discharged into the atmosphere, except for periods of recertification or periods when
calibration, quality assurance testing, or maintenance is performed in accordance with the applicable provisions of this
section and 40 CFR 75*.
(4) No owner or operator of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit shall retire or permanently discontinue use of the continuous
emission monitoring system, any component thereof, or any other approved monitoring system under this section, except
under any one (1) of the following circumstances:
(A) During the period that the unit is covered by an exemption under section 3 of this rule.
(B) The owner or operator is monitoring emissions from the unit with another certified monitoring system approved, in
accordance with the applicable provisions of this section and 40 CFR 75*, by the department for use at that unit that
provides emission data for the same pollutant or parameter as the retired or discontinued monitoring system.
(C) The CAIR designated representative submits notification of the date of certification testing of a replacement
monitoring system for the retired or discontinued monitoring system in accordance with subsection (h)(3)(A).
(f) The owner or operator of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit shall be exempt from the initial certification requirements of
subsection (h) for a monitoring system under subsection (b)(1) if the following conditions are met:
(1) The monitoring system has been previously certified in accordance with 40 CFR 75* of this chapter.
(2) The applicable quality-assurance and quality-control requirements of 40 CFR 75.21* and 40 CFR 75, Appendix B*,
40 CFR 75, Appendix D*, and 40 CFR 75, Appendix E* are fully met for the certified monitoring system described in
subsection (b)(1).
The recertification provisions of this subsection and subsections (g) through (j) shall apply to a monitoring system under
subsection (b)(1) exempt from initial certification requirements under this subsection.
(g) If the U.S. EPA has previously approved a petition under 40 CFR 75.17(a)* or 40 CFR 75.17(b)* for apportioning the
NOX emission rate measured in a common stack or a petition under 40 CFR 75.66* for an alternative to a requirement in 40
CFR 75.12* or 40 CFR 75.17*, the CAIR designated representative shall resubmit the petition to the U.S. EPA under
subsection (o)(1) to determine whether the approval applies under the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program.
(h) Except as provided in subsection (f), the owner or operator of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit shall comply with the
following initial certification and recertification procedures for a continuous monitoring system, which is a continuous
emission monitoring system and an excepted monitoring system under 40 CFR 75, Appendix D* and 40 CFR 75, Appendix
E*, under subsection (b)(1). The owner or operator of a unit that qualifies to use the low mass emissions accepted monitoring
methodology under 40 CFR 75.19* or that qualifies to use an alternative monitoring system under 40 CFR 75, Subpart E*
shall comply with the procedures in subsection (i) or (j) respectively.
(1) The owner or operator shall ensure that each continuous monitoring system under subsection (b)(1), including the
automated data acquisition and handling system, successfully completes all of the initial certification testing required under
40 CFR 75.20* by the applicable deadline in subsection (c). In addition, whenever the owner or operator installs a
monitoring system to meet the requirements of this section in a location where no such monitoring system was previously
installed, initial certification in accordance with 40 CFR 75.20* is required.
(2) Whenever the owner or operator makes a replacement, modification, or change in any certified continuous emission
monitoring system under subsection (b)(1) that may significantly affect the ability of the system to accurately measure or
record NOX mass emissions or heat input rate or to meet the quality-assurance and quality-control requirements of 40 CFR
75.21* or 40 CFR 75, Appendix B*, the owner or operator shall recertify the monitoring system in accordance with 40 CFR
75.20(b)*. Furthermore, whenever the owner or operator makes a replacement, modification, or change to the flue gas
handling system or the unit’s operation that may significantly change the stack flow or concentration profile, the owner
or operator shall recertify each continuous emission monitoring system whose accuracy is potentially affected by the

change, in accordance with 40 CFR 75.20(b)*. Examples of changes to a continuous emission monitoring system that
require recertification include replacement of the analyzer, complete replacement of an existing continuous emission
monitoring system, or change in location or orientation of the sampling probe or site. Any fuel flowmeter system, and any
excepted NOX monitoring system under 40 CFR 75, Appendix E*, under subsection (b)(1) are subject to the recertification
requirements in 40 CFR 75.20(g)(6)*.
(3) Clauses (A) through (D) apply to both initial certification and recertification of a continuous monitoring system under
subsection (b)(1). For recertifications, replace the words certification and initial certification with the word recertification,
replace the word certified with the word recertified, and follow the procedures in 40 CFR 75.20(b)(5)* and 40 CFR
75.20(g)(7)* in lieu of the procedures in clause (E). Requirements for the certification approval process for initial
certification and recertification, and loss of certification are as follows:
(A) The CAIR designated representative shall submit to the department, the appropriate EPA Regional Office, and the
U.S. EPA written notice of the dates of certification testing, in accordance with subsection (m).
(B) The CAIR designated representative shall submit to the department a certification application for each monitoring
system. A complete certification application shall include the information specified in 40 CFR 75.63*.
(C) The provisional certification date for a monitoring system shall be determined in accordance with 40 CFR
75.20(a)(3)*. A provisionally certified monitoring system may be used under the CAIR NOX ozone season trading
program for a period not to exceed one hundred twenty (120) days after receipt by the department of the complete
certification application for the monitoring system under clause (B). Data measured and recorded by the provisionally
certified monitoring system, in accordance with the requirements of 40 CFR 75*, shall be considered valid qualityassured data, retroactive to the date and time of provisional certification, provided that the department does not
invalidate the provisional certification by issuing a notice of disapproval within one hundred twenty (120) days of the date
of receipt of the complete certification application by the department.
(D) The department shall issue a written notice of approval or disapproval of the certification application to the owner
or operator within one hundred twenty (120) days of receipt of the complete certification application under clause (B).
In the event the department does not issue such a notice within such one hundred twenty (120) day period, each
monitoring system that meets the applicable performance requirements of 40 CFR 75* and is included in the certification
application shall be deemed certified for use under the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program.
(i) If the certification application is complete and shows that each monitoring system meets the applicable performance
requirements of 40 CFR 75*, then the department shall issue a written notice of approval of the certification application
within one hundred twenty (120) days of receipt.
(ii) If the certification application is not complete, then the department shall issue a written notice of incompleteness
that sets a reasonable date by which the CAIR designated representative must submit the additional information
required to complete the certification application. If the CAIR designated representative does not comply with the
notice of incompleteness by the specified date, then the department may issue a notice of disapproval under item (iii).
The one hundred twenty (120) day review period shall not begin before receipt of a complete certification application.
(iii) If the certification application shows that any monitoring system does not meet the performance requirements of
40 CFR 75* or if the certification application is incomplete and the requirement for disapproval under item (ii) is met,
then the department shall issue a written notice of disapproval of the certification application. Upon issuance of such
notice of disapproval, the provisional certification is invalidated by the department and the data measured and recorded
by each uncertified monitoring system shall not be considered valid quality-assured data beginning with the date and
hour of provisional certification, as defined under 40 CFR 75.20(a)(3)*. The owner or operator shall follow the
procedures for loss of certification in clause (E) for each monitoring system that is disapproved for initial certification.
(iv) The department or, for a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit or a unit for which a CAIR opt-in permit application
is submitted and not withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied under section 12 of this rule, the
U.S. EPA may issue a notice of disapproval of the certification status of a monitor in accordance with subsection (l).
(E) If the department or the U.S. EPA issues a notice of disapproval of a certification application under clause (D)(iii)
or a notice of disapproval of certification status under clause (D)(iv), then the following shall apply:
(i) The owner or operator shall substitute the following values, for each disapproved monitoring system, for each hour
of unit operation during the period of invalid data specified under 40 CFR 75.20(a)(4)(iii)*, 40 CFR 75.20(g)(7)*, or 40
CFR 75.21(e)* and continuing until the applicable date and hour specified under 40 CFR 75.20(a)(5)(i)* or 40 CFR
75.20(g)(7)*:
(AA) For a disapproved NOX emission rate, NOX-diluent, system, the maximum potential NOX emission rate, as
defined in 40 CFR 72.2*.
(BB) For a disapproved NOX pollutant concentration monitor and disapproved flow monitor, respectively, the
maximum potential concentration of NOX and the maximum potential flow rate, as defined in 40 CFR 75, Appendix

A, Sections 2.1.2.1 and 2.1.4.1*.
(CC) For a disapproved moisture monitoring system and disapproved diluent gas monitoring system, respectively,
the minimum potential moisture percentage and either the maximum potential CO2 concentration or the minimum
potential O2 concentration, as applicable, as defined in 40 CFR 75, Appendix A, Sections 2.1.5, 2.1.3.1, and 2.1.3.2*.
(DD) For a disapproved fuel flowmeter system, the maximum potential fuel flow rate, as defined in 40 CFR 75,
Appendix D, Section 2.4.2.1*.
(EE) For a disapproved excepted NOX ozone season monitoring system under 40 CFR 75, Appendix E, the fuelspecific maximum potential NOX ozone season emission rate, as defined in 40 CFR 72.2*.
(ii) The CAIR designated representative shall submit a notification of certification retest dates and a new certification
application in accordance with clauses (A) and (B).
(iii) The owner or operator shall repeat all certification tests or other requirements that were failed by the monitoring
system, as indicated in the department’s or the U.S. EPA’s notice of disapproval, not later than thirty (30) unit
operating days after the date of issuance of the notice of disapproval.
(i) The owner or operator of a unit qualified to use the low mass emissions (LME) excepted methodology under 40 CFR
75.19* shall meet the applicable certification and recertification requirements in 40 CFR 75.19(a)(2)* and 40 CFR 75.20(h)*.
If the owner or operator of such a unit elects to certify a fuel flowmeter system for heat input determination, the owner or
operator shall also meet the certification and recertification requirements in 40 CFR 75.20(g)*.
(j) The CAIR designated representative of each unit for which the owner or operator intends to use an alternative
monitoring system approved by the U.S. EPA and, if applicable, the department under 40 CFR 75, Subpart E* shall comply
with the applicable notification and application procedures of 40 CFR 75.20(f)*.
(k) Whenever any monitoring system fails to meet the quality-assurance and quality-control requirements or data
validation requirements of 40 CFR 75*, data shall be substituted using the applicable missing data procedures in 40 CFR,
Subpart D*, 40 CFR 75, Subpart H*, 40 CFR 75, Appendix D*, or 40 CFR 75, Appendix E*.
(l) Whenever both an audit of a monitoring system and a review of the initial certification or recertification application
reveal that any monitoring system should not have been certified or recertified because it did not meet a particular
performance specification or other requirement under subsections (f) through (j) or the applicable provisions of 40 CFR 75*,
both at the time of the initial certification or recertification application submission and at the time of the audit, the
department or, for a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit or a unit for which a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted
and not withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied under section 12 of this rule, the U.S. EPA will issue
a notice of disapproval of the certification status of such monitoring system. For the purposes of this subsection and
subsection (k), an audit shall be either a field audit or an audit of any information submitted to the department or the U.S.
EPA. By issuing the notice of disapproval, the department or the U.S. EPA revokes prospectively the certification status of
the monitoring system. The data measured and recorded by the monitoring system shall not be considered valid qualityassured data from the date of issuance of the notification of the revoked certification status until the date and time that the
owner or operator completes subsequently approved initial certification or recertification tests for the monitoring system.
The owner or operator shall follow the applicable initial certification or recertification procedures in subsections (f) through
(j) for each disapproved monitoring system.
(m) The CAIR designated representative for a CAIR NOX ozone season unit shall submit written notice to the department
and the U.S. EPA in accordance with 40 CFR 75.61*.
(n) The CAIR designated representative shall comply with all record keeping and reporting requirements in this subsection,
the applicable record keeping and reporting requirements under 40 CFR 75.73*, and the requirements of section 6(e) of this
rule.
(1) The owner or operator of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit shall comply with requirements of 40 CFR 75.73(c)* and 40
CFR 75.73(e)* and, for a unit for which a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted and not withdrawn and a CAIR
opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied under section 12, 12(e), and 12(f)(1) of this rule.
(2) The CAIR designated representative shall submit an application to the department within forty (45) days after
completing all initial certification or recertification tests required under subsections (f) through (j), including the
information required under 40 CFR 75.63*.
(3) The CAIR designated representative shall submit quarterly reports as follows:

(A) If the CAIR NOX ozone season unit is subject to an acid rain emissions limitation or a CAIR NOX emissions limitation
or if the owner or operator of such unit chooses to report on an annual basis under this section, the CAIR designated
representative shall meet the requirements of 40 CFR 75, Subpart H*, concerning monitoring of NOX mass emissions,
for such unit for the entire year and shall report the NOX mass emissions data and heat input data for such unit, in a
format prescribed by the U.S. EPA, for each calendar quarter beginning with:
(i) for a unit that commences commercial operation before July 1, 2007, the calendar quarter covering May 1, 2008,
through June 30, 2008; or
(ii) for a unit that commences commercial operation on or after July 1, 2007, the calendar quarter corresponding to
the earlier of the date of provisional certification or the applicable deadline for initial certification under subsection
(c), unless that quarter is the third or fourth quarter of 2007, in which case reporting shall commence in the quarter
covering May 1, 2008, through June 30, 2008.
(B) If the CAIR NOX ozone season unit is not subject to an acid rain emissions limitation or a CAIR NOX emissions
limitation, then the CAIR designated representative shall meet either of the following:
(i) Meet the requirements of 40 CFR 75, Subpart H*, concerning monitoring of NOX mass emissions, for such unit for
the entire year and report the NOX mass emissions data and heat input data for such unit in accordance with clause (A).
(ii) Meet the requirements of 40 CFR 75, Subpart H* for the control period, including the requirements in 40 CFR
75.74(c)*, and report NOX mass emissions data and heat input data, including the data described in 40 CFR
75.74(c)(6)*, for such unit only for the control period of each year and report, in an electronic quarterly report in a
format prescribed by the U.S. EPA, for each calendar quarter beginning with:
(AA) For a unit that commences commercial operation before July 1, 2007, the calendar quarter covering May 1,
2008 through June 30, 2008.
(BB) For a unit that commences commercial operation on or after July 1, 2007, the calendar quarter corresponding
to the earlier of the date of provisional certification or the applicable deadline for initial certification under subsection
(c), unless that date is not during a control period, in which case reporting shall commence in the quarter that
includes May 1 through June 30 of the first control period after such date.
(C) The CAIR designated representative shall submit each quarterly report to the U.S. EPA within thirty (30) days
following the end of the calendar quarter covered by the report. Quarterly reports shall be submitted in the manner
specified in 40 CFR 75.73(f)*.
(D) For CAIR NOX ozone season units that are also subject to an acid rain emissions limitation or the CAIR NOX ozone
season trading program or CAIR SO2 trading program, quarterly reports shall include the applicable data and
information required by 40 CFR 75, Subparts F through H* as applicable, in addition to the NOX mass emission data,
heat input data, and other information required by this subpart.
(4) The CAIR designated representative shall submit to the U.S. EPA a compliance certification, in a format prescribed
by the U.S. EPA in support of each quarterly report based on reasonable inquiry of those persons with primary
responsibility for ensuring that all of the unit’s emissions are correctly and fully monitored. The certification shall state
that:
(A) the monitoring data submitted were recorded in accordance with the applicable requirements of this section and 40
CFR 75*, including the quality assurance procedures and specifications;
(B) for a unit with add-on NOX ozone season emission controls and for all hours where NOX data are substituted in
accordance with 40 CFR 75.34(a)(1)*, the add-on emission controls were operating within the range of parameters listed
in the quality assurance/quality control program under 40 CFR 75, Appendix B* and the substitute data values do not
systematically underestimate NOX emissions; and
(C) for a unit that is reporting on a control period basis under subdivision 3(B)(ii), the NOX mass emission rate and NOX
concentration values substituted for missing data under 40 CFR 75, Subpart D* are calculated using only values from
a control period and do not systemically underestimate NOX emissions.
(o) A petition requesting approval of alternatives to any requirement of this section may be made as follows:
(1) Except as provided in subdivision (3), the CAIR designated representative of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit that is
subject to an acid rain emissions limitation may submit a petition under 40 CFR 75.66* to the U.S. EPA requesting
approval to apply an alternative to any requirement of this section. Application of an alternative to any requirement of this
section is in accordance with this section only to the extent that the petition is approved in writing by the U.S. EPA, in
consultation with the department.
(2) The CAIR designated representative of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit that is not subject to an acid rain emissions
limitation may submit a petition under 40 CFR 75.66* to the department and the U.S. EPA requesting approval to apply
an alternative to any requirement of this section. Application of an alternative to any requirement of this section is in

accordance with this section only to the extent that the petition is approved in writing by both the department and the U.S.
EPA.
(3) The CAIR designated representative of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit that is subject to an acid rain emissions
limitation may submit a petition under 40 CFR 75.66 * to the department and the U.S. EPA requesting approval to apply
an alternative to a requirement concerning any additional continuous emission monitoring system required under 40 CFR
75.72*. Application of an alternative to any such requirement is in accordance with this subpart only to the extent that the
petition is approved in writing by both the department and the U.S. EPA.
(p) The owner or operator of a CAIR NOX ozone season unit that monitors and reports NOX mass emissions using a NOX
ozone season concentration system and a flow system shall also monitor and report heat input rate at the unit level using the
procedures set forth in 40 CFR 75*.
*These documents are incorporated by reference. Copies may be obtained from the Government Printing Office, 732 North
Capitol Street, Washington, D.C. 20401 and are available for review and copying at the Department of Environmental
Management, Office of Air Quality, Indiana Government Center-North, Tenth Floor, 100 North Senate Avenue, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46204. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-3-11)
326 IAC 24-3-12 CAIR NOx ozone season opt-in units
Authority: IC 13-14-8; IC 13-17-3-4; IC 13-17-3-11
Affected: IC 13-15; IC 13-17
Sec. 12. (a) A CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit must be a unit that meets the following requirements:
(1) Is located in Indiana.
(2) Is not a CAIR NOX ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule and is not covered by a retired unit exemption under
section 3 of this rule that is in effect.
(3) Is not covered by a retired unit exemption under 40 CFR 72.8* that is in effect.
(4) Has or is required or qualified to have a Part 70 operating permit or other federally enforceable permit.
(5) Vents all of its emissions to a stack and can meet the monitoring, record keeping, and reporting requirements of section
11 of this rule.
(b) Except as otherwise provided in this rule, a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit shall be treated as a CAIR NOX ozone
season unit for purposes of applying sections 1 through 11 of this rule.
(c) Solely for purposes of applying, as provided in this section, the requirements of section 11 of this rule to a unit for which
a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted and not withdrawn and a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied under
this section, such unit shall be treated as a CAIR NOX ozone season unit before issuance of a CAIR opt-in permit for such
unit.
(d) Any CAIR NOX opt-in unit, and any unit for which a CAIR opt-in permit application is submitted and not withdrawn
and a CAIR opt-in permit is not yet issued or denied under this section, located at the same source as one or more CAIR NOX
ozone season units shall have the same CAIR designated representative and alternate CAIR designated representative as such
CAIR NOX ozone season units.
(e) The CAIR designated representative of a unit meeting the requirements for a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit in
subsection (a) may apply for an initial CAIR opt-in permit at any time, except as provided under subsection (h)(8) and (h)(9),
and, in order to apply, must submit the following:
(1) A complete CAIR permit application under section 7(c) of this rule.
(2) A certification, in a format specified by the department, that the unit:
(A) is not a CAIR NOX ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule and is not covered by a retired unit exemption under
section 3 of this rule that is in effect;
(B) is not covered by a retired unit exemption under 40 CFR 72.8* that is in effect;
(C) vents all of its emissions to a stack; and
(D) has documented heat input for more than eight hundred seventy-six (876) hours during the six (6) months
immediately preceding submission of the CAIR permit application under section 7(c) of this rule.
(3) A monitoring plan in accordance with section 11 of this rule.

(4) A complete certificate of representation under section 6(h) of this rule consistent with subsection (d), if no CAIR
designated representative has been previously designated for the source that includes the unit.
(5) A statement, in a format specified by the department, that the CAIR designated representative requests that the unit
be allocated CAIR NOX ozone season allowances under subsection (j)(4), subject to the conditions in subsections (f)(10) and
(h)(8).
The CAIR designated representative of a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit shall submit a complete CAIR permit
application under section 7(c) of this rule to renew the CAIR opt-in unit permit in accordance with the department’s
regulations for Part 70 operating permits, or the department’s regulations for other federally enforceable permits if
applicable, addressing permit renewal. Unless the department issues a notification of acceptance of withdrawal of the CAIR
opt-in unit from the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program in accordance with subsection (h) or the unit becomes a CAIR
NOX ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule, the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit shall remain subject to the
requirements for a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit, even if the CAIR designated representative for the CAIR NOX ozone
season opt-in unit fails to submit a CAIR permit application that is required for renewal of the CAIR opt-in permit.
(f) The department shall issue or deny a CAIR opt-in permit for a unit for which an initial application for a CAIR opt-in
permit under subsection (e) is submitted in accordance with the following:
(1) The department and the U.S. EPA will determine, on an interim basis, the sufficiency of the monitoring plan
accompanying the initial application for a CAIR opt-in permit under subsection (e). A monitoring plan is sufficient, for
purposes of interim review, if the plan appears to contain information demonstrating that the NOX emissions rate and heat
input of the unit and all other applicable parameters are monitored and reported in accordance with section 11 of this rule.
A determination of sufficiency shall not be construed as acceptance or approval of the monitoring plan.
(2) If the department and the U.S. EPA determine that the monitoring plan is sufficient under subdivision (1), the owner
or operator shall monitor and report the NOX emissions rate and the heat input of the unit and all other applicable
parameters, in accordance with section 11 of this rule, starting on the date of certification of the appropriate monitoring
systems under section 11 of this rule and continuing until a CAIR opt-in permit is denied under subsection (f)(8) or, if a
CAIR opt-in permit is issued, the date and time when the unit is withdrawn from the CAIR NOX ozone season trading
program in accordance with subsection (h).
(3) The monitoring and reporting under subdivision (2) shall include the entire control period immediately before the date
on which the unit enters the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program under subdivision (9), during which period
monitoring system availability must not be less than ninety percent (90%) under section 11 of this rule and the unit must
be in full compliance with any applicable state or federal emissions or emissions-related requirements.
(4) To the extent the NOX emissions rate and the heat input of the unit are monitored and reported in accordance with
section 11 of this rule for one (1) or more control periods, in addition to the control period under subdivision (2), during
which control periods monitoring system availability is not less than ninety percent (90%) under section 11 of this rule and
the unit is in full compliance with any applicable state or federal emissions or emissions-related requirements and which
control periods begin not more than three (3) years before the unit enters the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program
under subdivision (9), such information shall be used as provided in subdivisions (5) and (6).
(5) The unit’s baseline heat rate shall equal one (1) of the following:
(A) If the unit’s NOX emissions rate and heat input are monitored and reported for only one (1) control period, in
accordance with subdivisions (2) and (3), the unit’s total heat input, in million British thermal units (mmBtu) for the
control period.
(B) If the unit’s NOX emissions rate and heat input are monitored and reported for more than one (1) control period, in
accordance with subdivisions (2) through (4), the average of the amounts of the unit’s total heat input, in million British
thermal units (mmBtu) for the control periods under subdivisions (3) and (4).
(6) The unit’s baseline NOX emission rate shall equal one (1) of the following:
(A) If the unit’s NOX emissions rate and heat input are monitored and reported for only one (1) control period, in
accordance with subdivisions (2) and (3), the unit’s NOX emissions rate, in pounds per million British thermal units
(lb/mmBtu), for the control period.
(B) If the unit’s NOX emissions rate and heat input are monitored and reported for more than one (1) control period, in
accordance with subdivisions (3) and (4), and the unit does not have add-on NOX emission controls during any such
control periods, the average of the amounts of the unit’s NOX emissions rate in pounds per million British thermal units
(lb/mmBtu) for the control period under subdivision (3) and the control periods under subdivision (4).
(C) If the unit’s NOX emissions rate and heat input are monitored and reported for more than one (1) control period, in
accordance with subdivisions (2) through (4), and the unit has add-on NOX emission controls during any such control
periods, the average of the amounts of the unit’s NOX emissions rate in pounds per million British thermal units

(lb/mmBtu) for such control periods during which the unit has add-on NOX emission controls.
(7) After calculating the baseline heat input and the baseline NOX emissions rate for the unit under subdivisions (5) and
(6) and if the department determines that the CAIR designated representative shows that the unit meets the requirements
for a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit in subsection (a) and meets the elements certified in subsection (e)(2), the
department shall issue a CAIR opt-in permit. The department shall provide a copy of the CAIR opt-in permit to the U.S.
EPA, who will then establish a compliance account for the source that includes the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit
unless the source already has a compliance account.
(8) Notwithstanding subdivisions (1) through (7), if at any time before issuance of a CAIR opt-in permit for the unit, the
department determines that the CAIR designated representative fails to show that the unit meets the requirements for a
CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit in subsection (a) or meets the elements certified in subsection (e)(2), the department
shall issue a denial of a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in permit for the unit.
(9) A unit for which an initial CAIR opt-in permit is issued by the department shall become a CAIR NOX ozone season optin unit, and a CAIR NOX ozone season unit, as of the later of May 1, 2009, or May 1 of the first control period during which
such CAIR opt-in permit is issued.
(10) If the CAIR designated representative requests, and the department issues a CAIR opt-in permit providing for,
allocation to a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances under subsection (j)(4) and such
unit is repowered after its date of entry into the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program under subdivision (9), the
repowered unit shall be treated as a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit replacing the original CAIR NOX ozone season
opt-in unit, as of the date of start-up of the repowered unit’s combustion chamber. Notwithstanding subdivisions (5) and
(6), as of the date of start-up, the repowered unit shall be deemed to have the same date of commencement of operation,
date of commencement of commercial operation, baseline heat input, and baseline NOX ozone season emission rate as the
original CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit, and the original CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit shall no longer be treated
as a CAIR opt-in unit or a CAIR NOX ozone season unit.
(g) The following shall apply to the content of each CAIR opt-in permit:
(1) Each opt-in permit shall contain the following:
(A) All elements required for a complete CAIR permit application under section 7(c) of this rule.
(B) The certification in subsection (e)(2).
(C) The unit’s baseline heat input under subsection (f)(5).
(D) The unit’s baseline NOX ozone season emission rate under subsection (f)(6).
(E) A statement whether the unit is to be allocated CAIR NOX ozone season allowances under subsection (j)(4), subject
to the conditions in subsections (f)(10) and (h)(8).
(F) A statement that the unit may withdraw from the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program only in accordance with
subsection (h).
(G) A statement that the unit is subject to, and the owners and operators of the unit must comply with the requirements
of subsection (i).
(2) Each CAIR opt-in permit is deemed to incorporate automatically the definitions of terms under section 2 of this rule
and, upon recordation by the U.S. EPA under this section and sections 9 and 10 of this rule, every allocation, transfer, or
deduction of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances to or from the compliance account of the source that includes a CAIR
NOX ozone season opt-in unit covered by the CAIR opt-in permit.
(3) The CAIR opt-in permit shall be included, in a format prescribed by the department, in the CAIR permit for the source
where the CAIR opt-in unit is located.
(h) The following requirements must be satisfied in order to withdraw an opt-in unit from the CAIR NOx trading program:
(1) Except as provided under subdivision (8), a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit may withdraw from the CAIR NOX
ozone season trading program, but only if the department issues a notification to the CAIR designated representative of
the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit of the acceptance of the withdrawal of the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit in
accordance with subdivision (6).
(2) In order to withdraw a CAIR opt-in unit from the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program, the CAIR designated
representative of the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit shall submit to the department a request to withdraw effective
as of midnight of September 30 of a specified calendar year, which date must be at least four (4) years after September 30
of the year of entry into the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program under subsection (f)(9). The request must be
submitted not later than ninety (90) days before the requested effective date of withdrawal.
(3) Before a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit covered by a request under subdivision (1) may withdraw from the CAIR
NOX ozone season trading program and the CAIR opt-in permit may be terminated under subdivision (7), the following

conditions must be met:
(A) For the control period ending on the date on which the withdrawal is to be effective, the source that includes the
CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit must meet the requirement to hold CAIR NOX ozone season allowances under section
4(c) of this rule and cannot have any excess emissions.
(B) After the requirement for withdrawal under clause (A) is met, the U.S. EPA will deduct from the compliance account
of the source that includes the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit CAIR NOX ozone season allowances equal in amount
to and allocated for the same or a prior control period as any CAIR NOX ozone season allowances allocated to the CAIR
NOX ozone season opt-in unit under section 12(j) of this rule for any control period for which the withdrawal is to be
effective. If there are no remaining CAIR NOX ozone season units at the source, the U.S. EPA will close the compliance
account, and the owners and operators of the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit may submit a CAIR NOX ozone season
allowance transfer for any remaining CAIR NOX ozone season allowances to another CAIR NOX ozone season allowance
tracking system in accordance with section 10 of this rule.
(4) After the requirements for withdrawal under subdivisions (2) and (3) are met, including deduction of the full amount
of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances required, the department shall issue a notification to the CAIR designated
representative of the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit of the acceptance of the withdrawal of the CAIR NOX ozone
season opt-in unit as of midnight on September 30 of the calendar year for which the withdrawal was requested.
(5) If the requirements for withdrawal under subdivisions (2) and (3) are not met, the department shall issue a notification
to the CAIR designated representative of the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit that the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in
unit’s request to withdraw is denied. Such CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit shall continue to be a CAIR NOX ozone
season opt-in unit.
(6) After the department issues a notification under subdivision (4) that the requirements for withdrawal have been met,
the department shall revise the CAIR permit covering the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit to terminate the CAIR opt-in
permit for such unit as of the effective date specified under subdivision (4). The unit shall continue to be a CAIR NOX ozone
season opt-in unit until the effective date of the termination and shall comply with all requirements under the CAIR NOX
ozone season trading program concerning any control periods for which the unit is a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit,
even if such requirements arise or must be complied with after the withdrawal takes effect.
(7) If the department denies the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit’s request to withdraw, the CAIR designated
representative may submit another request to withdraw in accordance with subdivisions (2) and (3).
(8) Notwithstanding subdivisions (1) through (7), a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit shall not be eligible to withdraw
from the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program if the CAIR designated representative of the CAIR NOX ozone season
opt-in unit requests, and the department issues a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in permit providing for, allocation to the
CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances under subsection (j)(4).
(9) Once a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit withdraws from the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program and its CAIR
opt-in permit is terminated under this section, the CAIR designated representative may not submit another application
for a CAIR opt-in permit under subsection (e) for such CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit before the date that is four (4)
years after the date on which the withdrawal became effective. Such new application for a CAIR opt-in permit shall be
treated as an initial application for a CAIR opt-in permit under subsection (f).
(i) When a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule, then
the CAIR designated representative shall notify in, writing, the department and the U.S. EPA of such change in the CAIR
NOX ozone season opt-in unit’s regulatory status, within thirty (30) days of such change. If there is a change in the regulatory
status, the department and the U.S. EPA will take the following actions concerning the CAIR NOx opt-in source:
(1) When the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule, the
department shall revise the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit’s CAIR opt-in permit to meet the requirements of a CAIR
permit under section 7(d) and (7)(e) of this rule as of the date on which the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit becomes
a CAIR NOX ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule.
(2) The U.S. EPA will deduct from the compliance account of the source that includes the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in
unit that becomes a CAIR NOX ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule, CAIR NOX ozone season allowances equal
in amount to, and allocated for, the same or a prior control period as follows:
(A) Any CAIR NOX ozone season allowances allocated to the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit under subsection (j)(4)
for any control period after the date on which the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX ozone season
unit under section 1 of this rule.
(B) If the date on which the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX ozone season unit under section
1 of this rule is not September 30, the CAIR NOX ozone season allowances allocated to the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in
unit under section 12(j) of this rule for the control period that includes the date on which the CAIR NOX ozone season

opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule, multiplied by the ratio of the number
of days, in the control period, starting with the date on which the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit becomes a CAIR
NOX ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule divided by the total number of days in the control period and rounded
to the nearest whole allowance as appropriate.
(3) The CAIR designated representative shall ensure that the compliance account of the source that includes the CAIR NOX
ozone season unit that becomes a CAIR NOX ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule contains the CAIR NOX ozone
season allowances necessary for completion of the deduction under subdivision (2).
(4) For every control period after the date on which the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX ozone
season unit under section 1 of this rule, the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit shall be treated, solely for purposes of
CAIR NOX ozone season allowance allocations under section 8(c) of this rule, as a unit that commences operation on the
date on which the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule
and shall be allocated CAIR NOX ozone season allowances under section 8(c) of this rule.
(5) Notwithstanding subdivision (4), if the date on which the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX
ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule is not January 1, the following amount of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances
shall be allocated to the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit, as a CAIR NOX ozone season unit, under section 8(c) of this
rule for the control period that includes the date on which the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX
ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule:
(A) the amount of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances otherwise allocated to the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit,
as a CAIR NOX ozone season unit, under section 8(c) of this rule for the control period, multiplied by;
(B) the ratio of the number of days, in the control period, starting with the date on which the CAIR NOX ozone season
opt-in unit becomes a CAIR NOX ozone season unit under section 1 of this rule, divided by the total number of days in
the control period; and
(C) rounded to the nearest whole allowance, as appropriate.
(j) The department shall allocate CAIR NOx allowances to CAIR NOx opt-in sources as follows:
(1) When the CAIR opt-in permit is issued under subsection (f)(7), the department shall allocate CAIR NOX ozone season
allowances to the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit, and submit to the U.S. EPA the allocation for the control period in
which a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit enters the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program under subsection (f)(9),
in accordance with subdivision (3) or (4).
(2) By not later than July 31 of the control period in which a CAIR opt-in unit enters the CAIR NOX ozone season trading
program under subsection (f)(9) and July 31 of each year thereafter, the department shall allocate CAIR NOX ozone season
allowances to the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit, and submit to the U.S. EPA the allocation for the control period that
includes such submission deadline and in which the unit is a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit, in accordance with
subdivision (3) or (4).
(3) For each control period for which a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit is to be allocated CAIR NOX ozone season
allowances, the department shall allocate in accordance with the following procedures:
(A) The heat input, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), used for calculating the CAIR NOX ozone season allowance
allocation shall be the lesser of the following:
(i) The CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit’s baseline heat input determined under subsection (f)(5).
(ii) The CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit’s heat input, as determined in accordance with section 11 of this rule, for
the immediately prior control period, except when the allocation is being calculated for the control period in which the
CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit enters the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program under subsection (f)(9).
(B) The NOX emission rate, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), used for calculating CAIR NOX ozone season
allowance allocations shall be the lesser of the following:
(i) The CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit’s baseline NOX emissions rate, in pounds per million British thermal units
(lb/mmBtu), determined under subsection (f)(6) and multiplied by seventy percent (70%).
(ii) The most stringent state or federal NOX ozone season emissions limitation applicable to the CAIR NOX ozone season
opt-in unit at any time during the control period for which CAIR NOX ozone season allowances are to be allocated.
(C) The department shall allocate CAIR NOX ozone season allowances to the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit in an
amount equaling the heat input under clause (A), multiplied by the NOX ozone season emission rate under clause (B),
divided by two thousand (2,000) pounds per ton, and rounded to the nearest whole allowance as appropriate.
(4) Notwithstanding subdivision (3) and if the CAIR designated representative requests, and the department issues a CAIR
opt-in permit providing for, allocation to a CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit of CAIR NOX ozone season allowances
under this subdivision, subject to the conditions in subsection (f)(10) and subsection (h), the department shall allocate to
the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit as follows:

(A) For each control period in 2009 through 2014 for which the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit is to be allocated
CAIR NOX ozone season allowances as follows:
(i) The heat input, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), used for calculating CAIR NOX ozone season allowance
allocations shall be determined as described in subdivision (3)(A).
(ii) The NOX emission rate, in pounds per million British thermal units (lb/mmBtu), used for calculating CAIR NOX
ozone season allowance allocations shall be the lesser of:
(AA) the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit’s baseline NOX emissions rate, in pounds per million British thermal
units (lb/mmBtu), determined under subsection (f)(6); or
(BB) the most stringent state or federal NOX emissions limitation applicable to the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in
unit at any time during the control period in which the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit enters the CAIR NOX
ozone season trading program under subsection (f)(9).
(iii) The department shall allocate CAIR NOX ozone season allowances to the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit in
an amount equaling the heat input under clause (A)(i), multiplied by the NOX emission rate under clause (A)(ii), divided
by two thousand (2,000) pounds per ton, and rounded to the nearest whole allowance as appropriate.
(B) For each control period in 2015 and thereafter for which the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit is to be allocated
CAIR NOX ozone season allowances as follows:
(i) The heat input, in million British thermal units (mmBtu), used for calculating the CAIR NOX ozone season allowance
allocations shall be determined as described in subdivision (3)(A).
(ii) The NOX emission rate, in pounds per million British thermal units (lb/mmBtu), used for calculating the CAIR NOX
ozone season allowance allocation shall be the lesser of:
(AA) fifteen-hundredths (0.15) pounds per million British thermal units (lb/mmBtu);
(BB) the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit’s baseline NOX emissions rate, in pounds per million British thermal
units (lb/mmBtu), determined under subsection (f)(6); or
(CC) the most stringent state or federal NOX emissions limitation applicable to the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in
unit at any time during the control period for which CAIR NOX ozone season allowances are to be allocated.
(iii) The department shall allocate CAIR NOX ozone season allowances to the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit in
an amount equaling the heat input under clause (B)(i), multiplied by the NOX emission rate under clause (B)(ii), divided
by two thousand (2,000) pounds per ton, and rounded to the nearest whole allowance as appropriate.
(5) The U.S. EPA will record, in the compliance account of the source that includes the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit,
the CAIR NOX ozone season allowances allocated by the department to the CAIR NOX ozone season opt-in unit under
subdivision (1).
(6) By September 1 of the control period in which a CAIR opt-in unit enters the CAIR NOX ozone season trading program
under subsection (f)(9) and September 1 of each year thereafter, the U.S. EPA will record, in the compliance account of
the source that includes the CAIR NOX ozone season ozone season opt-in unit, the CAIR NOX ozone season ozone season
allowances allocated by the department to the CAIR NOX ozone season ozone season opt-in unit under subdivision (2).
*These documents are incorporated by reference. Copies may be obtained from the Government Printing Office, 732 North
Capitol Street, Washington, D.C. 20401 and are available for review and copying at the Department of Environmental
Management, Office of Air Quality, Indiana Government Center-North, Tenth Floor, 100 North Senate Avenue, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46204. (Air Pollution Control Board; 326 IAC 24-3-12)
Notice of First Meeting/Hearing
Under IC 4-22-2-24, IC 13-14-8-6, and IC 13-14-9, notice is hereby given that on April 5, 2006, at 1:00 p.m., at the Indiana
Government Center-South, 402 West Washington Street, Conference Center Room A, Indianapolis, Indiana, the Air Pollution Control
Board will hold a public hearing on new rules 326 IAC 24-1, 326 IAC 24-2, 326 IAC 24-3, and 326 IAC 10-4-16.
The purpose of this hearing is to receive comments from the public prior to preliminary adoption of these rules by the board. All
interested persons are invited and will be given reasonable opportunity to express their views concerning the proposed new rules.
Oral statements will be heard, but, for the accuracy of the record, all comments should be submitted in writing.
Additional information regarding this action may be obtained from Susan Bem, Rules Development Section, Office of Air Quality,
(317) 233-5697 or (800) 451-6027 (in Indiana).
Individuals requiring reasonable accommodations for participation in this event should contact the Indiana Department of
Environmental Management, Americans with Disabilities Act coordinator at:
Attn: ADA Coordinator
Indiana Department of Environmental Management

100 North Senate Avenue
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
or call (317) 233-0855 or (317) 232-6565 (TDD). Speech and hearing impaired callers may contact IDEM via the Indiana Relay
Service at 1-800-743-3333. Please provide a minimum of 72 hours’ notification.
Copies of these rules are now on file at the Office of Air Quality, Indiana Department of Environmental Management, Indiana
Government Center-North, 100 North Senate Avenue, Tenth Floor East and Legislative Services Agency, One North Capitol, Suite
325, Indianapolis, Indiana and are open for public inspection.
Kathryn A. Watson, Chief
Air Programs Branch
Office of Air Quality

